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Abstract

Stakeholder Engagement in State-level Climate Change Policymaking

Duran Anthony Fiack

As a “wicked” environmental problem of the twenty-first century, the issue of anthropogenic global climate change will require mitigation efforts to occur across a diverse set of stakeholder groups in order to be addressed effectively. In the wake of the prevailing complexities associated with contemporary environmental issues, such as climate change, stakeholder engagement via collaborative policymaking processes has emerged as a potentially effective management model. This research contributes to the emerging scholarly discussion surrounding the dimensions of climate change communication by conducting a stakeholder-focused analysis concerning climate change policymaking at the state level. The major goal of this study is to explore the role of collaborative policymaking processes in the context of climate change policy adoption and implementation in the American states. Understanding the role of collaborative policymaking processes via stakeholder engagement is critical to building our understanding of the ability for policymakers to implement strategies that reduce emissions. Developing an effective stakeholder framework can help us to understand the multifaceted stakeholder dynamics around climate change communication and can be a critical contribution to theory and, subsequently, to policymaking by helping decision makers become aware and knowledgeable about constraints and opportunities in addressing climate change within the subnational context.
The study begins with an examination of the political barriers and policy challenges that have, thus far, successfully prevented the passage of federal legislation to regulate greenhouse gas emissions. The analysis applies theories of the policymaking process to provide a framework for understanding the motives, strategies, and access points that fossil fuel business and conservative interests have utilized to block successfully the climate change issue from the government agenda, and concludes that a federal policy to regulate emissions will not be achieved in the short to medium term.

The second chapter introduces a theoretical framework, developed by Sabatier et al. (2005) to analyze stakeholder involvement in collaborative watershed management, which can potentially be useful for understanding the process of stakeholder engagement in the development of state-level climate change policy. The chapter builds upon the work of Sabatier et al. (2005) and outlines a conceptual framework for understanding the possible variables influencing collaborative climate change policymaking in American states. The chapter includes a discussion of the theoretical foundations that support the conceptual relationships included in the framework, and the development of hypotheses regarding the causal mechanisms that drive the overall collaborative policymaking process.

The study continues with a review of state-level trends related to climate change mitigation and policy adoption, followed by the development of two composite indicators, the State-Level Climate Change Performance Index (SLCCPI) and State-Level Climate Change Policy Adoption and Implementation Index.
(SLCCPAII), that are used rank the fifty American states based upon their relative climate change performance. The results of the CI analyses provide a large-n, comparative analysis of state-level experiences with respect to climate change mitigation and policy action that can be used to illuminate the various facets of climate change performance within individual states, as well as the shared and divergent trends amongst the states.

The study concludes with a case study investigation of the climate change policymaking experiences in four American states. The four state-level case studies are selected based upon the results of the SLCCPI and SLCCPAII using criteria developed from the hypothesized relationships between collaborative policymaking processes and climate change mitigation and policy outcomes. The analysis relies upon process tracing techniques to test hypotheses on how climate change policymaking has taken place, whether and how the process generates policy outcomes, and the role of stakeholder engagement in producing policy outcomes. The results of the case study analysis show that the proposed conceptual framework, and the associated theoretical perspectives, for collaborative climate change policy offer an informative approach for analyzing how climate change mitigation efforts transpire in the American states.
Dedicated to my mom, Linda.
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Introduction

Global climate change is the greatest environmental challenge of the 21st century. The consequences of increasing average global temperatures have important implications for the Earth’s ecosystems and society. Despite a sharp increase in the scientific consensus regarding the occurrence of global climate change, and the significant role that human influences have contributed to its causes, the federal government has yet to enact comprehensive legislation to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions effectively. The absence of federal action to address the climate change issue by the Congress led the executive branch, under the administration of President Barak Obama, to initiate substantial and unprecedented efforts to reduce U.S. GHG emissions. Most notably, President Obama, in coordination with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA), established a plan to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from the nation’s electric power sector and joined the most significant international climate change agreement to date, the Paris Agreement (see Chapter 1). The federal-level efforts established under the Obama administration to address the climate change issue, however, have proven to be short-lived. The inauguration of President Donald J. Trump, in 2017, combined with the reestablishment of a Republican majority in both chambers of the Congress immobilized, and reversed, the national climate change policy agenda that had been established under the previous administration. Within six months of taking office, President Trump, led a concerted effort to repeal the executive-level regulations related to climate change mitigation, and withdrew the U.S. from international efforts
to address anthropogenic climate change. The opposing policy agendas of President Obama and President Trump, with respect to climate change mitigation, is exemplary of the party politics that have persistently plagued climate change policy discussions in the U.S., and have stymied federal-level policy action to reduce GHG emissions (see Chapter 1).

The issue of global climate change poses a complex challenge for policymakers at all levels of governance, the causes and environmental consequences of which are characteristic of contemporary environmental issues of the third environmental epoch as described by Mazmanian and Kraft (2009). In comparison to the first and second epochs, in the third epoch such issues are characterized by a much greater combination of scientific and technical complexity, long-term timescales, involve large numbers of stakeholders with varying interests, and trans-jurisdictional and transnational impacts. The active role of fossil fuel and conservative interests in blocking the climate change issue from the political agenda, and the continuing political polarization of the Congress, has generated legislative gridlock on the regulation of GHG emissions. Achieving a legislative federal policy to address and stabilize GHG emissions to avoid the most severe consequences of climate change is unlikely to occur by the end of the 21st century.

In the absence of federal legislation to address anthropogenic climate change, as well as recent actions taken by the Trump administration to roll back nearly every federal effort to control GHG emissions, many states have taken action to reduce GHG emissions (Posner 2010; Rabe 2004, 2008). Exactly why some states have
developed climate change programs and others have is not clear and deserves in-depth research and analysis. Among other things, the nature of interactions between diverse stakeholders and the contexts in which they occur requires close examination.

This study contributes to the emerging scholarly discussion around the dimensions of climate change communication and policymaking by conducting a stakeholder-focused analysis concerning climate change at the state level. While the climate change problem presents a unique, intricate array of challenges for stakeholder engagement, such engagement is essential in order to bring together a variety of important policy interests to craft innovative solutions to serious environmental problems (Heikkila and Gerlak 2005; Sabatier et al. 2005). Generally speaking, too little research has been done specifically on collaborative climate change policymaking at the subnational level, and this study adds to this literature (Bernauer 2013). Much of the current research examines “issue framing” around climate change (Aklin and Urpelainen 2013; Guber and Bosso 2012; Kamieniecki 2006; Kraft and Kamieniecki 2007; Nisbet 2009). This study moves this scholarship forward by specifically linking the emergent role of social science analysis to an examination of critical stakeholder groups who are engaged, or not engaged, in the discourse around climate change.

This investigation draws upon a theoretical framework developed by Sabatier et al. (2005) to analyze stakeholder involvement in collaborative watershed management, and applies the framework to climate change policymaking in American states. A major goal of the study is to present and evaluate a possible
conceptual framework for analyzing the nature and extent of interactions between the major players involved in climate change mitigation at the state level. Developing an effective stakeholder framework can help us to understand the multifaceted stakeholder dynamics around climate change communication and can be a critical contribution to theory and, subsequently, to policymaking by helping decision makers become aware and knowledgeable about constraints and opportunities in addressing climate change within the subnational context.

While science has played a role in most environmental and natural resource policy debates, the progression of environmental politics and the transition of environmental issues from “point source” to “nonpoint source” problems has placed science at the forefront of environmental policymaking processes in the third environmental epoch (Mazmanian and Kraft 2009). Undeniably, science has become a dominant factor in the battle over the control of GHG emissions.

This chapter sets the stage for understanding the evolution of policy efforts, past and present, to address environmental problems in the U.S. and the emergent role of science in the climate change policymaking process. Following a brief history of federal environmental politics and policy, an overview of the history of the scientific understanding of global climate change and the emergent role of science in the climate change policymaking process is provided. The chapter concludes by tracing the general public’s understanding of anthropogenic global climate change and the significance that American’s place on addressing the climate change issue.
Congress and Environmental Policy During the Environmental Decade

Early environmental policy in the U.S. was characterized by a centralized top-down approach (Mazmanian and Kraft 2009). Landmark federal legislation established beginning in the 1970s and in the two decades that followed was designed to control and remediate the impacts of industrial pollution that posed a risk to public health and resulted in environmental degradation. During the “environmental decade” of the 1970s the U.S. Congress commanded a central role in addressing the nation’s environmental issues. The environment had become a priority on the social and political agenda following the first Earth Day on April 22, 1970. New visibility of declining environmental conditions accompanied by direct exposure to the consequences of industrialization heightened public concern over environmental threats, and an increasingly affluent and educated American society began to place a high level of importance on quality of life that held a healthy environment in high regard (Andrews 2006; Kraft 2014). During this period, federal policymakers from both sides of the aisle saw politically attractive opportunities to enact new legislation to tackle existing environmental challenges related to water, air and hazardous waste pollution.

Beginning with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, the U.S. Congress enacted seven unprecedented and far-reaching legislative acts to improve environmental conditions and establish a national standard of environmental quality.¹

These programs were administered at the federal level by the U.S. EPA, which was established in 1970 by President Nixon, and served as the primary bureaucratic body responsible for administering federal environmental law. For the most part, the bills transcended partisan lines and represented an era in which the Congress left a positive influence on environmental protection.

The legislative history of the Water Pollution Control Act Amendments (Clean Water Act) of 1972 provides an exceptional example of the era’s high-level of bipartisan agreement to address environmental degradation. Following the bill’s passage, President Nixon vetoed the law citing the financial costs and economic impacts on the nation’s taxpayers. Upon the bill’s “return without approval,” veto override debates ensued within the Congress and the required two-thirds vote by both Chambers was quickly achieved.2 Included in the Senate voting in favor of the veto override were 34 Democrats, 17 Republicans and 1 Conservative; in the House, 150 Democrats and 97 Republicans voted in favor of the override. The major environmental policy acts of the 1970s illustrate a unique time in federal environmental policymaking history during which members of Congress were willing to cooperate across party lines, despite ideological differences and economic interests, to address the nation’s environmental challenges. Particularly telling is the willingness of Republican members of Congress to oppose a Republican President in order to override a presidential veto. Clearly, Republicans of this era felt that water

2 The Senate and House voted 52-12 and 247-23, respectively, to override the President’s veto. 31 Senators did not vote.
quality issues were serious and that something had to be done to reduce water pollution throughout the U.S. as soon as possible.

In addition to the broad liberal social movement and increasing affluence of American society during the mid-twentieth century the occurrence of dramatic focusing events pushed environmental quality issues to the top of the political agenda. A massive oil spill off the coast of Santa Barbara (1969), the combustion of the Cuyahoga river in Ohio (1969), and the Love Canal disaster (1978) were all extreme events that captured the attention of the public through extensive media coverage. In turn, this generated public concern leading to political support for the passage of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, the Clean Air Act of 1970, the Clean Water Act of 1972 and the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980.

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 followed by the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 largely represent the end of federal action to address issues of environmental quality. The decline in federal environmental legislation began in 1981 when the Reagan Administration took control of the White House and executive agencies. The Reagan presidency’s record on environmental policy was characterized by an aggressive campaign to reduce the U.S. EPA’s capacity to implement effectively the environmental legislation of the previous decade. President Reagan appointed James Watt and Anne Gorsuch to head the Department of the Interior and the U.S. EPA, respectively, and they implemented dramatic cuts to federal funds earmarked for environmental
protection (Vig 2006, 2012). In addition to the war on existing environmental institutions being waged by the Reagan administration, for the first time in twenty-five years Republicans took control of the Senate in 1981, where the party remained in power for the next six years. The economic costs of policy implementation and executive agency expansion became apparent to business and industry interests and opposition to further regulation was supported by conservative policymakers.

The history of environmental policy making in the U.S. provides ample evidence that federal lawmakers are capable of reaching agreement on solutions to address environmental problems, however, in the last two and a half decades there has been an absence of significant environmental policy action from the federal legislative branch (Kraft 2012). National and international environmental issues have grown more pervasive and complex and the costs of mitigation, more diffuse, contributing to the legislative gridlock on Capitol Hill. The absence of federal legislation to address the issue of anthropogenic climate change and reduce GHG emissions can largely be attributed to the scientific complexity of the issue, the role of powerful and organized interest groups, and the increasing polarization of the Democratic and Republican members of the Congress.

**Climate Change Science and Policymaking**

The role of scientists in providing technical information to advise environmental policy decisions has become increasingly critical to addressing environmental issues in the third environmental epoch (Mazmanian and Kraft 2009). Haas (1992) discusses how policy actors can learn new patterns of reasoning and
pursue new policy interests, and his concept of “epistemic community” lies at the heart of the climate change science and policy debate.\textsuperscript{3} In his view, "epistemic communities" play a crucial role in "articulating the cause-and-effect relationships of complex problems, helping states identify their interests, framing the issues for collective debate, proposing specific policies, and identifying salient points for negotiation" (1992, 2). The climate change issue has been communicated by an epistemic community of scientists who study the physical processes that contribute to patterns of the Earth’s climate. Under Haas’ rational approach to policymaking, the findings of scientific experts would inform the regulatory process and produce new rules that improve environmental quality by reducing GHG emissions.

Climate scientists and scientific institutions were the primary drivers of early policy change efforts to address global climate change. Beginning with Joseph Fourier’s discovery of the heat trapping characteristics of GHGs in the 1820s, the scientific community has been laying the foundation for understanding anthropogenic climate change for nearly two centuries (Fourier 1827). The physical understanding of the role played by carbon dioxide (CO\textsubscript{2}) in the Earth’s energy balance has been of interest to scientists since the Industrial Revolution, when Swedish scientist Svante Arrhenius first proposed a link between atmospheric CO\textsubscript{2} levels and temperature (Arrhenius 1896).\textsuperscript{4} At that time, humans had begun to burn fossil fuels such as coal, oil, and natural gas on a wide scale to produce energy (NRC 2010a). However, an epistemic community is a network of professionals with recognized expertise and competence in a given field and an authoritative claim to policy-relevant knowledge and information with that field or issue area. These experts share a set of normative and principled beliefs, causal beliefs, notions of validity, and a common policy enterprise.\textsuperscript{3} Arrhenius’ research showed that the doubling of CO\textsubscript{2} would raise global temperatures by 5-6\textdegree C.\textsuperscript{4}
concern within the scientific community regarding the effect of increasing GHG emissions on global climate was largely placated by the belief that the world’s oceans would absorb excess atmospheric CO$_2$ produced by human activities.

In 1957, research conducted by Revelle and Suess (1957) found that the oceans absorb excess atmospheric CO$_2$ at a much slower rate than had been previously thought, debunking the belief that the world’s oceans would mitigate the consequences of growing GHG concentrations in the atmosphere. The following year Charles Keeling began to collect long-term measurements of atmospheric CO$_2$ levels at the Mauna Loa observatory in Hawaii. Keeling’s work illustrated the trends of increasing atmospheric CO$_2$ levels, and his results became known as the Keeling curve (see Figure 1).

Yet it was not until the late 1980s when NASA scientist James Hansen testified before the U.S. Senate and stated that global climate change was already underway that the environmental issue of anthropogenic climate change received widespread public and political attention (McCright and Dunlap 2000; Shabecoff 1988). Following Hansen’s testimony in 1988, the World Meteorological Association and the United Nations Environment Program created the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The IPCC was established to “prepare, based on available scientific information, assessments on all aspects of climate change and its impacts, with a view of formulating realistic response strategies.” The IPCC has been the most publicly visible scientific organization with respect to climate change, playing a critical role in establishing the scientific basis for understanding the causes of
anthropogenic climate change and developing projections of future environmental consequences (IPCC 2013).

**Figure 1.** Atmospheric CO$_2$ concentration 1958-2014.

![Graph showing atmospheric CO$_2$ concentration from 1958 to 2014.](image)

Source: NOAA Earth Systems Research Laboratory 2014.

Throughout the 1990s and into the new century the scientific community’s understanding of climate change continued to improve. The IPCC had released two reports, the second of which echoed the testimony of Hansen, making the claim that anthropogenic climate change was occurring and that human activity was the primary cause (Santer et al. 1995). Independent scientists had produced compelling research that supported the IPCC’s findings and made a strong case for the occurrence of anthropogenic climate change. In 1998, Mann, Bradley and Hughes (1998) published a detailed analysis of global average temperature over the last millennium. The study produced a compelling figure, which became known in the media as the “hockey stick graph,” that illustrated the rapid increase in global average temperatures following the Industrial Revolution (see Figure 2).
The findings of the IPCC and other peer-reviewed scientific studies, particularly over the last twenty-five years, provide a telling story of the effect that human activities have had on atmospheric GHG concentrations. In situ measurements of CO$_2$ over the past several decades, ice core measurements, and detailed estimates of CO$_2$ sources and sinks have found that CO$_2$ levels consistently varied between 265 and 280 parts per million (ppm) for thousands of years before increasing sharply following the Industrial Revolution (NRC 2010a). In 2013, CO$_2$ levels reached 400

---

5 One part per million denotes one part per 1,000,000 parts.
6 Since the middle of the 20th century, atmospheric CO$_2$ levels have risen by more than 25 percent, increasing at an average annual rate of more than 2.0 ppm per year over the last 10 years. The rate of
ppm, the highest they have been in more than one million years. Measurements of the isotopic abundances of CO$_2$ molecules in the atmosphere indicate that most of this excess atmospheric CO$_2$ is “fossil” carbon, originating from sources that are millions of years old, the only source of which are the combustion of coal, oil, and natural gas (Keeling et al. 2005). Furthermore, recent estimates of CO$_2$ uptake suggest that the rate at which CO$_2$ is removed from the atmosphere by ocean and land sinks may be waning (Canadell et al. 2007; Khatiwala, Primeau and Hall 2009; Le Quéré et al. 2013). If a decline in the rate of CO$_2$ uptake from carbon sinks continues, atmospheric CO$_2$ concentrations would rise more rapidly, even if global CO$_2$ emissions were stabilized.

The environmental consequences of anthropogenic alterations to the natural greenhouse effect have also become more apparent. Since 1895, the average temperature across the U.S. has increased by about 0.8° Celsius (C), most of which has taken place in the last 50 years, with the last ten years (2004-2014) being the warmest on record. It is widely accepted by the scientific community that in order to avoid the most severe and irreversible impacts of climate change the change in global average temperatures will have to remain below 2° C relative to pre-industrial levels (IPCC 2013). An increase in the average global temperature of 2° C would have significant negative impacts on human health and ecosystems, posing great challenges for environmental protection and society.

---

increase is twice as fast as it was during the first decade, of the record, and adds approximately 15.0 gigatons of CO$_2$ to the atmosphere each year (Blasing 2014; IPCC 2013; NRC 2010b; Tans 2014).
According to the IPPC’s Fifth Assessment Report, it is likely that temperature change from anthropogenic GHG emissions can be kept below the 2° C threshold by stabilizing atmospheric CO₂ concentrations to less than 450 ppm by no later than 2100. In order to remain below the 450 ppm threshold, global GHG emissions will have to be reduced 40 to 70 percent below 2010 levels by 2050, and 78 to 118 percent below 2010 levels by 2100 (IPCC 2013). Accounting for existing mitigation efforts, GHG emissions are predicted to continue increasing with global populations and economic development. Such baseline scenarios indicate that without additional mitigation efforts, average global temperatures in the Earth’s lower atmosphere will increase to between 3.7° C and 4.8° C (atmospheric CO₂ concentrations of 750 to 1,300 ppm) relative to pre-industrial levels by 2100 (IPCC 2013). While such increases seem modest on the surface, they can have a major impact on climate change and the Earth’s environment for many years to come.

The results of recent climate science research and the predicted consequences of global climate change have received broad support from the community of climate science experts. Nearly all climate scientists worldwide agree that global climate change is occurring. In the U.S. 94 percent of climate scientists agree that climate change is currently taking place, 88 percent agree that human activities have accelerated increases in global mean temperatures and 91 percent agreed that the uncertainty of future climate change projections do not justify the postponement of mitigation and adaption policy (Anderegg 2010; Bray 2010; Cook et al. 2013; Doran 2009).
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7 The likelihood of staying below the temperature change threshold decreases to about a 50 percent chance when atmospheric concentrations reach roughly 530 ppm.
and Zimmerman 2009; Rosenberg 2010). Given the overwhelming consensus amongst experts regarding the issue of climate change and the significant challenges that the issue poses for society, the rational approach to the integration of scientific information proposed by Haas would lead to dramatic policy change. Yet, thus far, such change has not occurred at the federal level, and the current Trump administration does not support any new policies to reduce GHG emissions.

**Climate Change Science in Policymaking**

While science has played a role in most environmental and natural resource policy debates, it has become a dominant factor in the battle over the regulation of GHG emissions. In general, the public tends to invest a great deal of faith in the scientific community and often the default assumption is that a high degree of consensus exists within an epistemic community regarding a particular issue (Aklin and Urpelainen 2014; Ding et al. 2011; Gauchat, 2011, 2012; Lang and Hallman 2005; Leiserowitz et al. 2013; Lewandowsky, Gignac and Vaughan 2013). Under such conditions it seems that the accumulation of public support would produce widespread calls for the regulation of GHG emissions, and addressing climate change would be politically feasible. This rational process of environmental policymaking, in which concrete and objective scientific knowledge leads to policy change, was described by Benedick (1991) in his account of the Montreal Protocol agreement and the model of epistemic communities proposed by Haas (1992). However, according to Liftin’s account of the Montreal Protocol, knowledge is often “deeply implicated in questions of framing and interpretation” and facts and ideas are often “framed in light
of specific interests and preexisting discourse,” reinterpreted and manipulated in the policymaking process (Liftin 1994, 6; also, see Hoffman 2011; Ingold and Gschwend 2014; Pielke 2007; Sarewitz 2004).

Despite the overwhelming scientific consensus regarding the effect that increased levels of GHGs will have on our global climate and the impacts that a changing climate will have on the environment and consequently society, addressing global climate change has maintained low saliency among the general public (Nisbet and Myers 2007). As of 2016, only 27 percent of Americans believed that scientists generally agree that global warming is occurring and is caused by human activity (Pew Research Center 2016). Although recent polls suggest that more than one-half (59 percent) of Americans believe that the effects of global warming have already begun, nearly one-third (31 percent) believe that climate change is not currently happening but will at some point in the future, and one-tenth (10 percent) of the population believes that global climate change will never happen (Saad and Jones 2016). The percentage of Americans who believe that climate change is happening is about the same as it was in 2008, when belief in the occurrence of climate change peaked at 61 percent before declining to a low of 49 percent in 2011 (see Figure 3). As of 2016, addressing climate change ranked 16th on a list of 18 top policy priority topics among the general public. Only 38 percent of survey participants claimed addressing GHG emissions to be a top priority for the president and Congress to address (see Figure 4). Although the issue has consistently ranked low on the public’s policy agenda, the proportion of the general public that places addressing global
climate change as a top priority has increased by 10 percent since 2013, a reversal of a five-year declined since the issue initially peaked at 35 percent in 2008 (see Figure 4).

A number of factors are likely to be important contributors to the public’s perception of the occurrence of global climate change and apparent contradictions in the positions citizens are taking on the issue. Among the most influential of these are the efforts of producers and consumers of fossil fuels, conservative interests, policymakers, and some media outlets to call into question the conclusions of climate science, which is complex and may be difficult for the general public to understand (Anderegg et al. 2014; Boykoff 2008, 2009, 2013; Dunlap and McCright 2008; Hmielowski 2014; Malka, Krosnick and Langer 2009; McCright and Dunlap 2011a, 2011b; McCright, Dunlap and Xiao 2014; Weber 2011). The low priority that Americans place on addressing the climate change issue is understandable for those who do not believe that climate change is happening. For those who believe that climate change is happening or will occur in their lifetime, addressing the issue on Capitol Hill may be a low priority where individuals believe that the impacts of climate change do not present an immediate threat to their way of life. Understandably, many Americans are often more concerned with policy issues related to a healthy economy and national security, which are likely to hold a greater sense of urgency and personal impacts than those related to a changing climate. Additionally, the perception that the impacts of climate change do not present an immediate threat is likely to reduce American’s willingness to accept the potential costs (e.g., an
increase in energy or fuel prices) of addressing the issue. Lastly, there is the belief that other nations must be held accountable to reduce GHG emissions. In the absence of a broad international effort to address anthropogenic global climate change, some Americans may be less likely to support a national effort given the potential consequences for national economic competitiveness on the global market.

**Figure 3.** U.S. views about climate change, 1998-2016.

Source: Saad and Jones 2016.
Figure 4. Top policy priorities according to the general public, 2013-2016.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strengthening the nation’s economy</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defending country from terrorism</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving the educational system</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving the job situation</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making Social Security system sound</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing health care costs</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making Medicare systems sound</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing crime</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing the budget deficit</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dealing with problems of poor &amp; needy</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dealing with issue of immigration</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengthening the U.S. military</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protecting the environment</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reforming the nation’s tax system</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reforming the criminal justice system</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dealing with global climate change</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dealing with gun policy</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dealing with global trade issues</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


A review of recent patterns in extreme weather events provides ample evidence of the probable consequences of a changing climate. Indeed, while extreme weather events are dependent upon multiple factors, and human-induced climate change is certainly one of them, the number of such events has been increasing over time, and present real costs to the nation (Herring et al. 2014; Smith and Katz 2013; USGCRP 2014). In 2011, the U.S. experienced an unprecedented 14 extreme weather and climate events with costs exceeding $1 billion in direct damages and total costs exceeding $60 billion and the loss of 764 lives. This unprecedented year was followed by 11 such events in 2012, the second highest in more than 30 years,
with costs exceeding $100 billion and 377 human lives. The economic damages of 2012 are second only to the events of 2005 primarily from the damages caused by Hurricane Katrina (NCDC 2013). While many studies, particularly those from conservative organizations, have highlighted the potentially significant cost of taking action to reduce GHG emissions (for example, Dayaratna and Kreutzer 2014; Dayaratna, Loris and Kreutzer 2014) it is important to consider the costs of inaction, as the climate continues to change and extreme events such as hurricanes, tornadoes and droughts become more frequent and in some cases more severe, it is likely that the long-term costs to society will outweigh the costs of action (Bouwer 2011, 2013; CEC 2014; Gall et al. 2011; Nordhaus 2013; Tol 2014).

While some have found a positive association between abnormally warm and cool temperatures and vulnerability to climate change impacts and concern for climate change (Akerlof et al. 2013; Brooks et al. 2014; Donner and McDaniels 2013; Krosnick et al. 2006; Milfont et al. 2014; Myers et al. 2013; Zahr an et al. 2006, 2008), perhaps the causal relationship between human-induced climate change and extreme events may be less clear to the general public. The complexity of the issue and the uncertainties of the risks it poses create challenges for laypersons to understand the causes of climate change, the impacts it may have, and the actions that can help alleviate the problem (Gifford 2011; Gifford, Kormos, and McIntyre 2011; Norgaard 2004, 2010; Pidgeon and Fischhoff 2011; Weber 2010). Some of the most severe impacts of global climate change, such as sea level rise and ecosystem

---

8 Based on the 2013 Consumer Price Index, see Smith et al. 2014 for details.
alteration, will occur as gradual changes that are not expected to reach significant levels in the immediate future. Thus, the irreversible nature of such losses may be difficult for the general public to view as an issue to be addressed by current policymakers. Furthermore, the predictions of the physical impacts themselves rely upon complex, probabilistic models that cannot provide exact determinations of the long-term effects of human-induced climate change.

In the absence of dramatic “focusing events” science and, more recently, the economic costs of legislative action has taken on a central role in the policymaking arena and, in particular, the issue of global climate change. While the environmental consequences of climate change are already occurring, presenting real costs to ecosystems and society, the most severe and widespread consequences of climate change are expected to occur in the coming decades. Despite the substantial scientific evidence supporting the existence of anthropogenic climate change, the general public’s belief in the occurrence of global climate change and the severity of its likely impacts has remained relatively stable. Hence, addressing the issue remains low on the public’s issue agenda.

**Overview of the Dissertation**

In addition to the complexities of climate change science, conservative interests and business and industry, especially firms that produce or consume fossil fuels, have thus far been successful in thwarting legislative efforts to control GHG emissions at the federal level. Chapter 1 examines these factors, and others, and concludes that the federal climate change legislative gridlock is likely to continue into
the foreseeable future. Given the dismal prospects of the federal regulation of GHG emissions, Chapter 2 shifts the focus of climate change policy to the subnational level, where much of the policy change has thus far been pursued and achieved, and establishes the theoretical framework for examining the process of stakeholder engagement in the development of state-level climate change policy. Chapter 3 introduces the methodological approach that will be applied to assess the role of stakeholder engagement and collaborative policy processes in the development of state-level climate change policy. Chapter 4 traces the emergence of state-level climate change policy in the U.S. and provides an up to date assessment of the current policy landscape. Chapter 5 introduces the key drivers of anthropogenic climate change within the U.S., energy consumption and CO₂ emissions, and an overview of state-level characteristics in these areas. Chapter 6 introduces a mixed-methods approach to rank objectively the states according to climate change policy action and mitigation. Based on the model presented in Chapter 6, four states are selected from four climate change policy categories (i.e., one state for each category), determined by their climate change policy achievements and climate change mitigation performance. Chapter 7 applies the theoretical approach developed in this study to present within and cross-comparison case studies of four states that have achieved climate change policy adoption and mitigation to varying degrees. The final chapter discusses the implications of the findings from the cases studied and revises the collaborative policy framework put forth in Chapter 2 to propose a new theory for collaborative climate change policymaking. The final chapter also reconsiders the
issue of global climate change and the role of stakeholder engagement in addressing the issue at the subnational level, and discusses opportunities for future research in this area.
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Chapter 1 - Climate Change Politics and Policy

The U.S. has often been at the forefront of addressing domestic environmental problems and has, at times, played a critical role in bringing together members of the international community to form multilateral environmental agreements to address pervasive environmental problems. Achieving the dramatic GHG emissions reductions called for by the IPCC is not only an important issue for the U.S. to address from a domestic policy perspective, but also to maintain the nation’s reputation as an international steward of the environment. As noted in the previous chapter, however, the U.S. has yet to enact a legislative federal policy to address the causes of anthropogenic climate change and reduce GHG emissions to the levels called upon by the IPCC. As of 2015, U.S. GHG emissions totaled 6,587 million metric tons, of carbon dioxide equivalents (CO$_2$e), a 3.5 percent increase from 1990 emissions and a 2.27 percent decrease from 2014 emissions, at which time the U.S. accounted for 15 percent of global GHG emissions from fossil fuel combustion (Boden, Marland and Andres 2017; USEPA 2017). In order to achieve the GHG stabilization called for in the IPCC’s Fifth assessment report, U.S. emissions would have to be reduced to at least 4,124 million metric tons of CO$_2$e by 2050, and 1,512 million metric tons of CO$_2$e by 2100. In 2014, the U.S. EPA released a proposed rule to decrease GHG emissions from power plants by 32 percent from 2005 levels by 2030. The proposed rule would amount to a reduction of 733 million metric tons of

---

9 The carbon dioxide equivalent is a metric measure used to compare the emissions from various GHGs based upon their global warming potential (GWP). The carbon dioxide equivalent for a gas is derived by multiplying the tons of the gas by the associated GWP.
CO₂e, a 10 percent reduction from 2010 GHG emission levels, and a far cry from the 40-70 percent 2050 benchmark set forth by the IPCC (IPCC 2013; USEPA 2017).

Despite recent declines in national GHG emissions, dramatic reductions will be required across economic sectors in order to contribute to a global effort to avoid the most dramatic consequences of climate change. As an environmental issue of the third environmental epoch, the origins of anthropogenic GHG emissions are diffuse and distributed across a number of economic sectors. In the U.S., GHG emissions originate from five primary sources including: electricity generation, transportation, industrial operations, commercial and residential sources, and agriculture production (see Figure 1.1). As the largest producers of GHG emissions in the U.S., business and industry interests, especially firms that produce or consume fossil fuels, have been the most vocal opponents of policy efforts to regulate GHG emissions at the national level. Given the nation’s economic dependence on fossil fuel, conservative interest groups and elected officials have also been critical of government intervention to address climate change, often citing the economic consequences of policy action. Thus far, the opponents of climate change have been successful at thwarting government efforts to control GHG emissions.
This chapter describes the political barriers and policy challenges that have, thus far, been promulgated by climate change policy opponents to prevent supporters from reaching a “tipping point” on Capitol Hill and achieving GHG regulation. In general, research on the level of influence that business and industry interests have on environmental policymaking in the U.S. has provided mixed results. While some studies have found that business interests do not dominate the legislative policymaking process, relative to the general interest group population (e.g., Baumgartner and Leech 1998; Baumgartner et al. 2009; Berry 1999; Kamieniecki 2006; Kraft and Kamieniecki 2007; Smith 2000; Vogel 1989), others have found business to dominate numerous aspects of American politics (e.g., Korten 1995; Lehne 2001; Libby 1998; Schlozman and Tierney 1986; Nounes 2002). This chapter applies theories of the policymaking process as described by Kingdon (1995) and
Baumgartner and Jones (1993) to provide a framework for understanding the motives, strategies, and access points that fossil fuel business and conservative interests have utilized to block successfully the climate change issue from the government agenda. Following a review of past and present efforts by climate change policy opponents to prevent policy change, the discussion concludes that a federal policy to regulate GHG emissions will not be achieved in the short to medium term.

Making predictions regarding the future of federal climate change policy is no simple task. However, given the ongoing trend of strong partisan division regarding environmental issues and the powerful electoral incentives that members have to act in the interest of constituents and organized interests, a reasonable calculation can be made based on predictions regarding the number of Republican seats that will be held on Capitol Hill in the coming years. The founders of the U.S. Constitution designed the House of Representatives to represent the people of the U.S., rather than the individual states. Article I, Section II of the Constitution provides that each state shall have at least one U.S. Representative seated in the House, and that the size of a state’s delegation will depend on its total population. Thus, the apportionment of seats in the house dedicated to each state is determined by the state’s aggregate share of the national population. The distribution of Representatives is updated every ten years according to the national census, at which time states may gain, sustain or lose the number of seats held in the House based on the proportion of the national population within their boundaries. Perhaps even more critical to this process, is how the redistricting process within a state, occurs following the reapportionment process. In
many states, the establishment of electoral district boundaries is left up to the legislature, which, in states where one political party holds a strong majority, may result in new boundaries that favor the party in power.

Following the 2010 Census, Republican states gained a net total of six seats in the House. Predictions of the 2020 reapportionment based on population have found similar trends to continue, as populations decrease in the Northeast and increase in the Southwest (Burmilla 2009). A Republican majority in the House through 2030 has significant implications for the possibility of forging a federal climate change policy. Furthermore, an increasing divergence on ideological principles by members of the Congress will create additional challenges to reaching policy compromise on the issue. House majority leader Eric Cantor’s primary election defeat by Tea Party-backed candidate David Brat in the 2014 primary election signified a continued push toward increasingly conservative leadership by voters and a growing divide between political party ideologies. Furthermore, in the 2014 midterm election, the Republican party won control of both the House and the Senate, and maintained control following the 2016 Presidential election. The conservative takeover of the 114th and 115th Congress has had important implications concerning the prospect of forging federal climate change legislation during the final two years of the Obama presidency, and the first half of the Trump administration.

**Climate Change and Environmental Policymaking**

Kingdon (1995) posits that dramatic policy change occurs when, “Solutions become joined to problems, and both of them are joined to favorable political forces”
Kingdon identifies three independent process streams flowing through the policy system—streams of problems, policy alternatives, and politics. The three streams are largely independent of one another, and each evolves according to its own dynamics and rules. According to Kingdon, “the greatest policy changes grow out of the coupling of problems, policy proposals, and politics” (1995, 19). Baumgartner and Jones (1993) build upon Kingdon’s work, describing the process of policy change in terms of the cascading effect of positive feedbacks, characterized by the “simultaneous combinations of several independent streams: policy images, technical evidence, political leadership, a consensus among reluctant interest groups, a window of opportunity” (Baumgartner 2006, 38).

In general, the public policy arena is characterized by relative stability where fluctuations occur incrementally and with little dramatic change (Baumgartner 2006; Baumgartner and Jones 1993). Such policy “lock-in” is generally maintained by the interaction of positive and negative feedbacks, driven by entities with an interest in either moving a policy initiative forward (positive feedbacks) or maintaining or reversing the status quo (negative feedbacks). Thus, the faces of power in the policymaking process are characterized by two distinct groups, those that effectively initiate a policy proposal and those who seek to limit decision making by preventing policy issues from being considered for adoption (Bachrach and Bratz 1962).

The endogenous factors that contribute to stability in the policymaking process (e.g., interest group lobbying, congressional committee hearings, and public speeches) are often complemented by exogenous disturbances that also affect the
policy process by potentially pushing a problem forward, towards a critical “tipping point,” or backwards, decreasing the issue’s importance on the political agenda (Brock 2006; Frankel and Young 2000). Such shifts are often characterized by new scientific information, a shift in underlying economic fundamentals, a technological change, new information available to the public, a change in the “macro-political” environment, or an “act of God” (i.e., an unforeseen event such as an oil spill or nuclear meltdown). Occasionally, under the right conditions, “punctuations” occur, policy issues rise to the forefront of the political agenda and rapid policy change takes place (Baumgartner 2006; Baumgartner and Jones 1993).

Environmental organizations and the scientific community have been the key initiators of positive feedback contributing to placing global climate change on the political agenda. Climate scientists and scientific institutions were the primary drivers of early policy change efforts to address global climate change by defining the policy problem, while environmental organizations have contributed to the process by organizing public support for policy change and lobbying officials within the legislative and executive branch to enact environmental rules and regulations.

The negative feedbacks to policy change generated by business and industry interests may be the most important factors contributing to the twenty-five year federal environmental legislative “lock-in.” In the environmental policy arena, business and industry interests are often the initiators of negative feedbacks. In general, the goal of these organizations is to prevent new environmental initiatives from being enacted to protect economic interests by avoiding the costs of regulation.
Often such interests frame the policy image as one of uncertain scientific information and, more recently, economic costs to society (Jacques 2006; Jacques, Dunlap and Freeman 2008).

**Early Climate Change Policy Efforts**

The formation of the IPCC was instigated by groundbreaking scientific research that revealed the effect that human activities were having on the Earth’s climate system. The emergence of scientific research that linked national environmental issues, such as the drought of 1988, motivated the executive and legislative branch to take a closer look at the effects of increased GHG emissions in the atmosphere, and the potential implications that human-induced climate change may have for society. Following the creation of the IPCC in 1988, President George H.W. Bush established the U.S. Global Change Research Program (U.S. GCRP), which was codified by Congress through the Global Change Research Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-606). Composed of scientists from thirteen federal departments and agencies that carry out research and develop and maintain capabilities that support the nation’s response to global change, the charge of the organization was to develop a comprehensive research program to “assist the nation and the world to understand, assess, predict and respond to human-induced and natural processes of global change” (Global Change Research Act of 1990).

By the early 1990s, the national environmental community, composed of members of the environmental movement, climate scientists, and environmental policymakers, had successfully identified human-induced climate change as a
legitimate social problem (McCright and Dunlap 2003). The issue had clearly been placed on the political agenda, and public awareness of global climate change developed with an increase in media coverage. However, the prospect of a national policy to mitigate the causes of anthropogenic climate change motivated the mainstream conservative movement, spearheaded by conservative think tanks (CTTs) and foundations, to coordinate a national effort led by the fossil fuel industry to block the regulation of GHG emissions (Dunlap and McCright 2011; Gelbspan 1997; Goodell 2007; McCright and Dunlap 2003).

Shortly after the IPCC first met in 1989, the Global Climate Coalition (GCC) was created. The GCC, a partnership of individual corporations from the fossil fuel industry as well as industry associations, conservative organizations such as the United States Chamber of Commerce, and other resource-based corporations and related associations sought to stymie any national effort to enact restrictions on the burning of fossil fuels (Dunlap and McCright 2011; Layzer 2007). In 1991, the National Coal Association, the Western Fuels Association, and Edison Electric Institute established the Information Council on the Environment (ICE). While the primary strategy of ICE was to discredit the scientific consensus on global warming, the GCC initiated a two-pronged campaign to prevent public concern and shift the focus of mitigation efforts to the economic costs of policy alternatives (Gelbspan 1997; Layzer 2007). The coalition financed the publication and distribution of various books, pamphlets, and articles prepared by credible skeptics who challenged the scientific understanding of anthropogenic climate change and disseminated a number
of economic studies that projected dramatic costs associated with a global energy transition (Gelbspan 1997; Fisher, Waggle and Leifeld 2013; Layzer 2014).

The early efforts of climate change policy opponents to block the regulation of GHG emissions produced effective results. While initial media coverage of the climate change issue was focused on the anthropogenic nature of global climate change, by 1990, journalists began referencing climate skeptics in an effort to provide “balanced” reporting (Boykoff and Boykoff 2004). Public concern regarding the issue of climate change had declined since the issue was initially covered, and a poll conducted in 1994 found that only 28 percent of respondents perceived a scientific consensus that global warming is taking place and could have potentially significant impacts, while 58 percent believed that scientists were divided on the issue (Program on International Policy Attitudes 1994). Furthermore, the 1994 Congressional elections produced Republican majorities in both the House and the Senate providing a critical political platform for climate change policy opponents. Conservative political leaders were able to leverage the issue of scientific uncertainty and the prevailing public opinion to minimize the urgency of GHG emissions reductions, while aligning the economic costs of action with conventional Republican ideologies to prevent the opportunity for legislation to reduce GHG emissions from reaching the President’s desk.

By the mid-1990s a growing worldwide concern regarding the seriousness of global warming led to an international effort to address anthropogenic climate change by committing to GHG emissions reductions. The release of the IPCC’s second
assessment report called for a 60 to 80 percent reduction in global CO₂ emissions to stabilize atmospheric concentrations of GHGs (IPCC 1995). In December 1997, more than 160 nations met in Kyoto, Japan to develop the Kyoto Protocol, a formal agreement by developed countries to reduce CO₂ emissions by 7 percent between 2008 and 2012. In response to a favorable shift in public opinion regarding the issue of global climate change, the Clinton administration signed the Kyoto Protocol in November 1998 (PIPA1998).

The resurgence in positive feedback from the scientific community and policy change initiated by the international community was met with an aggressive campaign from industry opponents who continued to attack the scientific basis for anthropogenic climate change and emphasize the economic consequences of policy action. Industry arguments against the international agreement were supplemented by efforts to reach the general American public via a heavy media campaign leading up to the 1997 meeting in Kyoto. The GCC spent $13 million on an advertising campaign that warned the public of the catastrophic economic consequences of regulated reductions in GHG emissions that would “pose a threat to the American way of life” (Layzer 2007). In addition to the efforts of industry groups, a number of CTTs held press conferences to reinforce the advertising efforts and broaden the range of the movement (McCright and Dunlap 2000).

Consequently, the President’s move on climate change policy was preempted by the passage of Senate Resolution 98, commonly referred to as the Hagel-Byrd Resolution. The stipulations that the Congress set forth in the resolution echoed the
claims of climate change policy opponents. To frame opposition to the Kyoto Protocol, in addition to attacks on the scientific certainty and consensus regarding climate change, industry interests opposed the exemption of developing countries from the agreement and the potential competitive disadvantage for U.S. business that would result from a commitment to CO$_2$ emission reductions. The Resolution, which received a unanimous vote, notified the Clinton administration that the Senate would not ratify any treaty that would: 1) impose mandatory GHG emissions reductions for the U.S. without imposing such reductions for developing nations, or 2) result in serious harm to the nation’s economy. Thus, U.S. ratification of the international effort to reduce GHG emissions was significantly constrained by the demands set in place by the 105th Senate. The opportunity to enact such federal legislation was reduced even further when George W. Bush took office in 2001 and abandoned any plans to reduce carbon emissions from U.S. power plants despite a pledge during his campaign to do so. During the presidential campaign, President Bush had acknowledged the climate change issue as one that required federal legislative action. Once in office, however, the President reversed his opinion on the issue and announced that he had no intention of abiding by the Kyoto Protocol.

**Recent Climate Change Policy Efforts**

Perhaps the widest climate change policy window was opened following the 2008 presidential and Congressional elections. President Obama, a staunch supporter of reducing GHG emissions, had expressed concern over the climate change issue during his election campaign and continued to push for national regulation following
his inauguration. The president’s call to congressional leaders to address the climate change issue via federal legislation was heard, and Democratic party leaders in the House and the Senate pledged to act. Policy entrepreneurs in the Congressional and advocacy arenas had already begun to prepare for the opportunity to push climate legislation forward following the 2006 midterm elections, when the Democratic party took control of both Congressional chambers (Skocpol 2013). As George W. Bush left office and Obama entered, a Democratic majority took their seats during the 111th Congress and a favorable political opportunity presented itself for proponents to take action on climate change legislation.

The U.S. Climate Action Partnership (U.S. CAP), a coalition of more than two dozen big business CEOs and environmental organizations, including the Environmental Defense Fund, the National Resources Defense Council, and the Nature Conservancy, formed in 2007 to draft collaboratively a CO₂ cap and trade legislation that could be marketed to legislators as policy that both environmental and business interests supported. The U.S. CAP effort was largely a response to the continued incremental changes occurring at the national level regarding climate change policy and to the role that negative feedback from organized interests played in preventing previous efforts to establish a national GHG emissions policy. The U.S. CAP’s cap and trade system was designed after the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 that were implemented to reduce industrial emissions of sulfur dioxide and address the issue of acid rain. The Acid Rain Program was recognized as a least cost
solution to industry, and by-and-large an environmental and economic success, which made the model an ideal framework to address GHG emissions.

In January 2009, USCAP leaders released the negotiated blueprint for the GHG cap and trade system, followed by an unprecedented lobbying campaign to sell the policy to members of the House and Senate. During 2009, environmental organizations spent an unprecedented $24.7 million on Congressional lobbying, more than 25 percent of which was contributed by members of U.S. CAP (See Figure 1.2). The groups’ efforts contributed to the attempt by House Representatives Henry Waxman (D-CA) and Ed Markey (D-MA) to establish a federal cap and trade program for GHG emissions via the American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009, which was introduced and passed by the House of Representatives in 2009 (American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009). However, the victory was short-lived as oppositional lobbying, media campaigns and Tea Party-led protests quickly responded to the positive momentum towards GHG regulation. The oil and gas industry spent more than $174 million on lobbying in 2009 (see Figure 1.2), and by July 2010, Senate leaders pulled the plug on the cap and trade legislation as Republican Senators unanimously refused to support any form of cap and trade legislation and the prospect of gaining the 60 votes required to overcome the chamber’s filibuster became dismal. Leiserowitz (2013) found that the significant declines in public belief in global warming after 2008 is largely the result of the spread of debate and contention over anthropogenic climate change (Anderegg 2014).
Agenda Blocking

Schattschneider (1960) was one of the first scholars to argue that the ability to deny an issue from reaching the government agenda is an indication of power. As he observes, "A conclusive way of checking the rise of conflict is simply to provide no arena for it or to create no public agency with power to do anything about it" (1960, 71). Edelman (1985) presents ways in which conflict expansion is sometimes achieved and other times thwarted. He discusses how political leaders and interest groups provide symbolic benefits to unorganized interests while securing tangible paybacks for themselves. In Edelman's (1985) view, this is accomplished through symbolic manipulation, which is used to define priorities as well as direct attention toward or away from specific problems and issues.
During the 1970s, an American conservatism began to strategically organize a counter-offensive to combat the number of progressive causes that had been publicized and placed upon the political agenda during the 1960s (Stefancic and Delgado 1996). Conservative efforts to counter-mobilize against the environmental movement accelerated in the early 1990s as global concern with issues such as biodiversity and climate change began to grow, both of which presented potential threats to the international capitalism regime established during the previous decade (McCright and Dunlap 2010). The general strategy of the conservative movement has been to link issue campaigns with important conservative ideologies while simultaneously making contrary claims to those supported by their opponents in order to block efforts for policy change.

Cobb and Ross (1997a) highlight the significance of cultural and symbolic strategies intended to define a problem in such a manner that a stakeholder group can block an issue, such as climate change mitigation or adaptation, from attaining agenda status and achieving success in the long run. They divide strategies that interest groups can use to keep new issues off the formal agenda into four categories based on the resources they must expend (e.g., time, effort, and money). Low-cost strategies include non-recognition of the problem, denial that a problem exists, and refusal to recognize the groups that are promoting an issue. Medium-cost strategies involve two different types of issue avoidance. An attempt is first made to discredit the issue position of the stakeholder group. Such an effort might include, for example, the reversal of roles by claiming victim status, use of deception by releasing false data
and information, disputing the facts of the case, stating the issue is not a legitimate public concern, and claiming that concerns are isolated incidents and the problem is not that serious. If this fails to derail the initiators, an effort is then made to show symbolic concern in addressing the problem. This approach can include invoking community norms, such as loyalty, engaging in showcasing or tokenism by narrowly defining the problem and indicating something is being done to address it, co-opting leaders or the stakeholder group's symbols, creating a commission to study the problem, or postponing a decision. High-cost strategies normally involve economic threats, threats to withhold electoral support, and legal threats or actions (for example, lawsuits and injunctions). Cobb and Ross (1997b) argue that if initial low-cost approaches fail, opposing stakeholder groups will pursue increasingly costlier and aggressive strategies.

Opponents of policies to regulate GHG emissions have consistently sought to block the issue from gaining momentum on the political agenda by establishing counter-claims that question the scientific validity of anthropogenic climate change and emphasizing the potential economic implications of policy action on American’s way of life (McCright and Dunlap 2000). The strategy, what Jacques, Dunlap and Freeman (2008) calls “environmental skepticism,” challenges the evidence put forth by scientific institutions and environmentalists of environmental degradation, and disputes the seriousness of environmental problems in order to downplay the need for environmental regulation. According to Jacques, Dunlap and Freeman (2008), “the most fundamental theme of environmental skepticism is a rejection of scientific
literature on environmental problems.” The strategy is an attempt by climate change policy opponents to constrict the “scope of conflict.” In recent years, the debate seems to be shifting away from one centered around science, given the proliferation of research on anthropogenic climate change, to economics and the costs of action to reduce GHG emissions (Lutzenhiser 2001; McCright 2011).

The use of “environmental skepticism” became a preferred strategy of business and industry interest groups during the Regan administration, when anti-environmental protection campaigns were not well received by the general public (Dunlap 1987). These groups found that framing an issue as one of scientific uncertainty was more effective in swaying public opinion and policymakers than outright condemnation of environmental protection. Beginning with the GCC, climate change policy opponents began to invest in “low-cost” strategies to dispute the scientific evidence presented by scientists and “manufacture uncertainty” regarding the occurrence of anthropogenic climate change. The climate denial strategies applied by industry and conservative interests was reminiscent of those used by tobacco companies when the industry led public relations campaigns to prevent the general public from understanding the negative health effects of smoking (Oreskes and Conway, 2010; Powell 2012).

During the onset of the climate change skepticism efforts, the evidence supporting climate change was more uncertain and could still be considered a “frontier” science. Even modest dissension regarding the scientific findings of an epistemic community can have dramatic effects on the public’s perception of
scientific consensus on a particular issue (Aklin and Urpelainen 2013; Ding et al. 2011; Gauchat 2011; Leiserowitz et al. 2013). Indeed, many studies in the early 1990s sought to deconstruct the notion of global warming, thereby allowing the fossil fuel industry to protect its interests by publicly scrutinizing the claims of scientists and scientific organizations and consequently the economic costs associated with policy change (Boehmer-Christiansen 1994; Cole 1992; Dunlap and Catton 1994; Ross 1991; Taylor and Buttel 1992). Early efforts to generate skepticism targeted the IPCC’s second assessment report and the “hockey stick graph,” (see Figure 2) both of which received widespread public and political attention and sought to establish the effects that increased combustion of fossil fuels have had on the global climate. Attacking the science behind climate change to block the political agenda of environmentalists and policy entrepreneurs was an effective strategy given that confidence in climate science and trust in climate scientists are key factors influencing the public’s views of anthropogenic climate change (Ding et al. 2011; McCright, Dunlap and Xiao 2013).

However, as the scientific consensus on climate change progressed into the new millennium, and the issue became a “core” finding, efforts to block the issue by the fossil fuel industry became less credible and more risky due to backlash. The progression of the scientific consensus during the final decade of the 20th century had a powerful effect on the organized industry and conservative interests that opposed a national commitment to reduce GHG emissions. Members of the GCC began to exit the coalition beginning in 1997, largely to avoid public scrutiny. In 2001, triggered by
a max exodus of its remaining partners following the release of the IPCC’s 4th Assessment Report, the GCC disbanded. In light of the building body of scientific evidence supporting anthropogenic climate change, a number of members of the business community began to shift their opinion on climate change and move towards more sustainable practices. To many, it seemed that the writing was on the wall and federal regulations to reduce GHG emissions were soon to follow (Layzer 2007). A number of corporations even joined the ranks of environmental organizations and built coalitions (e.g., U.S. CAP) in the movement towards a federal policy to reduce GHG emissions.

With the growing scientific consensus on climate change, developing a business model that reduced the carbon footprint of daily operations and transitioned away from reliance on fossil fuels seemed to be the next logical approach for a couple of reasons. First, denying the existence of climate change and questioning the scientific consensus became a less credible approach to achieving policy demands. In the absence of federal mandates to reduce emissions, environmental organizations began to publicly scrutinize corporations and even lead boycott campaigns to shame corporations into more sustainable practices. First mover companies would potentially avoid public scrutiny and even capitalize from efforts to reduce the carbon footprint of their company by gaining support from the general public. In addition, a company that had made the transition to more sustainable practices may gain a competitive advantage in the event that a federal regulation on GHG emissions became reality. Second, in light of the scientific consensus that had developed around
climate change, a shift from opposition to support of climate change policy would provide business interests the opportunity to influence the policymaking process by working with environmental organizations and the Congress to formulate a least cost policy for industry interests.

A number of corporations and climate policy opponents began to invest more financial resources into CTTs to block the climate change issue. The increased dependence on CTTs at the beginning of the 21st century signifies a movement towards the use of “medium-cost” strategies to create an organized “disinformation” campaign to prevent the regulation of GHG emissions (Dunlap and McCright 2011). While a number of actors have played important roles in national efforts to block climate change legislation, CTTs have been a central component of the climate change counter-mobilization movement by serving as spokespersons and facilitators for conservative causes (Dunlap MCright 2011). The strategies used by CTTs have integrated the ideological norms of conservatives with the complexities of climate change science to continue producing skepticism and denial (Dunlap and McCright 2011; McCright and Dunlap 2003).

CTTs provide an institutional basis for contrarians, hosting “climate skeptic” conferences, orchestrating front groups and “Astroturf” operations, sponsoring “educational events” for policymakers and producing and circulating anti-climate change material (e.g., reports, press releases, interviews, etc.) to the media and the general public (Dunlap and McCright 2011; Oreskes and Conway 2010; Powell

10 For a comprehensive discussion of this topic see Dunlap and McCright (2011).
The ability for these organizations to convey themselves as objective and neutral sources of information provides the opportunity for fossil fuel corporations and philanthropists with ties to the fossil fuel industry to avoid public scrutiny by investing financial resources into CTTs (Brulle 2014; Greenpeace 2010, 2012; Union of Concerned Scientists 2007). The systematic organization of climate change skeptics and the production of economic studies that emphasize the costs of addressing climate change have played a pivotal role in keeping skepticism alive among the general public and on Capitol Hill (Dunlap and McCright 2011).

In addition to questioning the scientific basis of anthropogenic climate change, the conservative movement has successfully aligned public concerns with conventional conservative political ideology by emphasizing the potential economic implications of federal climate change policy. The second theme of environmental skepticism, according to Jacques, Dunlap and Freeman (2008), is “the prioritization of economic, social and environmental problems.” By rejecting the science of climate change and, consequently, the environmental impacts of the phenomenon, the issue becomes less important to address relative to existing policy problems. Thus, the first and second themes of environmental skepticism provide the foundation for policymakers to oppose government regulation and protect economic prosperity, the third and fourth themes of environmental skepticism (Jacques, Dunlap and Freeman 2008).
Congress and Climate Change Policy

Under the U.S. Constitution, Congress shares authority with the president for federal policy making on the environment. To become law, all bills must be passed by both houses in identical form and signed by the president. As a representative legislature, Congressional action on environmental policy reflects the views of its 535 voting members (100 in the Senate, 435 in the House), all of whom are strongly motivated to attend to electoral incentives. As a representative legislative body, Congress is a microcosm of the U.S. political system, reflecting not only the views of the American public but also the positions and activities of myriad organized interests and competing political institutions that vie to affect policymaking. In the context of climate change, federal inaction to reduce GHG emissions can largely be attributed to the complexity of the climate change problem, the influence of organized interest groups, a lack of public consensus on the issues, and the ideological differences of Democrats and Republicans (Kraft 2012, 2014).

Building policy consensus in Congress is rarely easy because of the diversity of members and interests whose concerns need to be met and the strong disagreements that can arise among committees and leaders, between the majority and minority party, or between the House and Senate. Hence, legislative gridlock is common (Kraft 2012, 2014). Party conflict during the 113th Congress reached a climax in November 2013, when Senate Democrats invoked the “nuclear option” to eliminate filibusters on executive branch nominations and federal judicial appointments. The action, also known as the “constitutional option”, allows the
Senate to override a rule or precedent with a simple majority vote; and prior to 2013, had only been used as a threat by members of the Senate to break confirmation stalemate. Preceded by a dramatic increase in Republican efforts to block the confirmation of nominations and appointments during the Obama presidency the historic decision to reform the filibuster rule was instigated by Republican efforts to block the confirmation of three Democratic judges to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. Passage of the “nuclear option” allowed the Senate to confirm presidential nominations with a simple majority vote, rather than the traditional supermajority vote, and demonstrated the drastic measures that the Senate majority was willing to take in order to break policy stalemate.

By establishing an organized network of contrarian scientists and policy analysts, interests opposing climate change policy have provided the necessary ammunition for Congressional members to block legislative proposals to reduce GHG emissions. Most conservative politicians have been highly skeptical of anthropogenic climate change since the issue first received widespread public attention and was placed on the political agenda. Over the last two decades, conservative members of Congress have consistently held hearings to call into question the scientific understanding of anthropogenic climate change, made attempts to reverse existing legislation, and have sought to constrain the ability for existing scientific organizations and regulatory agencies to research and regulate GHG emissions.

One of the most important reasons for the climate change policy stalemate in Congress has been the prevalence of sharp ideological differences between the two
major parties. While some Republicans, such as Senators John McCain (R-AZ) and John Warner (R-VA), have acknowledged the climate change issue and have participated in efforts to formulate policy to regulate GHG emissions, and some Democrats openly deny the existence of anthropogenic climate change, political party affiliation is generally an important indicator of where elected officials stand on the climate change issue. Republican party ideology generally argues for individual liberty as opposed to government interference. Those who identify with this political ideology prefer a small government and hold a pro-business, free-market attitude and thus an aversion to government control, especially when it imposes perceived high economic costs through the adoption of environmental and other regulations (Dunlap and Gale 1974; Kraft 2014; Rosenbaum 2011). In contrast, Democratic party ideology is more commonly associated with liberalism and an acceptance of government involvement in the political, economic, and social lives of the people when societal problems grow in severity.

As discussed above, in the early decades of the environmental movement, environmental issues were commonly considered a nonpartisan issue, as it was thought that environmental protection was a universal concern and, therefore, transcended political ideology and partisan loyalties (Ogden 1971). In recent years a significant division has emerged between Democrats and Republicans, largely based on political ideology (Brewer 2008; Poole and Rosenthal 1997). Looking at a wide set of issues in a roll-call voting analysis, McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal (2008) report that ideological differences between the parties in Congress have reached the highest
level in more than 120 years, chiefly because Republican members have shown increasingly conservative views. In their study of partisan differences in Congress as measured by League of Conservation Voters (LCV) scores, Shipan and Lowry (2001) show that the two parties have diverged increasingly over time in member voting on environmental issues.

There are certain characteristics associated with being a Republican or Democrat that appear to translate into support for or opposition to environmental protection (Kamieniecki 1995). Beck and Sorauf (1992) argue that political parties have three parts, a party organization, a party in government, and a party in the electorate. Political party platforms are largely formulated by the party organization prior to presidential elections. Often, the party platforms reflect the positions and goals of the front-runner for a party’s nomination for president and indicate the kinds of policies the party will pursue if its candidates are elected to office (Kamieniecki 1995). Early research on political party positions on natural resource and environmental policy has found substantial differences between Republican and Democratic national party platforms (Engelbert 1961). A more recent analysis has found that, beginning in 1992, Republican party platforms began to devote more attention to environmental concerns than previous platforms (Kamieniecki 1995).

The Republican party’s platform on environmental issues developed from the concept of conservation via “wise use,” which became a cornerstone of public lands management during Theodore Roosevelt’s Presidency and the Progressive Era. The term, “wise use,” coined by Gifford Pinchot, the nation’s first leader of the U.S.
Forest Service (then the Division of Forestry), was used to describe the concept of conservation of the earth and its resources for the lasting benefit of human society. The anthropocentric concept of conservation developed during this era of American history has remained an important principle of conservative ideology on environmental policy. Republicans and Libertarian political leaders often emphasize the protection of economic wellbeing and individual property rights when considering policy decisions. When considering issues related to the environment, policy opposition from these groups is often framed as the protection of economic growth and, when possible, solutions are often based in free market economic principles. The Pinchot concept of conservation provides a fitting parallel with neoliberal economic principles that allow the market to determine the most efficient use of resources and guide the mechanisms for adjusting market failures (e.g., environmental impacts).

In contrast, the Democratic party’s platform on environmental policy is often characterized by the interventionist and social welfare concerns that underlie many of the party’s policy positions. Following the civil rights movement, the environment took new precedence on the American political agenda for Democratic political leaders as environmental problems began to pose potentially significant health hazards for members of society. The causes of these issues were generally traced back to the actions of business and industry interests who benefitted from the absence of government regulation to prevent effectively environmental pollution as a consequence of production practices. It appeared that the existing government institutions and the free market principles that had guided America’s economic
expansion following World War II were failing to adequately address the environmental externalities of development. Democrats have historically supported a mixed economy approach to address issues of social welfare, and the same principles were applied to reign in the activities of business and industry to solve environmental issues.

An analysis and summary of party platforms on climate change policy from 1988 to 2016 highlights areas of agreement and conflict between the two parties on addressing global climate change (see Table 1.1). There are substantial disagreements between the two major political parties on the climate change policy issue, however, there are areas in which both parties share similar beliefs. For example, beginning in 1988, both parties support the implementation of international agreements to address climate change. However, while the Democratic party tends to support U.S. leadership in the international community to commit to GHG emissions reductions, the Republican party does not support a leadership role and argues for the burden of emissions reduction to be shared by developed and developing nations. Additionally, both parties agree that investments in technological advancements to reduce emissions and improve infrastructure should be pursued to reduce U.S. carbon intensity. While the Republican party generally supports the use of market-based policies, loosening existing regulations to incentivize private investments and private sector initiatives to achieve reductions, the Democratic party supports government investment in infrastructure improvements and a combination of market-based and command-and control policies. The Democratic party generally supports the scientific
evidence for climate change and predictions of long-term climate change, while the Republican party highlights scientific uncertainty and calls for careful and calculated policies that consider such uncertainty when establishing reduction goals that may harm the economy.

The analysis reveals that the Republican party is sympathetic to the potential environmental impacts of global climate, which coincides with Kamieniecki’s (1995) identification of recent trends in attention to environmental issues form the party. The analysis also supports the traditional characteristics of each party, where the Democratic Party generally supports increased spending, government action, and strong efforts to reduce emissions, the Republican party is less favorable to direct government intervention and adamantly opposes policies that will impede economic growth. The focus of the Republican party on scientific uncertainty regarding the severity and causes of climate change highlight the central role of science in the policy debate.
### Table 1.1 Positions on climate change in party platforms, 1988-2016.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Democratic Party Platform</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Republican Party Platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The U.S. should convene world environmental summits to address the depletion of the ozone layer, the &quot;greenhouse effect,&quot; and the destruction of tropical forests.</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Support private sector initiatives to develop new technologies, adopt processes and international agreements to solve complex global problems such as climate change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The U.S. must become a leader, in the fight against global warming and should join European nations to limit CO₂ emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000.</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Support government spending on research on global climate change. Support a global effort to address global climate change that relies on real action plans and does not place the burden on developed countries or threaten U.S. growth and workers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support a strong international agreement to further reduce GHG emissions worldwide.</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Support a commitment to addressing global climate change in a prudent and effective manner that does not punish the U.S. economy. Do not support binding targets and timetables, imposed only on the U.S. and other developed countries, to reduce GHG emissions given scientific uncertainty about the role of human activity in climate change. Criticize the abandonment of the voluntary GHG emissions reduction policies and the relinquishment of U.S. sovereignty on environmental issues to international bureaucrats and foreign economic competitors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support a strong international treaty to address global warming and protect ecological systems that is market-based and does not harm the economy. Moral obligation to protect future generations from the impacts of global warming. Support incentives for Americans to invest in more fuel-efficient vehicles, more energy-efficient homes, and more environmentally-sound appliances and equipment. Support scientific evidence and predictions of climate change impacts. Support improving fuel economy in a way that preserves and creates jobs and collaboration with oil industry to produce cleaner fuels that will allow automotive environmental equipment to achieve maximum possible reductions in emissions. Supports partnership with industry to create new generation of mass transit and cleaner, reliable power systems.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Oppose including global climate, climate change on America’s “security agenda”. Opposed to international treaties that do not include China and exempt &quot;developing&quot; countries from necessary standards while penalizing American industry.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1.1 Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Democratic Party Platform</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Republican Party Platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criticize Bush administration for rewriting government reports to hide scientific</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Support nuclear power to reduce dependence on foreign energy and address global climate change. Support markets and new technologies to improve energy efficiency and address global climate change. Strongly oppose the Kyoto Protocol and similar mandatory carbon emissions controls that harm economic growth and American jobs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evidence of climate change. Support addressing the challenge of climate change with the</td>
<td></td>
<td>Support reducing transportation's impact on climate change, local environments, and the nation's energy use by reforming environmental reviews and permitting processes to improve project completion time. While the consequences of increased GHG emissions from economic development is the subject of ongoing scientific research, the U.S. should take measured and reasonable steps to reduce impacts on the environment. Supports steps that are consistent with U.S. global competitiveness, national security, energy independence, and the economy. Supports technology-driven, market-based solutions, especially zero-emission energy sources such as nuclear and other alternate power sources as opposed to increased regulation. Contend that all developed and developing economies should share the economic burden of addressing climate change. Support a “Climate Prize” for scientists who solve the challenges of climate change. Do not support policies that will force Americans to sacrifice their way of life or trim their hopes and dreams for their children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serious and purposeful policies. Support global leadership from the U.S. to address climate change.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support a sustainable energy plan and renewed American leadership in achieving energy</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>security and combating climate change by revitalizing global institutions on climate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>change. Support a market-based cap and trades system to reduce CO₂ emissions and set</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interim reduction targets. Support investment, development and exportation of climate-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>friendly technologies.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 1.1 Continued.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Democratic Party Platform</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Republican Party Platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faith-based organizations are critical allies in meeting challenges such as climate change. Affirm the science of climate change and support commitments to reducing GHG emissions by expanding clean energy generation and sustainable growth. Support international leadership on climate change, and joining international agreements to reduce emissions and protect national security. Support emissions reductions via regulatory and market-based solutions.</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Protecting the nation from foreign aggression should be a higher priority than addressing climate change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change poses a real and urgent threat to the U.S. economy, national security, tribal communities, and human health. Clean energy technology offers an important economic opportunity and can help mitigate costs of climate change action to coal communities. Support participation in international climate change agreements. Support infrastructure investments related to climate change adaptation and addressing environmental justice issues associated with climate change impacts and mitigation efforts. Address climate change through command-and-control and incentive-based policies by internalizing externalities associated with activities that release GHGs, supporting, establishing rules to improve energy efficiency, supporting research and development in clean energy technology, and forming partnerships with local and state-level.</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Believe that the IPCC is a political mechanism and is, therefore, biased and unreliable. Rejection of international agreements such as the Kyoto Protocol and Paris Agreement. The U.S. should, in accordance with the 1994 Foreign Relations Authorization Act, should halt funding for the UNFCCC, including the Green Climate Fund. Environmental problems, in general are best solved through incentive-based policies and technological innovation, rather than top-down, command-and-control regulations, which stifle economic growth and cost jobs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One reason for the divergent trend in political ideology between Democrats and Republicans is the effect that interest group contributions to political campaigns have on candidates who are successfully elected. Providing financial support to congressional candidates is a valuable strategy for interest groups who stand to benefit by having political allies in Congress that share ideological values and by establishing networks of communication to successful candidates once in office.
These “high-cost” strategies are used to establish and maintain alliances with congressional candidates to influence subsequent voting practices of congressional members who seek to maintain alliances with important industry constituents. In terms of campaign financing, the oil and gas industry and electric utility companies consistently outspend environmental organizations and contribute overwhelmingly to Republican party candidates, as discussed below (see Figure 1.3). The access of business groups, such as the fossil fuel industry, to members of Congress can be explained in large part by their capacity to contribute financial support to election campaigns of members, and by their level of staffing, access to members, and other advantages that enable them to make their case on Capitol Hill. In particular, the gap in campaign contributions between environmental organizations and oil and gas interests continuously increased from 1990 to 2012 (see Figure 1.3). However, during the 2014 and 2016 election cycles, campaign contributions from environmental interests, for the first time, exceeded those provided by the oil and gas industry. This unprecedented occurrence can largely be attributed to the recent environmental and climate change policy efforts initiated by the Obama administration, the unprecedented success of international climate change policy discussions, exemplified by the 2015 UNFCCC Paris Agreement, and the promise of strong policy action under Democratic party presidential candidates, Bernie Sanders and Hillary Clinton, and, perhaps more importantly, the threat of policy reversal posed by, then presidential candidate, Donald J. Trump, and the Republican party.
Figure 1.3 Total campaign contributions by interest groups, 1990-2016.

Source: Center for Responsive Politics 2017.

**Interest Group Involvement**

Interest groups involved in the climate change policy issue do not contribute evenly to political parties (See Figure 1.4). In general, the companies from the fossil fuel industry tend to invest heavily in Republican campaigns. From 1990-2016 fossil fuel interests invested 77 percent of all campaign contributions to Republican candidates, while environmental organizations have, on average, invested more than 90 percent of campaign contributions into Democratic campaigns. Electric utility companies tend to distribute campaign contributions more evenly across political parties. On average, the industry has invested 58 percent and 42 percent of campaign contributions to Republican and Democrat candidates, respectively.
The oil industry, since the early 1900s, has benefitted from federal government intervention (e.g., prorationing, depletion allowances, import controls, etc.) that promoted domestic production in order to support economic growth and protect national security. The cooperative relationship between oil barons and national policymakers began during World War I, when antitrust policies on oil companies were weakened to support U.S. military demand, and solidified during the New Deal, when government intervention protected the industry from the uncertainties of the global market (Davis 1992). The history of government support to maintain and protect domestic oil production has allowed the industry to accumulate a significant amount of wealth. While the history of government intervention in the U.S. oil industry contradicts the laissez-faire capitalism and free market system.
principles frequently embraced by conservative politicians, intervention has proven beneficial for political campaigns. Often, the oil industry, in exchange for industry-favored policies, has provided financial support to political candidates, particularly those competing for seats in the Senate and the presidency (Davis 1992).

A major consequence of the relationship between the oil industry and the federal government is that the price of fossil fuel has remained artificially low and does not include the negative impacts on the environment and public health of using such fuels. For instance, the price of a gallon of gasoline masks the true negative impacts of combustion on public health (e.g., lung cancer) and the environment (e.g., air and water pollution and hazardous waste) since the industry does not internalize these costs or invest in efforts to mitigate these impacts. By not internalizing the social and environmental costs of burning fossil fuels, the oil industry may have a competitive advantage over renewable sources. The Republican party’s willingness to accept government intervention to support the oil industry is contradictory to traditional conservative ideology, which embraces laissez-faire capitalism and a true free market system. Thus, Republican opposition to federal support of renewable energy market may be a result of industry loyalty, rather than solely based on conservative values.

The unique distribution of campaign contributions from the electric utility industry amongst political parties, relative to those in the fossil fuel industry or environmental organizations, can perhaps be explained by the operational variation in electric utility companies in the nation. While a number of energy producers have
invested heavily in traditional forms of energy (e.g., coal) that generally result in large amounts of GHG emissions, many have sought to integrate or transition to less GHG intensive and more renewable forms of energy production. Utility companies that rely upon zero emissions (e.g., nuclear), renewable energy (e.g., solar, wind, and hydropower) or “clean” energy (e.g., natural gas) sources may support candidates who are more likely to favor policies that provide additional investments in these energy production methods. Alternatively, utility companies with a vested interest in protecting energy produced using coal are more likely to be interested in avoiding costly regulations, and are therefore more likely to contribute to the election of Republican candidates who, based on political ideology, are likely to oppose efforts to advance environmental protection via the expansion of government regulation in order to protect economic interests. Conversely, energy producers that have invested in technological improvements or have transitioned to low emissions energy production may be more likely to finance Democratic candidates in order to produce favorable policies that may provide a competitive advantage or financial support via subsidies. It is also likely that electric utility companies located in states where energy or climate change policy has been implemented to constrain the amount of GHG emissions generated from energy production would be interested in supporting Democratic candidates.

Following the 1994 mid-term elections when the Republicans gained a majority in both the House and the Senate, oil and gas industry investment in Democratic campaigns declined sharply and, has since, remained below 25 percent
despite a brief increase in Democratic party support during the 2008 and 2010 election cycles (see Figure 1.5). Campaign contributions from the coal industry have also consistently been favorable towards Republican candidates. As with contributions from the oil and gas industry, the proportion of contributions from coal companies declined following the 1994 mid-term elections and, with the exception of a brief increase during the 2006 and 2008 election cycles, has continuously fallen. Similarly, investments from electric utility companies in Democratic candidates declined significantly in the mid-90s before increasing during the 2008 election cycle, along with the coal industry. The change in campaign finance investments by the fossil fuel industry and electric utility companies was likely a response to the successful takeover of the Republican Party for the 14 years following the 1994 elections. By heavily investing in conservative candidates and maintaining control of Congress, industry interests are more likely to prevent the regulation of GHG emissions. Environmental organizations have consistently favored the elections of Democratic candidates since 1998. These interest groups have steadily contributed more than 90 percent of campaign contributions to liberal candidates.
An interesting observation of investment strategies across industry and environmental interest groups is the change in contributions among parties following a transfer of majority power in the Congress. While the fossil fuel industry and electric utility companies exhibit some flexibility with campaign finance decisions amongst the two major parties, environmental interests tend to invest predominantly in Democratic campaigns in spite of which party has control of the Congress. Fossil fuel interests and electric utility companies all show an increase in the share of Democratic candidate campaign contributions following the Democratic majority gained in the House and Senate in 2007. As with the Hagel-Byrd Resolution, interest
groups who are opposed to domestic climate change policy are capable of transcending political party lines by framing the issue as one of social welfare in light of the policy priorities set by the general public. Additionally, framing the issue as one of economic priority in the short-term is likely to be effective with Democratic candidates in states and districts in which the fossil fuel industry represents an important sector of the economy. In contrast, a reduction in GHG emissions via government regulation is in direct conflict with conventional conservative political ideology. Thus, environmental interest groups are unlikely to attain favorable policy decisions from Republican candidates and are therefore largely locked-in to investing in Democratic campaigns.

The extent to which the relationship between campaign contributions and subsequent congressional actions by successful candidates is favorable to an interest group is difficult to measure. In addition to the constituents who provide financial support for political campaigns, congressional members tend to vote based on the preferences of constituents from the general public as well as personal values and ideologies (Poole and Rosenthal 1997). Given the low saliency of the climate change issue amongst the general public and the importance of campaign finance to congressional candidates, interest group financing has very likely played a dominant role in guiding the direction of climate change policy voting behavior amongst members of the Congress.

This study analyzes the top 10 recipients of campaign contributions from fossil fuel, electric utility and environmental interest groups for members of the
House and Senate, respectively, from 2004 to 2014 using each member’s LCV score on environmental issues related to climate change and energy production (see Tables 1.2 and 1.3). Not surprisingly, the top recipients of campaign contributions from fossil fuel industry interests are dominantly Republican candidates while all of the top recipients of environmental organization contributions are Democratic candidates. A comparison of the political party affiliations of top recipients of fossil fuel industry contributions illustrates the differences in local versus state-level politics. Most congressional districts are now heavily Democratic or Republican rather than closely divided between the two parties, therefore, interest group investments at the district-level are likely to be more focused on conservative representatives (Kraft 2012). Whereas, at the state level, party politics are relatively more heterogeneous and conservative interests groups are therefore more likely to invest in Democratic candidates to provide additional opportunities for influence.

Differences in scale for political regions covered by members of the House and the Senate are also likely to account for trends in supporting climate change and energy reform legislation. From the House, the average LCV score for top recipients from the oil and gas industry on climate change, clean energy, and dirty energy were 1 percent, 10 percent, and 3 percent, respectively, while average LCV scores in the Senate were 15 percent, 26 percent, and 27 percent.\textsuperscript{11} Average LCV scores for top recipients of funds from the coal industry were 8 percent, 21 percent, and 9 percent.

\textsuperscript{11} Climate change refers to votes directly related to global warming pollution and increasing climate resilience for communities and wildlife. Clean energy refers to votes on renewable energy and energy efficiency. Dirty energy refers to votes on polluting energy sources, including conventional fossil fuels like oil, gas, and coal; non-conventional fossil fuels such as tar sands; and harmful energy subsidies for nuclear energy and fossil fuels.
on climate change, clean energy and dirty energy, respectively, while recipients in the Senate received scores of 18 percent, 22 percent, and 23 percent. The average voting score for top recipients of campaign contributions from the electric utility industry in the House on climate change, clean energy, and dirty energy were 35 percent, 29 and 30 percent, respectively, and 45 percent, 49 percent, and 46 percent in the Senate. The LCV voting scores of top recipients of campaign contributions from environmental organizations exhibited the least amount of variation between the House and the Senate. The average voting records for top recipients in the House on climate change, clean energy, and dirty energy were 99 percent, 95 percent and 91 percent, respectively, and 93 percent, 89 percent, and 88 percent in the Senate.
Table 1.2 Top 10 recipients of campaign contributions by interest: House of Rep., 2004-14.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interest Group</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Candidate</th>
<th>Party</th>
<th>State-District</th>
<th>Amount ($1,000s)</th>
<th>LCV Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Climate Change</td>
<td>Clean Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil &amp; Gas</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Boehner, J.</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>OH-08</td>
<td>$1,151</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Barton, J.</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>TX-06</td>
<td>$1,072</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hoyer, S.H.</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>MD-05</td>
<td>$979</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Boucher, R.</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>VA-09</td>
<td>$945</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Dingell, J.D.</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>MI-15</td>
<td>$830</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Utilities</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Upton, F.</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>MI-06</td>
<td>$778</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Clyburn, J.E.</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>SC-06</td>
<td>$557</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cantor, E.</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>VA-07</td>
<td>$464</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Murphy, T.</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>PA-18</td>
<td>$423</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Shimkus, J.M.</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>IL-19</td>
<td>$395</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Boehner, J.</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>OH-08</td>
<td>$613</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Capito, S.M.</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>WV-02</td>
<td>$511</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>McKinley, D.</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>WV-01</td>
<td>$307</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Blunt, R.</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>MO-07</td>
<td>$210</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Murphy, T.</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>PA-18</td>
<td>$187</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rogers, H.</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>KY-05</td>
<td>$173</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Whitfield, E.</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>KY-01</td>
<td>$137</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Boucher, R.</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>VA-09</td>
<td>$132</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Rebberg, D.</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>MT-AL</td>
<td>$131</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Shimkus, J.M.</td>
<td>Rep</td>
<td>IL-19</td>
<td>$130</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enviro</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Udall, M.</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>CO-02</td>
<td>$353</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Heinrich, M.</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>NM-01</td>
<td>$307</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mcnerney, J.</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>CA-11</td>
<td>$261</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Baldwin, T.</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>WI-02</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Udall, T.</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>NM-03</td>
<td>$139</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Murphy, C.</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>CT-05</td>
<td>$131</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sestak, J.</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>PA-07</td>
<td>$128</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Holt, R.</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>NJ-12</td>
<td>$121</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Perriello, T.</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>VA-05</td>
<td>$119</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Hodes, P.W.</td>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>NH-02</td>
<td>$108</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interest Group</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Candidate</th>
<th>Party</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Amount ($1,000s)</th>
<th>LCV Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Climate Change</td>
<td>Clean Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data provide an exemplar representation of the investment trends by climate change interest groups and the divergent voting patterns of Republican and Democratic members of the House and Senate. At the district level, where party politics and support are generally more homogeneous, the top recipients of campaign contributions from industry interest groups are conservative candidates, while liberal candidates are the primary recipients from environmental organizations. Top recipients from these two interest groups tend to vote favorably on climate change and energy policies, either opposing or supporting policy action. At the state level, where public interests are likely to be more diverse, industry interests follow a more distributive strategy of campaign finance. In the Senate, top recipients from the fossil fuel industry include members of the Democratic party, who tend to represent states in which fossil fuel production and consumption are important components of the economy (e.g., West Virginia, Louisiana, and Michigan). The economic significance of fossil fuel production to state and local economies provides industry the opportunity to frame the issue of anthropogenic climate change in the context of economic well-being such that liberal congressional members will maintain more moderate positions on policies to regulate GHG emissions. In contrast, the conflict between environmental regulation and conservative political ideology may explain trends regarding the distribution of campaign contributions from environmental organizations among the political parties.

Another important strategy used by interest groups to direct Congressional voting is the application of inside lobbying by certain organizations. Some business
groups, including the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the fossil fuel industry, have been especially active in lobbying against proposals and regulatory action on climate change (Layzer 2007). Lobbying from environmental groups has grown in recent decades, largely as a response to increased efforts by industry interests to mobilize against environmental regulations beginning with the Reagan presidency. In spite of the expansion of organized environmental advocacy and political engagement, business interests are able to invest significantly more financial resources into direct lobbying, and therefore are likely to gain access to a greater number of congressional members. In addition, environmental organizations generally are involved in advocating for a range of environmental issues, whereas fossil fuel and electric utility companies have more focused interests. Thus, the focused interest and financial power of business and electric utility groups improve the efficiency of efforts to influence climate change policy relative to the more diffuse foci of environmental organizations.

Companies from the oil and gas industry that have been engaged in climate change policy opposition have consistently ranked among the top lobbying clients. Exxon Mobil, for example, has spent an average of $14.2 million on inside lobbying efforts from 2003 to 2016, with a peak of $29 million in 2008. Exxon was a founding member of the GCC and continues to lobby against the efforts of climate change policy proponents to prevent the regulation of GHG emissions. In addition, Koch Industries has been a top lobbying client from the oil and gas industry since 2006, spending an average of $9.9 million each year (Center for Responsive Politics 2017).
Koch Industries, owned by brothers Charles and David Koch, has powerful ties to the conservative movement and has played a central role in generating “environmental skepticism” of anthropogenic climate change. The Koch brothers have founded CTTs, such as the Cato Institute, and they have provided financial support for a number of other CTTs. Koch Industries became a top lobbying client from the oil and gas industry in 2006, likely as a response to the resurgence of climate change policy discussions on Capitol Hill.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Total Amount ($1,000s)</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Client</th>
<th>Total Amount ($1,000s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Exxon Mobil</td>
<td>$198,390</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Peabody Energy</td>
<td>$49,229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Chevron Corp</td>
<td>$125,249</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CONSOL Energy</td>
<td>$22,166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Koch Industries</td>
<td>$109,690</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Arch Coal</td>
<td>$14,527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ConocoPhillips</td>
<td>$94,185</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity</td>
<td>$8,497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Royal Dutch Shell BP</td>
<td>$92,591</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Alpha Natural Resources</td>
<td>$8,248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>$91,094</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Patriot Coal Corp</td>
<td>$6,490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>American Petroleum Institute</td>
<td>$84,679</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bituminous Coal Operators Assn</td>
<td>$4,704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Occidental Petroleum</td>
<td>$62,537</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Drummond Co</td>
<td>$4,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Marathon Oil</td>
<td>$40,442</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Murray Energy</td>
<td>$2,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>American Fuel &amp; Petrochem Manufacturers</td>
<td>$21,285</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Coal Act Fairness Alliance</td>
<td>$1,863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Client</td>
<td>Total Amount ($1,000s)</td>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Client</td>
<td>Total Amount ($1,000s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Southern Co</td>
<td>$179,321</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Environmental Defense Fund</td>
<td>$18,890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Edison Electric Institute</td>
<td>$146,980</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Nature Conservancy</td>
<td>$14,966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PG&amp;E Corp</td>
<td>$114,630</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Intl Assn of Fish &amp; Wildlife Agencies</td>
<td>$13,225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>American Electric Power</td>
<td>$72,547</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Natural Resources Defense Council</td>
<td>$8,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Duke Energy</td>
<td>$60,292</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>BlueGreen Alliance</td>
<td>$7,568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Exelon Corp</td>
<td>$54,771</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Earthjustice Legal Defense Fund</td>
<td>$6,263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Entergy Corp</td>
<td>$43,594</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Defenders of Wildlife</td>
<td>$4,869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>National Rural Electric Cooperative Assn</td>
<td>$39,890</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Trout Unlimited</td>
<td>$4,325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Energy Future Holdings Corp</td>
<td>$35,626</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>National Parks Conservation Assn</td>
<td>$4,213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Public Service Enterprise Group</td>
<td>$27,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>National Wildlife Federation</td>
<td>$3,796</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Center for Responsive Politics 2017.
Lobbying efforts from the oil and gas industry peaked at more than $174 million in 2009, during the most recent cap and trade policy proposal. The dramatic increase in lobbying indicates an increase in negative feedbacks likely driven by the positive feedbacks produced by President Obama, the Democratic majority in Congress, and U.S. CAP (see Figure 1.3 and Table 1.4). Lobbying efforts by environmental advocacy groups also reached an unprecedented in 2009; however, the $24.7 million spent on lobbying was only a fraction of the $189.72 million collectively spent by members of the fossil fuel industry (Center for Responsive Politics 2017). U.S. CAP, a top lobbying client from the environmental advocacy arena, was only involved in direct lobbying from 2007 to 2010. Following the unsuccessful efforts of U.S. CAP to break the legislative gridlock on climate change, the group’s engagement in political advocacy declined. While top lobbying clients such as the Natural Resources Defense Council, Sierra Club, and Environmental Defense Fund remain heavily active in direct lobbying for climate change mitigation, these organizations also engage in a variety of other environmental issues, limiting their ability to focus all direct lobbying resources on policy to regulate GHG emissions.

The trends in inside lobbying by the fossil fuel industry and electric utility companies underscore the ability for such interests to mobilize substantial amounts of financial resources to block opposing interests and reach policymakers to gain favorable policy outcomes. While environmental organizations continue to spend millions in direct lobbying each year, the absence of an advocacy group that is almost
entirely dedicated to achieving regulations on GHG emissions leaves the issue to other environmental advocacy groups, which are forced to distribute financial resources to addressing climate change in addition to other environmental issues. The ability for business interests to focus directly on protecting their interests in fossil fuel production allows these organizations to focus in-house resources on the generation of policy studies and media outreach that can then be presented to members of the Congress. The diffuse campaign issues covered by national environmental organizations, coupled with the limited financial resources of these organizations, may reduce the effectiveness of direct lobbying for climate change policy relative to industry interests.

In recent years the climate change issue has largely evolved from one framed by science to one defined by conservative American values and political ideology. Fossil fuel business and industry interests as well as conservative interest groups have aggressively led a campaign against the federal regulation of GHG emissions. Perhaps the transition of the climate change problem from an environmental issue rooted in science to one rooted in liberal versus conservative attitudes, beliefs, values, and economic self-interest can be explained by the dominant role that CTTs have played in blocking the issue from the political agenda in the 21st century. Nonetheless, the climate change issue has been found to carry different weight and opinion among the general public and elected officials, depending upon political party affiliations.
An early examination of the relationship between political party affiliation and belief in the climate change issue found that, in 1997, Democrats and Republicans shared very similar beliefs regarding the existence of climate change, with 47 percent of Democrats and 46 percent of Republicans stating that they believed that the effects of global climate change had already begun (Dunlap 2008). The same study found that between 1997 and 2008, the percentage of Democrats who believed that climate change had already begun had increased by nearly 30 percent, while those who identified as Republicans had fallen by almost 6 percent, indicating a divergence in the general public’s perception of the climate change issue based on political party affiliation (Dunlap 2008). This study also found that, over time, Republicans were also increasingly inclined to believe that the seriousness of climate change was “exaggerated” by the media, and that warming trends were the result of natural causes rather than human activity. As of 2016, 63 percent of the general public who identify as conservative Republicans and 93 percent of those who identify as liberal Democrats believed that there is evidence of global climate change. Of those who believe that global climate change exists, 79 percent of Democrats believe that human activity is the primary cause, while only 15 percent of Republicans believe that the issue is anthropogenic in nature. In general, individuals who possess liberal political ideologies tend to have stronger beliefs regarding the existence of global climate change, and the effect of human activity on the climate, than those who identify with more conservative political beliefs (see Figure 1.6).
There are clear divides across and within partisan lines amongst the general public on the issue of anthropogenic climate change. Individuals with more liberal political ideologies tend to believe in the existence of global warming, while those with more conservative views tend to question the existence of the issue (Brewer 2012; Guber 2013; Hamilton 2011). The differences in public opinion on the issue of global climate change across political party affiliation may be due to the general public forming their beliefs based upon the statements of elected officials and liberal or conservative media outlets (Brulle et al. 2012; Guber 2013; Krosnick, Holbrook, and Visser 2006).

**Congressional Politics**

Following the failure of the 111th Congress (2009-2011) to reach a majority vote in favor of cap and trade legislation in the Senate, the odds of retaining political momentum to push the climate change issue onto the legislative agenda became less favorable on Capitol Hill. The emergence of the Tea Party during the 2010 midterm...
election exemplified the growing division between left and right-wing political ideologies, as the libertarian group accounted for the largest recorded legislative leap to the far right. The oil and gas industry spent $33.5 million on campaign finance, 77 percent of which was used to support republican candidates, while the coal industry spent $8 million, a nearly $5 million increase from the 2008 Congressional elections, 76 percent of which went to Republican candidates (see Figure 1.2). Republicans gained 5 seats in the Senate and a majority in the House, gaining 64 seats.¹²

The Republican-led House of the 112th Congress (2011-13) became the least environmental protective legislative body in the nation’s history. During its tenure, the body voted 317 times to undermine environmental protection (Committee on Energy and Commerce 2013). The 112th Congress introduced 113 climate-specific bills, resolutions and amendments, compared to 263 and 235 such bills in the 111th and 110th, respectively. Of the climate-related bills introduced, nearly 50 percent would have blocked or constrained climate action.¹³ Four such bills passed the House, though none made it through the Senate. This is likely another indication of the success of campaign finance and lobbying efforts of groups opposed to GHG regulation and the shifting political tide in the House and within certain states. For the first time since the introduction of the McCain-Lieberman cap and trade bill in 2003, there were no such proposals introduced during the 112th Congress.

¹² Of the 64 seats picked up by conservative candidates, 39 were Tea Party members while 5 were elected to the Senate.
¹³ 55 bills, 40 of which sought to prohibit regulation of GHG emissions primarily by preventing the U.S. EPA from regulating emissions under the CAA.
By August 2014, the 113\textsuperscript{th} (2013-2015) Congress had introduced 221 bills, resolutions and amendments focusing specifically on addressing climate change and extreme weather events largely attributed to climate change. While the Democratic party successfully gained control of the Senate and retained control of the Whitehouse with the reelection of President Obama, Republicans maintained control of the House. Of the congressional actions regarding climate change, 87 bills (39 percent) were intended to constrain climate action, 56 (25 percent) of which explicitly sought to limit the U.S. EPA’s capacity to regulate GHG emissions from power plants. One proposal (S. 332) was drafted to attach a price to GHG emissions, and one bill (P.L. 113-79) was signed into law. Three bills that would limit GHG emissions regulations were passed by the House. H.R. 367 (passed on August 2, 2013) would have required any carbon tax rule to be submitted to Congress for a vote and presented to the President before taking effect; H.R. 2641 (passed on March 6, 2014) would have prohibited a lead agency from using the social cost of carbon in an environmental review or decision-making process; and H.R. 3826 (passed on March 6, 2014) sought to prohibit the U.S. EPA from issuing a rule to establish GHG performance standards at power plants, unless specific conditions were met. None of these bills were approved by the Senate.

Congressional committee hearings are an important indicator of the policy priorities and positions of members of the House and Senate. Members of Congress can have a major impact on the agenda through legislative and oversight hearings, which are generally used to gather and analyze information on a policy issue during
the process of legislative policymaking. Hearings often involve the testimony of experts and presentation of reports related to a particular issue. A number of committees in the House and the Senate are engaged in the climate change policy issue (e.g., Environment and Public Works and Commerce, Science, and Transportation in the Senate; Energy and Commerce and Science, Space, and Technology in the House). The chair of a committee, which plays an important role in shaping the agenda of a particular committee and setting hearings is always selected by the majority leader of either the House or the Senate. Therefore, the committee agenda and subsequent hearings are generally determined by the sentiment of the political party in power and its prevailing opinion on a particular issue.

The history of Republican led committee hearings on climate change is rich with party politics and the promotion of skepticism and denial. A range of CTT supported policy experts and climate change contrarians have been called to testify on the issue, as well as authors of popular literature, such as Michael Crighton, who published a book that was skeptical of anthropogenic climate change. The Republican House of the 113th Congress has continued the trend of denial and skepticism by blocking Democratic members from holding committee hearings and calling into question the scientific consensus on climate change. Representatives Henry Waxman and Bobby Rush have sent a number of letters to Energy and Commerce committee’s chairman Fred Upton requesting to hold hearings on the issue, however, to date, the committee has held one such hearing. Meanwhile, the House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology, led by Chairman Lamar Smith has held three hearings on
climate change, the latest of which was held prior to the U.S. EPA’s release of new standards for power plants to reduce GHG emissions. The hearing disputed the scientific consensus on the magnitude of global warming impacts and ridiculed the Obama administration for using “scare tactics” to justify the implementation of costly and unnecessary regulations. Meanwhile, the Senate’s Environment & Public Works Committee, led by Senator Barbara Boxer (D-CA), has held nine hearings related to energy production and climate change since 2013. Many of the hearings included testimony from climate change scientists and policymakers to discuss the environmental and economic impacts of a changing climate, and were generally intended to move climate change policy forward.

In light of the continuing legislative gridlock on climate change policy, under the direction of President Obama’s Climate Action Plan, the U.S. EPA announced the Clean Power Plan proposal in October 2015. The proposed rule calls for a 30 percent cut in nationwide carbon emissions from the power plant sector from 2005 levels by 2030. While the proposed reduction does not include some of the most important sources of GHG emissions such as the transportation sector and is less than those called for in the IPCC’s latest assessment report, the rule is the first official federal mandate to address anthropogenic climate change by reducing GHG emissions. The rule led to immediate opposition from coal producing states and energy companies who claim that the mandatory reductions will “kill jobs” within the energy sector, and have taken the issue to federal courts. The regulation of GHG emissions, such as carbon, under the Clean Air Act was affirmed in Massachusetts v. U.S. EPA in 2007.
However, opponents of the rule have argued that the U.S. EPA’s rule imposes a double-regulation of air pollution emissions from coal plants that are already obligated to comply with the rules of the Clean Air Act. The Clean Power Plan, however, may never be fully implemented as the emissions rule has remained in the federal courts since its inception in 2015, and, under the direction of President Donald J. Trump, is currently being dismantled by the U.S. EPA.

**The Emergence of State Involvement in Climate Change Policy**

The consequences of global climate change present an environmental challenge that is not unlike those confronted during the environmental decade. Within the 115th Congress, 27 percent of members currently serving in the House of Representatives and 60 percent of U.S. Senators have made statements either disregarding the occurrence of climate change or that humans are the primary causes of global warming (Organizing for Action 2017). The influence of powerful interest groups and the organized efforts of CTTs have undoubtedly influenced how those in Congress respond to legislation to address climate change. While liberal public interest groups, including environmental organizations, have grown in number and have attracted hundreds of thousands of members, they are generally less well funded than business groups (Baumgartner and Jones 1993; Bosso 2005). Accordingly, studies of group influence in Congress often point to the dominance of business interests in policymaking (Clauson, Neustadt and Weller 1998; Hacker and Pierson 2010; Kraft and Kamieniecki 2007; Maisel and Berry 2011; Schlozman and Tierney 1986). Business groups may be especially influential when the Republican Party
controls one or both houses of Congress, citing the negative impact of regulations on business and job creation to restrain regulatory activities.

Given the recent trends regarding the divergence of political parties in the legislative branch and the inability to agree on policy solutions to address climate change policy, it is unlikely that a consensus will be reached in the short to medium-term on an effective GHG emissions reduction strategy (Falke 2011). American wealth, power, and social relations rest, in part, on generations of relatively inexpensive fossil fuels and the expectation of growing demand and supply of such energy. The nation’s economy and major aspects of its social structure were built on these foundations. Members of Congress operate under two-year terms, and, therefore, have powerful electoral incentives that induce them to think as much about local and regional impacts of environmental policies, particularly short-term and highly visible impacts such as job losses and other costs linked to regulation, as they do about the larger national interest (Davidson et al. 2013; Jacobson 2012; Kraft 2012; Mayhew 2004). This political sentiment is embraced more powerfully by the Republican party than the Democratic party, which is more willing to accept some costs in order to improve the welfare of society. Such congressional policy appraisals often differ from those of the president and White House staff, environmental policy advocates, and the scientific community, all of whom tend to emphasize longer-term, more comprehensive, national perspectives on national issues. These kinds of legislative perspectives can create significant institutional barriers to acting on third-generation environmental and resource challenges such as climate change.
More than two hundred years ago, during the drafting of the new U.S. Constitution, James Madison composed the Federalist Paper Number 10, in which he sought to address the issue of “mischiefs of faction”. A faction, according to Madison, consists of, “a number of citizens, whether amounting to a majority or a minority of the whole, who are united and actuated by some common impulse of passion, or of interest, adverse to the rights of other citizens, or to the permanent and aggregate interests of the community” (Madison 1787). Madison predicted that, given the freedoms granted citizens under the Constitution to associate and form groups, these factions would be a natural product and price of liberty. He argued that inequality and the possession of economic resources would lie at the heart of the problem, however, the ability for factions to control the government would be limited by the three separate branches, which would serve as important checks and balances on one another.

Beginning in the 1960s, social scientists began elaborating upon the conditions under which some interests are effective at organizing, while others are not (Olson 1965). The dramatic growth in wealth and size of business group interests during this time, and throughout the 20th century, has led many to believe that such interests have grown too powerful and, through lobbying and campaign finance, contribute to legislative gridlock, undermine democracy and consequently threaten the well-being of society (Kraft and Kamieniecki 2007).

The existence of anthropogenic global climate change is undeniable, and the long-term consequences are potentially catastrophic. The costs of inaction will be
internalized by a multitude of economic sectors and experienced by generations to come. In spite of the likely impacts of climate change to regions throughout the U.S., the federal government’s inability to address the issue of anthropogenic climate change effectively has prioritized the short-term interests of a well-organized faction of conservative and industry groups over the long-term well-being of the general public. The financial power of industry and conservative interests and the diverse set of actors who stand to be impacted by the regulations on fossil fuel production and consumption have motivated a powerful effort to block federal policy from reaching a legislative tipping point. While proponents of climate change policy have been successful at achieving incremental gains in the policymaking arena by engaging members of the business community and influential policy entrepreneurs, these efforts have been unsuccessful, overall, in an era of growing partisan divide on Capitol Hill. The question of how to allow business and other interest groups to form and participate in a modern democracy while controlling their influence continues to be an important dilemma in the U.S. While important finance reform legislation has been enacted in recent years in an attempt to “level the playing field” for competing interests, significant loopholes remain and inequity continues to exist (Kamieniecki and Kraft 2007).

In spite of the “mischiefs of faction” plaguing the passage of climate change policy at the federal level, concerns about climate change and its environmental impacts have prompted many states to acknowledge the climate change issue and implement an array of policies to reduce GHG emissions. Madison argued that as the
“sphere” of governance expands policymakers would find it more difficult to act as the diversity of interests and effected parties is greater relative to smaller polities (Madison 1787). He predicted that smaller units of government would be quicker to act on policy issues. While some have noted the susceptibility of states, in general, to reject or underfund policies that could reduce their state’s ability to compete with others for economic growth, resulting in a “race to the bottom,” in which bypassing regulation potentially allows problems to continue or worsen (Peterson 1995).

In the case of climate change, Madison’s prediction regarding policy action at lower levels of government has proven to be true. Table 1.5 shows the number of different climate change policies that states have initiated to manage, monitor, regulate, and reduce GHG emissions. The table divides policies into those that are focused on a particular policy sector (building, energy and transportation) and those that are distributed across policy sectors (climate action). The twenty-one types of policies include a range of voluntary (e.g., GHG emissions reporting programs), and market-based (e.g., cap and trade) and command-and-control (e.g., low carbon fuel standard) regulatory tools that span multiple sectors (e.g., commercial, state, and residential), industries (e.g. automobile, energy producers), and jurisdictions (e.g., regional climate change policy agreements).

---

14 State climate change policy activities are discussed further in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6.
Table 1.5 State-level climate change policy adoption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Sector</th>
<th>Type of Policy</th>
<th>No. of Policies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td>Building Standards For State Buildings</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commercial Building Energy Codes</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residential Building Energy Codes</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appliance Efficiency Standards</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Action</td>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Inventories</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Reporting And Registries</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Climate Action Plan</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Climate Change Adaptation Plan</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active Climate Legislative Commissions And Executive Branch Advisory Groups</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Emissions Targets</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emissions Standards for the Electric Power Sector</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cap and Trade</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional Agreements</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Net Metering Programs</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Renewable and Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Energy Efficiency Resource Standards</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>Low Carbon Fuel Standard</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Renewable Fuel Mandates</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smart Growth/Vehicle Miles Travelled Policies</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Emissions Standards</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zero Emissions Vehicle Program</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: ACEEE 1016; C2ES 2014; DSIRE 2016

Table 1.6 shows how the 587 policies that have been adopted by U.S. states are distributed across state-level policy sectors. By-and-large state-level climate change policies have focused on programs that target emissions across policy and economic sectors (40 percent). Of the state-level policies that focus on specific policy sectors, the building sector accounts for more nearly a quarter of all policies (25
percent), followed by the energy (20 percent) and transportation (16 percent) sectors. While some states have been more active than others, all fifty states have implemented some form of climate change policy (see Table 1.7). Clearly, the potential economic costs of addressing the issue of anthropogenic climate change has not deterred policy action and produced a “race to the bottom” amongst the states.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>No of Policies</th>
<th>Percent of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Climate Action</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: ACEEE 1016; C2ES 2014; DSIRE 2016
The ability of state-level policymakers to enact such a broad range of policies designed to reduce GHG emissions, in spite of the overwhelming conflict at the federal level, poses a number of interesting questions for scholars of the policy, political science, and public management literature. Early policy research on the issue of global climate change disproportionately focused on policy efforts at the national and international level and was surprisingly unengaged in the role of states in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>No. of Policies</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>No. of Policies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: ACEEE 1016; C2ES 2014; DSIRE 2016
addressing the climate change policy issue (Rabe 2004, 2010). More recently, scholars have investigated various aspects of the state climate change policy process. Beginning with Rabe’s (2004) initial exploration of how various states have been able to overcome the political challenges of regulating GHG emissions, scholars have explored the process of horizontal (e.g., Bauer and Steurer 2014, Betsill and Rabe 2009) and vertical policy diffusion (e.g., Betsill and Rabe 2009; Fisher 2013; Posner 2010), as well as the comparison across states of particular policy instruments (e.g., renewable portfolio standards), and the impact that such policies are likely to have in the context of the U.S. contribution to global GHG emissions. The findings of the research largely point to the importance of policy entrepreneurs and third party technocratic institutions in pushing policy forward, and the process of policy learning as a source of policy diffusion (e.g., Kraus 2012; Rabe 2004, 2007, 2011). While research on the policy and politics of state-level climate change policymaking has grown in recent years, the amount and scope of research has not kept pace with growth in the saliency and urgency of the climate change issue (Rabe 2010). In particular, little inquiry has been conducted on important areas such as policymaking processes, the role of stakeholder engagement in policy formulation and implementation and climate change adaptation (Bernauer 2013; Javeline 2014).

15 “Horizontal diffusion” refers to the diffusion of one state’s policy design or idea to other states. “Vertical diffusion” refers to the diffusion of policy design or ideas that occur at the federal or local level to the state level.


**Conclusion**

Given the history of federal climate change policy efforts, namely the widespread and persistent efforts by members of the fossil fuel industry and CTTs, and the growing rift between highly ideological policymakers, the prospect of achieving a federal legislative policy to regulate and reduce GHG emissions within the critical window identified by the IPCC looks bleak. The unification of powerful business and industry interest groups who are opposed to climate change policy with conservative members of the Congress and society has produced an effective campaign against policy change. Of course, the election of President Donald Trump has made it virtually impossible for any legislation that reduces GHG emissions to become law.

The logic behind the advantage that unified, wealthy, private interest groups have on the policy process was first revealed in Mancur Olson’s (1965) influential work on the dilemma of collective action problems. Olson contended that such interests, when the shared benefits were sufficient, have a comparative advantage in their ability to funnel resources into organization efforts and are therefore more efficient at mobilizing powerful campaigns to achieve particular policy outcomes. He argued that groups with many potential members, such as those supported by environmentally concerned citizens, seeking to achieve collective benefits have a significant disadvantage, as the individual incentive to “free ride” reduces the chances of successful unification. Smith (2000) expanded upon Olson’s findings in his examination of the effect that business interests have on policymaking when unified
on a particular policy issue. The study concluded that the unified positions of business
on policy issues are likely to achieve its legislative goals only when the public is
strongly supportive of such efforts.

Undoubtedly, the prospect of a national policy to regulate and reduce the
consumption of fossil fuels and reduce GHG emissions presents an economic threat to
a number of powerful interests. Fossil fuel and energy producers (as well as the
automobile industry) represent key actors in the climate change policy debate who
have unified to invest in lobbying campaigns and political candidates in order to
prevent the regulation of GHGs. More recently, CTTs have played an important role
by organizing these efforts, preparing and disseminating “scientific” studies and
policy analyses that call into question the existence of anthropogenic climate change
and exaggerating the economic consequences of actions to reduce GHG emissions.

The strategies employed by what Dunlap and McCright (2011) refer to as the
“Climate Denial Machine” has presumably influenced the general public’s opinion
regarding the scientific consensus regarding anthropogenic climate change and the
willingness to incur the potential costs of regulatory action. While environmental
interest groups and coalitions that support a national climate change policy have been
successful at organizing large scale campaigns and gaining political support from
elected officials, the financial resources of such organizations has consistently been
outmatched by their opponents. Furthermore, the efforts of climate change policy
proponents have been plagued by the challenge of gaining widespread public support
to address the climate change issue.
Despite the absence of federal legislation that establishes substantive GHG reduction targets and a means to achieve reductions, many states (and cities) have taken a leadership role in addressing the causes of anthropogenic climate change (Krause 2010; Portney 2010; Posner 2010; Rabe 2004, 2008). Both conservative and liberal governors and lawmakers have supported state climate change action by signing and voting into law a range of policies that address the causes and consequences of anthropogenic global climate change. Even states with extensive roots in conservative political ideology and fossil fuel production (e.g., Texas, Florida, and Kentucky) have taken steps to acknowledge the existence of anthropogenic climate change and adopt strategies to reduce emissions from energy production (Rabe 2004).

The discrepancy between federal-level legislative inaction and state action on climate change may be due to the presence of state-level policy entrepreneurs and the engagement of important stakeholder groups in the policy process. Stakeholder engagement in the formulation of environmental policy has been widely used to address environmental and natural resource problems (e.g., water quality, fisheries, and forest management) in the American states.

While a number of studies have applied theories related to stakeholder engagement in the policy process to understand and evaluate policy and environmental outcomes (e.g. Cheng and Mattor 2006; Heikkila and Gerlak 2005; Layzer 2008; Leach, Pelkey and Sabatier 2002; Smith 2009; Weber, Lovrich and Gaffney 2005), the application of such theories to climate change policy has yet to be
analyzed in the literature. The next chapter introduces a theoretical framework
developed by Sabatier et al. (2005) to analyze stakeholder involvement in
collaborative watershed management, which can potentially be useful for
understanding the process of stakeholder engagement in the development of state-
level climate change policy. The chapter builds upon the work of Sabatier et al.
(2005) and outlines a conceptual framework for understanding the possible variables
influencing collaborative climate change policymaking in the American states.
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Chapter 2 - Theoretical Framework

This research draws upon the collaborative governance literature and contributes to the emerging scholarly discussion around the dimensions of climate change communication by conducting a stakeholder-focused analysis concerning climate change policymaking at the state level.\(^{16}\) Collaborative governance is a concept that describes the process of facilitating and operating in multi-organizational arrangements to solve problems that cannot be solved, or at least solved easily, by single organizations on their own (Agranoff and McGuire 2003). Ansell and Gash (2008) draw upon the work of Lynn, Heinrich, and Hill (2001) and Stoker (1998) to define collaborative governance as “a type of governance in which public and private actors work collectively in distinctive ways, using particular processes, to establish laws and rules for the provision of public goods” (Ansell and Gash 2008, 545). In the environmental and natural resources management field, collaborative governance has become increasingly more prevalent and visible in recent decades (Ansell and Gash 2008; Durant et al. 2004; Gerlak, Heikkila and Lubell 2012; Koontz and Thomas 2006; Pretty 2003; Sabatier et al. 2005a). It has emerged in diverse arenas, including water management (Born and Genskow 2001; Clark et al. 2005; Imperial 2005; Leach et al. 2002), ecosystem restoration (Heikkila and Gerlak 2005; Karkkainen 2002; Layzer 2008), forest management (Cheng and Mattor 2006; Ebrahim 2004), land use

\(^{16}\) Sabatier et al. (2005a) define the term stakeholder to include “policymakers, agency implementers, experts both within and outside government who participate in policymaking and policy implementation, private sector businesses that are economically or otherwise affected by policies, and environmental interest groups that purport to represent nonhuman values, among other groups” (Sabatier et al. 2005a, 20).
and open-space protection (Frame et al. 2004; Kellogg 2009; Smith 2009), and endangered species protection (Weber et al. 2005).

The major goal of this study is to explore the role of collaborative governance in the context of climate change policymaking and policy implementation at the state level. Following a brief overview of the emergence of collaborative governance in the environmental policy and natural resource management fields, I present and evaluate a conceptual framework for establishing a dialogue between the major players involved in climate change mitigation and adaptation policies in the American states. The framework description is followed by a discussion of the theoretical foundations that support the conceptual relationships included in the framework, and the introduction of several hypotheses regarding the causal mechanisms that drive the overall collaborative policymaking process.

**Collaborative Governance and Environmental Policy**

The process of collaborative governance is often described as a collective decision-making process that allows diverse sets of actors who share a stake in a particular policy issue to work together to produce mutually beneficial policy outcomes (Agranoff and McGuire 2003; Gerlak, Heikkila and Lubell 2012). In the past few decades, collaborative environmental governance has emerged as an alternative to traditional managerial models and top-down regulatory and technocratic management. In environmental policy, where the regulated community is commonly dominated by industry interests, efforts to avoid potentially costly policy decisions have become increasingly common and have frequently led to expensive, long-term
conflicts over policy outcomes by impacted stakeholders (Ansell and Gash 2008; Brunner and Steelman 2005; Margerum and Whitall 2004; Wondolleck and Yaffee 2000). Public policy scholars and practitioners have argued that collective decision-making processes can reduce the transaction costs of traditional policy and management strategies, reduce conflict amongst stakeholders regarding policy outcomes, and potentially improve cooperation and environmental outcomes following program implementation.

Collaborative governance evolved, in part, from a growing recognition of the limitations of traditional policy solutions, particularly command-and-control, state-driven policies (Eisner 2007; Klyza and Sousa 2008; Mazmanian and Kraft 2009; Vig and Kraft 2010). During the first environmental epoch (1970-1990), also known as the “regulatory epoch,” proponents of regulation capitalized on the growing concern amongst the general public regarding national environmental quality and a favorable political climate to establish significant federal regulation on pollution sources (see Introduction; Mazmanian and Kraft 2009; Mazmanian and Nijaki 2012). Environmental policy solutions during this period of environmental governance focused on “end of pipe” regulatory solutions to resolve prevailing environmental quality issues. The second environmental epoch (1980s-2000s) was defined by a push for efficiency-based regulatory reform and flexibility. Largely driven by the neo-liberal economic principles of the Reagan administration, the rise of Republican party influence on Capitol Hill, and the grievances of industry interests regarding the costs of regulation, new command-and-control rules were subjected to cost-benefit tests,
and the use of performance standards and market-based mechanisms to pollution control became a preferred solution over technology mandates. In addition, many regulatory oversight and enforcement responsibilities were decentralized and shifted to the state and local levels (Mazmanian and Nijaki 2012). The third environmental epoch (1990s-present), or the “sustainability epoch,” has emerged from the realization that the unresolved environmental issues of the 21st century will require a new paradigm of governance and management strategies. The regulatory achievements of prior decades have been quite successful at addressing many pollution problems, however, the top-down application of such “point source” policy instruments has been less effective at addressing complex environmental issues, such as anthropogenic climate change, nonpoint source pollution, and the protection of biodiversity (Kraft 2014; Mazmanian and Kraft 2009).

Allen and Gould (1986) characterize such issues as “wicked” environmental problems. Such issues are often considered “wicked” because they are plagued by scientific uncertainty, deep public disagreement over desired states and preferred outcomes, the impossibility of finding an optimal solution, and the requirement that, despite these unknowns and conflicts, the responsible decisionmaker must act. The sources and impacts of wicked problems are generally diffuse and require comprehensive and integrated policy strategies. The appropriate policy venue of this epoch is subnational, and the focus of policy processes has shifted to collaborative decision making among all affected stakeholders and public-private partnerships that
rely on incentive-based policies (Maser 1997; Mazmanian and Kraft 2009; Mazmanian and Nijaki 2012; Weber 2003; Wondolleck and Yaffee 2000).

Another factor driving the emergence of collaborative environmental governance has been the growing scientific understanding of ecosystems, ecology, and Earth systems and the symbiotic relationship between environmental quality and human activity. In the 1960s and 1970s, Rachel Carson’s (1962) *Silent Spring* and Barry Commoner’s (1971) *The Closing Circle* both highlighted the ecological consequences of human activities such as the widespread application of pesticides and nuclear testing, and the potential implications for societal well-being. A consequence of this has been an increasing awareness among scientists, government agencies, and the general public of the interdependencies of the components of ecosystems and the functions and services they provide (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005; Norgaard 1994). The increasing attention to the complexities and interdependencies of the Earth’s ecological, physical, and social systems has led to growing concerns regarding the inadequacies of existing administrative and regulatory structures to manage and address environmental problems at the appropriate scale and functional scope (Kenward et al. 2011; Mullner, Hubert and Wesche 2001).

A third factor that has contributed to the growth of collaborative environmental governance, which is also tied to dissatisfaction with traditional policy tools and to our growing awareness of the Earth’s ecological impasses, is the rising number and intensity of conflicts over natural resources. Some of these conflicts stem
from the increasing competition among the growing urban and industrial sectors that consume natural resources, such as conflicts over water resources in the American west, as well as the externalities their uses impose on others through pollution or resource extraction (Emerson et al. 2009; Hanak et al. 2011; Kenney et al. 2011; Schlager and Heikkila 2009). Conflicts also are increasing regarding the preservation and protection of ecosystems, as many individuals, communities, and societies have come to recognize the intrinsic and “non-use” values of natural resources and environmental services.

Finally, collaborative governance is part of the international trend toward “New Public Management,” which focuses on the efficient delivery of public goods, public-private partnerships for infrastructure, and the use of non-regulatory policy tools like market-based instruments and incentives (Agranoff and McGuire 2003; Kettl 2006; Milward and Provan 2000; Rhodes 1996). Coupled with this trend has been a push toward greater decentralization of environmental governance, which allows for locally and regionally specific policies and programs that engage with local stakeholders and take into account unique local and regional circumstances (Jessop 1999; Lemos and Agrawal 2006). Thus, more diverse sets of actors have entered the governance scene from diverse sectors and scales, which can necessitate institutional arrangements that provide coordination and “metagovernance” (Bell and Park 2006), as well as through self-organized partnerships, networks, and regional agreements (Imperial 2005; Scharpf 1994), which typify many collaborative governance institutions.
In light of the potential benefits of collaborative governance institutions to address complex and diffuse environmental problems, a number of criticisms have been raised in the literature. Gerlak, Heikkila and Lubell (2012) summarize three important criticisms of the collaborative governance model that may limit its efficacy in building effective policies to solve environmental and natural resource management problems. The first criticism of collaborative governance is that the process may simply be an instance of “symbolic policy” (Edelman 1964; Lubell 2004). Symbolic policy occurs when policy actors accept a policy decision as a symbol of progress, consequently deflecting attention from enduring problems. As a result, problems that are left unsolved continue without any actual solution (Lubell 2004). The second criticism highlights the potential for agency “capture” to occur by interest groups involved in the policy process that possess greater unity and resources (McCloskey 2000). In the absence of countermeasures to include and represent less “powerful” stakeholder groups, such as “neutral” agency leadership, collaborative governance processes may be skewed against more diffuse stakeholder groups with fewer resources (Schuckman 2001). A third important criticism of the collaborative governance approach concerns the emphasis on consensus-based decision making to reach policy agreements (Kenney 2000). A true consensus-based decision making process can be easily derailed from achieving policy outcomes by stakeholders who are not satisfied with proposed plans and projects. Additionally, the negotiation process associated with consensus building can require extensive time and resource commitments from those engaged in the process. The lengthy process of stakeholder
negotiations during the policy formulation process has been a prevalent issue among collaborative process participants. A prolonged policy formulation process may actually increase transaction costs and allow environmental conditions to worsen, thereby undermining the benefits of collaborative governance relative to alternative policy processes (Coglianese and Allen 2003; Gunton and Day 2003; Imperial 2005; Margerum 2002; Roussos and Fawcett 2000; Till and Meyer 2001; Warner 2006; Yaffee and Wondolleck 2003). Readers should keep these potential problems in mind as they move through the analysis in this study.

**Collaborative Governance and Climate Change**

In order to address the issue of climate change effectively, policymakers and public managers will need to form and implement strategic and comprehensive long-term plans to reduce GHG emissions. According to Balint et al. (2011), when confronted with the challenge of addressing wicked problems such as climate change, public managers often respond by applying the precautionary principle, adaptive management, and/or public participation. While the climate change problem presents a complex array of challenges for stakeholder engagement, such engagement is essential in order to bring together a variety of important stakeholders to craft innovative solutions to environmental issues. The sources of GHG emissions in the U.S. are spread throughout public and private sectors. Therefore, in many instances, reducing emissions effectively will require the cooperation of a diverse set of actors.

Where traditional command-and-control regulatory efforts may be compromised by the influence of industry interests (e.g., via lobbying) and can lead to
lengthy litigation following legislative action, and more contemporary, voluntary and incentive-based measures require a change in the behavior of the emissions producer, attaining real emissions reductions in the near to medium term will depend upon policies that are broadly perceived as fair and legitimate. Despite its potential problems, collaborative governance offers public managers and policymakers the opportunity to develop diverse policy portfolios to address GHG emissions across economic sectors and facilitate cooperation through collective decision-making processes (Fiack and Kamieniecki 2017).

Often, policy decisions and program implementation on complex and ubiquitous issues, such as climate change, are politically controversial, and the legitimacy of policy outcomes are influenced by the values and beliefs held by the effected parties. Environmental issues, and environmental policy in particular, have historically been perceived by stakeholders as a zero-sum game in which proponents of environmental regulation tend to argue that economic development will occur at the cost of environmental quality. The regulated community, often comprised of industry interests, opposes environmental protection, citing the economic imposition of regulatory action. In recent years, the emergence of the sustainability movement has in many ways sought to reconcile the conflict between winners and losers over environmental regulation by emphasizing decentralized actions that address environmental issues at the source (Mazmanian and Kraft 2009; Mazmanian and Nijaki 2012). Through the coordination of emissions reduction strategies in policy areas such as improved energy efficiency in buildings, public transportation, and land
use planning, public managers and policymakers can rely upon voluntary efforts by public stakeholders at the community level rather than only those created by private industry (Portney 2013). By implementing more voluntary and incentive-based policy tools, policymakers can potentially reduce the zero-sum stigma of environmental policy, and mitigate conflict among stakeholder groups by redistributing the burdens of emissions reduction.

The many factors that must be weighed and considered in the policymaking process produce a myriad combination of policy tools that can be implemented to address the climate change issue. Lingering scientific uncertainty with regard to the temporal and spatial distribution of climate change impacts is likely to affect the policy preferences of interest groups and the general public, which will in turn affect the combination of policy tools selected through the policy process. Consequently, determining the optimal combination of policy solution to address the issue is dependent upon the environmental, social and institutional characteristics of a particular region. Unless divergent actor groups are able to establish a dialogue on these issues, meaningful discussions about the causes and effects of climate change will not take place, government action will not be forthcoming, and additional harm to the ecosystem will occur. This, in turn, will place an impediment in front of public and private efforts to promote sustainability, making it even that much more difficult to reverse course and adopt needed changes to energy production and consumption in the future.
Developing comprehensive policies to mitigate the causes of climate change and adapt to its related environmental impacts are likely to call upon government agencies to modify existing protocols and implement new programs that also require interagency cooperation. Furthermore, in a decentralized institutional environment, conflict may arise over the distribution of government funds to support new programs. Power struggles and interagency politics may challenge the efficiency of program design and implementation, and subsequently reduce the effectiveness of policy outcomes. For example, water managers in regions where local water supplies are highly dependent upon seasonal snowpack and rainfall generally depend upon historic precipitation data to determine water supply management strategies. Scientists predict that climate change will alter precipitation patterns in certain regions, affecting the frequency and magnitude of rainfall events. Thus, water resource managers are faced with the challenge of integrating non-stationary weather patterns in resource management in order to meet the needs of environmental, domestic and industry users. Optimizing water management strategies in a changing climate will require careful coordination between management and regulatory agencies. In certain regions, agency decision making may prioritize the demands of water users with greater political and economic influence (e.g., large agricultural interests) over ecosystem requirements.

Determining the appropriate suite of voluntary and/or regulatory tools to achieve GHG emissions reductions requires policymakers and agency bureaucrats to determine the level of government intervention, as well as the desired environmental
outcomes, and prioritize the focus of reduction strategies on private and public interests within the region. While scientific certainty regarding the existence of climate change, and the role of human activity in contributing to warming temperatures, is virtually undeniable, uncertainty regarding the urgency, severity of the predicted impacts, and costs of implementation still remain. Predicting the rate at which climate change will transpire and the “tipping point” at which the inertia of change will be irreversible are still relatively unclear to scientists (Shaw 2013; Tol 2007). In addition, the magnitude of the effect that positive and negative feedback from changing temperatures have on the rate of change are not adequately understood. Thus, policymakers are faced with the challenge of determining effective and politically feasible reduction targets.

Potential policy solutions for addressing the climate change issue must be considered along social, institutional and environmental dimensions. Prior to designing a policy to reduce GHG emissions, policymakers must first determine the desired environmental outcomes. For example, how much should GHG emissions be reduced? Over what length of time should reductions in emissions be achieved? Should reductions occur by decreasing actual emissions, by increasing carbon offsets or by using some combination of the two? Additionally, the characteristics of a particular region’s ecological, hydrological, and physical processes and the interrelationships between these and climate change impacts will similarly have to be balanced in order to consider the most efficient focus of environmental and resource management planning and implementation.
Once the environmental goal has been established, policymakers must determine the policy tools to be implemented to achieve these goals. Potential policy tools include a variety of traditional command-and-control (e.g., restrictions, technological mandates, etc.), market-based and voluntary instruments. Determining the socially optimal outcome also requires consideration of which sectors of the economy ought to be impacted and to what extent each sector ought to be regulated given the desired environmental, economic, and civic goals of a particular community. Lastly, the capacity of existing management and regulatory institutions must be evaluated. The success of policy outcomes is dependent upon the ability for responsible agencies to facilitate procedural processes and program implementation effectively and the level of understanding among the general public regarding the issue to be addressed (Cohen, Kamieniecki and Cahn 2005).

In the U.S. widespread efforts to reduce GHG emissions have primarily occurred at the subnational level. The ability for state-level governments to enact a diverse array of policies to address the climate change issue is indicative of the ability for state-level leaders to interpret effectively the scientific implications of climate change, engage critical stakeholders, and develop appropriate institutional venues to reach policy outcomes in light of contentious debate at the national level. An analysis by Rabe (2010a) analysis of state-level policy development and emissions trends, for example, found that the national average for emissions growth between 1990 and 2007 was 16 percent. The states that experienced the lowest growth in emissions reduced GHG emission levels below those from the baseline year include Delaware (-
5 percent), Massachusetts (-5 percent), and New York (-4 percent). Meanwhile Arizona (62 percent), Colorado (46 percent), and South Carolina (45 percent) experienced the highest growth in emissions from the baseline year (2010a). To illustrate state engagement in climate change policy, the states were provided a score (0-20 points) as a proxy measure of their policy development, based upon the twenty policy options adopted by states as of 2009 (Rabe 2010b). Table 2.1 splits the states into four separate cells based upon their 1990 to 2007 GHG emissions growth and climate change policy adoption, compared to the national average. While a direct relationship between policy development and emissions growth is not observable, it is worth noting that the states that had experienced the lowest emissions growth (Delaware, Massachusetts, and New York) between 1990 and 2007 had adopted a large number of policies, relative to the national average. States that had experienced the lowest emissions growth (Arizona, Colorado, and South Carolina) adopted a small number of policies.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High (&gt; 16 percent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low (&lt; 16 percent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (12-20)</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Montana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nevada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connecticut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delaware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hawaii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (0-11)</td>
<td>Alabama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alaska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arkansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kentucky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mississippi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nebraska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North Dakota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South Dakota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>West Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wyoming</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Rabe 2010a.
Following the approach taken by Rabe (2010a), Table 2.2 updates the national trend in policy development, emissions growth from 1990-2013, and the level of climate change policy development as of 2016. The national average for emissions growth was 8.9 percent during the 24 year time period, a 7 percent improvement from 1990 to 2007. Growth in state emissions ranged from a low of -23 percent in New York, -22.9 percent in Delaware, and -21.9 percent in Massachusetts, to a high of 62.9 percent in Nebraska, 49 percent in Arizona, and 45.6 percent in Idaho. The state climate change policy development score ranged from 0 to 21, and states were categorized as high or low policy states based on the national average of 12 points (policies adopted). States exhibiting a high level of extensive policy engagement include California and New York, which lead the nation in terms of climate change policy action with a policy score of 21, followed by Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, Oregon, and Rhode Island, each with policy scores of 20. The table illustrates that, in general, states that have experienced strong policy development relative to the national average have also experienced low emission growth, relative to the national average, while states with weak policy development tend to have experienced high emissions growth.

A comparison between Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 of state movement within the four-cell grid may provide some insight into the role of political and institutional constraints on policy development and the effect of policy adoption on emissions reduction. Virginia is the only state to have moved from Low Policy-High Emissions...
to High Policy-Low Emissions. Meanwhile Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey, and Vermont each moved from High Policy-High Emissions to High Policy-Low Emissions while Michigan moved from Low Policy-Low Emissions to High Policy-Low Emissions. One potential explanation for these trends is the successful implementation of climate change policy programs by these states has contributed to a reduction or the stabilization of state-level emissions. Arizona, Colorado, Montana, Nevada, and Utah each moved from High Policy-High Emissions to Low Policy-High Emissions, while South Dakota and Wyoming moved from Low Policy-Low Emissions to Low Policy-High Emissions. These trends also support the argument that climate change policy implementation may be necessary in order to mitigate emissions. Meanwhile, Texas moved from High Policy-Low Emissions to Low Policy-High Emissions, an indication that policy adoption in the state has not kept pace with emissions growth or national trends in climate change policy adoption, perhaps as a result of political or institutional capacity constraints, and therefore successful mitigation will require continued efforts in order to achieve long-term emissions reductions.

While a number of observations in state-level emissions and policy trends provide supporting evidence for the relationship between climate change policy adoption and emissions reductions, a number of state movements within the four-cell grid provide evidence to the contrary. For example, two states, Kansas and Tennessee moved from the Low Policy-High Emissions cell to Low Policy-Low Emissions, while Alaska and Georgia each moved from Low Policy-High Emissions to Low
Policy-Low Emissions, and New Mexico moved from High Policy-Low Emissions to Low Policy-Low Emissions. This result implies that strong climate change policy action may not be necessary to achieve emissions reductions. It is worth noting, that Table 2.1 does not account for a number of important factors, which may influence the effectiveness of policy adoption. For example, the finding that some states have achieved relatively low emissions growth despite having a low level of policy adoption does not necessarily mean that policy adoption is not a necessary condition for emissions reduction. An alternative explanation may be that a particular policy that has been implemented within these states is highly successful at achieving emissions mitigation. Therefore, the table and observed trends in climate change policy adoption and emissions trends is intended to present a simple presentation of the potential relationship between policy adoption and emissions trends, and serves as a potential starting point for more in-depth inquiry.
### Table 2.2 State climate policies and emissions growth, 1990-2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emissions Growth, 1990-2013</th>
<th>High (&gt; 9 percent)</th>
<th>Low (&lt; 9 percent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>New Hampshire*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>Connecticut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>Delaware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>Hawaii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Maine*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (13-21)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Virginia*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Michigan*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (0-12)</td>
<td>Arizona*</td>
<td>Alaska*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>Georgia*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colorado*</td>
<td>Kansas*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>New Mexico*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>Tennessee*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>West Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Montana*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates that a state has moved from its position in Table 2.1

Sources: ACEEE 1016; C2ES 2014; DSIRE 2016; EIA 2015

Understanding the role of collaborative governance via stakeholder engagement in the climate change policy process is critical to building our understanding of the ability for policymakers and policy institutions to address the “wicked” problems of the sustainability era. One form of formal collaborative governance institutions that states have utilized to develop climate change policies are climate legislative commissions and executive branch advisory groups. Thirty-five states have established such groups, often by administrative or executive order, who
are generally charged with assessing state-level climate change impacts and devising strategies and potential programs and policies to mitigate and adapt to climate change within the state’s jurisdiction. The membership of these commissions and groups vary from including scientific experts and government agency representatives, to representatives from business, industry, and the environmental community.

Table 2.3 shows the states that have established a climate change legislative commission or advisory group and their respective policy and emissions growth score using the methods described above. Of the 35 states that have a formal climate change commission or advisory group 20 (57 percent) have adopted more climate change policies than the national average, accounting for 95 percent of all the states placed in the High Policy cells in Table 2.2. The remaining 15 are located in the Low Policy cells and account for 52 percent of all states with a low policy score. All of the states in the High Policy-High Emissions Growth cell in Table 2.2 have had a formal climate change committee, while 93 percent of the states located in the High Policy-Low Emissions Growth cell have established a formal committee. The table illustrates a potential relationship between the magnitude of climate change policy development at the state-level, and the presence of formal collaborative climate change policy institutions, where states that have established a climate change commission or advisory group tend to have adopted more climate change policies, relative to the national average, than those without. However, the initial analysis does not suggest a relationship between collaborative climate change policy institutions and emissions reduction.
Table 2.3 State Climate policies and emissions growth for states with climate legislative commissions and executive branch advisory groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emissions Growth, 1990-2013</th>
<th>High (&gt; 9 percent)</th>
<th>Low (&lt; 9 percent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High (13-21)</td>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Connecticut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>Delaware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>Hawaii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Maryland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (0-12)</td>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Alaska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>Kansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Montana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Utah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: ACEEE 1016; C2ES 2014; DSIRE 2016; EIA 2015.

The potential relationship between formal institutions that facilitate collaborative climate change governance at the state level and climate change policy adoption supports some of the findings in the environmental and natural resource collaborative governance literature. Studies have often found that such institutions contribute to the adoption of formal agreements or policy adoption to address a particular policy issue. However, research on collaborative governance institutions to solve common pool or public good problems is less conclusive on how such institutions contribute to actual environmental outcomes (Koontz and Thomas 2006). A number of large-scale watershed partnerships such as California’s CALFED Bay-Delta Program, the Chesapeake Bay Program, and the Comprehensive Everglades
Restoration Program have by-and-large been unsuccessful at attaining policy goals and achieving successful ecosystem restoration and water quality outcomes (Lubell, Leach and Sabatier 2009; Lubell and Segee 2010). For example, the Chesapeake Bay Program, one of the oldest watershed partnerships in the U.S., has consistently been unable to achieve its water quality goals (Chesapeake Bay Program 2006, 2011, 2013). As one of the most influential programs of the collaborative governance movement, the Program has been unable to successfully resolve stakeholder conflict, and in 2004 the Chesapeake Bay Foundation created a litigation branch, which has been involved in a number of lawsuits (Lubell, Leach and Sabatier 2009).

Of course, many potentially important variables have been omitted from the analysis above. For instance, it is difficult to be conclusive regarding the relationship between formal collaborative climate change policy institutions and environmental outcomes without including the number of policies that were adopted following the establishment of a commission or advisory group. Furthermore, there are a number of other independent variables, such as policy entrepreneurs, that may contribute to the adoption of climate change policies. Lastly, table 2.3 does not provide any insight into the role of informal collaborative policy institutions in the context of climate change policy adoption. The purpose of this research is to provide an in-depth investigation into each of these factors, among others, and to provide a clearer picture of how stakeholder engagement may or may not contribute to the adoption, implementation, and environmental outcomes of climate change policy adoption.
within American states. The next section develops the conceptual framework that will guide the investigation.

**A Framework for Collaborative Climate Change Governance**

Developing an effective stakeholder framework can help us to understand the multifaceted stakeholder dynamics around climate change communication and can be a critical contribution to theory and, subsequently, to policymaking by helping decision makers become aware and knowledgeable about their constraints and opportunities in addressing climate change. A potentially valuable framework for analyzing stakeholder interactions in climate change policymaking at the state level is found in Sabatier et al. (2005a). Building on their comprehensive analysis of stakeholder interests in watershed management, Figure 2.1 outlines a promising conceptual framework for understanding the variables that are likely to influence collaborative climate change policymaking in states throughout the U.S. The framework has the potential to explain the type of collaborative climate change management approach that will surface, as well as its likelihood of success.
The model includes four constructs, Context, Process, Civic Community, and Policy Outputs that are hypothesized to affect the social and environmental outcomes of collaborative watershed policymaking processes. Drawing on the work of Ostrom (1990, 2007) and Sabatier et al. (2005a) treat a collaborative process as essentially a set of guidelines concerning the types of participants, their entry and exit from the deliberations, their authority to undertake certain duties and responsibilities, and how their actions lead to policy outcomes. Antecedent variables are identified at the top and include the Context (e.g., socioeconomic, civic, environmental/ecological, and government institutional) or initial conditions that exist prior to the formation of collaborative processes and partnership arrangements. These include the economic and social structure of the state, preexisting social networks, the severity of different
environmental and socioeconomic problems, and the set of governmental institutions that exist (Sabatier et al. 2005a). Contextual factors then interact with processes to produce both Civic Community and Policy Outputs. Civic Community and Policy Outputs interact to influence Climate Change Policy Outcomes, real and perceived conditions, both environmental (e.g., GHG emissions) and socioeconomic (e.g., unemployment rates and economic growth).

At the end of their study, legitimacy is moved out of the Civic Community box and is established as its own independent model element. As shown in Figure 2.2, legitimacy has a reciprocal relationship with other Civic Community factors and collaborative processes, and is affected by Policy Outputs and Climate Change Policy Outcomes. They conclude that procedural legitimacy and substantive legitimacy, in interrelated ways, contribute to the survival of watershed collaborations, at least in the short or medium term. Based on the findings of their study, the researchers also decided to remove an arrow between Policy Outputs and Civic Community. Otherwise, the results of their investigation support the hypotheses reflected in the relationships presented in Figure 2.1. The conceptual model illustrated in Figure 2.2 provides the framework that will guide the investigation into the role of stakeholder engagement in the climate change policymaking process. The remainder of the section describes each of the variables in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2 Updated framework for collaborative climate change policymaking.

Adapted from Sabatier et al. (2005a, 286)

**Context**

The antecedent variables constrain the type of collaborative climate change policy approach that will surface, as well as its likelihood of success. The existing socioeconomic, civic community, environmental, and institutional conditions that exist at the outset of collaboration can either facilitate or discourage cooperation among stakeholders and between agencies and stakeholders (Ansell and Gash 2008). For example, heterogeneous populations, in which, socioeconomic conditions are characterized by power imbalances related to the unequal distribution of economic or political power between stakeholders, can limit the likelihood of collective action via collaborative governance (Ansell and Gash 2008; Gray 1989; Short and Winter 1999; Susskind and Cruikshank 1987; Tett, Crowther and O’Hara 2003; Warner 2006).
Similarly, states that are composed of widely scattered, fairly transient populations with broad ideological differences are less likely to be successful than smaller, more stable, and more homogeneous polities (Ansell and Gash 2008; Sabatier et al. 2005a). For instance, extractive industries are deeply rooted in a number of states in which the production of fossil fuels has provided the lifeblood of economic development. In states such as West Virginia and Kentucky, for example, the balance of socioeconomic power is likely to favor the coal industry over environmental interests and proponents of regulations to reduce GHG emissions, which are viewed by many communities to threaten the state’s economic prosperity. In such cases, extractive industry interests have little incentive to participate in efforts to participate in collaborative policy processes.

With regard to civic community, a prehistory of antagonism or cooperation between stakeholders will either restrict or support collaboration (Andranovich 1995; Gray 1989; Margerum 2002). States facing challenging situations are likely to be very distrustful and thus insist on a variety of procedural rules and norms to protect each group’s interest in the policymaking process, reducing the likelihood of collaboration and cooperation in the policymaking process. At the same time, more successful states will likely have substantial amounts of trust and social capital (networks) to build on, and thus will need less elaborate procedural rules (Sabatier et al. 2005a). California, for example, has a rich history of state-level environmental policy efforts that have produced a civic community of diverse groups of business, industry, public, and environmental stakeholders that has at times facilitated opportunities for
Environmental conditions are also likely to affect the formation of collaborative policy processes. For instance, an environmental problem with immediate, severe, and widespread impacts, where a policy deadlock imposes a serious cost to many stakeholders, is more likely to contribute to the willingness and motivate cooperation among stakeholders to engage in a collective decision-making process. Conversely, an environmental problem characterized by impacts that are not immediate, or are imposed upon a particular facet of society, or group of stakeholders, is less likely to result in the convergence of stakeholders to address the issue due to the relative costs of collaboration relative to the costs of inaction born to those who are not affected by the particular issue at hand. In locations where the environmental impacts of climate change, such as droughts, wildfires, and sea level rise, are likely to have greater economic and social impacts, stakeholders are more likely to work towards achieving mutual agreements through collective decision-making processes.

Finally, the preexisting government institutions are also likely to affect the development of collaborative policy processes. If a set of formal legislative rules is already in place to address an environmental problem, some stakeholder groups may be less willing to engage in a collaborative process, despite the existence of a policy failure. For instance, it may be the case that certain stakeholders benefit from the shortcomings of existing laws, and are therefore less motivated to mobilize in an
effort to correct existing problems. Additionally, where different institutional venues already exist to address the agenda of stakeholders, there are likely to be fewer incentives to participate in an alternative process (Fung and Wright 2001; Kraft and Johnson 1999; Reilly 2001). Alternatively, collective decision-making processes may be more likely to occur if institutions that encourage collaboration, such as government grants or institutional venues that offset the transaction costs of collaboration exist.

Process

The presence of collaborative climate change policy institutions are the central component of the policymaking process illustrated in Figure 2.2. The institutional design of a particular collaborative decision-making body is a critical aspect of the policymaking process and contributes to the development of climate change policy outputs, legitimacy, and the development of civic community among stakeholders engaged in the policymaking arena. Thus, one of the most fundamental institutional design issues is determining which stakeholders are to be granted access to the collaborative process.

The literature generally emphasizes that a collaborative process should be open and inclusive, largely because stakeholders who have participated in a process are more likely to be committed to the process and outcomes (Andranovich 1995; Ansell and Gash 2008; Burger et al. 2001; Chrislip and Larson 1994; Gray 1989; Gunton and Day 2003; Lasker and Weiss 2003; Margerum 2002; Martin, Tett and Kay 1999; Murdock, Weissner and Sexton 2005; Plummer and Fitzgibbon 2004;
Power et al. 2000; Reilly 1998, 2001). A deliberate effort to engage stakeholders in the collaborative process is likely to influence the success of the collaboration effort, while exclusion of critical stakeholders is often a key reason for the failure of collective decision making (Reilly 2001).

The literature also implies that clearly defined stakeholder roles, ground rules, and process transparency are important institutional design features (Busneberg 1999; Geoghegan and Renard 2002; Glasbergen and Driessen 2005; Gunton and Day 2003; Imperial 2005; Murdock, Weissner and Sexton 2005; Rogers et al. 1993). Process transparency refers to the openness of process negotiations among stakeholders, where effective process transparency prevents the occurrence of “backroom” deals. Clearly, defined roles of process participants and enforced ground rules are likely to improve the efficiency and functionality of the process and reinforce stakeholders’ perception that the policy process was fair, equitable and open (Bradford 1998; Murdock, Weissner and Sexton 2005).

In the context of policy outputs, a primary focus in the literature has been on the importance of consensus rules in reaching a policy plan or project decision. The definition of collaborative governance applied to this study describes the process as consensus-oriented, largely because consensus is not necessarily always achieved. While consensus has been seen as promoting representation of individual viewpoints and encouraging cooperation (Margerum 2002), consensus-based rulemaking has also been criticized in the literature for producing “least common denominator” outcomes (Coglianese and Allen 2003; Gunton and Day 2003) and decision stalemates (Till and
Meyer 2001), which may result in undesired environmental outcomes. Thus, while consensus rules are viewed as beneficial to cooperation and legitimacy, they may lead to policy outputs that do not produce environmental outcomes that are effective and meet legislative goals. Also, there is no evidence that strict consensus-based decision making is a necessary condition for collaborative governance institutions; therefore, the present study does not constrain collaborative climate change policy processes to include only consensus-based processes.

Sabatier et al. (2005a) note four general variants of the collaborative management process as they apply to watershed management (see Table 2.4). This study applies these concepts to the collaborative management institutions that may be initiated to facilitate and implement climate protection policies. As identified in Table 2.4, the four general variants of collaborative management institutions include: (1) collaborative engagement processes; (2) collaborative partnerships; (3) collaborative superagencies; and (4) collaborative panels. Variations in collaborative management forms are distinguished by duration, short-term versus long-term, and decision power or influence, informal advisory versus formal authority. Superagencies have been found to play an important role in the context of watershed management largely due to the spatial context of these environmental quality issues and the presence of legal jurisdictions and regulatory institutions in place at the state and federal levels to manage this resource (Heikkila and Gerlak 2005; Sabatier et al. 2005a). Table 1.5 shows that a number of states have established collaborative engagement processes to investigate the severity of the climate change issue, assess potential impacts to state-
level resources, and formulate climate protection plans and policies. States also participate in collaborative partnerships such as the North America 2050 (NA2050) program which was established to facilitate and coordinate state efforts to design and implement climate protection policies. The extent to which states have or have not participated in collaborative panels or superagency processes is less clear and has yet to be extensively explored in the literature. The various forms of collaborative climate change policy institutions and institutional designs of these governance bodies will be elaborated upon in Chapter 7 of this study.

### Table 2.4 Variations of collaborative management institutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Decision Power or Influence</th>
<th>Collaborative Management Institution</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td>Informal</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>Applies techniques for conflict resolution among diverse stakeholders, developed by outside actors and applied to specific planning exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formal</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Consist of multi-level government representatives and nongovernment stakeholder partnerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term</td>
<td>Informal</td>
<td>Partnership</td>
<td>Involve a wide variety of governmental and nongovernmental stakeholders seeking to develop some form of environmental or resource management plan and implementation of projects to achieve the identified goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formal</td>
<td>Superagency</td>
<td>Consist of multi-level government representatives and nongovernment stakeholder partnerships</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Civic Community, Legitimacy and Policy Outputs**

The framework depicted in Figure 2.2 includes three intervening variables, Civic Community, Legitimacy, and Policy Outputs, which link collaborative processes to policy outcomes. The intervening variables are included to help to
explain how stakeholder engagement vis-à-vis collaborative policy institutions, influence the socioeconomic and environmental outcomes of policy decisions. One causal pathway leads from Process and Context to Civic Community, which includes human capital (e.g., knowledge about climate change conditions), social capital (e.g., networks of reciprocity), trust of others, and attitudes toward collective action. A second causal pathway leads from Process and Context to Policy Outputs, which includes the plans and projects produced by the collaborative policy process. Civic Community is also hypothesized to influence Policy Outputs. A third pathway leads from Process and Context to Legitimacy, and Legitimacy, in turn, affects Process. As illustrated by the framework, Civic Community, Policy Outputs, and Climate Change Policy also affect Legitimacy, albeit at different stages of the policy process (Sabatier et al. 2005a).

Civic Community

Putnam, Leonardi, and Rafaella (1993) refer to civic community as a “republican” theory of successful self-governance stressing the importance of concern with the common welfare, active engagement in community associations and affairs, tolerance of opposing views, generalized trust in others, and relatively egalitarian relationships. Much of the collaborative governance literature suggests that the process of collaborative governance is not simply about negotiations and policy outcomes but is also about building trust among stakeholder groups (Alexander, Comfort and Weiner 1998; Beierle and Konisky 2001; Brinkerhoff 1999; Glasbergen and Driessen 2005; Imperial 2005; Murdock, Wiessner and Sexton 2005; Short and
Thus, the civic community variables are conceived as both an end in themselves and a means to improve climate policy outputs. This study adopts the assumption of Sabatier et al. (2005a) that increasing trust and social capital among state-level stakeholders is desirable, even if it does not lead to significant environmental protection, where such an outcome can nurture future efforts to adapt implemented policies to improve environmental outcomes.

The first civic community variable, human capital, includes characteristics such as education and intelligence, which increase the capability of actors to accomplish a wide variety of tasks. In particular, education is linked to many forms of political participation, particularly in those dealing with complex issues like environmental quality (Sabatier et al. 2005a). In the context of climate change policy, the scientific foundation and complexity of the issue requires a baseline understanding of how GHGs influence the atmosphere and effect natural and physical processes. A collaborative policy process that includes relevant technical and scientific experts who can communicate the effects of GHG emissions on atmospheric, natural, and physical processes, can improve human capital by elevating the education of other stakeholders who may have been misinformed or lacked a scientific understanding about the climate change issue. Human capital is also linked with trust and with several measures of social capital (Putnam 2000).

Social capital refers to norms and beliefs that increase the capabilities of groups to achieve collective tasks. Following Putnam (1993, 2000) and Sabatier et al.
(2005b), this study regards social capital as including the density and breadth of social networks and norms of reciprocity (norms encouraging the exchange of favors over time). A collaborative policymaking process that is transparent, reflexive, and facilitates opportunities for face-to-face dialogue is likely to increase social capital (Ansell and Gash 2008). Producing a venue for stakeholders to hold a dialogue and formulate policy options can break down preconceived stereotypes among stakeholders and other existing barriers to communication that may have averted the exploration of mutual gains prior to partnership formation (Bentrup 2001). As discussed in Chapter 1, climate change policy has been plagued by conflict and, more often than not, policy stalemates. Allowing divergent interests to meet in a mutual setting to discuss potential solutions to reducing GHG emissions can facilitate the opportunity for stakeholders to negotiate policy preferences, and potentially result in the discovery of mutual gains and the development of new cooperative networks.

Political efficacy refers to the confidence and trust that a citizen has in their government and the ability to influence government decisions. Political scientists have defined two dimensions of political efficacy, internal efficacy and external efficacy (Miller et al. 1980, 253). Internal efficacy refers to an individual’s perception that they are capable of understanding politics and are competent enough to participate in political acts (e.g., voting). External efficacy, in contrast, refers to beliefs about the responsiveness of political institutions to an individual’s needs. Low external efficacy suggests that the public cannot influence political outcomes because government leaders and institutions are unresponsive to their needs. In terms of
climate change policy, particularly at the federal level, one may assume that there is a general sense of low external efficacy among proponents of change, who have had little influence on achieving federal legislative action in spite of a majority of Americans who believe that climate change is occurring. The framework assumes that collaborative policymaking processes are more likely to improve political efficacy, relative to traditional forms of environmental regulation and management, largely via transparent, consensus-oriented decision-making processes.

Trust represents the confidence that one actor, or group of actors, has in another actor, or group of actors, to behave in an honorable fashion. In general, trust can be defined by three components, the willingness and ability to keep promises and agreements; a sincere effort to understand the interests of others and to take these interests into account when making decisions; and a willingness to reciprocate acts of goodwill or generosity. Trust can also be categorized as generalized trust, trust in types of actors, and specialized trust, trust in specific individuals or types of individuals (e.g., government officials vs. nongovernment stakeholders) (Sabatier et al. 2005a).

A lack of trust among stakeholders is a common starting point for collaborative governance processes, especially those that involve a history of conflict over natural resource or environmental management (Weech-Maldonado and Merrill 2000). Collaborative governance processes that are transparent and facilitate face-to-face dialogue and “thick communication” can build trust and mutual respect between stakeholders, especially those with a history of antagonism (Ansell and Gash 2008;
Gilliam et al. 2002; Lasker and Weiss 2003; Plummer and Fitzgibbon 2004; Schneider et al. 2003; Tompkins and Adger 2004; Warner 2006). In the context of climate change policymaking, and environmental policy more generally, a history of mistrust between environmental and industry groups may exist as a result of conflict over previous policy issues. In such instances, establishing trust incrementally via collaborative policymaking processes may be essential prior to undertaking important negotiations (Ansell and Gash 2008).

The final civic community variable, collective action beliefs, represents the beliefs that stakeholders have regarding the nature of the environmental problem (e.g., severity, diffuseness, uncertainty) and institutional performance (e.g., conflict resolution, perceived fairness) (Lubell 2005). The presence of collaborative policymaking institutions can reduce what Lubell (2000) refers to as “cognitive conflict,” which occurs when the policy-core beliefs of stakeholders lead to divergent perceptions of the environmental problem and impede cooperation. In the context of climate change, environmental and industry interests have often disagreed over the severity and urgency of the issue, and the latter has often disputed policy action efforts, citing the economic impacts of GHG emissions reduction measures. At some point during the collaborative policy process, stakeholders are likely to develop some shared understanding of the environmental issue to be addressed and what policy outputs can be achieved via the collective decision-making process (Tett, Crowther and O’Hara 2003). Developing a shared understanding of the environmental issue can improve collective action beliefs by helping stakeholders define the problem, identify
important factors that contribute to existing conditions, and determine what information is necessary to address the problem moving forward (Ansell and Gash 2008).

**Legitimacy**

Legitimacy refers to the concept of political legitimacy, which can be described as an individual’s recognition and acceptance of the validity of the rules imposed by a political system and the decisions of policy elites (Trachtenberg and Focht 2005). Political legitimacy is an important component of a democratic society, where legitimation involves morally justifying a political structure by showing its consistency with a set of accepted moral principles (Barker 1990). To determine the contribution of stakeholder participation in collaborative watershed management, Sabatier et al. (2005a) refer to the importance of procedural and structural legitimacy. Procedural legitimacy refers to the fundamental values of autonomy and self-rule and the notion that those who are bound by policy decisions must have direct influence on its formulation. The procedural legitimacy of a collaborative policy process depends, in part, upon stakeholders’ perception that they have been provided fair access and participation (Ansell and Gash 2008). Substantive legitimacy refers to the fundamental values of welfare and justice. This concept reflects the notion that policy outputs ought to improve the conditions of life for community stakeholders, and that the benefits and costs of these improved conditions are fairly distributed.

After completing their empirical analysis of watershed management, Sabatier et al. (2005a) conclude that collaborative institutions, their civic community, policy
outputs, and perceived watershed outcomes, contribute to the legitimacy of watershed policymaking along both procedural and substantive dimensions. An inclusive process that provides clear and consistently applied ground rules can reassure participants that the process is fair, equitable, and open (Murdock, Weissner and Sexton 2005). However, as discussed above, fair and equitable processes may lead to lowest common denominator policies that do not address environmental problems effectively. A community of stakeholders in which collaborative processes support the development of trust and social capital is likely to influence positively the stakeholders’ belief that decision-making processes are fair and equitable. Policy outputs that incorporate the interests of stakeholders engaged in the policy process are likely to affect positively perceived legitimacy, while outputs that omit the preferences of some stakeholders are likely to reduce perceived legitimacy of these groups. Similarly, socioeconomic and environmental outcomes that disproportionally distribute the costs and benefits of policy action across sectors of society are likely to affect negatively substantive legitimacy. Procedural and substantive legitimacy, in turn, affect Civic Community and Process, where favorable stakeholders perception of fairness, openness and equity in policy dialogues and outcomes is likely to contribute to the development of trust and norms of reciprocity among stakeholders, and reinforce a sense of “commitment to the process,” improving the functionality of future policy negotiations (Ansell and Gash 2008).
Policy Outputs

Policy Outputs represent the plans and projects developed from the collective decision-making process. The diversity of climate change policy outputs is exhibited in Table 1.5. In general, policy plans can be applied to any sector of society, and projects can be divided into two categories, emissions reduction and carbon sequestration. The institutional design of the collaborative policymaking process contributes to the likelihood of successfully adopting plans and projects to address the environmental problem. Policy outputs are influenced by Civic Community where, for example, improved collective action beliefs (understanding of the severity of the problem) among stakeholders is likely to produce effective plans and projects to improve environmental conditions. Similarly, efforts that increase trust and social reciprocity are more likely to result in environmental management plans and pollution control (GHG emissions in our case) projects than efforts that do not. In addition, reaching agreement on a plan or a GHG reduction project feeds back into Legitimacy because the outcome indicates that stakeholders resolve many of their differences if they take the time to listen carefully to the concerns of others and recommended solutions compatible to the interests of others, and honor agreements.

Climate Change Policy

The final set of variables, climate change policy, represent the study’s primary dependent variable and, in the context of climate change, consists of actual GHG reductions. As discussed above, emissions reductions can occur through various mechanisms, and by either reducing actual emissions or increasing carbon capture
and storage. Often, determining the environmental outcomes of policy action to address diffuse pollution problems is limited by the quality of the data that are available. Critical data requirements include baseline data and post-project monitoring, in addition to long time-series data that can be used to account for changes in pollution levels due to background factors. In the context of climate change, important baseline data include the level of emissions produced within a particular political boundary and post-project monitoring of emissions levels following the implementation of GHG emissions reduction projects. For sectors that generally do not directly emit GHG emissions, such as residential and commercial buildings, GHG emissions trends can be estimated by identifying the amount of energy consumed and the source of energy production. In the case of policies that are focused on the implementation of “carbon capture” projects, as opposed to emissions reduction, GHG emissions reductions will have to be determined based upon the amount of emissions that have been “removed” from the atmosphere. Often, such calculations may be limited to general assumptions regarding energy and carbon sequestration efficiency, and thus some measurement error is likely to exist.

Important background factors that are likely to affect GHG emissions include land use change not related to climate change policy within a particular region, such as the creation of carbon sinks via an increase in vegetation or wetlands, which can mitigate emissions by reducing ambient CO₂ levels. The provision of carbon sinks is likely to improve environmental conditions (i.e., reduce atmospheric CO₂ levels), however, the level and quality of data to quantify such reductions may be limited.
Additionally, increased urbanization in a particular region can also contribute to factors that affect climate change including a decrease in carbon sequestration from the removal of vegetation, and a decrease in albedo, which can contribute to an increase in localized temperatures creating an “urban heat island” effect. Assessing the environment outcomes of global commons problems, such as anthropogenic global climate change, must also be considered in the global context. In the absence of international efforts to reduce GHG emissions, actions at the subnational level are less likely to result in actual environmental improvement in the long-term. Thus, background effects may also include the environmental impact of GHG emissions occurring outside of the particular region in which emissions reduction is occurring. Such impacts may be difficult to account for when determining the effectiveness of climate change policy projects.

The framework hypothesizes that Process influences Climate Change Policy Outcomes via Civic Community largely as a function of the shared collective action beliefs of stakeholders involved in the process. Collective action beliefs reflect a stakeholder’s willingness to engage in cooperative, collaborative negotiations, and therefore influence the effectiveness of socioeconomic and environmental outcomes (Sabatier et al. 2005a). Another causal pathway also leads from Process to Climate Change Policy Outcomes via Policy Outputs. The relationship between these variables is intuitive, where the formulation of comprehensive and strategic plans and projects during the collaborative process is directly related to the actual environmental and socioeconomic outcomes following project implementation. The
perceived and actual socioeconomic and environmental outcomes following project implementation also affect legitimacy, where preferred or equitable outcomes are likely to support the perception of substantive legitimacy among stakeholders involved in the policy process.

**Theoretical Orientations**

Sabatier et al. (2005b) draw upon three general theoretical perspectives that have been used to explain the success of a variety of policymaking institutional arrangements to substantiate the proposed causal processes developed in their framework of collaborative watershed management. The theoretical perspectives include, Institutional Rational Choice (IRC), exemplified by Lubell et al.’s (2002) Political Contracting and Ostrom’s (2007) Institutional Analysis and Development (IAD) approaches; the social capital approach, derived from the work of Putnam, Leonardi and Nanetti (1993) and Coleman (1988); and the Advocacy Coalition Framework (ACF) developed by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith (1988, 1993, 2007).

Multiple theoretical orientations are presented because none are comprehensive enough to explain the relationships throughout the entire model, and each tends to elucidate a different portion of the conceptual model. For instance, IRC may be useful for understanding how the Context of a particular state affects the type of climate change policymaking process that results, whereas theories regarding social capital are most effective for explaining the development of stakeholder interactions and subsequent policy outcomes (Sabatier et al. 2005b). Each of the theoretical perspectives are useful for defining the mechanisms by which one variable in Figure
2.2 affects the other, and formulating testable hypotheses about the potential role of stakeholder engagement in the development of state-level climate change policy. The hypotheses provide the foundation for the empirical investigation of stakeholder engagement in state-level climate change policymaking. The following section provides an overview of particular aspects of each theoretical perspective that are useful for explaining these relationships. Each description is paired with a table of hypotheses developed from the theory that can be applied to the concept of collaborative climate change policy processes.

**IRC: Institutional Analysis and Development and Political Contracting**

The IRC perspective seeks to explain the patterns of interactions and outcomes that emerge from actors who make decisions and behave within a set of institutional constraints. The framework assumes that actors are self-interested, but their ability to engage in behavior to pursue such interest is constrained by limited cognitive and information processing abilities, what Simon (1955) refers to as, “bounded rationality.” Institutions are defined by the set of formal and informal norms that structure human behavior within a particular society. Formal rules define sets of required, forbidden, and allowable behaviors as well as the punishments for violating such rules. Often, formal rules are recorded in legislation, judicial rulings, agency rulemaking, management plans, or some other form of authoritative statement. Informal rules, or norms, are shared prescriptions that are typically enforced through individuals using reciprocal strategies, with punishment carried out through withdrawal of cooperation or social sanctions (Ostrom1990, 2007; Ostrom,
Gardner and Walker 1994). The IAD (Ostrom 1990, 2007) and PC (Libecap 1989; Lubell et al. 2002) are two variants of the IRC approach that are particularly promising for explaining the formation and success of climate change policy partnerships.

**Institutional Analysis and Development**

The IAD orientation originated from Kiser and Ostrom (1982) and has been developed through a number of empirical studies from a wide range of social science disciplines (e.g., Ostrom 1990, 2007; Ostrom, Gardner and Walker 1994). The IAD perspective has primarily been applied to the governance of common pool resources (e.g., watershed, forestry and fisheries management) whereby the costs of pollution or consumption of a particular resource by an actor or group of actors, who derive some benefit from their behavior, are distributed to the entire population of resource users. The issue of global climate change can be described as a global commons problem where local GHG emissions, and the environmental consequences of global climate change, are imposed upon the global population. Clearly, the behavior of actors at the subnational level, to reduce GHG emissions in order to address the problem of climate change, will not be adequate in the absence of a global effort to curb GHG emissions. Nonetheless, I assume that the effects of local climate change impacts, present real costs to local actors, which will, in turn, motivate actors to seek to address the issue in the local arena.

The IAD approach includes multiple levels of rules, where decision outputs at higher levels produce the rules that are implemented at lower levels (Kiser and
According to Ostrom (2007), “operational rules” exist at the lowest level and are the specific formal and informal rules that govern the use of a particular resource. “Collective choice” rules govern the process by which operational rules are changed and, at the highest level, “constitutional rules” govern the changing of collective choice rules. Within the rules hierarchy, actors who are dissatisfied with the decision outputs at a particular level can appeal to higher-level authorities to alter existing rules. Modifying existing rules at higher levels becomes increasingly challenging, as the number and diversity of stakeholders involved is likely to increase with the geographic scale covered by the rules, and transaction costs will be greater.

Sabatier et al. (2005b) argue that, in the context of regional watershed management, collaborative processes for environmental governance occur at the collective choice level, where management actions produced by collaborative institutions create new sets of operational rules that govern the use of resources within a particular watershed. In the context of state-level climate change, policies also occur at the collective choice level, where government mandates impose new operational rules for public and private stakeholders, including lower levels of government. At times state-level climate change policy rules have been challenged in the federal courts, such as the case with California’s low carbon fuel standard (LCFS) when the oil and ethanol industry sought to overturn the state’s limits on carbon intensity of motor vehicle fuel, arguing that the rule violated the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution (Rocky Mountain Farmers Union v. Corey 2014). While the rule was upheld in the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, the efforts of industry
interests who were dissatisfied with the LCFS rule and sought to overturn the decision by appealing to higher level authority, is illustrative of how dissatisfied actors can appeal to higher level authorities and invoke constitutional rules in an attempt to overturn decisions made at the collective choice level.

The central focus of the IAD is the “action arena,” a conceptual unit that consists of a set of actors who behave according to an explicit model of the individual and a decision-action situation (Kiser and Ostrom 1982; Ostrom 2007). Together, the decisions and behaviors of actors within the structural constraints of the action arena produce the observable patterns of interaction and outcomes in a particular policy setting.

The structure of a decision-action situation is determined by three sets of variables, the biophysical structure of the resource under consideration; the attributes of the community; and institutional rules-in-use. The biophysical nature of the resource refers to whether the resource is overexploited and the nature and complexity of the causal relationships between human behaviors and environmental outcomes. Community attributes encompass the homogeneity of behavioral norms, cultural differences, people’s discount rates, and the aggregate levels of human and social capital (Ostrom 2007). Lastly, existing institutional rules refer to the existing

---

17 The model of the individual specifies the assumptions being made concerning actors’ preferences, information-processing capabilities, current information, personal resources, and decision rules. The decision-action situation comprises a set of resources and constraints defining which actors are allowed to participate in a policy game, the positions for various patterns of individual actions, and the associated payoffs for the actors for each outcome.

18 The extent to which they discount future benefits and costs.
sets of social choice or management rules structuring how new rules are made or how resources are used.

**Political Contracting Theory**

The Political Contracting approach developed by Lubell et al. (2002) is based upon the contracting for property rights concept of Libecap (1989) and, more generally, on the literature involving new institutional economics and transaction costs (Eggertson 1990; North 1990; Williamson 1975, 1985). The key problem identified in this literature is that contracts (i.e., formal or informal agreements) between two agents are plagued by three sources of transaction costs. These sources include, searching for information required to estimate the benefits and costs of various alternatives; negotiating about which of the various alternatives will be incorporated into the final agreement; and monitoring and compliance with the agreement and sanctioning violators. In the context of collaborative policy institutions, transaction costs are a problem for both the formation and maintenance of collaboration because both stages involve some type of political contracting (Lubell et al. 2002; Sabatier et al. 2005b). The formation of collaborative institutions entails agreeing on a set of institutional rules that will be issued to structure decision making about specific management plans. Ongoing maintenance requires successful, contracting about management actions, which takes place within the structure of the collaborative institution (Ansell and Gash 2008; Lubell et al. 2002; Sabatier et al. 2005b).
In Ostrom’s terms, the collaborative institution identifies the rules for collective choice, and the management plan defines operational rules. The general argument from the PC perspective is that the likelihood of partnership formation and success increases with stakeholder valuations of the benefits of partnerships, decreases with the magnitude of transaction costs involved in forming and running a partnership, and increases with the resources available to pay those costs. The benefits and transaction costs of collective action are determined by the same three categories of variables that affect the structure of the action arena, the biophysical structure of the resource; institutional rules; and attributes of the community.

Applying IRC theory to the study of state-level climate change policy, Table 2.5 distinguishes a number of hypotheses that can be suggested regarding the factors that are likely to affect the formation of climate change policy institutions at the state level.
Table 2.5 IRC hypotheses, factors that affect formation of collaborative policy processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>More likely to form</th>
<th>Less Likely to Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental Problem</strong></td>
<td><strong>Hypotheses</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1: Heterogeneous in nature and geographically dispersed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2: Severe or perceived by most actors to be severe.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3: Scientific knowledge about the problem is good.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Existing Institutions</strong></td>
<td><strong>Hypotheses</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4: Have enough resources to subsidize initial transaction costs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5: Are not actively addressing the climate change problem.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6: High-level institutions grant local autonomy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community</strong></td>
<td><strong>Hypotheses</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7: High existing stores of human and social capital.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8: Stakeholders have low discount rates, which equates to a willingness to trade short-term costs for long-term benefits.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H9: The costs and benefits of management actions are spread equitably over different segments of the community.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H10: Dominated by service industries.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H11: High cultural or belief heterogeneity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H12: Dominated by extractive industries.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Social Capital Theory

The theory of social capital was initially developed by Putnam, Leonardi, and Nanetti (1993) and Coleman (1988) and was defined as a triangle of trust, norms of reciprocity, and horizontal social networks.\(^{19}\) Like IRC, social capital theory assumes that bounded rationality limits decision making at the individual level, and that individuals are generally motivated by self-interest. Social capital theory also posits that everyday behavior is guided by a heavy reliance on habits and norms. The social capital framework (SCF) posits that each of the three elements reinforces the other.

\(^{19}\) The term network is defined as any social arrangement that provides opportunities for “interpersonal communication and exchange, both formal and informal” (Putnam, Leonardi and Nanetti 1993, 173).
and together they promote collective action behavior. Horizontal networks refer to interpersonal communication amongst individuals of “equivalent status and power,” whereas vertical networks refer to linkages between, “unequal agents in asymmetric relations of hierarchy and dependence” (Putnam, Leonardi and Nanetti 1993, 173). Trust refers to generalized trust and specific trust in people or individuals to keep their promises, treat others fairly, and show concern for the welfare of others. The third aspect of the SCF, norms of reciprocity, refers to the willingness of general and specific actors to initiate and return favors and reward cooperative behavior.

The relationships between the three facets of social capital within the SCF are important contributors to collective action outcomes. Networks facilitate trust among policy process participants by facilitating the development of norms of cooperation and reciprocity and by imposing social sanctions on defectors. Generalized trust is critical for initiating new network linkages and developing new relationships amongst stakeholders. Specific trust is a necessary condition for maintaining established relationships and an environment of cooperation within the community of stakeholder groups. Finally, where trust is present, norms of reciprocity are congruent with long-term self-interest because the benefits of repeated interactions generally outweigh the short-term benefits of defection. The expectation of trust and reciprocity that are built into the context of one interaction are often generalized to new interactions, and can accelerate the evolution of cooperation among stakeholder groups. According to the SCF, when trust and reciprocity norms are widely held within a community of

20 Generalized trust refers to confidence in the general population. Specific trust refers to confidence in specific individuals.
stakeholders, and few actors defect from community norms, efficiency of
collaborative governance processes is improved because the transaction costs (e.g.,
time and money spent on creating enforceable contracts, monitoring agreements, and
penalizing defectors) of policy planning and implementation are reduced. Under such
conditions, rational individuals are more likely to place greater value on the perceived
long-term benefits of cooperation and become more willing to incur the short-term
costs of collective action.

Research on social capital primarily focuses on the effect of social capital on
civic engagement among the American public. Civic engagement generally refers to the
collective behaviors that facilitate a democratic and civil society (e.g.,
volunteering, philanthropy, participation in politics, and engagement with current
events). Sabatier et al. (2005b) extend the scope of the SCF by focusing on collective
action among policy elites as opposed to the general public, and by seeking to explain
the negotiated agreements of watershed partnerships and project implementation as
collective outcomes, rather than civic engagement.21 This study applies the same
focus to collaborative climate change policy formulation and implementation. I
assume that the existence of social capital (i.e., the existence of trust, norms of
reciprocity, and horizontal networks) should contribute to the formulation of climate
change policy agreements and the implementation of those agreements via efforts to
reduce GHG emissions. Table 2.6 provides two hypotheses regarding the success of
collaborative climate change policy outputs provided by the SCF.

21 Policy elites refers to public officials and representatives from stakeholder organizations.
Table 2.6 SCF hypotheses, factors that affect collaborative partnership outputs.

| Partnership Agreements & Project Implementation | $H_{13}$: If high trust is exhibited | $H_{14}$: If norms of reciprocity are strong | $H_{15}$: If social networks are extensive |


The Advocacy Coalition Theory

The ACF is a policymaking theory developed by Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith (1988, 1993, 2007) to address “wicked” problems. The theory posits that actors from interest groups, agencies, research institutions, and legislatures may be grouped into advocacy coalitions whose members share a set of normative beliefs and perceptions of the world and act in concert to some degree in pursuit of their common policy objectives. The ACF assumes that policymaking occurs primarily among specialists who regularly seek to influence policy within a policy subsystem. According to Zafonte and Sabatier (1998), a subsystem is characterized by functional (e.g., climate change) and territorial (e.g., a state) dimensions where, historically, interaction has occurred primarily amongst specialists in a given functional area rather than among those in different functional areas within the same territory.

The ACF differs from IRC most significantly with regard to its model of the individual (Sabatier and Schlager 2000; Schlager 1995). In contrast to the a priori assumption in the IRC, that actors are self-interested, the ACF assumes that normative beliefs must be empirically ascertained, and does not preclude the possibility of actors to engage in altruistic behavior. The ACF emphasizes the difficulty of changing normative beliefs and the tendency of actors to relate to the
world through a set of perceptual filters composed of preexisting beliefs that are difficult to alter. Consequently, according to the theory, actors from different coalitions are likely to perceive the same information in very different ways, which may lead to distrust. The ACF also adopts a proposition from prospect theory (Quattrone and Tversky 1988), which posits that actors tend to value losses more than gains. The interactions of the differences between coalitions regarding normative beliefs and the proposition that actors remember losses more than victories produce “the devil shift,” which in turn solidifies relationships within coalitions and exacerbates conflict across coalitions. Thus, the ACF is well suited to explain the escalation and continuation of policy conflict, and requires modification to account for de-escalation and conflict resolution.

The ACF treats belief systems of policy elites as a tripartite structure. At the deepest and broadest level are “deep core beliefs.” These involve very general normative and ontological assumptions about human nature, the relative priority of fundamental values, the relative priority of welfare across different groups, the role of government versus markets in solving public policy problems, and about who should be included in the decision-making process. At the next level are “policy core beliefs.” This level of beliefs involves the application of “deep core beliefs” to a particular policy subsystem (e.g., state-level climate change policy), as well as the proper role of stakeholders (e.g., the general public, elected officials, civil servants,

---

22 “The devil shift” refers to the tendency for actors to view their opponents as less trustworthy, more evil, and more powerful than they probably are (Sabatier, Hunter and McLaughlin 1987; Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1999).
scientific experts, etc.) and the relative seriousness and causes of policy problems in the subsystem as a whole. The ACF assumes that policy elites are knowledgeable about the relationships within their policy subsystem and therefore may be willing to adjust the application of certain core beliefs given the nature of the problem being addressed. The final level consists of “secondary beliefs.” These beliefs are relatively narrow in scope and address detailed rules and operational aspects of a particular policy’s program, the seriousness and causes of problems in a specific location, and public participation guidelines within a particular stature, among others. The ACF assumes that as the scale or scope of the policy beliefs become less broad, altering such beliefs becomes less difficult.

The ACF argues that stakeholders who share similar policy core beliefs will form an advocacy coalition in an effort to coordinate their behavior and bring about changes in public policy. Among members of a given coalition, trust is common and belief change is relatively easy on secondary beliefs. However, due to the “devil shift,” belief change across coalitions is posited to be highly difficult. Thus, there is a strong tendency for coalitions to be rather stable over long periods of time, and policy change to occur rarely. When policy change does occur, it is generally the result of significant perturbations from other policy areas, as a response to changing socioeconomic conditions or the core beliefs of major actors (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1993).

In order to identify the conditions under which agreements that require a change in policy core beliefs can be reached across advocacy coalitions, Sabatier et
al. (2005b) integrate hypotheses derived from the ACF concerning policy-learning across coalitions (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 1988; Sabatier and Zafonte 2001) with the literature on alternative dispute resolution (ADR) (Bingham 1986; Carpenter and Kennedy 1988; O’Leary and Bingham 2003; Susskind, McKearnan and Thomas-Larmer 1999; Ury 1993) to derive prescriptions concerning the institutions for negotiating and implementing policy agreements. Many ADR theorists (e.g., Carpenter and Kennedy 1988) begin with a situation in which actors are grouped into relatively homogenous coalitions based upon beliefs, and use a model of the individual that emphasizes the role of perceptual filters and distrust in perpetuating a policy environment characterized by conflict. Given the similarities between ACF and ADR regarding the behavior of individuals and stakeholder groups, several hypotheses regarding the conditions for reaching effective negotiated agreements are offered in Table 2.7.
Table 2.7 ACF hypotheses, factors that affect negotiated agreements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agreements</th>
<th>H16: When a professional forum exists to help resolve technical disputes among experts from different coalitions.</th>
<th>H18: When there is intense policy core conflict across coalitions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H17:</td>
<td>When participants seriously consider information provided by members of opposing coalitions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hypotheses from the merger of ACF and ADR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H19:</th>
<th>When all major stakeholders regard the status quo as unacceptable.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H20:</td>
<td>When all major stakeholders are included in negotiations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H21:</td>
<td>When there is a consensus decision rule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H22:</td>
<td>When there is a respected, knowledgeable, and relatively neutral person to lead negotiations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H23:</td>
<td>When key stakeholders commit at least a year to the negotiations, stay personally involved, and report regularly to their constituents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H24:</td>
<td>When some of the major conflicts concern empirical topics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H25:</td>
<td>When most stakeholders trust each other to treat others’ concerns seriously.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H26:</td>
<td>When most stakeholders trust each other to keep agreements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H27:</td>
<td>When more than one coalition provides funding.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Conclusion

As a “wicked problem” of the third environmental epoch, the issue of anthropogenic global climate change will require mitigation efforts to occur across a diverse set of stakeholder groups in order to be addressed effectively. In the wake of
the prevailing complexities of contemporary environmental issues, stakeholder engagement via collaborative policymaking processes has emerged as a potentially effective management model. A growing body of research has contributed to our understanding of the role that stakeholder engagement and collaborative governance has played in addressing complex problems related to natural resource and environmental management. This study seeks to expand this literature by conducting a stakeholder-focused analysis concerning climate change policymaking in American states. The conceptual framework and theoretical foundations developed by Sabatier et al. (2005a) to examine the role of stakeholder engagement and collaborative governance, within the context of watershed management, offers a potentially valuable approach for investigating how such processes may transpire within the context of state-level climate change policymaking. The next chapter presents the methodological approach that will be applied to assess state-level trends related to climate change mitigation and policy action, and investigate the role of collaborative climate change policy processes in the development and implementation of state-level climate change policy.
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Chapter 3 - Study Methods

The goal of inquiry in the politics and policy sciences is often to assess whether some occurrence was the cause of a particular outcome or a particular case. The intent of this research is to evaluate the contingency model for collaborative governance developed by Sabatier et al. (2005a) within the context of climate change policymaking in several American states. This chapter introduces the methodological approach that will be used to select four states for case study analysis, and test the hypotheses developed from the theoretical framework initially crafted by Sabatier et al. (2005a). The chapter begins by providing a justification and rationale for conducting a comparative state-level analysis concerning collaborative climate change policy processes, and continues with a discussion regarding the criteria for case study selection. The chapter continues by introducing the methodological approach that is used to facilitate case study selection, and concludes with a discussion of the methodological approach that is applied to examine the four states based upon the conceptual framework for collaborative climate change policymaking that was introduced in Chapter 2.

The unit of analysis in this study of collaborative climate change processes is state government. States offer useful units of analysis for explaining the various characteristics of collaborative climate change processes and policy outcomes because they offer a diverse and potentially large number of potential collaborators. Additionally, the fifty states do not differ significantly insofar as government institutions and legislative processes are structured. Thus, interstate diversity across
social, economic, and environmental variables, and the interstate homogeneity of governing structures, facilitates the opportunity to undertake within-case and across-case comparisons that examine the framework for collaborative climate change policy institutions.

When viewed as a hierarchical model of policy and environmental outcomes, the collaborative governance framework depicted in Figure 2.2 identifies two dependent variables of concern, institutions for collaborative climate change policy and climate change policy outcomes. The focus of the investigative process is to examine and explain the causal mechanisms that are hypothesized to contribute to collaborative governance institutions and subsequently lead to successful climate change policy outcomes. The investigation relies on process tracing techniques to examine the intermediate steps in the policymaking process presented in the theoretical framework described above to test hypotheses on how climate change policymaking takes place across the American states, whether and how the process generates policy outcomes, and the role of stakeholder engagement in producing policy outcomes. I posit that states that engage relevant stakeholders in the policymaking process are more likely to produce policy outputs and improve environmental conditions (via GHG emissions reduction) than those that do not.

The study begins by selecting four states that differ along two dimensions, climate change mitigation and climate change policy action. One state is selected in which significant climate change policy outcomes (i.e., significant mitigation and climate change action) have occurred relative to the other fifty states, one state is
selected in which little or no climate change action and mitigation has occurred, one state in which significant climate action and little or no mitigation has occurred, and one state is selected in which little or no climate change policy action and little or no mitigation has occurred. Based upon the selection criteria, and the hypothesized relationship between collaborative governance institutions and climate change policy outcomes, the states are placed into three case categories, most-likely, least-likely, and deviant (see Table 3.1).

The most-likely case represents a vanguard state in which, given the successful achievement of policy action and mitigation, one would expect to find the existence of collaborative engagement processes. The least-likely case represents a “laggard” state in which little or no policy action and climate change mitigation has occurred, and therefore it is unlikely that collaboration has occurred. The deviant cases represent a state in which either climate change action has occurred and little or no mitigation has transpired, and a state in which little or no climate change action has occurred, yet mitigation has been achieved. States placed in these categories represent “grey area” cases in which the in-depth analysis of the hypothesized relationship between collaborative governance institutions and policy outcomes, as well as the importance of intervening variables, such as legitimacy, may provide important insight into the validity of the proposed framework and the role of alternative hypotheses in explaining climate change policy outcomes. King, Keohane and Verba argue that, “When observations are selected on the basis of a particular value of the dependent variable, nothing whatsoever can be learned about the causes
without taking into account other values [of the dependent variable]” (King, Keohane and Verba 1994, 129). Thus, in addition to the state that has achieved significant climate change policy outcomes the study will investigate three additional cases, one state that has achieved significant policy outcomes and relatively low mitigation, one state that has not achieved significant policy outcomes but has achieved relatively high mitigation, and one state that has not achieved significant climate change policy or mitigation (see Table 3.1).

**Table 3.1 State-level climate change policy case selection.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low Climate Change Policy Action</th>
<th>High Climate Change Policy Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>High Climate Change Mitigation</strong></td>
<td>Deviant Case</td>
<td>Most-Likely Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low Climate Change Mitigation</strong></td>
<td>Least-Likely Case</td>
<td>Deviant Case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A Composite Indicator for State Climate Change Performance and Policy Action**

In order to determine the level of climate change policy action and mitigation that has occurred across the fifty states, each must first be ranked based upon their relative climate change policy performance. Thus, the first step in the study is to develop a method that can compare climate change performance and quantitatively rank each state based upon their emissions trends and climate change policy actions. A number of separate variables can be used to determine how a state has addressed climate change. For example, one can measure changes in aggregate or per capita emissions over time, or the proportion of energy produced using renewable energy
sources. Additionally, with regard to policy action, one can determine the level of action based upon the number of policies that have been adopted, or the relative stringency of emission reduction goals or commitments. In order to produce a comprehensive climate change performance score for each of the fifty states, quantitative and qualitative data representing a range of variables are measured and integrated using two composite indicators (CIs).

An indicator is often defined as a quantitative or a qualitative measure that is derived from a series of observations in a given area. CIs are formed by synthesizing individual indicators into a single index on the basis of an underlying theoretical model (Freudenberg 2003; OECD 2008). The application of CIs to compare government performance has become increasingly recognized as useful tool to in policy analysis and public communication (Bandura 2008). The primary benefit that a CI provides is the ability to summarize complex, multi-dimensional phenomenon that cannot fully be captured by a single individual indicator, into a single “score” without omitting the underlying information base (Freudenberg 2003; OECD 2008). Rather than preparing a multitude of indicators and data analyses, CIs may be more effective for facilitating communication, as they are often easier for the general public, the media and decision-makers to understand and interpret. The primary caveat regarding the use of CIs is that they may oversimplify the complexity of the particular policy issue under investigation, which may contribute to ambiguity for actors who are interested in remediating shortcomings in a particular area. Including transparency in the CI construction process, and performing uncertainty and sensitivity analysis to
assess the robustness of the index can reduce the magnitude of these imprecisions, and subsequent misinterpretations by stakeholders.

Generally, the structure of a CI can be divided into three levels, individual indicators, thematic groupings, and the composite indicator. Individual indicators include the separate variables and associated data that are used to calculate the CI. The individual indicators represent the crux of the CI analytical design. Generally, the individual indicators are selected based upon analytical soundness, measurability, coverage, the relevance of the indicator to the phenomenon being measured and the relationship to each other (OECD 2008). Organizing individual indicators into categories based upon their shared relationships forms the second level, thematic groupings. For instance, two indicators, such as aggregate emissions from transportation and aggregate emissions from industry, are likely to be placed in the same group, whereas proportion of energy produced from renewable energy is likely to be placed in a separate grouping. Determining the appropriate thematic groupings of individual indicators also affects the robustness of the CI as the individual weights that are assigned to each indicator are aggregated to represent the weight of each thematic group to determine overall performance. The final level, the composite indicator, represents the synthesis of individual indicators and the composite measure of overall performance.

To date, much of the analysis on climate change policy performance has focused on comparisons at the national level. The development of international climate change negotiations following the establishment of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) has contributed to a growing interest among policymakers, nongovernmental organizations, and the media in developing and publicizing the relative performance of countries with regard to climate change mitigation efforts (Christoff and Eckersley 2011). Such analyses offer opportunities for elected officials and public managers interested in addressing the climate change issue to highlight areas in which future policy focus may be appropriate or identify areas in which existing institutions may be falling short. Performance measurements may also be influential politically, where proponents of climate change action (or inaction) can leverage policy decisions by identifying actors who are falling short of the prevailing trends in policy action, feeding the debate over “burden-sharing” which has played an important role in the U.S. Congress’ refusal to ratify international climate change agreements.

Many would argue that the ultimate measure of climate change performance is the level of, and changes in, a particular polity’s emissions. Christoff and Eckersley (2011) identify three thematic groupings that can be used to score climate change performance. These groups include indicators that measure past emissions performance, current emissions performance and emissions trends, and policy goals or commitments for present and future emissions reduction. Common measures include aggregate and per capita emissions levels, emissions intensity, and rates and types of decarbonization (Christoff and Eckersely 2011; Burck, Hernwille and Bals 2014; Burck, Marten and Bals 2014). Perhaps the most widely used CI of climate change policy performance is the Germanwatch/CAN Europe Climate Change
Performance Index (CCPI) which, beginning in 2006, has been used to produce annual reports that evaluate and compare the climate protection performance of countries that are responsible for more than 90 percent of global energy-related CO₂ emissions. Each year, the CCPI is presented to the UNFCCC to evaluate how far countries have come in achieving to ensure the prevention of dangerous climate change as outlined in Framework Convention on Climate Change.

The most recent CCPI evaluated 58 nations and is composed of five thematic groups, Emissions Level, Development of Emissions, Renewable Energies, Energy Efficiency, and Climate Policy, in which seventeen indicators are utilized (see Table 3.2). Indicators are measured using energy related emissions data from the International Energy Agency and qualitative data on climate change policy is collected via surveys disseminated to local climate change experts, who are asked to outline the most important policy measures to promote emissions reductions across individual sectors (e.g., energy production, transportation, etc.). The CI is formed by combining indicator results into one index using the following weightings, emissions trends 60 percent, energy efficiency 10 percent, renewable energy 10 percent, and climate change policy 20 percent. By providing an overall weight of 40 percent to climate change policy, energy efficiency, and renewable energy, Germanwatch/CAN Europe argue that “achievements in reducing emissions and promoting mitigation technologies are adequately included in the index” (Burck, Marten and Bals 2015, 5). Similarly, the CCPI sets a maximum weight of 30 percent for the level of current emissions to allow the indicator to be “responsive enough to adequately capture
ambitious climate policy” (Burck, Marten and Bals 2014, 5). One potential pitfall of the CCPI is the assignment of weights to each of the fifteen indicators. Indicators should be weighted according to some underlying theoretical framework, or estimated using statistical methods. Burck, Marten, and Bals (2014) do not explicitly state the theoretical basis or method of calculation used to derive the weights employed in the CCPI. The subjective nature of weight selection for the CCPI may affect the robustness of the results, by over- or underestimating the importance of a particular indicator in determining overall climate change performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thematic Group</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Weight (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emissions Level (30)</td>
<td>Primary energy supplied per capita</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CO₂ emissions per capita</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Target-performance comparison</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emissions from deforestation per capita</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of Emissions (30)</td>
<td>CO₂ emissions from:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Electricity and heat production</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Manufacturing and industry</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Transportation</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Residential use and buildings</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Aviation</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency (10)</td>
<td>Efficiency trend</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Efficiency level</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable Energy (10)</td>
<td>• Share of renewable energy in total primary energy supply</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Development of energy supply from renewable energy sources</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Change Policy (20)</td>
<td>• National climate policy</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• International climate policy</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Burck, Hermwille and Bals 2014; Burck, Marten and Bals 2015.
The CCPI applies the Min-Max methodology to normalize the value of each individual indicator. The Min-Max normalization approach sets the country that is the best performer for a particular indicator as the highest possible score. Thus, any country’s individual score will indicate climate performance relative to that of all other countries. The CCPI’s final country ranking is calculated by aggregating the weighted indicator scores for each country. The resulting CCPI places each individual country in a performance ranking relative to the performance indicators of all other countries. While the CCPI score places the highest performing nation(s) at the top of the performance “ladder”, the aggregate score does not necessarily indicate that a particular country performed better than all countries below it in all areas evaluated. Thus, each thematic grouping, and individual indicator, can be separately analyzed to rank performance on specific climate change areas and individual sectors.

This study draws upon the methodological approach employed by Germanwatch/Can Europe to develop a systematic ranking of the fifty U.S. states. In

\[ X_{ic} = 100 \cdot \left( \frac{x_{ic} - \min(x_i)}{\max(x_i) - \min(x_i)} \right) \]

\( X = \) Normalized indicator score
\( x = \) Measured value
\( c = \) country, 1,…,58
\( i = \) individual indicator, 1,…,15

\[ I = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i X_{ic} \]

\( I = \) Climate Change Performance Index
\( X_{ic} = \) Normalized indicator for indicator, \( i \), in country, \( c \)
\( W_i = \) weighting of indicator \( i \), \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i = 1 \) and \( 0 \leq w_i \leq 1 \)
\( i = \) individual indicator, 1,…,15
contrast to the CCPI, two separate composite indices, a State-Level Climate Change Performance Index (SLCCPI) and State-Level Climate Change Policy Adoption and Implementation Index (SLCCPAII), to determine the climate change mitigation and policy action scores of a particular state. The SLCCPI is based upon the aggregation of six indicators divided across three thematic groupings, emissions development, energy efficiency, and alternative energy development (see Chapter 6). The second index, SLCCPAII, consists of 21 individual indicators from five thematic groupings, emissions, energy efficiency, renewable energy, multistate agreements, and climate change policy planning (see Chapter 6). SLCCPI and SLCCPAII indicators are normalized using the Min-Max methodology in order to produce a state-level performance “ladder” that ranks state performance relative to all other states. Individual indicators are assigned equal weights; as it is assumed that all variables hold equal value with respect to their contribution to climate change policy performance. The final composite index scores are then determined using the additive aggregation method.

The final indices present a ranking of the fifty states along two separate dimensions, of climate change policy performance and climate change policy action. Each of the four case studies were selected based upon their indices rankings. One vanguard state (most-likely case) was chosen by selecting the top ranking state from those that scored above the 25th percentile in both indices (see Figure 3.1). One “laggard” state (least-likely case) was chosen by selecting the lowest ranking state from those that scored below the 25th percentile in both climate change policy action
and performance. One high climate change policy action and low climate change mitigation (deviant case) case was selected by choosing a state that placed above the 25th percentile for climate change policy action and below the 25th percentile for climate change performance and had the greatest difference between each score, relative to all other states with scores in these two quartiles. One low climate change policy action and high climate change mitigation (deviant case) case was selected by choosing a state that ranked below the 25th percentile for climate change policy, and above the 25th percentile for climate change performance and had the greatest difference between each score, relative to all other states with scores in these two quartiles. Figure 3.1 provides an example of the how four states were selected for case study investigations following the across-case comparison criteria described above.

**Figure 3.1** Case study selection criteria.
As discussed above, the primary pitfall of using a CI to rank a state’s relative climate change performance is the potential oversimplification of the actual processes and underlying mechanisms that may be driving climate change protection (or preventing action). A primary goal of this study is to further our understanding of why some states are taking action to address climate change, while others are not, and why some states have experienced mitigation in the absence of formal policy action, while others have seen little change in preexisting environmental conditions despite substantial formal action. Therefore the purpose of the SLCCPI and the SLCCPAII is to establish a systematic approach to organize state climate change performance and facilitate case study selection. Once the four states were selected, the case study investigations were carried out using a process tracing research design.

**Process Tracing**

As a qualitative method, process tracing is often identified as the most important tool of causal inference in qualitative and case study research (Collier 2011; George and Bennett 2005). The process tracing research design is distinct from alternative single and small-n case study methods in that the approach enables the researcher to identify the intervening causal process and study the causal mechanisms that link a hypothesized causal condition (or set of conditions) that facilitate or constrain the occurrence of a particular outcome. In general, process tracing is conducted by examining the intermediate steps in a process to make inferences about hypotheses on how that process took place and whether and how it generated the
outcome of interest. George and Bennett (2005) define process tracing as the use of “histories, archival documents, interview transcripts, and other sources to see whether the causal process a theory hypothesizes or implies in a case is in fact evident in the sequence and values of the intervening variables in that case.” The process tracing method focuses on the mechanisms, processes and dynamics that produce a particular event, rather than building arguments that are structural in nature. The general goal of process tracing, as a qualitative analytical tool, is to organize preexisting generalizations regarding a particular event or phenomenon with specific observations from within a single case in order to then make causal inferences about the case being studied. While both process tracing and structural case study designs offer important contributions to the academic community as well as individuals who work within the policy arena, case study research conducted on the observable implications of mechanisms gives decisionmakers new insight on a range of potentially “manipulable” factors. Thus, some have argued that process tracing techniques are better suited for capturing the complex world within which policymakers interact (Bennett and Checkel 2014).

Nesting each of the four case studies into a cross-case design for comparative analysis using the process tracing approach provides the opportunity to investigate deviant cases and develop insight into the policy and political processes that either drive or prevent climate change policy via collaborative policy institutions and stakeholder engagement. Cross-case comparisons of the four states that differ in terms of mitigation trends and climate change policy action provides the opportunity to
determine whether the presence or absence of the independent and intervening variables under investigation are indeed related to the development of collaborative climate change policy institutions and policy outcomes. Additionally, cross-case comparison may elucidate how alternative explanations might contribute to differences regarding the policy and environmental outcomes amongst the cases included in the investigation. The inclusion of least-likely and deviant cases in the investigation is also valuable for evaluating the proposed causal mechanisms and building a theoretical framework that explains the development of climate change policy. For example, case comparisons, in which two cases differ on one independent variable and on the dependent variable, process tracing can help establish that the one independent variable that differs is related through a convincing hypothesized causal process to the difference in the outcomes of the cases.

As most-similar cases rarely control for all but one potentially causal factor, process tracing can also establish that other differences between the cases do not account for the difference in their outcomes. Similarly, process tracing can help affirm that the one independent variable that is the same between two least-similar cases accounts for the similarity in their outcomes, and that similarities in other potentially causal factors do not explain the common outcome of the cases. Each of these contributions is critical for developing a theory that explains climate change policymaking in American states.
Process Tracing and Collaborative Climate Change Policymaking

The current study evaluates the theoretical framework, explained above, in the context of state-level climate change policy. Thus, the goal of the study is to establish an initial test of the hypothesized causal mechanisms that influence collaborative climate change policymaking in American states. The theoretical framework (Figure 2.2) that is employed to investigate the factors that affect stakeholder engagement in the climate change policy process and the outcomes of policy implementation is exceedingly well suited for deeper examination via the process tracing design. While the theories of collaborative governance and collective action problems in the context of natural resources have been relatively well developed through a multitude of qualitative and quantitative research designs, the issue of climate change and the role of stakeholder engagement in the policy process have largely been neglected within the literature (Bernauer 2013). The framework developed by Sabatier et al. (2005a, 2005b) establishes the theoretical foundation for explaining each step that influences the outcome of a particular climate change policy.

Beach and Pederson (2012) define three variants of process tracing, theory-testing, theory-building, and explaining outcomes. In theory-testing process tracing the objective is to deduce a theory from the existing literature and then test whether there is evidence that the hypothesized causal mechanism is actually present in a given case (Bennett 2008a, 2008b; Checkel 2008; George and Bennett 2005). Theory-building process tracing seeks to build a theoretical explanation by using the evidence of a case to infer the existence of a more general causal mechanism. This study
employs a theoretical framework of collaborative governance in which causal mechanisms of the policy process have been supported by the literature. The study engages in both theory-centric variants of the process tracing design by testing the proposed mechanisms of collaborative management institutions in the context of climate change policymaking, and subsequently developing a new theory to describe the process of GHG governance in American states.

The results of this study build upon the work of Sabatier et al. (2005a), who originally applied the theory to the investigation of collaborative watershed management, by applying the framework to collaborative climate change policymaking at the state level. In order to build a theory of collaborative climate change policymaking in American states, inference must be made regarding the causal mechanisms that are present within the policymaking process and the scope conditions in which they operate. A review of the literature reveals a multitude of definitions of causal mechanisms (Hedstroem and Ylikoski 2010; Mahoney 2001). This study employs a definition of causal mechanisms provided by George and Bennett (2005) where causal mechanisms are, “social…processes through which agents with causal capacities operate, but only in specific contexts or conditions, to transfer…information…to other entities. In doing so, the causal agent changes the affected entities’ characteristics, capacities, or propensities in ways that persist until subsequent causal mechanisms act upon them” (George and Bennett 2005, 137). The scope conditions or context referenced in the definition of a causal mechanism allow a given mechanism to function and can be defined as the “…relevant aspects of a
setting (analytical, temporal, spatial, or institutional) in which a set of initial
conditions leads...to an outcome of a defined scope and meaning via a specified
causal mechanism or set of causal mechanisms” (Falletti, Tulia and Lynch, 2009:
1152). For example, the formation of collaborative climate change policy institutions
(outcome) is affected by the context (causal mechanism) of the state in which policy
is being formulated. The social, environmental and institutional conditions (scope
conditions) of the state determine the effect of the context on the collaborative
process.

I posit that the engagement of stakeholders in the climate change
policymaking process and the existence of collaborative governance institutions are
key components of producing successful policy outcomes. Therefore, in the absence
of informal and formal collaborative policy efforts, effective reduction of GHG
emissions at the state-level is less likely to be achieved. Insofar as the successful
formulation and implementation of climate change policy is dependent upon
collaboration and stakeholder engagement in the policymaking process, the absence
or failure to enact climate change policy may be the result of inadequate collaboration
across stakeholder groups.

**Conducting the Analysis**

Conducting process tracing analyses often occur through a mix of inductive
and deductive approaches. For phenomena on which there is little prior knowledge
and for cases that are not well explained by extant theories, process tracing proceeds
primarily through inductive study where events are analyzed backward through time
from the outcome of interest (e.g., Policy Outputs) to the potential antecedent causes (e.g., Context) (Bennett and Checkel 2014; Mahoney 2012). The more probable potential explanations uncovered by this procedure can then be rendered formal and deductive and tested rigorously against evidence within the case and across cases that are independent of the evidence that gave rise to each hypothesis. Alternatively, where theories that appear to offer potential explanations of a case already exist, process tracing can be applied deductively. A key step in the deductive approach is the development of observable implications of the theories that are applied (for example, see Bakke 2012). Whether the research approach is inductive or deductive, good process tracing casts the net widely for alternative explanations (Bennett and Checkel 2014). The consideration of theoretical explanations in the academic literature, as well as context-specific arguments that regional or functional experts have offered, the implicit theories of journalists or others following the policy issue, and the understandings participants in the policy process have about what they are doing and why they are doing it are potential sources of alternative explanations and potential causal mechanisms. Seeking to identify additional observable implications that may affect a particular outcome will protect against confirmation bias. Particularly valuable are new testable implications that, if found, would fit only the modified theory and not the alternative explanations, or that had not already been observed and had not been used to construct the hypothesis (Lakatos 1970).

Identifying the presence of causal mechanisms and testing the effect that these variables have on a particular outcome is facilitated by the careful analysis of the
scope conditions defined by the theoretical framework. The scope conditions are operationalized by the collection of quantitative and qualitative data such as press accounts, scientific studies, and non-government and government documents. The data serve as observable implications or causal process observations (CPOs) and represent the link between the causal mechanism of interest and the outcome.\(^\text{25}\) The predicted value or content of the CPO is dependent upon the hypothesis being tested and should hold true if the causal relationship under investigation exists (Mahoney 2012). Whenever possible, the type of CPOs will be selected both on the ability to assess the mechanism under review and to perform empirical hypothesis tests.

**The Starting Point**

The study applies an inductive and deductive approach to investigate the climate change policymaking process, and the role of stakeholder engagement in successful policy outcomes. To date, little research has been conducted to analyze and determine the mechanisms that affect the climate change policymaking process at the state-level and, in particular, the role of collaborative governance and stakeholder engagement in the policy outcomes. Thus, little prior knowledge exists regarding the “black box” that lies within the climate change policymaking process. The collaborative climate change policy framework (Figure 2.2) is proposed as one possible theoretical model to explain the policymaking process, and offers causal mechanisms that serve as important checkpoints in the research process. Thus, the study is conducted by examining the climate change policy outcomes backwards.

\(^{25}\) For more on causal process observations see Collier, Brady, and Seawright 2004.
through time, where each climate change policy within a case is selected, and the process through which the policy was developed is analyzed until the initial conditions that catalyzed the policymaking process are reached.

Good and efficient process tracing also establishes a reasonable start date to set the lower bound from which the particular event or issue under investigation could have been initiated. According to Bennett and Checkel (2014), a reasonable starting point for the investigation may be a critical moment at which an institution or practice was contingent or open to alternative paths, and actors or exogenous events determined which path it would take. Another kind of starting point is the time at which a key actor or agent enters the scene or gains some material, ideational, relational, or informational capacity. This can be effective when alternative explanations hinge upon or work through the motivations, knowledge, and capacities of individual agents, and when particular agents behave differently, or with different effects, from their predecessors (Bennett and Checkel 2014). The issue of global climate change emerged as a national and international policy issue during the late 1980s. The testimony of scientist Dr. James Hansen and the creation of the IPCC by the international community in 1988 were important events that captured the attention of policymakers at multiple levels of government and stakeholders and interests from the industry and environmental community (see Chapter 1). Therefore, where the initial context of a policy process is not conclusively identified during the inductive process of a within case analysis, the year 1988 (e.g., $T_0 = 1988$) will serve as the baseline year for the investigation (see Figure 3.2).
**Figure 3.2** The temporal setting of the climate change policymaking process.
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**Policy Outputs**

The investigation begins at T₃, Policy Outputs, by identifying state-level climate change policy initiatives. State-level legislation and executive branch initiatives are likely to be the driving force behind subsequent GHG emissions reduction plans and projects and are identified by reviewing state climate change legislation and executive orders. In the proposed framework, Policy Outputs are hypothesized to affect Climate Change Policy Outcomes (i.e., socioeconomic and environmental impacts). The study identifies three primary CPOs that influence Climate Change Policy Outcomes, legislation, executive orders, and climate change action plans and projects (see Table 3.3). To identify and classify CPOs, government
documents (e.g., legislation, executive orders, etc.) and nongovernment reports are reviewed and the scope of GHG emissions reduction (i.e., distribution of plans across economic sectors) policies is documented. Climate change policy outputs are expected to be influenced by stakeholder engagement and civic community through collaborative policy institutions. Thus, each case study proceeds to \( T_1 \) to identify the presence and characteristics of collaborative climate change institutions in the climate change policymaking process.

### Table 3.3 Causal process observations and policy outputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>CPO</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Policy Outputs</td>
<td>Plans and Projects</td>
<td>1. Adopted legislation</td>
<td>1. Legislative documents, government and nongovernment reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Adopted climate change action plans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Implemented GHG emissions reduction projects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process**

In the proposed framework, institutions for collaborative climate change policy are hypothesized to influence civic community and procedural legitimacy variables as well as the ability for policy agreements to be attained and policy to be adopted. The presence of collaborative climate change policy processes at \( T_1 \) will be traced from climate change policy, plan and project documents. The study identifies four CPOs that are likely to influence civic community, legitimacy, and policy outputs (see Table 3.4). These include, the type of climate change policy institutions established (i.e., collaborative vs. traditional), the level of stakeholder conflict during
the policy process, stakeholder inclusiveness, and decision-making rules. The CPOs are analyzed by reviewing government and nongovernment reports that document the collaboration process, procedures, and ground rules for making policy decisions as well as media and stakeholder press releases. Where the quality or existence of CPOs cannot be identified, semi-structured interviews of stakeholder groups and journalists who have documented the policy process are used. Each case study proceeds to T0 to analyze the preexisting conditions that are expected to influence the development of collaborative climate change institutions.

**Table 3.4** Causal process observations and climate change policymaking processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>CPO</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Institutions for Collaborative Climate Change Policy</td>
<td>1. Type of climate change policy institutions that were established</td>
<td>1. Government and nongovernment documents and reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Level of conflict among stakeholder groups</td>
<td>2. Media and stakeholder press releases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Stakeholder inclusiveness</td>
<td>3. Decisionmaking process documents and reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Type of decision-making process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Context

In the proposed framework, the initial societal and environmental conditions represent the causal mechanisms that influence the institutions for collaborative climate change policy institutions and stakeholder engagement. The scope conditions include the socioeconomic, civic community and environmental characteristics of the state, as well as the existing government institutions. According to IRC theory, these
conditions are likely to influence or constrain the type of collaborative climate change management approach that will surface, as well as its likelihood of success. For instance, states composed of widely scattered, fairly transient populations with broad ideological differences are less likely to be successful than smaller, more stable, and more homogeneous polities. States facing challenging situations are likely to be very distrustful and thus insist on a variety of procedural rules and norms to protect each group’s interest. At the same time, more successful states will likely have substantial amounts of human and social capital (networks) to build on, and thus will need less elaborate procedural rules (Sabatier et al. 2005a).

The study identifies thirteen CPOs that are likely to influence the formation of collaborative climate change policy processes (see Table 3.5). The mechanisms are distributed across the three contextual variables and include, the nature of the climate change problem, state-level resources to facilitate collaboration, and civic community attributes such as existing human and social capital, among others. The CPOs are analyzed by reviewing government and nongovernment reports that document the collaboration process, procedures, and ground rules for making policy decisions as well as media and stakeholder press releases. Quantitative and qualitative secondary data from government databases and scientific reports were collected and reviewed to measure the socioeconomic, civic community, and environmental conditions.
Table 3.5 Causal process observations and context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>CPO</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Problem</td>
<td>1. Nature of the climate change problem</td>
<td>1. Predicted regional climate change impacts</td>
<td>2. Societal impacts of predicted environmental impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Severity of climate change impacts</td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Public opinion on climate change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Public perception of severity</td>
<td></td>
<td>4. State of climate change science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Quality of scientific knowledge about climate change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing Institutions</td>
<td>1. Resources to subsidize initial transaction costs</td>
<td>1. Budget of environmental programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. State-level environmental institutions</td>
<td>2. Existing climate change programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. High-level institutions grant local autonomy</td>
<td>3. Federal policy and grant programs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>1. Existing human and social capital</td>
<td>1. State-level education, health and healthcare services, income, poverty levels, workforce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Stakeholders discount rates</td>
<td>2. Past environmental legislation/policy action</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Distribution of the costs and benefits of management</td>
<td>3. Identify GHG producers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Proportion of economy employed by service industries</td>
<td>4. Proportion of economy employed by service industry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Cultural or ideological diversity</td>
<td>5. Cultural/ethnic diversity, political characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Proportion of economy employed by extractive industries</td>
<td>6. Proportion of economy employed by extractive industries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Civic Community

Civic community variables (e.g., human and social capital, political efficacy, trust, and collective action beliefs) are influenced by the type of climate change policy process that is carried out. The theoretical framework posits that collaborative climate change institutions are likely to improve civic community variables, which in
turn is likely to influence the climate change policy outcomes. Table 3.6 shows the
six CPOs that are likely to influence the nature of climate change policy processes.
The CPOs include concepts drawn from the SCF, and each are hypothesized to be
positively affected by stakeholder engagement in the climate change policy process.
Additionally, a positive effect on each of the CPOs is likely to increase Climate
Change Policy Outcomes. For instances, improvements in the level of trust and norms
of reciprocity among stakeholders is likely to increase cooperation among
stakeholders during project implementation and the likelihood of real reductions in
GHG emissions. Although the study does not provide an extensive investigation of
these variables, future research regarding the effect of collaborative policy processes
on Civic Community can be carried out using the CPOs identified in Table 3.6.
Changes in civic community can be documented by reviewing each concept, prior to
the development of the climate change policy process, and after the establishment of
policy formulation processes. Where such data are not available, structured interviews
with key stakeholder groups and journalists covering the climate change policy
process can be applied to determine the levels of civic community variables pre- and
post-policy process.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>CPO</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human Capital</td>
<td>1. Stakeholder understanding of the climate change issue</td>
<td>1. Media documents, stakeholder and media interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Capital</td>
<td>1. Strength of norms of reciprocity</td>
<td>1. Historical reports, media and press releases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Efficacy</td>
<td>1. Stakeholder commitment to policymaking process</td>
<td>1. Stakeholder reports and press releases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Decision-making process documents and reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civic Community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>1. Level of trust among stakeholders</td>
<td>1. Media documents, stakeholder and media interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Decision-making process documents and reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Extensiveness of social networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective Action</td>
<td>1. Stakeholder beliefs regarding the causes and consequences of climate</td>
<td>1. Media documents, stakeholder and media interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs</td>
<td>change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legitimacy**

As discussed above, legitimacy can be divided into two dimensions, procedural and substantive. Procedural legitimacy occurs at T₂ and refers to how stakeholders perceive the fairness of the policy decision-making process, and is
therefore influenced by the climate change policy process and civic community variables. Substantive legitimacy occurs at $T_5$ and refers to the perceived fairness and the distribution of the costs and benefits of GHG emissions reduction projects, and is influenced by the Climate Change Policy variable. As with civic community, a focused examination of legitimacy is beyond the scope of the current study. However, future research can use two CPOs, transparency of the decision-making process, and stakeholder acceptance of climate change policies, plans, and projects to evaluate the legitimacy of the climate change policy process, and climate change policy outcomes (see Table 3.7). Legitimacy CPOs can be evaluated via analysis of decisionmaking process documents and reports, as well as the identification of subsequent litigation following policy adoption. Where such data cannot illuminate the effect of climate change policy processes and policy outcomes on procedural and substantive legitimacy, structured interviews should be carried out with key stakeholder groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>CPO</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procedural</td>
<td>1. Transparency of decision-making process</td>
<td>1. Decisonmaking process documents and reports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Stakeholder and media interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legitimacy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substantive</td>
<td>1. Stakeholder acceptance of policy, plans and project</td>
<td>1. Stakeholder press releases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Court cases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Stakeholder and media interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Climate Change Policy

Climate change policy outcomes include the perceived and actual environmental and socioeconomic impacts of climate change policy implementation are influenced by the climate change policy outputs and civic community variables. I posit that climate change policy processes that improve civic community conditions and effectively engage stakeholders in the policy planning and implementation process are more likely to produce actual GHG emissions reductions and are less likely to produce negative socioeconomic impacts. In addition, improvements in civic community and stakeholder engagement in policy process are likely to improve the perceived socioeconomic and environmental impacts of climate change policy outcomes via substantive legitimacy. Although the case study analysis does not evaluate these variables, four CPOs can be used in future research to identify the actual and perceived, socioeconomic and environmental impacts of climate change policy outcomes (see Table 3.8).
Table 3.8 Causal process observations and climate change policy outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>CPO</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual Socioeconomic Conditions</td>
<td>1. Post-implementation social and economic impacts to affected industries and stakeholders</td>
<td>1. Government and stakeholder reports and data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual Environmental Conditions</td>
<td>1. Post-implementation GHG emissions levels</td>
<td>1. Before-after emissions trends and reporting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Change Policy</td>
<td>1. Stakeholder beliefs regarding consequences of policy adoption and project implementation</td>
<td>1. Media, stakeholder press releases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Socioeconomic Conditions</td>
<td>1. Post-implementation beliefs regarding nature of climate change problem</td>
<td>1. Media, stakeholder press releases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Environmental Conditions</td>
<td>2. Subsequent policy action</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hypotheses Testing

In order to establish that a particular antecedent event occurred and that a subsequent outcome was produced, and that the former was the cause of the latter, a series of process tracing tests can be applied to evaluate the study’s primary hypotheses. The analysis process evaluates the significance of proposed causal mechanisms by conducting a sequence of tests designed to investigate whether and how an explanatory variable(s) affects the dependent variable under investigation (Beach and Pedersen 2012, 2013; George and Benett 2005; Gerring 2007). A 2x2
typology of empirical hypothesis tests developed by Van Evera (1997) is commonly used in process tracing research to establish that: (1) a specific event or process took place, (2) a different event or process occurred after the initial event or process took place, and (3) the former was the cause of the latter (Bennett 2008a, 2010; Collier 2011; Mahoney 2012). The typology is comprised of two dimensions related to the CPOs that can be derived from a particular hypothesis (see Table 3.9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certainty</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniqueness</td>
<td>Doubly Decisive Test</td>
<td>Smoking Gun Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Hoop Test</td>
<td>Straw-in-the-wind test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Smoking Gun Test</td>
<td>Straw-in-the-wind test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first dimension is called certitude or certainty and captures how likely it is to gather a specific observable implication in process tracing. The second dimension is called uniqueness and raises the question as to whether an observable implication can be derived from a single or multiple hypotheses. The intersection of high and low certitude with uniqueness and non-uniqueness produces four tests that allow the derivation of inferences about a working hypothesis and rival hypotheses, conditional on whether the working hypothesis passes or fails the test (Bennett 2010; Collier 2011).

Hoop tests and smoking gun tests are two main kinds of empirical tests that are used to evaluate hypotheses regarding causal mechanisms in process tracing (Van Evera 1997, 31-32; see also Bennett 2008:706; Collier 2011). A hoop test proposes that a given piece of evidence or CPO must be present for a hypothesis to be valid.
Failing a hoop test eliminates a hypothesis, but passing a hoop test does not confirm a hypothesis. Smoking gun tests, by contrast, propose that if a given piece of evidence or CPO is present, then the hypothesis must be valid. Passing a smoking gun test lends decisive support in favor of a hypothesis, though failing a smoking gun test does not eliminate a hypothesis. Hoop tests and smoking guns tests are defined by whether passing a test is necessary for confirming a given explanation (i.e., a hoop test) or whether passing a test is sufficient for confirming a given explanation (i.e., a smoking gun test). To the extent that the tests cannot draw on generalizations about necessary or sufficient conditions, but rather must use probabilistic generalizations, they become straw in the wind tests. Straw in the wind tests point in the direction of a hypothesis being valid or not, but can neither confirm nor eliminate it (Bennett 2008; Collier 2011). The hypotheses regarding social, environmental, and institutional characteristics that affect the formation of collaborative climate change institutions are evaluated based upon the relevant data, using hoop and straw-in-the-wind tests. Additionally, throughout the investigation, evidence of alternative explanations for the development of climate change policy outputs are included. Alternative explanations, such as the role of policy entrepreneurs, policy “mobilizers” (e.g., media outlets, interest groups, etc.), and changes in public opinion, can offer valuable insight regarding the development of state-level climate change policy, and build upon the proposed theoretical framework.
**Conclusion**

In order to conduct an in-depth investigation of collaborative, stakeholder engagement in state-level climate change policymaking, it is imperative to first understand how the fifty states vary with respect to their contribution to climate change mitigation and climate change policy action efforts. Additionally, in order to draw informative conclusions regarding the role of collaborative policy processes in state-level climate change policymaking, and assess the applicability of the conceptual framework that was introduced in Chapter 2, the states that are selected for case study analysis ought to exhibit variation with respect to the expected climate change mitigation and policy outcomes proposed by the framework. The beginning of the chapter introduced the CI methodology as a practical approach for capturing the multidimensionality of climate change mitigation and policy action. The CI approach was then used to develop two state-level climate change indices, the SLCCPI and SLCCPAII, that can be used to assess and rank the states, and select four states for case study analysis based upon their relative performance in these areas. The chapter then introduced the process tracing methodological design, which provides an appropriate tool for examining the role of stakeholder engagement in the development of climate change policy in each of the four cases and test the hypotheses and causal mechanisms introduced from the theoretical foundations of the conceptual framework. The next chapter sets the stage for the construction of the SLCCPAII by reviewing climate policy initiatives that have been enacted across the fifty states to date.
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Chapter 4 - State-Level Climate Change Policy in the U.S.

Chapter 1 discussed the historical and recent trends in climate change policy and politics at the federal level. The analysis showed that, in light of the unwavering stalemate within the U.S. Congress, federal climate change policy initiatives have been limited to executive-level actions. Arguably, the most significant federal actions related to climate change mitigation have occurred during the presidency of Barak Obama. A few of the Obama administration’s most notable domestic climate change policy achievements include the development of a federal Climate Action Plan, which included directives for the U.S. EPA to create rules to reduce methane emissions from fossil fuel production and CO₂ emissions from the electric power sector, as well as a temporary moratorium on new coal leases on federal lands (see Chapter 1). At the international level, President Obama attended the 21st meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the UNFCCC, held in Paris, France in December 2015, to participate in the multilateral effort to strengthen the global response to the climate change issue. The Conference culminated with the Paris Agreement, which was adopted by a consensus from the 197 participating nations and aimed to keep global temperature rise below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels, among other things (UNFCCC 2017a). President Obama signed the agreement in April 2016, pledging the U.S. to cut GHG emissions 26 to 28 percent below 2005 levels by 2025. As of May 2017, the agreement has been ratified by 145 countries and signifies the most ambitious climate change agreement in world history (UNFCCC 2017b).
The 2017 inauguration of President Donald Trump, along with the reestablishment of a Republican majority in both the House and the Senate, has repositioned the federal government’s climate change and energy policy agenda. Since President Trump has taken office, the Executive branch has taken a number of actions intended to undermine President Obama and the U.S. EPA’s efforts related to climate change mitigation, and environmental regulation more generally. The launch of the Trump administration’s policy agenda with respect to climate change, and environmental policy more generally, began with the appointment of Oklahoma Attorney General Scott Pruitt as the new Administrator of the U.S. EPA. Pruitt is a fossil fuel industry advocate and a skeptic of anthropogenic climate change, who has had a historically adversarial relationship with the agency (Dennis 2017).

Additionally, on March 28, 2017, the President issued an Executive Order designed to reverse each of the Obama-era efforts to reduce the nation’s production and reliance on fossil fuels and GHG emissions from oil and gas production and the electric power sector. Shortly thereafter, in June 2017, the Trump administration formally withdrew the U.S. from the Paris Agreement, joining Syria and Nicaragua as the only nonparticipating nations in the monumental international climate change mitigation effort (Trump 2017).

Given the uncertain future of the recent advancements in climate change policy efforts at the federal level, understanding the actions that local and state-level policymakers have taken to address the climate change issue remains an extremely critical area of U.S. climate change policy discussions. Subnational initiatives...
designed to address anthropogenic climate change have been pursued by various states since the issue first became an important topic for policymakers following the widespread media coverage of Dr. James Hansen’s testimony before the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources on June 23, 1988 (Shabecoff 1988). Early efforts by the U.S. EPA to track and document these initiatives found that, by the early 1990s, a number of states had begun a broad-based response to climate change mitigation via executive-level and legislative action (see for example, USEPA 1992).

Many of the early state-level initiatives related to emissions reductions were developed to meet goals other than climate change mitigation, such as the promotion of utility demand-side management, pollution prevention, and economic competitiveness. States also pursued policies directed towards the climate change issue. However, from 1988 to 1992, only a small cohort of regionally and politically diverse states, including Alaska, California, Connecticut, Iowa, Oregon, Missouri, New Jersey, South Carolina, and Texas, enacted broad-based legislative and administrative policies to assess and address the climate change issue (USEPA 1992). The California legislature, for example, passed Assembly Bill 442 in 1988 which directed the California Energy Commission to prepare and maintain an inventory of GHG emissions, study the effects of climate change on the state’s energy, economy, and environment, and provide recommendations for avoiding, reducing, and addressing identified impacts. In 1990 the Connecticut state legislature passed An Act
Concerning Global Warming, which established a number of energy efficiency measures and mandates for transportation improvements (USEPA 1992).

As the climate change issue continued to gain saliency among policymakers, environmental advocacy groups, and the general public, nearly all of the states have enacted policies that contribute to climate change mitigation. These initiatives include direct emissions reduction mandates and indirect, energy conservation- and substitution-based approaches that apply both command-and-control and market-based mechanisms to support climate change mitigation across multiple economic sectors.

This chapter presents a contemporary state-level review of emissions and energy policy implementation. Given the complexity of some state-level regulatory structures with respect to policy areas such as energy, a comparison of climate change policy adoption and implementation can be a complex undertaking. Therefore, the analysis is limited to a discussion of high-level policy efforts related to areas such as emissions regulation, renewable energy development, and energy efficiency improvements. The chapter includes a brief discussion of each policy approach, followed by a summary of important state-level trends. The chapter concludes with an assessment of overall trends in state-level climate change policy action and highlights important periods of policy adoption, identifying states that have served as leaders in climate change policy adoption and those that have lagged behind.
Early State-Level Climate Change Policy

Although federal involvement in climate change policy has predominantly remained stagnant in recent years, early state-level climate change policy efforts were largely supported by technical and financial assistance from federal programs established by the U.S. EPA. In 1990, the U.S. EPA initiated the State and Local Climate Change Program to help build awareness among state and local-level policymakers regarding the causes of global climate change and provide technical expertise and financial resources to assist subnational governments to mitigate and prepare for climate change impacts (USEPA 1998, 2001). The program was developed, in part, to fulfill obligations under several legal mandates, including the Global Climate Protection Act of 1987, which directed the U.S. EPA to develop domestic policy on climate change, and the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, which mandated the agency to create and implement non-regulatory approaches for reducing CO₂ emissions, among other air pollutants (USEPA 1998). At the international level, the State and Local Climate Change Program fulfills part of the U.S. commitment to the UNFCCC, which was ratified by the U.S. Senate in 1992 during the George H.W. Bush administration, and requires participating nations to promote public awareness of climate change through outreach initiatives (USEPA 1998).

Two of the State and Local Climate Change Program’s primary action items were to facilitate the completion of local and state-level GHG emissions inventories and climate action plans. One way to evaluate systematically how a particular state
contributes to anthropogenic climate change is to commission a GHG inventory by tracking the total annual emissions that occur as a result of economic activity. Emissions data are typically reported by the source of emissions and the economic sector in which they occur, which can provide a better understanding of the sources of emissions within a particular policy and guide the development of emissions reduction policies and programs (USEPA 2015).

By 1998, the State and Local Climate Change Program had assisted 28 states with the completion of a GHG inventory, while an additional six states were in the process of completing an inventory (USEPA 1998). Just three years later, in 2001, 37 states had completed an inventory, with two states, Texas and Oklahoma, in the process of completing an initial inventory (USEPA 2001). As of 2016, only two states, North Dakota and Nebraska, had no record of completing a state-level GHG inventory, while the remaining 48 states had completed an inventory, although the extent to which these states have continued to assess statewide emissions through updated inventories varies. While Indiana, Mississippi, and Tennessee each completed an initial GHG inventory via the U.S. EPA State and Local Climate Change Program, for example, there is no indication that any of these states have continued to update their GHG emissions on a regular basis.

While a GHG gas inventory provides an important starting point for evaluating and prioritizing efforts to reduce CO$_2$ emissions, state-led initiatives to push reduction efforts farther along in the policy process should be included in an assessment of climate change policy action. Therefore, a second component of
climate change policy planning includes the deliberate effort by states to establish a comprehensive strategy for the implementation of policies to achieve emissions reductions. State-level efforts to develop a strategic plan for climate change mitigation policy are often initiated with the completion of a climate action plan. In 1997, ten states had completed climate change action plans and, by 2001, 19 states had completed an assessment of potential policy strategies to mitigate emissions to address the climate change issue (USEPA 1998, 2001). A climate action plan builds upon the information gathered from the completion of a GHG inventory by outlining specific activities and policies that can be undertaken to reduce emissions (C2ES 2016). Thus, the completion of such reports can benefit the policy planning process by providing policymakers with an overview of potential emissions reduction policies that consider both environmental and socioeconomic impacts of implementation as well as the consequences of inaction. As of 2016, only 13 states, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Nebraska, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, West Virginia, and Wyoming, had not completed climate change action plans.

**Emissions-Based Policy Efforts**

Among the potential policy approaches that states can undertake to address the climate change issue, policies designed to reveal, regulate, and reduce GHG emissions are among the most effective. In the U.S., states have implemented a range of policies focused on emissions including the establishment of reduction goals, information-based reporting requirements, and direct regulation of transportation and
electric power sector emissions, which generally account for the largest contribution to anthropogenic CO₂ emissions. The following section provides a state-level overview of activity related to each of these emissions-based policies. The assessment reveals that while the establishment of voluntary mechanisms to reduce emissions and provide information regarding the amount of emissions that are produced by public and private actors has been relatively widespread, direct regulation of emissions has been limited to a small subgroup of the states.

**GHG Emissions Reduction Targets**

An emissions reduction target is designed as a performance standard, and establishes a goal for emissions reductions, based upon a baseline level of emissions, to be achieved within a particular period of time. To date, 24 states have adopted GHG emissions reduction targets. Although state-level emissions reduction goals do not establish mandatory statewide compliance, the adoption of such goals by elected officials establishes the issue as a priority agenda item, and can serve as a motivation and reference for future climate change mitigation policy efforts. Among the states with emissions reduction targets, California is the only state to have established a mandatory, statewide reduction target through the adoption and implementation of legislative action. The state’s initial reduction targets, to achieve emissions equivalent to 2000 by 2010, 1990 levels by 2020, and 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050, were established in 2005 by Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger via Executive Order (Executive Order S-03-05). In 2006, the Governor’s state-level emissions targets became mandatory with the adoption of the Global Warming Solutions Act
(Assembly Bill 32), which established the nation’s first economy-wide GHG emissions cap and trade program, setting an emissions cap of 1990 levels by 2020 (discussed below; Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006, discussed below).

While most of these policies were established through executive order or legislative action, a number of state-level goals were developed via multistate initiatives. As Figure 4.1 shows, for example, as participants in the New England Governors/Eastern Canadian Premiers’ Climate Change Action Plan, which was established in 2001, the Governors of Maine, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island, each committed their respective states to an emissions reduction goal of 1990 levels by 2010, 10 percent below 1990 levels by 2020, and 75 to 85 percent below 2001 levels in the long term (NEG/ECP 2001).26 Iowa, Kansas, and Wisconsin each took steps towards establishing an emissions reduction target through participation in the Midwest Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord, a regional partnership established in 2007, between Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin and the Canadian Province, Manitoba. Although the partnership is no longer active, an initial regional emissions reduction target of 20 percent below 2005 levels by 2020 and 80 percent below 2005 levels by 2050 was proposed for adoption by the Midwestern

---

26 The initial goal has remained the performance standard for New Hampshire and Rhode Island, while Maine updated its state-level emissions reduction goal with the passage of the Act to Provide Leadership in Addressing the Threat of Climate Change in 2003. The law changed the state’s long-term emissions performance standard to 2003 levels rather than 2001 (An Act to Provide Leadership in Addressing the Threat of Climate Change 2003).
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord Advisory Group in 2009 (State of Illinois 2010; see Figure 4.1). 27

Among the states that have established GHG emissions reduction goals, New York is the only state that established its initial performance targets through administrative order. In 2002, the New York State Energy Plan established emissions reduction targets of 5 percent reduction below 1990 levels by 2010, and 10 percent below by 2020. The goal of the State Energy Plan is to guide the New York’s energy future by showing how the state can provide adequate energy supplies, reduce demand, preserve environmental quality, and reduce reliance on energy imports while stimulating economic growth and protecting the welfare of New York citizens (NYSEPB 2002). The planning process is facilitated by the State Energy Planning Board, a conglomeration of state representatives from various administrative and regulatory agencies related to the energy plan’s objectives, as well as executive-level and legislative representatives, and includes stakeholder engagement via a public comment process (NYSEPB 2002). Since the State Energy Planning Board established the initial emissions reduction goals, a number of updates have occurred to increase the timeline and rate of emissions reduction for the state. In 2009, via Executive Order, New York Governor David Paterson amended the state’s emissions reduction goal, extending the previous timeline to 2050, at which time the state is encouraged to achieve 80 percent reduction from 1990 emissions levels (Executive Order No. 24). In 2015, the state updated its emissions reduction targets through the

27 While Illinois, Michigan, and Minnesota each went on to adopt formal reduction goals in, Iowa, Kansas, and Wisconsin have not established reduction targets.
completion of a new State Energy Plan. The new reduction goals include previous performance standards for state-level emissions reductions and include a 40 percent reduction below 1990 levels by 2030 benchmark (NYSEPB 2015).

**Figure 4.1** State emissions reduction target adoption timeline.

- **O** – 25% reduction by 2020
- **G** – 50 reduction by 2040
- **P** – 50-60% reduction by 2050
- **R** – 75% reduction by 2050
- **B** – 80% reduction by 2050
- **HI** – 1990 levels by 2020

Source: C2ES 2013a.

**GHG Emissions Reporting**

Another non-regulatory action that states have taken related to climate change policy mitigation has been the establishment of state-level GHG emissions reporting programs. While not directly related to climate change mitigation, GHG reporting programs are a type of information-based policy that document emissions trends for state-level actors. Such programs can be an important starting point for identifying effective mitigation opportunities, but may also incentivize voluntary emissions mitigation by providing public awareness of high-emitting facilities and activities.
(Bui 2005; Kraft, Stephan and Abel 2011; Niles and Lubell 2012). In 2009 the U.S. EPA established a federal Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program, which requires mandatory reporting of GHG gas emissions from sources that emit 25,000 metric tons or more of CO$_2$ equivalent per year (Greenhouse Gas Reporting Rule 2009). However, prior to federal reporting requirements, nearly all of the states had established unilateral reporting programs or participated in multistate GHG reporting efforts. Early state-level action to develop GHG emissions reporting programs were relatively constrained, and were offered as a voluntary opportunity for entities to track and report emissions activities. Mandatory reporting requirements began to occur throughout the country in the mid-2000s and, in most cases, were implemented to support policy efforts to reduce emissions from stationary sources.

In 1999, New Hampshire became the first state in the nation to establish a GHG emissions reporting program when Governor Jeanne Shaheen signed the New Hampshire Greenhouse Gas Reduction Registry (Senate Bill 159) into law, creating the Eastern Climate Registry (ECR). The goal of the ECR was to encourage voluntary emissions reductions to protect the state’s economy under potential federal level regulatory action to reduce emissions (New Hampshire Greenhouse Gas Reduction Registry 1999). The following year, Wisconsin passed legislation creating the Wisconsin Air Pollution Emissions Reduction Registry (Act 195), which required the state’s Department of Natural Resources to create and maintain a registry to track GHG emissions, as well as air contaminants, produced by public and private entities (Wisconsin Air Pollution Emissions Reduction Registry 2000). California became the
third state to develop an emissions registry when, in 2000, the legislature passed Senate Bill 1771, creating the California Climate Action Registry (CCAR) (California Climate Action Registry 2000). In addition to providing a voluntary mechanism for statewide entities to report and track emissions, CCAR also included third-party auditing to ensure the quality and objectivity of emissions records for participating bodies. Maine later developed a GHG reporting program, as part of the state’s Lead-by-Example initiative, to assist the Maine Department of Environmental Protection with completing a long-term climate action plan to meet the state’s emissions reduction goals (Lead-by-Example Initiative 2003).

The nation’s first mandatory reporting requirements were initiated in 2005 with the creation of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), a multistate cap and trade program designed to reduce emissions from the electric power sector. RGGI included ten northeastern states, Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Maine, Rhode Island, and Vermont, although New Jersey and Massachusetts each established intrastate reporting requirements with the passage of the 2007 Global Warming Response Act and 2008 Global Warming Solutions Act, respectively. Similarly, California and Florida established mandatory emissions reporting requirements with the adoption of legislation in 2006 and 2008, respectively, that mandated the development of statewide cap and trade programs to reduce emissions, although Florida’s reporting requirements were later repealed (discussed below). As indicated in Figure 4.2, from 2007 to 2008, seven additional states, specifically Iowa, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Oregon, Washington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin, each adopted independent mandatory requirements for a variety of state-level emissions sources to establish uniform monitoring procedures for intrastate emissions. Of the states to have implemented mandatory reporting requirements New Mexico joined Florida in 2011 to become the second state to repeal statewide emissions reporting rules.

**Figure 4.2** State greenhouse gas emissions reporting adoption timeline.

Source: C2ES 2013b.
In addition to the mandatory registries that were established during the second half of the 2000s, in 2007 a coalition of states formed The Climate Registry (TCR). TCR is an independent non-profit organization and was modeled after CCAR and was developed to support voluntary reporting efforts for entities to share emissions data by providing a single clearinghouse and technical assistance for emissions reporting for public and private entities throughout the U.S. and establishing a transparent and uniform GHG emissions calculation, verification, and public reporting protocol (TCR 2015). By the end of 2007, 39 states had joined TCR in addition to six Canadian Provinces, two Mexican states, and three Native American tribes (TCR 2008).

Kentucky became the 40th member of TCR in 2008, leaving 10 U.S. states, Alaska, Arkansas, Indiana, Louisiana, Mississippi, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Texas, and West Virginia, as the only nonparticipant polities. Although, the same year that TCR was established, West Virginia created its mandatory reporting program with the passage of Senate Bill 337. In 2009, Texas passed legislation (House Bill 1796) to establish a separate voluntary emissions reporting program for intrastate entities (see Figure 4.2). Thus, prior to the establishment of the federal reporting program, only eight states (Alaska, Arkansas, Indiana, Louisiana, Mississippi, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota) had not implemented or participated in either voluntary or mandatory GHG emissions reporting efforts.
Transportation Sector Emissions Policies

Emissions produced from the transportation sector have been another area of focus for state initiatives related to climate change mitigation. In general, state-level emissions mitigation policies for the transportation sector have been in the form of command-and-control, performance based standards. The initiatives include mandating a specific emissions-level for vehicle tailpipe emissions, reducing the carbon intensity of fuels, and mandates to increase the number of registered zero-emissions (ZEV) and low-emissions vehicles (LEV) on the road. In many states, emissions from the transportation sector account for the second largest source of emissions behind the electric power sector. In some cases, transportation sector emissions account for a state’s greatest source of emissions (discussed in Chapter 5). Given the relatively significant contribution that the sector makes to emissions, and the fact that emissions are produced directly through the energy consumption, whereas emissions from the residential and commercial sectors most often originate from the electric power sector, it is not surprising that states have undertaken policy initiatives designed to reduce emissions from transportation.

Among the states, California has paved the way for policy approaches to reduce emissions from the transportation sector by establishing innovative legislation in each of these areas and, in the case of vehicle tailpipe emissions, superseding federal emissions requirements. In 2002, California Governor Gray Davis signed the Clean Cars Law (Assembly Bill 1493), which directed the California Air Resources Board (ARB) to develop and adopt rules to achieve emissions reduction vehicles.
Two years later, in 2004, the ARB adopted formal rules that require new vehicles to, on average, achieve a 30 percent reduction in emissions by 2016. In the following year, the ARB filed a petition with the U.S. EPA requesting a waiver of preemption from the federal Clean Air Act (CAA) to authorize the state to establish its own standards for passenger vehicles and light duty trucks (CARB 2017a). Following a 2007 Supreme Court ruling that the EPA must regulate GHG emissions under the CAA, the agency initiated the waiver approval process, beginning with public hearings. The waiver was granted in 2009 and the ARB rule on vehicle emissions applied to 2009 models (CARB 2017a).

As reported in Figure 4.3, following the adoption of California’s Clean Cars Law, sixteen states adopted statewide rules to implement the state’s vehicle emissions standards. Under Section 177 of the CAA, following the approval of California’s waiver to implement vehicle emissions standards, other states are allowed to adopt vehicle emissions standards set by California without seeking federal approval (USEPA n.d.). Although a number of states also created standards via the adoption of administrative rules and executive orders, the adoption of tailpipe emissions standards has primarily occurred through legislative action. Of the 16 states to adopt California’s vehicle emissions standards, New Mexico, Florida, and Arizona are the only three states to have repealed the program. These states implemented their vehicle emissions standards through Executive Order and each repealed the program in anticipation of new federal rules regarding vehicle emissions set to begin with 2012 model year vehicles (C2ES 2013e).
California also became the first state to adopt performance standards for ZEVs when, in 1990, the ARB established a rule that mandated at least two percent of new car sales be zero-emitting by 1998, followed by five percent in 2001 and ten percent in 2003 (CARB 2011). With respect to climate change mitigation, ZEV programs can achieve long-term emissions reduction by requiring vehicle manufacturers to provide specific numbers of vehicles using clean car technologies (i.e., battery electric, plug-in hybrid electric, and fuel cell vehicles) for sale within the regulated region. The 1990 California ZEV requirement was adopted as part of the state’s LEV standards and has since undergone a number of amendments. For example, following the adoption of the initial performance standards for ZEVs, the ARB removed the interim performance benchmarks and left only the 10 percent by 2003 requirement. Additionally, in 1998, the program was adjusted to allow LEVs to receive partial
ZEV credits toward the overall ZEV requirement (CARB 2011). The ARB established the ZEV program as a stand-alone regulation, and has continued to modify and amend the program. Most recently, in 2012, the ARB adopted the Advanced Clean Cars program which, among other things, established new performance standards for ZEVs including a goal of more than 10 percent of new vehicle sales to be ZEVs by 2025 (CARB 2012). To support the program, Governor Jerry Brown issued an Executive Order directing the state to set a long-term goal of 1.5 million registered ZEVs in the state by 2025 (Executive Order B-16-2012).

California’s ZEV program has served as a model for the development of policies to establish ZEV requirements in a number of states throughout the U.S. As Figure 4.4 reveals, in total, 11 other states have adopted statewide goals and mandates to increase the number of ZEV. With the exception of New Jersey, which set a statewide vehicle emissions mandate in 2004 of 11 percent of total vehicles sold in the state to be zero-emissions and 16 percent by 2017, each of the states referenced the California ZEV mandate as the statewide standard (NJDEP 2005). In anticipation of federal standards regarding vehicle emissions, which were set to begin in 2012, Arizona and New Mexico each repealed their state-level ZEV standards. The ZEV standards in these states were established via Executive Order in 2006 as part of each states adoption of California’s Clean Cars Program, which included emissions standards among other things (C2ES 2013e; Executive Order 2006-13; Executive Order 2006-69).
Another approach to reducing emissions from the transportation sector is to reduce the carbon intensity of fuel by establishing performance based standards. This approach is referred to as a low carbon fuel standard (LCFS) and, to date, California is the only state to have formally implemented this type of policy. A distinguishing characteristic of an LCFS is the inclusion of a life-cycle assessment to examine the GHG emissions associated with the production and transportation of a particular fuel, in addition to the emissions associated with combustion by the end-user. The life-cycle approach to determining the carbon intensity of respective fuel options is unique from other efforts to reduce the carbon intensity of fuel such as a Renewable Fuel Standard, for example, which requires transportation fuel to include a specific portion of biofuel but does not explicitly account for the life-cycle emissions associated with biofuel production in determining emissions reductions.

The LCFS was identified by the ARB as a potential program to help the state achieve its GHG emissions reduction goal by decreasing emissions from the state’s transportation sector through the establishment of long-term carbon intensity
reduction goals for transportation fuels consumed within the state (CARB 2017b). The LCFS was mandated in 2007, via Executive Order from Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, and called for a 10 percent reduction in the carbon intensity of California’s transportation fuels by 2020 (Executive Order S-01-07). The ARB developed the rules for the LCFS program which were adopted in 2009 and began in 2011 (CARB 2017b). A number of procedural amendments have been made to the California’s LCFS program, although the 10 percent by 2020 goal remains the long-term performance standard.

Following the implementation of California’s LCFS program in 2009, Oregon and Washington each initiated state-level efforts to enact standards for transportation fuel carbon intensity. Oregon’s program was established via legislative action while Washington’s was initiated via an Executive Order from Governor Christine Gregoire (ODEQ 2011; Executive Order 09-05). Each state has had some stagnation in terms of establishing formal rules to implement their respective LCFS. However, in 2015 Oregon passed additional legislation that directed the Department of Environmental Quality to move forward with the LCFS rulemaking process (Theriault 2015). Meanwhile, in the same year, the Washington legislature passed a transportation revenue bill to effectively prohibit the adoption of an LCFS by including a “poison-pill” provision that would curtail transportation funds for alternative transportation infrastructure if a fuel standard is adopted via Executive Order (Senate Bill 5987).

In addition to Oregon and Washington, a number of eastern states have sought to reduce emissions from the transportation sector by establishing a multistate LCFS
program. The collaborative originated in 2008 when the state of Massachusetts passed the Clean Energy Biofuels Act (House Bill 4951) requiring the state to coordinate with other New England states to develop a multistate LCFS (MOEEA n.d.). In 2009, a Memorandum of Understanding to establish the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic Low Carbon Fuel Standard was developed, and the governors of 11 northeastern states (Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont) and the District of Columbia signed on to the initiative, which includes a goal to reduce the carbon intensity of fuels by 10 percent (Rell et al. 2009). While the regional agreement was not formally disbanded, the initiative has yet to establish a formal LCFS program to achieve emissions reductions from transportation fuels.

Electric Power Sector Emissions Policies

In addition to regulatory policies focused on the transportation sector, a number of states have also undertaken policy initiatives to regulate directly CO₂ emissions produced from the generation of electricity. These efforts have been characterized by both performance and market-based policies designed to reduce emissions from fossil fuel-based electric power production. With the exception of the transportation sector, the electric power sector serves as the primary energy provider for all of the economic end-use sectors and, therefore, is often the primary source of anthropogenic CO₂ emissions (discussed in Chapter 5). As such, climate change mitigation policy efforts that seek to reduce emissions from the generation of electricity are likely to have the broadest impact in terms of overall emissions.
reductions. However, to date, only a few states have taken action to regulate CO$_2$ emissions from the electric power sector.

Based on the information included in Figure 4.5, as of 2016, six states (California, Illinois, Montana, New York, Oregon, and Washington) have adopted state-level performance standards concerning CO$_2$ emissions produced from the electric power sector. The first state to establish performance based standards was Oregon which, in 1997, adopted House Bill 3283 requiring baseload gas plants, non-baseload power plants using any type of fossil fuel, and non-generating facilities that emit carbon dioxide to reduce emissions to 17 percent below the “cleanest” known plant in the country (House Bill 3283). The law allows covered utilities that are in noncompliance to offset emissions through carbon sequestration projects directly or through third party assistance with organizations such as the Climate Trust, a nonprofit organization that formed following the passage of Oregon’s emissions performance standards to assist regulated entities with the purchase of carbon offsets and management of carbon sequestration projects (TCR n.d.). In 2004, Washington became the second state to adopt emissions performance standards for the electric power sector when Governor Gary Locke signed into law House Bill 3141 (House Bill 3141). The state’s initial approach to emissions reduction from the electric power sector relied upon carbon mitigation projects (e.g. purchase of carbon offsets). However, a second bill, which was signed into law by Governor Christine Gregoire in 2007, established a more conventional emissions performance standard. The new law restricts long-term purchase agreements between utilities and power plants to
facilities that emit less than 1,110 pounds of GHG per megawatt-hour (Senate Bill 6001). California and New York, and each adopted comparable emissions performance standards in 2006 and 2005, respectively.

**Figure 4.5** Electric power sector emissions performance standards adoption timeline.

- **B** - Emissions performance standard
- **B** - Cap and trade
- **O** - Carbon capture and storage
- **R** - Repealed

Source: C2ES 2013c.

In contrast to emissions-based performance standards implemented in these states, Montana and Illinois have each adopted performance based policies for the electric power sector that require carbon capture and storage to be used to reduce emissions from new coal-fired power plant facilities. In 2007, Montana adopted House Bill 25, which directs the state’s Public Service Commission to deny applications for new coal-fired power plants that do not capture and store at least 50 percent of total CO₂ emissions (House Bill 25). Illinois’ emissions performance standard was adopted in 2009. The state’s Clean Coal Portfolio Standards, Senate Bill
1987, was signed by Governor Rod Blagojevich established criteria for coal-fired power plants to be designated as Clean Coal Facilities (Clean Coal Portfolio Standard Act). Under the law, from 2009 to 2015, new facilities must capture and store 50 percent of CO$_2$ emissions, with an increase to 70 percent in 2016, and 90 percent thereafter. The law creates an incentive for Clean Coal designation by requiring the state’s utilities and retail electricity suppliers to purchase at least five percent of their electricity from Clean Coal Facilities beginning in 2015 (Clean Coal Portfolio Standard Act).

To date, thirteen states have implemented market-based, cap and trade programs to reduce emissions from the electric power sector. The first, and perhaps most well-known, cap and trade program to be initiated in the U.S. is the RGGI. RGGI is a regional cap and trade program that was initiated by New York Governor George Pataki in 2003, and it began with discussions between eight other northeastern states (Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Rhode Island, and Vermont). The final agreement was established via a Memorandum of Understanding in 2005, at which time seven states (Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, and Vermont) became active in 2009. Maryland, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island joined the RGGI in 2007 (C2ES 2015; Fershee 2007). The initial cap on CO$_2$ emissions applied to all power plants within participating states that generate at least 25 Megawatts of electricity and was designed to freeze emissions from 2009 to 2014 and then achieve a 10 percent reduction from 2009 to 2019. In 2012, the parties to the RGGI agreement amended
the RGGI model rule, establishing a new cap in 2014 and requiring a 2.5 percent reduction in emissions each year from 2015 to 2020 (Rell et al. 2005). Since the RGGI program began in 2009, New Jersey is the only state to have exited the agreement. In 2011, New Jersey Governor Chris Christie withdrew the state from RGGI claiming that the regional electric utility cap and trade program is an ineffective approach to reducing CO₂ emissions (Navarro 2011).

Florida is the only state to have adopted legislation to establish a unilateral cap and trade program for electric power sector emissions. In 2008, then Governor Charlie Crist signed into law the Florida Climate Protection Act (House Bill 4001), authorizing the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) to adopt rules to create a cap and trade regulatory program to reduce GHG emissions from state utilities (Florida Climate Protection Act 2008). The initiative was a response to a series of Executive Orders Issued by Governor Crist in 2007 that called upon Florida policymakers to address the climate change issue by creating new mandates to support energy efficiency improvements, renewable energy procurement, and emissions reductions from the state’s electric power sector (Executive Order 07126, 07-127, 07-128). Despite the successful passage of House Bill 4001, the cap and trade program was repealed following the election of Republican Governor Rick Scott in 2010 and a resurgence of Republican control of the Florida statehouse. Due to concern regarding the effect of a cap and trade program on the Florida economy, and general skepticism regarding the scientific evidence regarding the effect of human
activity on the climate, the Florida Climate Protection Act was repealed in 2012 (Florida Climate Protection Act 2012; Korten 2015).

Of the thirteen states that have implemented a cap and trade policy approach to reduce emissions only two, California and Washington, have adopted programs that include sources of emissions other than the electric power sector. The state of Washington has just begun to craft a statewide cap and trade program that would reduce emissions from the state’s electric power plant facilities, natural gas distributors, petroleum refiners, industrial sector activities, and waste facilities by 30 percent from 2017 to 2035. The program was established by the state’s Department of Ecology Clean Air Rule, which was directed by Governor Jay Inslee via Executive Order in 2014 (Executive Order 14-04). The cap and trade program is set to begin in 2017 and is designed to reduce emissions from two-thirds of the in-state GHG emitters by reducing total emission from regulated entities by 5,000 metric tons of CO₂ equivalents (MTCO₂e) every three years from 2017 to 2035 (Clean Air Rule).

California’s cap and trade program was established with the passage of the 2006 Global Warming Solutions Act (Assembly Bill 32), which was signed into law by Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger (Global Warming Solutions Act 2006). The program was established to assist the state with meeting its GHG emissions reduction goal to reduce emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, and 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050 (Executive Order S-03-05). The ARB was directed to design the emissions trading program, which covers approximately 450 sources of emissions statewide and began in 2013 with an initial cap on electricity generators and large industrial
facilities that emit 25,000 metric tons of CO₂ equivalents (CARB 2015). From 2013 to 2015, regulated entities were required to reduce emissions by approximately two percent annually and, in 2015, the cap extended to distributors of transportation, natural gas, and other fuels and the annual decrease in emissions increased to three percent (CARB 2015). Despite a number of lawsuits regarding the cap and trade programs emissions permit auction process, the allocation of proceeds from the cap and trade program, and whether adoption of the program requires approval by a two-thirds majority of the legislature, the program continues to operate and is set to continue until 2020 (Kahn 2017).

**Alternative and Renewable Energy Policies**

Although the regulation of GHG emissions produced from various economic activities may be the most direct approach for states to address the issue of anthropogenic climate change, mitigation can also be achieved via less direct avenues of policy intervention. The substitution of fossil fuel energy with less carbon-intensive or zero emissions energy alternatives, for example, can reduce the demand for fossil fuels and, subsequently, reduce emissions. At the state level, renewable energy policies have been relatively widespread and, therefore, offer a potentially valuable approach for achieving long-term climate change mitigation.

In the context of climate change mitigation, one of the primary benefits of renewable energy policies is a potential reduction in emissions produced from the electric power sector. However, increasing the amount of energy generated from resources other than fossil fuels offers additional benefits, including a reduction of
harmful air pollutants associated with fossil fuel combustion, improved energy security and stabilized electricity prices, and economic development by supporting industries associated with renewable energy facilities and infrastructure (Heeter et al. 2014; Hurlbut 2008). As with emissions policies, state-level approaches to increasing renewable energy supplies have utilized both performance and market-based policies designed to address the energy-mix of both the electric power and transportation sectors. The following section provides an overview of the more common state-level renewable energy policy initiatives that have been undertaken by states throughout the U.S.

**Net Metering**

The most widely adopted state-level renewable energy policy is net metering programs, which are designed to incentivize investments in distributed energy systems. The policy is characterized by a billing mechanism that allows owners of renewable energy systems (e.g., rooftop solar photovoltaic) to distribute unused energy back into a grid, and credits the owner such that they are only charged for net energy consumption. Thus, net metering programs provide financial incentives for private investment in distributed energy systems by lowering utility bills and the costs associated with the installation of distributed energy systems. They are therefore considered a critical component of renewable energy development. While utilities can also benefit from distributed energy systems by reducing the costs associated with transmission and distribution infrastructure investments and maintenance, utility companies have often been opposed to the implementation of such programs,
claiming that the loss of demand produced by customers who receive energy from distributed solar will reduce utility earnings, while operating costs remain (EIA 2013; Gunther 2013; Halper 2014; Sommer and Samuel 2016). In general, state-level net metering policies vary with respect to the types of technology and fuel sources that are eligible for compensation (e.g., solar, combined heat and power, solid waste, etc.), system capacity limits (e.g., maximum kilowatts or percentage of connected load) which can vary depending on the type of customer (i.e., residential or non-residential), aggregate capacity limits for utilities (i.e., requiring a utility to honor net metering applications until the total amount of net metered energy exceeds a particular percentage of the utility’s total retail sales), the size or type of utility required to support net metering (e.g., public or investor-owned utilities, electric cooperatives, etc.), and the compensation rate or price (e.g., retail or wholesale) received for generated electricity (NCSL 2016; EIA 2012a).

To date 45 states have implemented mandatory net metering policies for at least a portion of utility companies. Two states, Idaho and Texas, currently have voluntary net metering programs while South Dakota, Tennessee, and Alabama have no existing net metering initiatives (DSIRE 2017; NCSL 2016). Figure 4.6 suggests that, although the number of states with net metering programs has steadily increased since the 1980s, the number of electricity consumers participating in net metering programs has primarily occurred during the second half of the 2000s. In 2003, 38 states throughout the U.S. reported having net-metered customers, with a total of 6,800 customers nationwide, 77 percent (5,242 customers) of which were located in
California, while Arizona, the next largest state, accounted for 4.8 percent (330 customers) (EIA 2012b). By 2010, the total number of net metering customers in the U.S. had grown by more than 2,000 percent to 155,841 customers, with an average annual growth rate of 56 percent across the seven-year time period. Every state, with the exception of Tennessee, reported net-metering customers with California remained a national leader, accounting for 56 percent (86,495 customers) of total U.S. net metering customers, followed by Colorado (6 percent; 9,776 customers), Arizona (5.5 percent; 8,559 customers), New Jersey (4.8 percent; 7,526 customers), and New York (3.6 percent; 5,638 customers) (EIA 2012b). Even though net metering has grown rapidly as of 2010, the total number of net metering customers only accounted for about 0.1 percent of all customers.

**Figure 3.8** Net Metering

**Figure 4.6** State net metering program adoption timeline.

- **B** – Offered by individual utilities
- **R** – Statewide, certain utility types
- **B** – Statewide, all utilities

Renewable Portfolio Standards

Perhaps one of the most broadly studied policy approaches associated with climate change mitigation through renewable energy development are renewable portfolio standards (RPS). RPS policies, sometimes referred to as an alternative energy portfolio standard, are performance based standards that establish a specific percentage or quantity of state-level electricity generation from non-fossil fuel sources of energy to be achieved within a particular timeframe. The portion of electricity to be generated from alternative energy sources is generally increased incrementally and RPS goals vary from state to state. For example, South Carolina’s RPS, adopted in 2014, established a voluntary target for state utilities to acquire two percent of aggregate generation capacity from renewable energy sources by 2021, while, in 2015, state legislators in Hawaii amended the state’s existing RPS and established a goal of 100 percent of the state’s electricity to be generated from renewable energy sources by 2045 (DSIRE 2017).

In addition to the overall renewable energy requirement, and the timeline provided for achievement, state-level RPS policy designs also vary with respect to the kind of RPS mandate (voluntary or mandatory), the type and size of utilities covered under the standard, and the type of energy sources that are eligible to meet RPS compliance. In some states RPS are designed to support the development of a particular types of energy sources via “carve-out” provisions that require a specific percentage of the RPS to be achieved from a specific technology or group of technologies. In addition to promoting the development of a particular technology,
carve-outs are also used to promote in-state renewable energy generation (NCCETC 2014). Some RPS policy designs have incorporated an incentive-based mechanism for offsetting compliance challenges for electricity providers by allowing renewable energy credits (RECs) to be traded between regulated entities (Heeter et al. 2014; Hurlbut 2008). In California, for example, the Public Utility Commission issued a decision in 2011 that authorizes the use of tradable RECs, allowing regulated utilities to meet up to 25 percent of a particular utility’s compliance via RECs with a maximum price of $50 per Megawatt Hour. In the same year, the state legislature adopted new regulations in the state that mandate the percent of compliance met by traded RECs to reduce to 10 percent by 2017 (DSIRE 2017).

As can be seen in Figure 4.7, as of 2016, 38 states have adopted and implemented an RPS, and while a majority of the state-level RPS policies require mandatory renewable energy generation, 10 states currently have voluntary standards. Half of the RPS policies (19) have been adopted during the 10-year period from 2007 to 2017, about half of which (9) were voluntary programs. Additionally, Kansas, which adopted a mandatory RPS for the state’s investor-owned utilities and electric cooperatives to produce 20 percent of peak demand electricity by 2020 in 2009, amended its RPS with legislation in 2015 that changed the mandatory standard to a voluntary goal. Prior to 2007, only two states (Pennsylvania and Vermont) had implemented voluntary RPS policies, while Maine was the only state to have switched from a mandatory RPS to a voluntary RPS, although the policy became mandatory once again in 2008. In contrast, three states, Hawaii, Vermont, and
Missouri, originally implemented voluntary renewable energy goals that were later amended via legislative action to become mandatory standards.

**Figure 4.7** Renewable and alternative energy portfolio standards adoption timeline.


Another recent trend in RPS policy designs has been the inclusion of alternative resources as eligible sources of energy to meet electricity generation requirements. Alternative resources refers to sources of energy that are traditionally considered to be nonrenewable energy types such as thermal resources other than those produced from geothermal activity, landfill or anaerobic gases, and nuclear energy. A number of states have also included energy efficiency (Connecticut, Hawaii, Michigan, Nevada, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia) categories of fossil fuels, such as coal bed methane, coal fired with carbon capture and storage, and natural gas (Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and West Virginia). Policies that include alternative resources as an eligible type of energy to meet the state’s energy portfolio goals are often referred to as Clean Energy Standards (CES) or Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards (AEPS). In total, thirteen states have adopted
RPS policies that include alternatives to renewable energy resources as qualifying sources to meet state-level goals (see Figure 4.7). Eleven of the 19 states that have adopted an RPS policy from 2007 to 2016 include alternatives to renewable energy as an eligible source to comply with the standards whereas, prior to 2007, only two states (Pennsylvania and Vermont) had allowed alternative energy resources to meet the RPS policy. Of the 13 states that have included alternative energy under the RPS policy, 10 of the policy were voluntary requirements. The CES or AEPS policy design may be undertaken by states that are interested in using locally available resources and supporting regional economic goals, and reducing the economic impact of policy implementation, while still achieving some level of mitigation related to environmental impacts from electric power production.

State-level RPS policies are among the most active climate change policy areas within the U.S. In addition to changes related to the voluntary versus mandatory compliance with RPS policies, many states have amended existing RPS policies, in most cases by increasing the portion of energy to be provided from renewable or alternative energy resources, expanding the time period for compliance, or some combination of the two (Carley, Nicholson-Crotty and Miller 2016; see Figure 4.7). Only two states, Florida and West Virginia, have repealed existing RPS policies, while the legislature in one state, Ohio, froze the RPS for a period of two years (2014-2016). Additionally, the RPS policies in seven states (Iowa, Maine, Montana, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and Wisconsin) have reached the end of the compliance period (see Figure 4.7).
Renewable Fuel Standards

A third approach that states have taken to mitigate anthropogenic climate change via the substitution of fossil fuel consumption with renewable energy development is through the promotion of transportation fuels produced from renewable energy resources. Renewable fuels, or biofuels, represent an alternative to traditional fuels made from petroleum for combustion engines that rely on gasoline or diesel fuel and are considered renewable as they are produced from biomass material. A common supplement for gasoline, ethanol, is produced by distilling sugar from biomass material (e.g., corn, sugar cane, or barley), while biodiesel is commonly produced from vegetable oils (e.g., soybean oil) and animal fats. Although diesel engines can use high concentrations of biofuels without modification, gasoline-powered engines are generally limited with respect to the concentration of biofuel-blended gasoline that can be used in cars and light-duty trucks (AFDC n.d.a). Currently, nearly all gasoline sold within the U.S. is comprised of 10 percent ethanol (E10), which provides a number of potential benefits including a reduction in CO₂ emissions, economic development for biofuel-related industries, and energy security (AFDC n.d.b).

The widespread consumption of biofuel throughout the U.S. can be attributed to policy efforts that have taken place at both the state and federal level. The Energy Policy Act of 2005, which established the National Renewable Fuel Standard

---

28 Most vehicles manufactured after 2001 can use gasoline with 10 percent ethanol, vehicles manufactured after 2007 can use gasoline with 15 percent ethanol, while higher concentrations (e.g., E85, a fuel that contains 51 percent to 83 percent ethanol) can only be used in flexible-fuel vehicles.
(NRFS) mandated the production of 4 billion gallons of biofuel in 2006 with an increase to 7.5 billion gallons by 2012, creating a reliable market for the production of ethanol for the transportation sector (Schnepf and Yacobucci 2013). The Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 expanded the NRFS, requiring renewable fuel usage to increase to 36 billion gallons annually by 2022 (Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007; USEPA 2016; Schnepf and Yacobucci 2013). At the state level, every polity, with the exception of Mississippi, has implemented specific mandates or financial incentives to support the development and consumption of ethanol and biodiesel (Alternative Fuels Data Center 2017).

One sweeping policy approach that states have taken to increase the supply of renewable fuels is through the adoption and implementation of state-level Renewable Fuel Standards (RFS). As with the federal-level policy, a state-level RFS is a legal mandate for a minimum amount of biofuels to be incorporated into a state’s fuel supply. The RFS policy design can direct biofuel requirements at specific points in the supply chain (e.g., refiners, blenders, importers, distributors, retailers) allowing for the incorporation of market-based mechanisms into the design by providing the opportunity for producers or distributors to purchase credits from other entities to meet individual and state-level targets (NREL 2008). The RFS policy approach supports the development of renewable energy by reducing the investment risks.

29 The new RFS which currently guides national ethanol policy states that only 15 billion gallons of production should be produced from corn grain (starch) —the remaining 22 billion should come from other advanced and cellulosic feedstock sources.
associated with infrastructure investments associated with the biofuel industry by ensuring a reliable transportation sector market for biofuel.

According to Figure 4.8, to date, 37 states have adopted policies that mandate the use of biofuels or an increase in the supply of alternative fuel vehicles. However, only nine states have adopted a state-level RFS policy, only seven of which have an RFS that is active as of 2017, while the remaining state-level renewable fuel polices apply only to biodiesel fuel use or alternative fuel procurement solely for government vehicles.\(^{30}\) Hawaii and Minnesota each enacted legislation requiring the integration of biofuels into state fuel supplies prior to the adoption of the national RFS. However, the remaining states, Florida, Louisiana, Missouri, Montana, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Washington each adopted state-level RFS policies following the adoption of federal standards for biofuel consumption. Two states, Hawaii and Florida, recently repealed their RFS policies. In the case of Hawaii, a lack of domestic development of the ethanol industry was cited as the motivation behind the RFS policy repeal which occurred in 2015, while in Florida, Governor Rick Scott signed legislation in 2013 to repeal the state-level RFS citing the duplicative nature of the policy, given existing federal regulations, and disagreement with the regulatory approach of supporting a particular technology or industrial sector over others (Bussewitz 2015; Voegele 2013). California has taken an alternative policy approach that is designed to more directly address emissions from the transportation sector by implementing an LCFS,

---

\(^{30}\) States with requirements for biodiesel or state vehicle alternative fuel use requirements include: Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Vermont, Virginia, and Wisconsin.
which can support the development of renewable fuels, among other low-emissions technologies (discussed above).

**Figure 4.8** State renewable fuel standards adoption timeline.

B – Government agency vehicles or biodiesel requirement  
B – Renewable fuel standard  
R – Repealed

Source: Alternative Fuels Data Center 2017.

**Energy Efficiency**

A third state-level climate change mitigation approach that has been undertaken in many regions throughout the U.S. is the implementation of policies designed to improve energy efficiency. As with renewable energy, state-level policies designed to improve energy efficiency both at the electric power generation and end-use levels have generally been more widely applied. While the direct effect of energy efficiency improvements is a reduction in the amount of energy consumed per unit of energy produced, and subsequent reduction in the demand for primary energy sources, such initiatives can also mitigate anthropogenic climate change via emissions reductions. These policy approaches have been applied to nearly all of the major
economic sectors and include performance and market-based designs as well as comprehensive mandates concerning land use planning. Energy efficiency improvements often experience high political feasibility across diverse constituencies, as such policies offer potential co-benefits to both public and private actors by reducing demand-side energy dependence, which can subsequently reduce energy costs while also improving energy security through reduced reliance on fossil fuel energy sources.

**Building and Appliance Energy Efficiency Policies**

The most common energy efficiency requirements that have been adopted by the states are energy efficiency standards for public and private sector building via energy code requirements. Building energy codes mandate minimum efficiency requirements for new infrastructure and renovations. As the largest end-use source of new energy consumption in most electricity systems throughout the U.S., energy efficiency requirements for new infrastructure offer a particularly effective opportunity to reduce overall emissions (C2ES 2009; DOE n.d.). Additionally, as market barriers are often cited as a limitation to voluntary efforts to improve building energy efficiency, due to the costs associated with building design and capital investments required to construct more energy efficient buildings, such standards level the playing field by establishing a baseline requirement for builders to follow (C2ES 2009; DOE 2014).

At the federal level, the Energy Policy Act of 1992 established requirements for all states to adopt residential and commercial energy efficiency standards (Energy

Standard 90.1 and the IECC are each updated regularly by ASHRAE and the ICC and serve as the technical baseline for state and local building code regulations under the Energy Policy Act of 1992 for commercial and residential buildings, respectively. The Energy Policy Act of 1992 also included amendments to the Energy Conservation and Production Act of 1975, which created a regulatory procedure for updating building energy efficiency code requirements, and granted the Department of Energy (DOE) oversight regarding state-level residential and commercial energy efficiency standards revisions (Energy Policy Act of 1992). The DOE’s Building Energy Codes Program reviews Standard 90.1 and IECC standard updates and provides final determinations regarding updates to the base building code requirements. Although there is no official enforcement mechanism to ensure state-

level adoption of updated model building codes, states are required to demonstrate compliance, or provide justification for noncompliance, within two years of the DOE’s final determination. The DOE does provide technical assistance to support the state-level adoption process and provides incentive funding to state governments to support the implementation of residential and commercial building energy efficiency codes.

The DOE has updated its state-level building code standards for residential and commercial buildings every three years since 2000 and 2001, respectively. However, given that the standards are not officially enforced, the states have adopted energy efficiency standards for residential and commercial buildings to varying degrees. To date, all but nine states have adopted state-level building code requirements for residential buildings, while eight have yet to adopt standards for commercial buildings (DOE 2017b; see Table 4.1). With the exception of Mississippi, which has adopted energy efficiency standards for commercial buildings, but not residential, the remaining states that have not adopted baseline energy efficiency codes for buildings are “home rule” states in which local municipalities are responsible for building code adoption.  

As evident in Table 4.1, with respect to energy efficiency standards for commercial buildings, nearly half of the states have adopted either the 2007 or 2010 ASHRAE 90.1 Standards, and only three states, California, Massachusetts, and Washington have adopted state-level building energy efficiency codes for commercial

---

32 Home rule states include: Arizona, Colorado, Hawaii, Kansas, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming.
buildings that exceed the most recent DOE approved ASHRAE standards. Alaska is the only state that has not adopted energy efficiency standards for commercial buildings, and does not delegate building code standards to local jurisdictions. Meanwhile Hawaii, despite being a home rule state, has established a baseline requirement for commercial and residential building energy efficiency using the IECC 2006 codes standards via legislation in 2009. Relative to commercial building codes, the states have generally applied more stringent energy efficiency code requirements for residential buildings. Currently, 40 states have adopted at least the 2009 IECC standards for residential buildings. As with energy efficiency standards for commercial buildings, California, Massachusetts, and Washington, have each established energy efficiency requirements that exceed the most recent IECC standards, while Tennessee, which currently implements the 2006 IECC standards, has the lowest energy efficiency requirements for residential buildings. Mississippi, Alaska, and the home rule states, with the exception of Hawaii, do not currently have energy efficiency codes for residential buildings.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>90.1-2007</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>90.1-2010</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>90.1-2010</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>NV</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>90.1-2010</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>90.1-2010</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>NY</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>90.1-2013</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>90.1-2010</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>90.1-2010</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>90.1-2010</td>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>90.1-2010</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>WI</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>90.1-2010</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In addition to energy efficiency requirements for privately owned buildings, nearly all of the states have adopted energy efficiency mandates for state-owned buildings through legislative action or executive order. To date, 47 states have implemented energy efficiency measures for public buildings that range from specific
performance standards or specific efficiency standards such as the U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) (Durkay 2013). States have also implemented energy efficiency codes based on the ASHRAE, IECC, and the U.S. EPA’s ENERGY STAR program. A majority of the states with energy efficiency requirements for public buildings require LEED certification or Green Globes standards, ENERGY STAR standards, or the ASHRAE or IECC model building energy codes (Durkay 2013). The most common approach among the states is to require LEED Silver certification. Fourteen states require adherence to energy efficiency codes or standards and performance standards (e.g., percentage based targets for energy efficiency), while Idaho and Nevada have implemented performance based standards. Pennsylvania and Vermont both require energy efficiency improvements without specific performance targets or building standards (Durkay 2013).

Another energy efficiency policy approach that has been applied to varying degrees across the states is performance based standards designed to reduce the amount of energy consumed by appliances. Appliance efficiency standards have been one of the most effective policies implemented by federal and state-level governments to achieve energy savings (deLaski and Mauer 2017; DOE 2017a). Setting minimum energy conservation requirements for consumer products and commercial and industrial equipment can reduce electricity demand, subsequently reducing the amount of various pollutants produced from the electric power production process while also saving consumers. Federal oversight of minimum
appliances efficiency standards began with the Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975, and has been updated via a series of statutes, most recently the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (ACNEEP 2013; Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007; EPCA 1975). According to the U.S. Department of Energy, products regulated under the Appliance and Equipment Standards Program account for 90 percent, 60 percent, and 30 percent of household, commercial, and industrial energy demand, respectively; and, in 2015, saved U.S. households $63 billion, while reducing CO₂ emissions by 2.6 billion tons across the program’s lifetime (DOE 2017a).

California is the only state to have established appliance efficiency standards prior to the adoption of federal efficiency programs. The state’s Warren-Alquist State Energy Conservation and Development Act of 1974 created the California Energy Commission, and granted the new regulatory body the authority to adopt appliance and equipment efficiency standards. Massachusetts and New York each followed California’s efforts by establishing various appliance energy efficiency standards during the 1980s although Massachusetts was the first state to request a waiver of federal efficiency standards to allow the adoption of separate, more stringent standards for gas furnaces (Nadel and Goldstein 1996). Since the mid-2000s 11 other states (Arizona, Connecticut, Florida, Maryland, New Hampshire, Nevada, New Jersey, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington) have adopted energy efficiency standards for appliances that exceed or preceded federal regulatory efforts (ACEEE 2016). Although federal appliance efficiency standards are regularly
updated, and often preempt state-level policy action, a number of these states have actively pursued improvements in appliance efficiency beyond federal requirements by establishing standards that exceed federal requirements and by developing efficiency standards that do not fall under the Appliance and Equipment Standards Program’s oversight.

**Energy Efficiency through Smart Growth and Vehicle Miles Travelled**

In addition to direct mandates for energy efficiency improvements in consumer products and building design, a number of states have also implemented land use and urban planning policies that contribute to climate change mitigation and efficiency improvements via reductions in urban sprawl. These efforts, often referred to as “smart growth” policies, are generally designed to create high population density, increase opportunities for alternative modes of transportation (e.g., walking, bicycling, public transportation), preserve green and open spaces, support mixed-use development, and constrain road construction through comprehensive land use planning (Frumkin, Frank and Jackson 2004; Harris and Evans 2000; Jackson and Kochtitzky n.d.; Resnik 2010). Although the objectives of such comprehensive policy efforts are distributed across issues related to economic development, social equality, public health, and environmental quality, climate change mitigation is a co-benefit of such efforts which can be achieved through improvements in carbon sequestration from preserved open space, and reduced demand for fossil fuels by reducing the need and demand for passenger vehicles by providing alternative and more efficient transportation options, respectively. In some cases, states have included emissions
reduction, primarily from the transportation sector, as an explicit goal of smart growth policy efforts. For example, California’s Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act (Senate Bill 375), passed in 2008 under Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, directs the ARB to establish regional caps for reducing GHG emissions from passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks (Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act 2008). In 2010, Oregon Governor Ted Kulongoski signed into law Senate Bill 1059, which directed the Oregon Transportation Commission to work with metropolitan planning organizations, state agencies, local governments, and stakeholders to develop strategies to reduce state-level emissions from the transportation sector (Senate Bill 1059).

According to Table 4.2, to date, half of the states have enacted, through legislation and executive order, rules intended to improve the efficiency of land use and land use planning, often through directives designed to decrease urban sprawl. While states such as Hawaii, Vermont, Oregon, and Virginia established rules related to land use and planning during the 1960s and 1970s, in an effort to manage growth and contain expanding urban sprawl following the rapid economic growth after World War II and the creation of the national highway system and the booming automobile industry, a majority of state-level efforts related to growth management have been enacted in the 1990s and after the turn of the century (Freilich, Sitkowski and Mennillo 2010). In addition to land use, these initiatives expanded into a more comprehensive, sustainability driven effort to support economic development and social equality, while also protecting natural spaces. As such, many of the initial
state-level efforts have been amended to reflect explicitly this more multifaceted perspective on the urban environment.

Table 4.2 State smart growth and vehicle miles travelled policy adoption timeline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Policy Type</th>
<th>Year Adopted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>VMT and Smart Growth Policy</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>VMT and Smart Growth Policy</td>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>VMT and Smart Growth Policy</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>VMT and Smart Growth Policy</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>VMT and Smart Growth Policy</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>VMT Targets and Smart Growth Policy</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Smart Growth Policies</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: C2ES 2013f.

Smart growth efforts associated with emissions reduction from the transportation sector are often a component of supplemental policies that explicitly facilitate or establish goals to reduce the average vehicle miles travelled (VMT) within urban areas. While the smart growth policy approach is primarily focused on
incentivizing high-density, compact, and mixed-use urban development, VMT policies are specifically intended to reduce the demand for passenger vehicle transportation and often establish explicit performance standards and strategies for reducing VMT. The VMT policy approach is a more recent development related to urban development and, to date, only six states have enacted specific goals or standards for reducing VMT from the transportation sector (again, see Table 4.2).

Electric Power Sector Energy Efficiency Policies

Another way that states can contribute to climate change mitigation through energy efficiency improvements is through reductions in the amount of energy used by the electric power sector via Energy Efficiency Resource Standards (EERS). An EERS is analogous to an RPS, in that the policy is a performance standard that establishes a specific amount or percentage of energy reduction, from a baseline level of consumption (often set by the peak demand or consumption) within a particular year, for utilities to achieve over a period of time. As with the RPS, some states have integrated a market-based component to the EERS policy design by allowing utilities that have achieved relatively significant savings to sell “savings certificates” to utilities that are not meeting reduction requirements. Although the policy is designed to generate energy efficiency by regulating upstream energy producers, an EERS can stimulate energy efficiency improvements by end-use sectors, as utilities or other program operators often establish programs for energy customers to improve downstream energy efficiency.
Florida became the first state in the nation to establish an EERS when the state enacted the Florida Energy Efficiency and Conservation Act of 1980, which created a voluntary EERS by authorizing the state’s Public Service Commission to establish energy efficiency goals for regulated utilities (Florida Energy Efficiency and Conservation Act of 1980; see Figure 4.9). Since 1980, 36 states have enacted some form of an EERS either through legislative adoption or the establishment of administrative rules by Public Utility Commissions. In general, state-level energy efficiency policies for utilities can be placed into three categories: 1) mandatory, statewide energy efficiency targets, 2) voluntary or utility-specific energy efficiency targets, and 3) including energy efficiency as an eligible “resource” in a state-level RPS (Sciortino et al. 2011).

According to Figure 4.9, as of 2016, 31 states had an active EERS in place, a majority of which (21) were passed between 2006 and 2010. Ten of the active state-level EERS are voluntary goals, while only four include energy efficiency as a component of the state’s RPS, rather than a standalone policy. Although the RPS has been a popular energy policy approach among the states, most states have established separate efficiency and renewable energy targets to ensure that both efficiency and renewable energy generation are implemented. Many EERS policies (21) were passed after states had already established RPS policies, and Arkansas and Tennessee are the only states that do not have an RPS but have enacted an EERS. Indiana, Nevada, Ohio, Oklahoma, and West Virginia have each either repealed an existing EERS.
(Indiana, Oklahoma, and West Virginia), frozen the policy (Ohio), or the EERS has sunset based on the initial timeline of the policy (Nevada).

**Figure 4.9** State energy efficiency resource standards adoption timeline.

* – Efficiency counts towards RPS  
B – Voluntary  
R – Policy freeze, sunset or repeal

---

**Multistate Initiatives**

An important challenge of addressing the climate change issue has been the ability for various levels of government to achieve large-scale reductions in GHG emissions through multilateral agreements. As a trans-boundary environmental issue, effective mitigation will benefit significantly from cooperation and collaboration in the policy development and implementation process. In the international arena, with
the exception of the recent agreements achieved in Paris, France at the 21st Conference of the Parties to the UNFCCC, efforts to establish international partnerships to mitigate climate change have largely been unsuccessful. The U.S., in particular, has often fallen short of achieving a legally binding commitment to participate in international climate change policy agreements, largely due to opposition from conservative members of the Senate (McCright and Dunlap 2003).

With respect to international climate change policy, apprehension to participate in multilateral agreements, such as the Kyoto Protocol and the Paris Climate Agreement, from more developed nations is often the result of concerns regarding a potential reduction in economic competitiveness and free riding from less developed nations (Selin and VanDeveer 2007). Meanwhile, opposition to international climate change policy commitments in less developed nations is often the result of concern regarding a potential slowdown of economic growth primarily from the absence of low-cost alternative energy technology and contention regarding the historic contributions that industrialized nations have made to producing anthropogenic climate change, relative to less developed regions (Geck et al. 2013; Gupta 2015; Okereke 2008, 2010). Concern regarding the economic impacts and the distribution of the costs of climate change mitigation has produced significant political barriers to achieving an international treaty that can effectively address anthropogenic climate change.

Although the U.S. has yet to establish a firm commitment to reduce GHG emissions in the international climate change agreements, at the subnational level,
many states have initiated regional agreements related to climate change mitigation. As Table 4.3 shows, to date, 25 states have entered into multistate partnerships intended to reduce emissions from various economic activities via eleven different regional initiatives. In some cases, these agreements have transcended national borders. The New England Governors/Eastern Canadian Premiers: Climate Change Action Plan, for example was a multistate effort to develop a region wide climate action plan to address the climate change issue and included the states of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont, and the Eastern Canadian Provinces (New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Quebec). On the west coast, the Pacific Coast Collaborative, a partnership established to coordinate a broad range of climate change and sustainability-oriented initiatives, includes the state of Alaska, California, Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regional Agreement</th>
<th>Year Initiated</th>
<th>Participant States</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Coast Governor's Global Warming Initiative</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>California, Oregon, Washington</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Climate Change Initiative</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Arizona, New Mexico</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Climate Initiative</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Arizona, California, Montana, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Coast Collaborative</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Alaska, California, Oregon, Washington</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Climate Initiative</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Connecticut, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America 2050</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Arizona, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana, New Jersey, New Mexico, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Zero-Emission Vehicle Programs</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>California, Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The primary goal of four of these cross-state collaborations (i.e., West Coast Governor's Global Warming Initiative, RGGI, Midwest Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord, and Western Climate Initiative) was to establish a cap and trade program for CO₂ emissions. These efforts were initiated from 2004 to 2007 and included states throughout the U.S. Three multistate agreements (Northeast and Mid-Atlantic Low Carbon Fuel Standard, Transportation Climate Initiative, State Zero-Emission Vehicle Program), were created to coordinate efforts to reduce emissions from the transportation sector. With the exception of the State Zero-Emission Vehicle Program, a multistate agreement to coordinate the implementation of ZEV programs that includes participation from California and Oregon, the multistate transportation agreements are limited to states located in the northeastern region of the U.S. The remaining multistate initiatives, the New England Governors/Eastern Canadian Premiers: Climate Change Action Plan, North America 2050, Pacific Coast Collaborative, and Southwest Climate Change Initiative, are regional partnerships that were established to coordinate and develop more broad policy approaches to climate change mitigation including efforts to increase monitoring of GHG emissions, renewable energy development, energy efficiency, and low-carbon transportation infrastructure, among others. Of these initiatives, North America 2050, which was the successor of three regional agreements (RGGI, Midwest Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord, and Western Climate Initiative), yielded the broadest level of state participation.
Although half of the states have engaged in multistate initiatives in recent years, only fifteen are currently engaged in six active collaborative initiatives. While a number of the multistate initiatives, such as the Southwest Climate Change Initiative, Midwest Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord, and North America 2050, have disbanded, others have transitioned into new initiatives. The West Coast Governor’s Global Warming Initiative, for example, was established in 2004 and included the states of California, Oregon, and Washington. Although the regional agreement is no longer active, these states have continued to coordinate climate change policy efforts via the Western Climate Initiative, established in 2007, and the Pacific Coast Collaborative, formed in 2008.

Some regional agreements, such as RGGI, have led to the successful adoption and implementation of policies that have achieved actual emissions reductions (RGGI 2016). However, other attempts at multistate climate change initiatives, such as the Midwest Greenhouse Gas Initiative and Western Climate Initiative, which sought to establish a regional cap and trade program, have fallen short of achieving regional climate change policy action (Klinsky 2013). Although the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic Low Carbon Fuel Standard, Transportation Climate Initiative, and State Zero-Emission Vehicle Program have not formally disbanded, these initiatives are de facto inactive. Northeast and Mid-Atlantic Low Carbon Fuel Standard and

---

33 Initial parties to the agreement included Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, and Vermont. Massachusetts, Maryland, and Rhode Island joined in 2007 and New Jersey exited the agreement in 2011.

34 Initial parties to the Midwest Greenhouse Gas Initiative included Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and the premier of Manitoba. Initial parties to the Western Climate Initiative included Arizona, British Columbia, California, Manitoba, Montana, New Mexico, Ontario, Oregon, Quebec, Utah, and Washington.
Transportation Climate Initiative have yet to achieve a cohesive regional adoption of the policy objectives while the State Zero-Emission Vehicle Program, with the exception of a few of the participant states that have successfully established ZEV mandates, is still in the developing stages.

**Discussion**

Since climate change has gained increased public awareness since the late 1980s, a diverse array of state-level policies related to climate change mitigation have been enacted throughout the U.S. As suggested in Table 4.4, these initiatives include a wide range of mechanisms to regulate emissions and energy dynamics across each of the primary economic sectors. To date, of the 19 policy approaches discussed above, the fifty states have, on average, adopted 10 policy types. Energy standards for commercial, residential, and state buildings, net metering programs, GHG emissions reporting, and the completion of GHG inventories are among the most widely applied policy tools. Additionally, energy efficiency improvements and renewable energy development have generally been a more active area of policy intervention; even in politically conservative states in which politically powerful economic interests have historically been opposed to regulatory efforts to address the climate change issue. While initiatives that focus explicitly on GHG emissions have received a wide range of state-level participation, these efforts have largely been limited to voluntary mechanisms to reduce and track emissions.
Table 4.4 State-level climate change policy adoption by policy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>No. of States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building Standards For State Buildings</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Metering Program</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Inventories</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Building Energy Codes</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Building Energy Codes</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG Reporting And Registries</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable and Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Action Plan</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable Fuels Mandate</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency Resource Standards</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Miles Traveled-Related Policies And Incentives</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Emissions Targets</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Initiatives and Multistate Agreements</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appliance Efficiency Standards</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle GHG Emissions Standards</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Carbon Fuel Standard</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap and Trade</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEV Program</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Standards for Electric Power Sector Emissions</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Policy adoption among the states was particularly active between 2005 and 2009. During this period a distinguishable portion of states enacted measures to establish GHG emissions reduction targets (see Figure 4.1), emissions reporting programs (Figure 4.2), renewable or alternative energy portfolio standards (Figure 4.7), and energy efficiency resource standards (Figure 4.9). While research on the factors that influence state-level policy adoption has identified horizontal diffusion as an important factor in the adoption of climate change and energy policies, another important factor that may have influenced state-level climate change policy activity during this period is the threat of federal-level policy action (e.g., Carley, Nicholson-Crotty and Miller 2016; Chandler 2009; Lyon and Yin 2010; Matisoff
2008; Soutenborough and Beverlin 2008). In 2007, support for climate change policy action at the federal level was gaining momentum. The U.S. Climate Action Partnership had formed to draft a cap and trade program that could be marketed to legislators, the 110th Congress was under Democratic control, and the House Committee on Energy and Commerce introduced House Resolution 969, a bill designed to amend the Public Utilities Regulatory Act of 1978 to establish a federal RPS (House Resolution 969; see Chapter 1). Following these efforts, in 2009, House Representatives Henry Waxman (D-CA) and Ed Markey (D-MA) introduced the American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009 (House Resolution 2454), which sought to establish a federal cap and trade program for GHG emissions, and was passed by the House of Representatives (American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009). Although the proposed RPS never made it passed the House floor, and the cap and trade proposal was not advanced by the Senate, the House’s effort sent a strong signal that climate change mitigation was high on the Congressional political agenda, which may have incentivized preemptive state-level policy action.

Table 4.5 shows how many states have enacted rules designed to address the various drivers of anthropogenic climate change, yet, some have undertaken more substantial initiatives to directly reduce emissions. In some instances, these efforts have contributed to policy diffusion, creating opportunities for more widespread mitigation. California, for example, a state that has often been at the forefront of many environmental policy initiatives, has had a distinguishable effect on state-level climate change policy action, particularly with respect to emissions produced from
the transportation sector. As the first state to adopt standards for ZEVs and vehicle emissions standards, California’s policy model has been adopted by legislatures and regulatory agencies throughout the country. California’s progressive approach to regulating GHG emissions is also exemplified by the economy-wide cap and trade program that was established by the state’s Global Warming Solutions Act, which was signed into law in 2006. Additionally, the state’s participation in regional policy initiatives such as the West Coast Governor’s Global Warming Initiative, the Western Climate Initiative, and the Pacific Coast Collaborative has influenced similar state-level action in Oregon and Washington, the latter of which is poised to implement its own version of a statewide cap and trade program.
Table 4.5 State-level climate change policy adoption by state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>No. of Policies</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>No. of Policies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawai'i</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

State-level leadership in climate change policy action has also become common practice in the northeastern U.S. Beginning with the formation of RGGI in 2005, the nation’s first cap and trade program, a collection of states, including Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, and Vermont, have continued to advance and support intra-and interstate policy initiatives to address the climate change issue. These states were
among the early actors to adopt major energy initiatives and, in addition to Oregon and Washington, are the only states to have implemented and sustained California’s vehicle emissions and ZEV standards (see Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7, and Figure 4.9). Among the northeastern states, New York is the only state that is currently involved in a regional initiative, has completed various climate change mitigation planning activities (i.e., GHG emissions inventory, climate action plan, and climate adaptation plan), and has adopted each of the various policies related to climate change mitigation.

In contrast to the states that have established themselves as climate change policy leaders, a number of states have comparatively low performance records with respect to climate change policy adoption. Nebraska, Mississippi, North Dakota, and Wyoming were have adopted the lowest number of climate change initiatives and ranked below the 10th percentile in terms of overall policy adoption (again, see Table 4.5). While each of these states have established net metering programs, one of the most commonly adopted policies throughout the U.S., they each exhibit some variation in the types of policies that have been enacted within each polity. Mississippi and Nebraska, for example, have each established energy codes for new buildings (commercial and state in Mississippi and commercial and residential in Nebraska), although Nebraska has also established renewable fuel mandates for state-owned vehicles. North Dakota, in addition to its net metering program, enacted an RPS, in 2007, that required 10 percent of all retail electricity sold in the state be obtained from renewable energy and recycled energy by 2015. Two years later, in
2009 the state established a smart growth policy that mandates the development of transportation plans and programs for metropolitan areas that include measures to promote efficient transportation systems. Among the climate change policy laggards, Wyoming is the only state to have participated in emissions-based climate change policy initiatives. In 2007, the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality completed a GHG inventory, with the assistance of the Center for Climate Strategies, and also became a founding member of TCR (Bailie et al. 2007; Wilson 2007).

**Conclusion**

The recent advancements in climate change policy that have been achieved at the federal level under President Barak Obama are currently under threat of elimination by the Trump administration. This shift in the executive-level’s climate change policy agenda will likely undermine the unprecedented actions being undertaken by the international community to address the issue of anthropogenic global climate change. Therefore, in the U.S., subnational initiatives related to climate change mitigation are likely to remain a critical facet of emissions reduction efforts made by the U.S. This chapter has provided an up to date assessment of the major energy and emissions initiatives associated with climate change mitigation that the U.S. states have undertaken. Although the federal government has, thus far, fallen short of establishing substantive regulatory mechanisms to address the climate change issue, policy activity at the national level has had an effect on state-level climate change policy action. Beginning with the U.S. EPA’s State and Local Climate Change Climate Change Program, federal initiatives have provided direct and indirect
incentives for state-level policy adoption. Albeit in some instances, states have led federal policy initiatives, as is evident in California’s experience with vehicle emissions regulations and the northeastern state’s Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. While various command-and-control and market-based policy mechanisms have been widely applied to support renewable energy development and produce improvements in energy efficiency, mandatory policies to constrain the significant contributors to the climate change issue (i.e., transportation and electric power sector emissions) have been limited to a collection of states that have consistently been at the forefront of climate change mitigation efforts. Despite the general movement towards climate change mitigation across the U.S., a number of states continue to lag behind the climate change policy curve. While some states have enacted climate change policy, only to later reverse their forward momentum, others have failed to engage in substantial state-level initiatives altogether. The next chapter shifts the policy discussion to the physical drivers of the anthropogenic climate change issue and provides an assessment of national and state-level trends with respect to GHG emissions and energy consumption.
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Chapter 5 - Emissions, Energy, and Climate Change

The focus of the analysis now turns to the primary driver of anthropogenic climate change, CO\textsubscript{2} emissions, and the significance of primary energy consumption within the context of climate change mitigation. The goal of this chapter is to provide a rationale for situating CO\textsubscript{2} emissions and renewable energy development at the center of the climate change policy discussion. The chapter begins by discussing the dominant role that CO\textsubscript{2} emissions have played with respect to the U.S. contribution to anthropogenic climate change relative to other forms of GHGs. The chapter then focuses on primary energy consumption in the U.S. The analysis concludes with a state-level investigation of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions and energy consumption, setting the stage for a comparative analysis of state-level climate change performance in Chapter 6.

Emissions and Climate Change

The majority of climate change policy efforts, at all levels of government, have focused on mechanisms designed to reduce CO\textsubscript{2} emissions in order to circumvent the predicted environmental consequences of an increase in average global temperatures. However, there are several other types of gases produced from various human activities that have contributed to the human-enhanced greenhouse effect (Myhre 2013; Rao and Riahi 2006; USEPA 2015a). Methane (CH\textsubscript{4}), for instance, is an important GHG that has recently become a focus in environmental policy discussions both at the state and federal level (Alvarez et al. 2012; Brandt et al. 2014; EDF 2016; Miller et al. 2013; Mooney and Dennis 2016). Advancements in detection technology have led to the discovery of fugitive emissions from the oil and
gas industry and the aging infrastructure of municipal energy management systems. This has generated concern regarding the environmental, economic, and public health impacts associated with CH\textsubscript{4} emissions and questions about the adequacy of existing regulatory policies (Kort et al. 2008; Miller et al. 2013; Zavala-Araiza et al. 2015; Karion et al. 2013, 2015; McGarry and Flamm 2014; McKain et al. 2015). In October 2015, the discovery of a massive CH\textsubscript{4} leak from an underground storage facility in southern California sparked concern among policymakers, members of the general public, and environmentalists (EDF 2016; Lovett 2016; Lovett and Wines 2016). The leak, which was repaired in February 2016, released approximately 100,000 tons of CH\textsubscript{4} into the Los Angeles air basin and was predicted to produce a global warming impact equivalent to the average annual GHG emissions from more than half-a-million passenger vehicles (Conley et al. 2016). The potential environmental impacts from the event have led some to refer to the incident as, “the worst environmental disaster since Deepwater Horizon,” an offshore oil spill in 2010, which left 4.9 million barrels of crude oil in the Gulf of Mexico (McGrath 2016). The spill devastated the marine ecosystem and local economies (Beyer et al. 2016; Hester et al. 2016; Murawski et al. 2016).

Moreover, recent efforts to determine the amount of CH\textsubscript{4} leaks from natural gas production and urban distribution infrastructure throughout various regions in the U.S. have found that fugitive emissions are more pervasive than had been previously assessed (Howarth, Santoro and Ingraff\textae 2011; Kang et al. 2014; Karion et al. 2013; Kort et al. 2008; Miller et al. 2013; McGarry and Flamm 2014; Pétron G, et al. 2012;
Wunch et al. 2009; Zavala-Araiza et al. 2015). For example, a study focused on the city of Boston revealed that CH$_4$ leaks from the city’s natural gas distribution system are two to three times greater than had been estimated in the Massachusetts’ state GHG inventory, indicating an underestimation of the warming impacts produced from CH$_4$ and the state’s overall contribution to anthropogenic climate change (McGarry and Flamm 2014; McKain et al. 2015). Thus, any effort to employ CO$_2$ as a climate change policy priority ought to consider the significance of this particular GHG with respect to its contribution to global climate change, relative to all others.

In addition to CO$_2$ and CH$_4$, the most important GHGs that are known to have an effect on the global climate as a result of direct emissions from human activity include nitrous oxide (N$_2$O), and several species of fluorinated gases, such as hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), sulfur hexafluoride (SF$_6$), and nitrogen trifluoride (NF$_3$) (Myhre 2013; USEPA 2015a). Three of the most important characteristics of the GHGs, with respect to their relative effect on the global climate, include the length of time that each spends in the Earth’s atmosphere, their associated potency or heat-trapping capabilities, and the amount each gas has been emitted into the environment. A range of variation across these three categories exists among the various types of gases, and each has contributed to the issue of climate change to varying degrees.

The IPCC has developed a standardized metric called the Global Warming Potential (GWP) to provide a common measure that can account for the primary characteristics of GHGs and be used to compare the impact from the direct emissions
of each gas. The GWP is determined by the atmospheric lifetime and the radiative forcing (RF) of a particular gas, relative to that of a reference gas (Myhre et al. 2013). The RF is essentially a measurement of the ability of a GHG to affect the Earth’s energy balance by either deflecting incoming solar radiation or absorbing outgoing infrared radiation over the gas’s residence time in the Earth’s atmosphere. GHGs that absorb infrared radiation produce a warming effect and have a positive RF value, while gases that deflect incoming solar radiation (such as aerosols) produce a cooling effect and have a negative RF value (Myhre et al. 2013). The reference gas used by the IPCC is CO$_2$. Therefore, GWP-weighted emissions are generally measured in tons of CO$_2$ equivalent (T CO$_2$ Eq.). Thus, the product of the total amount of emissions for a particular type of GHG and the corresponding GWP provide a standardized measure of emissions over a particular period of time that can be used to compare the relative contribution of each gas to anthropogenic climate change.

As of 2007, the IPCC reported the GWP for all species of GHGs for 20 and 100-year integration periods, although the standard GWP timeframe used to develop climate change policies is 100 years (Forster et al. 2007). Determining the GWP of each gas over a specific length of time allows the lifespan of a particular gas to be accounted for when determining the overall warming effect from its emissions. A molecule of CH$_4$, for example, remains within the atmosphere for an average of 12

---

35 The IPCC defines GWP as, “the ratio of the time-integrated relative forcing from the instantaneous release of a particular greenhouse gas.” (Myhre et al. 2013)
36 The Kyoto Protocol, for example uses a 100-year GWP for GHG measurements.
years while a molecule of CO$_2$ can last for hundreds to thousands of years.$^{37}$

Table 5.1 shows the 100-year GWP values for a selection of GHGs as reported in the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report. A notable observation from Table 5.1 is that, in terms of GWP, CO$_2$ has the smallest effect among the GHGs, with respect to its heat-trapping capabilities. For example, the GWP of CH$_4$ and N$_2$O is 24 times and 298 times larger than the GWP of CO$_2$, respectively, while SF$_6$, the most potent GHG, is 22,000 times more powerful than CO$_2$ on a “pound-for-pound” basis. Therefore, if one were to only be interested in addressing the most powerful GHGs, policy efforts ought to focus on gases that have the greatest GWP. However, understanding the severity of an environmental quality problem innately requires consideration of the amount of a particular pollutant that is entering a particular system. Thus, in the context of global climate change, the relative strength of a particular GHG may become less significant considering the quantity of each type of gas that is emitted through anthropogenic processes.

---

$^{37}$ “Carbon dioxide cycles between the atmosphere, oceans and land biosphere. Its removal from the atmosphere involves a range of processes with different time scales. About 50 percent of a CO$_2$ increase will be removed from the atmosphere within 30 years, and a further 30 percent will be removed within a few centuries. The remaining 20 percent may stay in the atmosphere for many thousands of years” (Denman et al. 2007).
Table 5.1 100-year global warming potential for a selection of greenhouse gases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>GWP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO₂</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₄ᵃ</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₂O</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFC-23</td>
<td>14,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFC-32</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFC-125</td>
<td>3,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFC-134a</td>
<td>1,430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFC-143a</td>
<td>4,470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFC-152a</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFC-227ea</td>
<td>3,220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFC-236fa</td>
<td>9,810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFC-4310mee</td>
<td>1,640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF₄</td>
<td>7,390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₂F₆</td>
<td>12,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₃F₁₀</td>
<td>8,860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C₄F₁₄</td>
<td>9,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF₆</td>
<td>22,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF₃</td>
<td>17,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: IPCC (2007)

* The CH₄ GWP includes the direct effects and those indirect effects due to the production of tropospheric ozone and stratospheric water vapor. The indirect effect due to production of CO₂ is not included.

Since the Industrial Revolution, the U.S. has been a major source of anthropogenic GHG emissions, and is the largest single contributor to anthropogenic climate forcing, contributing to nearly 25 percent of the change in average global temperatures since 1850 (Matthews et al. 2014; Ward and Mahowald 2014). As of 2013, the U.S. accounted for approximately 14 percent of global emissions of all GHGs and ranked second, behind China, in total emissions (6,673 MMT CO₂ Eq.) (CAIT Climate Data Explorer 2015).³⁸ From 1990 to 2013, CO₂ has consistently contributed the largest portion of total U.S. emissions, on average, accounting for 82 percent of the nation’s annual GWP-weighted emissions followed by emissions of

³⁸ MMT CO₂ Eq. = million metric tons of CO₂ equivalent
CH₄ (10 percent), N₂O (5 percent), and the fluorinated gases (2 percent). Over the same time period, emissions of CO₂ experienced an overall increase of 7 percent (381.5 MMT CO₂ Eq.) (see Figure 5.1; USEPA 2015a). The increase in total emissions from CO₂ over this period has primarily been the result of an increase in the consumption of fossil fuels from the electric power and transportation sectors due to an overall expansion of the U.S. economy and growth in the national population (Raupach et al. 2007; USEPA 2015a). Emissions of N₂O and HFCs have also experienced an overall increase, growing by nearly 8 percent (25.3 MMT CO₂ Eq) and 250 percent (116.4 MMT CO₂ Eq.) from 1990 to 2013, respectively (see Table 5.2). The change in N₂O emissions is attributed to trends in the use of fertilizers and soil management practices by the agricultural industry, as well as an increase in fossil fuel combustion from stationary sources and automobiles in the industrial and transportation sectors (Davidson and Kanter 2014; Park et al. 2012; USEPA 2015a). The relatively dramatic increase in HFC emissions can predominantly be attributed to an overall increase in the demand for the gas as a refrigerant substitute for ozone depleting substances, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), a trend that is expected to continue in the near-term as CFCs and HCFCs continue to be phased-out in the U.S. in compliance with the Montreal Protocol and the Copenhagen Amendments to the Montreal Protocol (USEPA 2015a; Velders et al. 2009).
Figure 5.1. U.S. greenhouse gas emissions by greenhouse gas, 1990 to 2013.

In contrast to those GHGs that have experienced an increase in overall emissions, direct emissions of CH₄, PFCs, and SF₆ have experienced steady declines in recent years. According to U.S. EPA estimates, from 1990 to 2013, CH₄ emissions have decreased by 15 percent (108.9 MMT CO₂ Eq.) (see Table 5.2).³⁹ The change in CH₄ emissions can primarily be credited to a decrease in cattle populations, an overall decrease in emissions from natural gas production and distribution systems, as well as

³⁹ Although the U.S. EPA has reported an observed decrease in CH₄ emissions, recent research using both down and upstream observations of CH₄ emissions has found that CH₄ emissions have increased in recent years, indicating a lack of consensus in the literature regarding overall trends in CH₄ emissions (Miller et al. 2013).
a reduction in the amount of decomposable materials (i.e., paper and paperboard, food scraps, and yard trimmings) that are discarded in municipal landfills (Allen et al. 2013; Lamb et al. 2015; USEPA 2015a). Another important contributor to the change in national CH$_4$ emissions has been an increase in the amount of landfill gas that is collected and combusted at municipal solid waste facilities for the production of energy, which would, in the absence of carbon-capture protocols, also have a positive effect on total emissions from CO$_2$ as the gas is combusted to produce electricity (USEPA 2015a, 2016c). Emissions of PFCs, a byproduct of aluminum production, has declined by 76 percent (18.5 MMT CO$_2$ Eq) from 1990 to 2013. The significant decline in emissions from 1990 to 2013 is primarily from reductions in domestic aluminum production and changes in the management practices of the aluminum production process, in part as a response to an understanding of the significant GWP of perfluorocarbon emissions (Chase, Gibson and Marks 2005; USEPA 2015a). As of 2013, emissions of SF$_6$, a gas that is primarily used as an insulator to prevent electric discharges from high-voltage lines and equipment, and is commonly used for the manufacturing process of semiconductors accounted for 0.1 percent (6.9 MMT CO$_2$ Eq) of total GWP-weighted emissions (Wines 2013). From 1990 to 2013 emissions from the largest source of SF$_6$ emissions, electric power transmission and distribution systems, decreased by nearly 80 percent (20.3 MMT CO$_2$ Eq.) largely as a result of a sharp increase in the price of SF$_6$, the implementation of voluntary environmental programs such as the U.S. EPA’s voluntary SF$_6$ Emission Reduction Partnership for Electric Power Systems, and federal government initiatives to reduce emissions.
(Executive Order No. 13514 2009; USEPA 2015a, 2015b). The efforts to address the various activities that are responsible for the release of fugitive SF$_6$ emissions have proven to be quite successful, and, from 1990 to 2013, overall emissions of SF$_6$ have decreased by 78 percent (24.2 MMT CO$_2$ Eq.) (USEPA 2015a, 2015b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>Percent of Total</th>
<th>Change 1990-2013</th>
<th>Percent Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO$_2$</td>
<td>5,505.18</td>
<td>82.50</td>
<td>381.48</td>
<td>7.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_4$</td>
<td>636.31</td>
<td>9.54</td>
<td>-109.18</td>
<td>-14.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO$_x$</td>
<td>355.19</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>25.29</td>
<td>7.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFCs/PFCs/SF$_6$/NF$_3$</td>
<td>176.27</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>74.30</td>
<td>72.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EPA 2015a.

A review of recent trends in U.S. GHG emissions has revealed that CO$_2$ has consistently accounted for a significant portion of overall climate forcing and has also experienced the largest increase in total emissions among the various species of GHGs. As of 2013, CO$_2$ accounted for 82 percent of total U.S. GHG emissions, followed by CH$_4$ (9 percent), NO$_x$ (5 percent), and the fluorinated gases (2 percent) (see Table 5.2). In 2013, the U.S. produced more than 5 billion metric tons of CO$_2$, 15 percent of global CO$_2$ emissions (Olivier et al. 2015; CAIT Climate Data Explorer 2015). The nation led the world in total emissions of CO$_2$ until 2005 when China became the world leader; while, in terms of per capita emissions, with approximately 16.5 tons of CO$_2$ emitted per person, the U.S. is ranked 11$^{th}$ globally and 2$^{nd}$, behind Australia, among industrialized countries (Olivier et al. 2015; CAIT Climate Data Explorer 2015). The recent increase in emissions of N$_2$O and HFCs are nontrivial, considering the high GWP for each of these types of GHGs, however, the magnitude
of emissions from these pollutants, in terms of total volume, is less significant when compared to CO\textsubscript{2} and, therefore, addressing these drivers may justifiably be less urgent in the context of tackling the issue of global climate change in a timely manner.

Additionally, while emissions from CH\textsubscript{4} and SF\textsubscript{6} have waned in recent years, in the case of CH\textsubscript{4}, new awareness regarding the magnitude of emissions from various sources has contributed to a recent emergence of policy efforts to address the anthropogenic causes of emissions among members of the environmental policymaking community at various levels of governance (Bradbury et al. 2013; Hickenlooper 2013; Hristov, Johnson and Kebreab 2014; NCSL 2014; The White House 2014; Stafford 2015). In March 2014 President Obama issued the President’s Climate Action Plan, which directed the U.S. EPA to develop new rules to reduce methane emissions from the oil and gas sector (The White House 2014). In March 2016, the U.S. EPA issued three final rules to update the 2012 New Source Performance Standards to curb methane and volatile organic compound emissions from new, modified, and reconstructed sources of release from the oil and gas industry. (Oil and Natural Gas Sector: Emission Standards for New, Reconstructed, and Modified Sources 2016; Utech 2016). Therefore, an analysis of the results of these efforts will be most fruitful once formal rules have been established and implemented. With regard to SF\textsubscript{6} and PFCs, emissions are generally produced from a relatively small group of stakeholders who, in the case of SF\textsubscript{6}, have an economic interest in limiting emissions, therefore voluntary partnerships and outreach directed
towards emissions reductions have proven to be successful (USEPA 2015b; Wines 2013). Without question, the most comprehensive plan to address anthropogenic climate change ought to include policies directed towards a reduction of all GHG emissions, however, a logical policy approach to addressing environmental issues such as climate change, in which there are multiple forms of pollution that contribute to the environmental quality problem, often involves the prioritization of policy efforts based on the relative threat that each type of pollution poses. Thus, an effective and efficient strategy to tackle the issue of anthropogenic climate change is to focus immediate policy efforts on the most pervasive climate change driver, CO₂ emissions.

**Energy and Climate Change**

Having established the importance of CO₂ emissions in the context of climate change mitigation, the focus of this chapter now shifts to an analysis concerning the significance of energy and primary energy consumption to the climate change policy discussion. The national and state-level energy analyses included in the current and the following chapter focus on energy consumption, rather than production, in order to understand how each state may or may not be individually contributing to climate change mitigation. Energy production can be divided between mining (e.g., fossil fuels or uranium extraction) or capturing (e.g., wind, solar, or hydropower) primary sources, and transformation of primary sources into secondary sources (e.g., fossil fuels-to-electricity). While state-level production of the primary fuel types is an important area of inquiry, the production of a particular fuel type within a state is a
function of in state, out-of-state, and, in some cases, international demand for the resource. The oil extraction activity in an oil exporting state, for example, generally occurs in response to the demand for this resource to support economic activity within importing regions. Therefore, state-level comparisons based upon energy consumption can account for how each state’s economy contributes to the production of CO₂ emissions. For example, states in which the demand for fossil fuels to support economic activity is relatively high can be recognized as low performing states, rather than those states in which fossil fuel production and exportation occurs. A wide range of policy options are available to states to influence the mix of fuel types consumed within a state. This offers fertile ground for evaluating state policy actions related to energy.

A pitfall of focusing on energy consumption rather than instate production is the inability to differentiate imported electricity consumption by fuel type. The data on total energy consumption used in this study is composed of the aggregate consumption of each fossil fuel type, renewable energy resources, nuclear energy, and net electricity imports. The net electricity imports variable does not indicate the type of fuel that is used to produce the imported electricity or the state of origin (EIA 2015d). While the data facilitate accurate accounting of instate energy consumption by fuel type, a determination of the type of fuel that is used to produce imported electricity cannot be made. However this limitation only applies to energy consumed by the electric power sector and, from 1980 to 2013, state-level electricity imports

\[ \text{Total Energy Consumption} = \text{Total Fossil Fuel Consumption} + \text{Total Renewable Energy Consumption} + \text{Total Nuclear Energy Consumption} + \text{Net Imports of Electricity} \]
accounted for, on average, 0.3 percent of total state-level energy consumption (EIA 2013b). Although energy consumption provides an imperfect measure of overall state-level energy use by the electric power sector by fuel type, the data provide an accurate depiction of state-level energy consumption trends.

The vast majority of policy efforts to address the issue of anthropogenic climate change in the U.S., thus far, have focused on addressing various aspects of energy consumption as a strategy to reduce CO$_2$ emissions (see Chapter 4). At the federal level, command-and-control regulation, such as the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards, and market-based instruments, such as the Energy Tax Act of 1978 (ETA), have been enacted to reduce the demand for carbon intensive fuels via improvements in energy efficiency and incentives for renewable energy development (Lazzari 2008; McConnell 2013; McDonald 1979; DOT 2014; Energy Tax Act of 1978; Sherlock 2011). At the state level, a suite of voluntary and mandatory policy instruments have been legislated to improve energy efficiency and increase the portion of energy provided from renewable sources across a range of economic sectors (see Chapter 4).

In contrast to policies that are designed to achieve a direct reduction in CO$_2$ emissions, the motivation behind policies that are designed to alter energy consumption is not exclusively tied to addressing the issue of anthropogenic global climate change. Reducing U.S. reliance on nonrenewable resources to meet energy demand has a number of potential benefits, including an increase in national energy

---

41 Vermont had the highest overall record of imported electricity, 31 percent, while the next highest state, North Dakota, imported 8 percent of its electricity.
security, by alleviating reliance on imported supplies of nonrenewable fossil fuels, and a decrease in the cost of electricity production and energy consumption for industrial, commercial, and residential consumers. Federal policies to increase the consumption of ethanol, wind, and solar energy were initiated during the late 1970s and early 1980s, a time when U.S. energy security was unstable due to the depletion of economic reserves of domestic natural gas and oil supply shocks from the 1973 Oil Embargo and civil unrest in the Middle East during the early 1980s (McConnell 2013; Hamilton 2013; Sherlock 2011). While the initial motivation behind policies designed to improve energy efficiency and expand renewable energy production may primarily have been market-oriented, energy policies that reduce the demand for fossil fuels have important environmental implications, particularly with respect to the amount of anthropogenic CO$_2$ emissions that are produced via energy consumption. It is germane to this study therefore, to establish the significant role that primary energy consumption plays in addressing the issue of anthropogenic global climate change.

The combustion of fuel during the energy production process is the primary distinction among the various types of primary energy sources with respect to climate change impacts. The generation of energy from renewable resources such as solar, wind, and geothermal relies upon harnessing energy that is produced from the Earth’s natural processes, whereas energy produced from fossil fuels and biomass requires the physical transformation, via combustion, of these in order to produce thermal heat
and generate energy.\textsuperscript{42} Traditionally, an important byproduct of fuel combustion is the release of various pollutants, including CO$_2$, into local air basins, and eventually the atmosphere, while energy produced from nuclear fission and renewable resources, other than biomass, does not result in direct emissions of GHGs.\textsuperscript{43} The CO$_2$ emissions that are produced from the consumption of energy have consistently accounted for the nation’s largest share of total GHG emissions, accounting for approximately 77 percent of GWP-weighted emissions since 1990 and nearly 94 percent of total CO$_2$ emissions in 2013 (USEPA 2015a). Thus, in the context of climate change, the demand for energy and the role of fossil fuels as a primary energy source is an important dimension of climate change mitigation efforts.

Since the American Industrial Revolution the U.S. has predominantly relied upon the consumption of fossil fuel to power economic growth and advance the quality of life for American citizens (see Figure 5.2). Therefore, to appreciate the fundamental challenge of reducing CO$_2$ emissions from energy consumption in the U.S. it is critical to view the relationship between economic development and fossil fuels from a historical perspective. During the second-half of the 19th century, coal emerged as the first “king” of U.S. energy in the industrial era. During this period, the development of the nation’s first coal-driven locomotive and construction of the first coal-fired power plant, fostered in a new epoch of U.S. energy history in which fossil fuels would become the lifeblood of the American economy, providing the means for

\textsuperscript{42} Biomass includes wood and ethanol produced from plant matter.

\textsuperscript{43} While forms of renewable energy other than biomass do not result in direct emissions during the energy production process, emissions are produced during various stages of each source’s lifecycle (IPCC 2011; NREL 2013)
industrial production activities, electricity generation, and transportation (DOE 2013a). Soon after the rise of coal, the discovery of subterranean oil fields in Pennsylvania combined with development of methods to create kerosene from distilled crude oil produced an increase in supply and created a new market for petroleum resources as an illuminating fuel (Hamilton 2013; Owen 1974). However, the discovery of additional oil fields in the American west along with the production and mass distribution of the first American-made car at the turn of the 20th century initiated a steady rise in the consumption of oil as a primary energy source for the nation’s new and expanding automobile-driven transportation sector (Hamilton 2013; Owen 1974). Unprecedented economic growth following the end of World War II coupled with the creation of the interstate highway system during the 1950s contributed to rapid growth in the number of passenger vehicles sold in the U.S. and total petroleum consumption surpassed coal as the nation’s dominant source of energy (Hamilton 2013). Natural gas was the last of the fossil fuels to become an important primary energy source for the U.S. economy. Prior to the 20th century, broad transportation of the fuel was limited due to a lack of distribution infrastructure and the fuel was largely used as an illuminant for municipal streetlights and a source of energy for cooking and home heating in places where supplies were locally available and easily accessible (DOE 2013b; EIA 2007). After World War II, however, advances in the quality and efficiency of pipeline construction improved the economic feasibility of natural gas conveyance networks and led to the construction of thousands of miles of pipeline along with the development of the first gas-fueled
power plants in North America, increasing the market for natural gas consumption throughout the second half of the 20th century (DOE 2013b; EIA 2008a, 2008b, 2015b). In addition to improvements in accessibility to natural gas from the development of distribution infrastructure, the 1987 repeal of the Power Plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act, which prohibited the use of natural gas by new electric generating units, contributed to a large increase in the demand for natural gas by the industrial and electric power sectors through into the 21st century (EIA 2011; Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act 1978; Figure 5.2).

**Figure 5.2.** U.S. energy consumption (quadrillion Btu) by source, 1776 to 2012.

Among the nonrenewable sources of primary energy, nuclear power is the only source that does not rely upon the combustion of fossil fuel to produce energy and, therefore, does not produce CO₂ emissions as a result of the energy production process. In 1957 the nation’s first commercial electricity-generating nuclear energy power plant was constructed in Shippingport, Pennsylvania, and by 1989, the nuclear power industry expanded to include 109 nuclear reactors producing 19 percent of the
electricity in the U.S., second only to coal in terms of energy consumed by the electric power sector (DOE 1994; NRC 2016). However, an expansion of the nuclear power industry during this period was thwarted as plans for the construction of new nuclear power plants slowed considerably during the 1970s and 1980s in response to the relatively high capital costs for new facilities and an increase in investment risks, a consequence of modifications to the facility licensing process (DOE 1994). Additionally, events such as the nuclear melt down at Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania (1979) and the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant in the Ukraine (1986) raised concern regarding the safety of nuclear power, fueling anti-nuclear sentiments among the American public further reducing demand for the energy source and constraining the development of new nuclear power plants in the U.S. (Csereklyei 2014; DOE 1994). More recently, events such as the 2011 nuclear meltdown at Fukushima Daiichi in Japan and the conflict over establishing a nationwide repository for nuclear waste in Yucca Mountain, Nevada have perpetuated concern regarding the safety of nuclear power plant facilities and introduced new challenges with respect to the disposal of nuclear waste (Rascoe 2012; Cahn et al. 2016). Despite these issues there are four new nuclear units currently under construction in South Carolina and Georgia, and seven active nuclear power reactor applications under review by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The reactors currently under construction are among the country’s first to be approved by the NRC in over 30 years and, with an expected completion date of 2020, will be the first plants to be completed since the 1990s (NRC 2016; Rascoe 2012).
In contrast to the extensive history of fossil fuel consumption, with the exception of energy produced from wood (biomass), geothermal, and hydropower, the consumption of energy from renewable resources has only begun to increase since the 1980s with the introduction of ethanol as a fuel supplement for the transportation sector and the development of modern solar and wind-driven power technologies (see Figure 5.3). One important outcome of the fossil fuel shortages of the 1970s and 1980s was an increased interest in the development of alternative sources of energy such as ethanol, solar, and wind to power the U.S. economy.  

**Figure 5.3** Renewable energy consumption by source, 1960 to 2013.
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44 Photovoltaic and concentrated-solar (solar thermal energy) systems are the two most common forms of solar energy production within the U.S. PV devices change sunlight directly into electricity while solar thermal/electric power plants generate electricity by concentrating solar energy to heat fluids, producing steam that is then used to power a generator.
The first solar cell capable of converting the sun’s energy into electrical power was developed in the U.S. in 1954 using a silicon photovoltaic cell at Bell Labs. However, the relatively high production costs associated with solar energy production constrained the commercial market from investing in large-scale solar electricity facilities (DOE 2003). Research from government agencies and private companies throughout the 1970s led to advancements in solar energy technology and improvements in the economic feasibility of solar energy facilities, and in 1979 Atlantic Richfield Company (ARCO) Solar began construction of the world's largest photovoltaic (PV) manufacturing facility in Camarillo, California followed by the first 1 megawatt (MW) PV power plant in Hesperia, California, in 1982, and the completion of a 6 megawatt PV facility in central California’s Carrizo Plain in 1983. The 120-acre unmanned Carrizo Plain facility supplied the Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s utility grid with enough power for approximately 2,500 homes (DOE 2003; Go Solar California 2016).\(^4\)

In addition to the decline in the overall costs of solar energy production from technological improvements, the implementation of policies such as the ETA and the Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act (1978) encouraged investment in small-scale solar energy development by providing tax credits and the ability for private producers of solar energy to sell surplus power back to the grid at avoided cost rates (Public Utility Regulatory Act 1978).

\(^4\) California has continued to lead the way in the development and consumption of solar energy. In 1993, Pacific Gas and Electric Company installed the first grid-supported, "distributed power" PV system in Kerman, California, and the state has passed multiple laws aimed at incentivizing expansion of solar energy production in the state (Go Solar California 2016).
As with solar energy development, expansion of the wind energy industry began during the late 1970s primarily in response to the provision of federal incentives established by the ETA and federally supported research and development that focused on large wind turbine technology (DOE 2015; Sherlock 2011). In the early 1980s, California became the vanguard state with respect to wind energy production following the installation of wind turbines in San Gorgino Pass. Since 1983, the adoption of wind energy facilities has continued to expand as states throughout the U.S. began to integrate wind-produced energy into the electricity grid. Following a brief expansion during the early 1980s, wind turbine construction experienced a decline following a phase-out of the ETA during the Reagan presidency and a decrease in the price of fossil fuels. However, the Congress enacted a federal electricity production tax credit (PTC) in 1992 and, following a relatively stable level of wind energy consumption from 1989 to 1998, the expansion of wind generated energy contributed to a steady rise in total consumption and an overall increase of 5,090 percent from 1998 to 2013 (DOE 2015; Figure 5.3). The PTC has been renewed and expanded nine times on four occasions since 1992, with the most recent update introduced with the Consolidated Appropriations Act (2015) (Sherlock 2015). The PTC has been the wind industry’s primary incentive from the federal government and, in addition to improvements in the cost and performance of wind power technology, has consistently supported continued expansion of wind-generated energy in the U.S. (DOE 2015).
Among the various sources of renewable energy, ethanol represents the only form that has primarily been used to power the transportation sector. The modern ethanol industry has roots in the 1970s when production of the biofuel increased in response to a series of federal policies that were designed to provide financial incentives and economic protection for the production of domestic ethanol resources (Figure 5.3; Sherlock 2011; Tyner 2008). While ethanol is known to be a cleaner burning fuel relative to petroleum-based gasoline, the primary goal of federal government-led efforts to expand the nation’s supply of fuel-ethanol was to decrease the nation’s vulnerability to oil shortages and improve the price of corn for producers who had been negatively impacted by agricultural subsidies, rather than address emissions related impacts (EIA 2015a; Schnepf 2003). During this time, corn became the dominant domestic input for ethanol production, largely due to the abundance of the crop and the cost-effectiveness of the production process. In the 1980s, subsidies supported the continued production of ethanol from corn, supporting consumption despite a drop in the price of biofuels in response to a decrease in the price of crude oil and gasoline (Moschini, Cui and Lapan 2012). The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 established new rules to control carbon monoxide emissions from motor vehicles contributing to an increase in the demand for ethanol as an oxygenate and a steady rise in consumption continued throughout the 1990s (Clean
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46 The production of ethanol as a source of energy in the U.S. dates back to the mid 19th century, when the biofuel was used as primarily as an illuminating fuel, consumption by the transportation sector began in the early 20th century when the fuel was used by Henry Ford to power the Model T automobile. The first application of the biofuel as an octane-boosting agent occurred in the 1920s when the first ethanol blended gasoline was produced, however, widespread consumption of ethanol by the transportation sector during the 20th century was generally limited by competition from alternative fuel sources (EIA 2015a).
Air Act Amendments of 1990). The greatest increase in total consumption of ethanol, however, occurred following the adoption of the Energy Policy Act 2005, which established the National Renewable Fuel Standard (NRFS). The NRFS mandated the production of 4 billion gallons of biofuel in 2006 with an increase to 7.5 billion gallons by 2012, creating a reliable market for the production of ethanol for the transportation sector (Schnepf and Yacobucci 2013). The Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 signed by President Bush expanded the NRFS, requiring renewable fuel usage to increase to 36 billion gallons annually by 2022 (Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007; USEPA 2016a; Schnepf and Yacobucci 2013).

In terms of climate change mitigation, the notable benefit of replacing petroleum-based fuel with ethanol is a reduction in overall emissions achieved through the consumption of the cleaner burning, plant-based fuel. However, there are important aspects related to the life cycle of ethanol production that affect the overall advantage of ethanol-based fuels in terms of climate change mitigation. For example, the process of producing fuel from corn-based ethanol requires careful planning and land use management in order to provide a truly a renewable, carbon-neutral, source of energy (EIA 2015a; Rajagopal and Zilberman 2007). The corn production process alone is historically an energy-intensive endeavor that relies upon the combustion of fossil fuels and consumption of petroleum-based fertilizer and pesticides to power the

47 The new NRFS which currently guides national ethanol policy states that only 15 billion gallons of production should be produced from corn grain (starch)—the remaining 22 billion should come from other advanced and cellulosic feedstock sources.
ethanol production, transport, and manufacturing process (Farrell et al. 2006; Giampietro, Ulgiati and Pimentel 1997; Lal 2005; Pimentel and Patzek 2005).

Research on the relative carbon footprint of fuels produced from biomass versus those produced from petroleum have reported conflicting results with respect to the overall advantage of ethanol production in terms of CO$_2$ emissions reduction, however, it has been argued that the production of corn-based ethanol can be made carbon-neutral by ensuring that soils and replanting practices are managed such that the emissions produced from ethanol consumption can be offset via sequestration by new and existing biomass (EIA 2015a; Gelfand et al. 2013; Rajagopal and Zilberman 2007; Searchinger et al. 2009).

Therefore, with respect to climate change mitigation, a sustainable path forward for ethanol production ought to focus on improvements in energy efficiency with respect to emissions produced during the manufacturing process and land use management with respect to the sequestration of emissions from ethanol combustion.

While modern renewable energy technologies have experienced rapid development since the late 1980s, the expansion of other forms of renewable energy, such as geothermal sand hydropower, has generally been limited by factors related to cost-effectiveness, resource availability, and political feasibility (see Table 5.3). With respect to economic feasibility, geothermal and hydropower are two of the oldest forms of modern energy and, therefore, have undergone a relatively substantial history of technological development, limiting opportunities for cost-cutting.

\[48\] A similar argument has been made with respect to the consumption of wood-based fuels (Nepal, Wear and Skog 2015).
innovations (Billington, Jackson and Melosi 2005; DOE 2016b; Brown et al. 2015). Consequently, in locations in which resources are available for exploitation, and are cost-competitive relative to other energy alternatives, development of generation facilities is likely to have already occurred or is expected to occur incrementally (EIA 2014c; Brown et al. 2015; Lopez et al. 2012).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Consumption, 2013 (Billion Btu)</th>
<th>Percent of Total</th>
<th>Change 1988-2013</th>
<th>Percent Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>1,797,894</td>
<td>19.66</td>
<td>1,673,839</td>
<td>1,349.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal</td>
<td>213,987</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>107,648</td>
<td>101.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydropower</td>
<td>2,562,380</td>
<td>28.01</td>
<td>223,574</td>
<td>9.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>304,902</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>304,808</td>
<td>324,263.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>496,433</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>181,107</td>
<td>57.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>1,601,356</td>
<td>17.51</td>
<td>1,601,346</td>
<td>16,013,460.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>2,169,519</td>
<td>23.72</td>
<td>-404,764</td>
<td>-15.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EIA 2015c.

In terms of resource availability, access to geothermal energy is limited to the proximate presence of magmatic systems, which are generally found in the western U.S. (Williams et al. 2008). Unlike conventional thermal power plants, which burn fuel to heat water and generate steam to drive turbines and produce electricity, conventional geothermal resources use heat or steam tapped from underground reservoirs of hot water to generate electricity. As opposed to other renewable sources of energy, such as water, wind, and solar, whose energy production capabilities are
reliant upon the adequate availability of water, sunlight, and wind, geothermal plants
are capable of providing a reliable baseload source of power that is consistently
available and generally uninfluenced by external factors related to environmental
conditions.

Despite this unique advantage over other forms of renewable energy, the
physical constraints associated with the availability of geothermal resources has
limited development to areas in which favorable geologic conditions exist (EIA
2014c; Lopez et al. 2012). As of 2014, there were 64 operating conventional
general power plants in the U.S. As of 2013, California accounted for more than
three-quarters of U.S. geothermal power generation, largely because of favorable
general resources, policy, and market conditions within the state (Blodgett 2014;
plants have been constructed in states throughout the western U.S., contributing to the
30 percent increase in geothermal consumption from 2001 to 2013. Seven of the 30
new plants exceeding 1 MW have been built in California, while 16 are located in
Nevada, with the remaining plants located in Oregon, Idaho, Utah, and Hawaii (EIA
2014c).

In terms of climate change mitigation, renewable energy resources offer the
primary solution to reducing emissions while maintaining a productive economy.
However, each of the renewable energy options has the potential to produce negative
externalities, which may not be associated with the issue of GHG emissions. For
example, the development of solar energy has led to some concern regarding potential
negative impacts associated with various aspects of the life cycle of PV systems, including the environmental impacts associated with land and resource use and the disposal of potentially toxic materials at the end of the product’s life (Tsoutsos, Frantzeskaki and Gekas 2005; Union of Concerned Scientists 2013). Hydropower, along with biomass, is one of the oldest sources of renewable energy within the U.S. During the 20th century, contention regarding the negative environmental impacts of large-scale hydropower projects has reduced the political feasibility of developing new facilities, constraining the expansion.

The first hydroelectric power plant opened on the Fox River near Appleton, Wisconsin, on September 30, 1882 and by the 1940s hydropower accounted for more than 40 percent of the U.S. electric power supply (Billington, Jackson and Melosi 2005). In the U.S., there are three types of facilities that are traditionally used to produce electricity: hydroelectric facilities that are incorporated into dammed reservoirs, “run-of-river” operations, and pumped storage plants. While the first two types of facilities strictly rely upon the gravitational force of water to produce electricity, pumped storage facilities rely upon the flow of water to produce energy, but also have the ability to use power from the grid to pump water into a reservoir, allowing for release and electricity generation at a later time. While pumped storage plants generally rely upon the consumption of low-cost off-peak electric power used to operate the pumps, the energy losses from the pumping process makes the plant a net consumer of energy overall and is therefore considered an unconventional source of hydroelectric energy. Facilities located in dams and within streams, however, are
classified as conventional sources. Conventional hydroelectric facilities are the primary source of energy from hydropower in the U.S. As of 2014, there were more than 1,400 conventional facilities, whereas there were only 41 pumped storage plants (EIA 2016a).

Many of the large dams within the U.S. have hydroelectric generators, although most were constructed to provide water supplies and flood control. Dams that create a reservoir or divert water to a “run-of-river” hydropower plant often impact the ecological and physical characteristics of a river system by obstructing fish migration, changing natural water temperatures, water chemistry, river flow characteristics, and silt loads (Bunn and Arthington 2002; Ligon, Dietrich and Trush 1995; Reisner 1993). Reservoirs may also have social impacts by covering important natural areas, agricultural land, or archeological sites, or forcing the relocation of a population (Tilt, Braun and He 2009). The debate regarding the economic benefits versus the social and environmental costs associated with large-scale dam construction ascended to the national stage during the 1950s with the proposed construction of a dam along the Utah-Colorado border that would inundate Echo Park, a scenic valley located within Dinosaur National Monument. The project, which was one component of the broader Colorado River Storage Project that began in the 1940s, ignited vocal opposition from local and regional groups with an interest in the conservation and preservation of the nation’s designated wilderness areas that led the political campaign against construction of the dam (Harvey 2000; Reisner 1993). For the first time, the American public began to question the metrics used by the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation and the Army Corps of Engineers to balance the benefits of economic growth against the social and environmental costs of dam construction and the precedent that development in a national park would have for other locations designated for preservation. Following a series of national political battles, in 1956 President Dwight Eisenhower signed Public Law 485, which authorized the Colorado River Storage Project without the Echo Park dam (Harvey 2000; Nicholson-Crotty 2005; Tilt, Braun and He 2009; Colorado River Storage Project Act 1956).

Despite the recent emergence of modern renewable energy technologies fossil fuels have continued to play a dominant role as a source of energy for the U.S. economy. From 1990 to 2013 total energy consumption in the U.S. increased by 15 percent (12,638,038 billion Btu), of which fossil fuel consumption accounted for nearly 57 percent (7,199,441 bBtu), followed by renewable energy 25 percent (3,105,087 bBtu), and nuclear energy 17 percent (2,140,083 bBtu), with the remaining 1 percent acquired from imported electricity. As of 2013 fossil fuels accounted for 82 percent of total energy consumption, followed by energy consumed from renewable sources (9.4 percent), and nuclear energy (8.5 percent) (see Figure 5.2). From 2007 to 2013, total consumption of fossil fuels declined by 7 percent (6,401,222 billion Btu) while consumption of renewable energy, particularly solar, wind and geothermal, increased by 41 percent (2,660,481 bBtu). Although a portion of the decrease in fossil fuel energy consumption in recent years can perhaps be attributed to the direct substitution of fossil fuels with sources of renewable energy, the change in consumption is also a function of a decrease in economic productivity
as result of the Great Recession (2007-2009) as well as improvements in energy efficiency (Feng et al. 2015; Greening, Greene and Difiglo 2000; Hayes, Baum and Herndon 2013). For example, as of 2013 total petroleum consumption was below 1996 levels, a decrease of nearly 12 percent (4,828,551 billion Btu) from a 2005 peak in total consumption (Hughes et al. 2008; Office of the President 2015). The recent trend in national oil demand has largely been attributed to a reduction in consumption from the transportation sector as a consequence of an increase in the fuel economy of light-duty vehicles, in response to the federal CAFE standards, and a decrease in household vehicle miles travelled (VMT), in response to the Great Recession (Office of the President 2015).

While the U.S. may be at the beginning stages of an energy transition away from long-term dependence on fossil fuels, recent growth in energy consumption has primarily been fostered by increased consumption of fossil fuels. An important distinction among the fossil fuels is the relative amount of CO\textsubscript{2} that is released from each source during the energy production process. Therefore, in the context of climate change mitigation, it is worthwhile to consider how the various types of fossil fuels, coal, natural gas, and petroleum, vary in terms of their relative climate change impacts.

**Fossil Fuels and Emissions Intensity**

In terms of the relative effect of fossil fuel combustion concerning CO\textsubscript{2} emissions, the various fuel types (coal, petroleum, natural gas, and biomass) can be
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49 Light-duty vehicles, refers to vehicles that weigh less than 8,500 pounds.
ranked via a comparison of the carbon intensity of each individual source of energy (see Table 5.4). Carbon intensity refers to the amount of CO\textsubscript{2} produced from the combustion of a particular fuel in relation to the amount of energy that is produced. In terms of its carbon intensity, coal is the most inefficient source of energy among the fossil fuels with anthracite, the highest quality of coal, being the most carbon intensive of the coal varieties. The second-most carbon intensive fossil fuels are those derived from the refining of petroleum (e.g., diesel fuel, heating oil, and gasoline). These fuels are generally consumed by the transportation and industrial sectors, but are also common sources of electric power and residential and commercial energy consumption in some regions of the U.S. (discussed below). Finally, natural gas and propane, a derivative of natural gas, are the least carbon intensive of the fossil fuels. In recent years, an argument for an increase in the consumption of natural gas as a substitute for coal-fired energy has emerged, in part, because of the differences in carbon intensity between the two energy sources and the suitability for natural gas as a source of electric power (Krupnick, Wang and Wang 2013; Nalbandian 2015). With little exception, coal and natural gas are the two primary energy sources that are used to produce electricity, which is the largest source of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions among the economic sectors (discussed below). Therefore, natural gas has often been referred to as the “bridge fuel” that can serve as a substitute for coal-fired power plants, allowing the U.S. to transition away from more carbon intensive electricity and towards a low-carbon economy (Bryce 2011; Feng et al. 2015; Hayhoe et al. 2002; Nalbandian 2015; Ridley 2011).
Table 5.4 Carbon intensity by fuel type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Type</th>
<th>lbs. of CO₂ per MBtu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coal (anthracite)</td>
<td>228.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal (bituminous)</td>
<td>205.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal (lignite)</td>
<td>215.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal (subbituminous)</td>
<td>214.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel fuel and heating oil</td>
<td>161.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline</td>
<td>157.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane</td>
<td>139.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td>117.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EIA 2016.

As of 2013, coal accounted for nearly 19 percent of total energy consumption in the U.S. and 23 percent of total consumption from fossil fuels. As a cornerstone of the electric power sector, the fossil fuel accounted for 43 percent of total energy consumption by the nation’s electric utilities (EIA 2015c). Despite the significant role of coal as a source of energy in the U.S., in recent years, demand for the fossil fuel has declined. From 2005 to 2013, total consumption experienced a nearly 21 percent reduction (4,756,129 bBtu), largely due to a decrease in demand resulting from the Great Recession, a decrease in the price of natural gas, and the introduction of new regulations, such as the EPA’s Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (Mufson 2012; Roston and Migliozzi 2015; EIA 2014a, 2014b, 2015b; See Figure 5.4). As of 2014, there were 491 coal power plants located in 48 states throughout the U.S., a 21 percent decrease from 10 years prior when there were more than 600 plants in operation. In contrast, from 2005 to 2013, total natural gas consumption has increased by nearly 19 percent (4,226,268 bBtu) (EIA 2016a; Figure 5.2).

Beginning in 2006, the production of shale gas using unconventional production methods such as hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling stimulated an
overall increase in natural gas consumption in the U.S. resulting in a decrease in the market price of the fossil fuel and, consequently, an increase in demand for natural gas as a source of energy (Krupnick, Wang and Wang 2013; Wang and Krupnick 2013). From 2004 to 2014, the number of power plants at which natural gas provides the primary energy source has increased by 4 percent (79 plants) in part as a result of the downward trend in the market price of the fossil fuel and in response to the increased costs of producing electricity from coal (EIA 2015b). As of 2013, the fossil fuel accounted for nearly 28 percent of total energy consumption and nearly 34 percent of total consumption from fossil fuels, the highest portion since 1971. Unlike coal, the demand for natural gas is relatively evenly distributed across the electric power, industrial, commercial, and residential sectors, accounting for 22 percent, 29 percent, and 19 percent of total consumption, respectively. The physical properties of natural gas coupled with the extensive transportation network of inter and intrastate pipelines have enabled the fossil fuel to become an important source of energy across all economic end-use sectors. The industrial sector accounted for 34 percent of total natural gas consumption, followed by the electric power (31 percent), residential (19 percent), commercial (13 percent), and transportation (3 percent) sectors. Thus, in the short-term, the ability for existing power plant facilities to transition away from coal to natural gas as a primary source of fuel in the energy production process can reduce the carbon intensity of electricity generation and contribute to a reduction in climate change impacts by reducing the magnitude of CO₂ emissions released from energy
Despite the recent downward trend in petroleum consumption, the fossil fuel remains a critical source of energy for the U.S. economy, accounting for more than a third (36 percent) of total energy consumption and nearly half (44 percent) of total consumption from fossil fuels. Demand from the transportation sector accounted for 74 percent of total petroleum consumption, and the fossil fuel accounted for 96 percent of total energy consumption by this sector. Meanwhile, the industrial sector accounted for 24 percent of total petroleum consumption where the resource provides an important input for various agricultural and manufacturing activities. While policy action at the national and subnational level has no doubt contributed to the recent expansion of renewable energy consumption throughout the U.S., the nation’s long history of reliance on fossil fuels has proven to be a significant obstacle for a
complete transition of the energy economy. Some sources of renewable energy (e.g., hydropower, geothermal, onshore wind), under conditions of availability, are cost competitive with the production of energy from conventional facilities (Lazard 2015; World Energy Council 2013). However, the long-term presence of government subsidies for fossil fuel producers have distorted the energy market, impairing the competitiveness of some forms of renewable energy and providing an economic edge for energy supplied from fossil fuel combustion (Moomaw et al. 2011; Müller, Brown and Ölz 2011; U.S. Department of the Treasury 2016; Verbruggen et al. 2010). For example, tax code provisions that lower the cost of investing in oil, gas, and coal development projects, such as the expensing of intangible drilling costs, domestic manufacturing tax deductions for oil and gas, and percentage depletion for oil and gas wells, have supported fossil fuel development and investment within the U.S. for more than a century (Aldy 2014; U.S. Department of the Treasury 2016). Federal subsidies to support renewable energy development, such as the PTC, have contributed to growth in wind and solar energy infrastructure, these federal tax preferences have sunset dates, whereas federal fossil fuel tax provisions do not, which may affect long-term investment decisions in renewable energy development.

The economic barrier produced by fossil fuel subsidies contributes to a market failure, in which the true costs of fossil fuels are not internalized into the price of energy consumption. In terms of public policy, the goal of a subsidy is to increase the quantity supplied of a particular good or service to improve societal welfare by reducing the costs of production or consumption. In the context of energy
development, fossil fuel producers and the electric power sector have been the beneficiaries of various upstream tax breaks, direct government expenditures, and below market financial services designed to incentivize the exploration, development, and extraction of fossil fuel reserves and support the expansion of large thermal generation facilities since the early 20th century (Aldy 2013, 2014; Sherlock 2011; U.S. Department of the Treasury 2016). The rationale of such policies was to improve social welfare by ensuring the domestic production of relatively abundant sources of energy and to promote economic development through the stable provision of energy security. An important consequence of long-term government intervention to support the production and consumption of fossil fuels has been the development of a national electric power system designed to accommodate the consumption of fossil fuels, producing institutional barriers to renewable energy development (Moomaw et al. 2011).

The provision of fossil fuel energy inputs at below market rates has contributed to the rapid development of fossil fuel-based thermal generation facilities and electricity distribution infrastructure, exacerbating the national dependence on nonrenewable, carbon-intensive energy. To protect the American economy and to provide consumers with affordable electricity, in times of market volatility, electricity generators have also become the beneficiaries of government and private sector support via direct budgetary transfers to cover electricity sector losses, tax relief policies, and the provision of financial capital for the development of infrastructure (Moomaw et al. 2011; Pfund and Healey 2011; Sher 2011; Sherlock 2011; U.S.
Department of the Treasury 2016). Widespread capital investments, coupled with a history of financial security in the form of various government subsidies, have provided the conventional electric power sector with an incumbent advantage over renewable energy, as new large-scale solar and wind energy projects tend to be more decentralized and, in some cases, are located far from urban centers requiring the development of new infrastructure for distribution (Bridle and Kitson 2014; Müller, Brown and Ölz 2011). Therefore, existing energy infrastructure has often provided an initial economic advantage with respect to the short-term cost of energy production when considering the relative capital investment required to produce electricity from renewable sources. Furthermore, the history of federal support and investments in existing thermal generation facilities are likely to affect public and private sector investment opportunities for renewable energy infrastructure, which can be viewed as uncertain and risky by potential investors (Bridle and Kitson 2014).

A second consequence of the long history of financial support for energy produced from fossil fuels is the policy barrier that has been produced by the powerful and wealthy political constituency that has developed with the nation’s conventional electricity sector. While federal subsidies to support the production of renewable energy infrastructure have increased in recent years, efforts to remove financial support for the production and consumption of fossil fuels, in light of an increasing awareness regarding the negative social costs of fossil fuel combustion, have failed (see Chapter 1). During his second term as President, Barack Obama made several attempts to remove a number of tax preferences that have subsidized the
fossil fuel industry in order to improve the cost competitiveness of less harmful renewable energy technology. However, the removal of federal tax preferences requires approval from Congress and, to date, such efforts have been unsuccessful (Aldy 2013; McGowan 2011).

The fossil fuel driven electric power sector is composed of various stakeholder groups with an interest in preserving all aspects of the energy production process. Interest groups composed of businesses involved in the production, transportation, and refinement of fossil fuels, as well as those employed by fossil fuel-based electricity generators, electricity grid operators, and developers all have a vested interest in protecting the status quo and, therefore, often organize powerful political opposition to efforts to remove existing fossil fuel subsidies and the implementation of support for renewable energy development (see Chapter 1). For example, small-scale residential and commercial rooftop solar energy may be able to overcome the physical and financial barriers to entry via federal tax credit programs and state-level net metering and feed-in-tariff policies. However, the fossil fuel industry and conventional electric utilities are often in opposition to the implementation of such programs, claiming that the loss of demand produced by customers who receive energy from distributed solar will reduce utility earnings, while operating costs remain (EIA 2013; Gunther 2013; Halper 2014; Sommer and Samuel 2016). Such arguments have, in some cases, produced powerful political arguments with respect to the adoption of policies to encourage decentralized
renewable energy development, allowing existing power plant facilities to maintain a competitive advantage.

**State-level Emissions and Energy Consumption**

Thus far, the chapter has established the two most significant drivers of the climate change issue. Among the GHGs, CO$_2$ has historically accounted for the largest portion of total GWP produced within the U.S., which has consistently been a top contributor to global CO$_2$ emissions. The widespread consumption of fossil fuel energy has been the primary driver of CO$_2$ emissions, as coal, petroleum, and natural gas have become a primary source of energy across all major economic sectors since the Industrial Revolution. While renewable energy consumption has increased in recent decades, fossil fuels have benefitted from a number of incumbent advantages that have proven to be a significant obstacle for a rapid transition towards a low-carbon economy. A national-scale analysis of the prevailing emissions and energy consumption trends within the U.S. has provided a valuable lens for understanding the key drivers and primary challenges associated with addressing the issue of anthropogenic climate change. However, such a perspective fails to capture the diversity that exists among the states in terms of CO$_2$ emissions and primary energy consumption. Hence, the focus of the chapter now shifts to a state-level analysis of the two physical dimensions of climate change, beginning with an overview of CO$_2$ emissions.
State-level Emissions

While the U.S. has consistently placed among the world’s top producers of CO₂ emissions, each of the fifty states contribute to the national emissions total to varying degrees. As of 2013, the average per capita emissions of CO₂ among the states was 22.07 mt CO₂ Eq. per person (see Table 5.5).⁵⁰ New York reported the lowest per capita emissions with 8.15 mt CO₂ eq. per person, while Wyoming reported the largest, 117.74 mt CO₂ eq. per person. Among the various source of CO₂ emissions, coal accounted for the largest source of emissions overall, 8.89 mt CO₂ Eq. per person on average, followed by petroleum (8.14 mt CO₂ eq. per person), and natural gas (5.04 mt CO₂ eq. per person). However, in terms of the share of per capita emissions produced from each fuel type, the combustion of petroleum products accounted for the largest portion among the fifty states, accounting for an average of 44.31 percent of per capita emissions on average, followed by coal combustion (30 percent), and natural gas (25 percent). The fact that coal, on average, accounts for the largest amount of per capita emissions among the states, followed by emissions produced from the combustion of petroleum products and natural gas, respectively, is a reasonable result, considering the relative carbon intensity of each fuel type. Additionally, the finding that petroleum accounts for the largest share of total emissions among the states is not surprising given that much of the U.S. population

---

⁵⁰ Emissions and energy are offered in per capita terms to control for changes in energy consumption based upon changes in the state population.
generally relies upon the use of passenger vehicles as a primary source of transportation.

A notable observation with respect to per capita emissions and the portion of emissions produced from each of the three fuel types is the amount of variation that exists among the states, with respect to each. Per capita consumption of natural gas and petroleum, each exhibit a comparatively low amount of variation relative to emissions from coal, however, all three fuel types share a similar level of median per capita emissions, an indication that, in some states, per capita emissions from coal are relatively large, whereas per capita emissions from natural gas and petroleum are more evenly distributed among the states. In comparison, the states exhibit substantial variation with respect to the portion of total emissions produced from each fuel. The median portion across fuel types is more broadly distributed than those found with per capita emissions; an indication that the states rely upon each fossil fuel for energy to varying degrees.

### Table 5.5 State-level CO$_2$ emissions by fuel type, 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per Capita Emissions (mt per person)</th>
<th>Percent of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Coal Natural Gas Petroleum</td>
<td>Coal Natural Gas Petroleum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average 22.07 8.89 5.04 8.14</td>
<td>30.22 25.47 44.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max 117.74 84.44 23.94 23.26</td>
<td>78.00 48.75 92.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min 8.15 0.00 0.00 4.26</td>
<td>0.00 0.00 13.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median 16.75 4.90 4.35 6.80</td>
<td>30.58 24.26 43.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD 18.86 14.36 3.94 4.18</td>
<td>21.25 10.89 16.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EIA 2015c; Census Bureau 2016.

Among the fuel types, emissions of CO$_2$ from coal combustion exhibited the largest variation, likely a result of the fuel’s dominant role as a primary source of
energy for the electric power sector, which accounted for an average of 87 percent of total coal emissions among the states followed by the Industrial sector (11.48 percent), and commercial sector (1.29 percent) (see Table 5.7). While all but two states (Rhode Island and Vermont) have at least one coal-fired power plant, the magnitude of consumption of coal across the fifty states varies considerably (discussed below), and, therefore, the level of emissions from coal combustion by the electric power sector shows relatively large variation. In comparison, per capita emission from petroleum exhibited less variation among the states, and emissions were predominantly produced from the transportation sector, which accounted for an average 77.12 percent of total emissions from the fuel type and an average of nearly 97 percent of emissions from transportation activities (see Table 5.6). In contrast to coal and petroleum, the distribution of emissions from the combustion of natural gas was distributed relatively evenly across the electric power, industrial, commercial, and residential sectors in most states. Variation in state-level per capita emissions from natural gas was even less than petroleum, an indication of a general increase in demand for this fuel type across the states, relative to coal, and with the exception of the transportation sector, natural gas emissions represented a significant portion of total emissions from all economic sectors. In particular, the fossil fuel accounted for more than 70 percent of total emissions from the commercial and residential sectors.
Table 5.6 Emissions by fuel type and sector, 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distribution of Emissions by Fuel</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td>87.23</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>94.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>11.48</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>57.14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td>27.53</td>
<td>84.39</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>27.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>20.99</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>32.27</td>
<td>78.41</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>30.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>15.66</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>15.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>20.69</td>
<td>42.83</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>20.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>32.14</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>77.12</td>
<td>91.53</td>
<td>44.00</td>
<td>79.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>14.28</td>
<td>50.47</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>11.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>23.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percent of Emissions by Sector</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td>65.56</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>80.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>31.46</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>18.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>80.60</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td>16.12</td>
<td>56.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>12.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>15.89</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>96.99</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>84.11</td>
<td>97.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>16.12</td>
<td>56.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>12.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>47.51</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>47.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>36.37</td>
<td>93.33</td>
<td>15.49</td>
<td>32.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td>75.79</td>
<td>92.86</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>82.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>22.48</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>15.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>25.83</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>18.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EIA 2015c
State-level Energy Consumption

The amount and distribution of CO₂ emissions produced across the states exhibit considerable variation with respect to the type (coal, natural gas, or petroleum) and source (electric power, transportation, industrial, commercial, or residential) of emissions. The demand for fossil fuel energy, as well as the economic activity supported by energy produced from fossil fuel combustion, is the primary driver of state-level emissions. While at the national level, fossil fuels represent the primary source of energy for each of the five primary end-use sectors, at the state level, the amount and type of primary energy consumed to support economic activity is considerably diverse. To highlight the substantial variation among the states with respect to state-level energy, the discussion now turns to an investigation of state-level energy consumption. The purpose of the following analysis is to exhibit the wide range of state-level energy profiles that exist within the U.S. with respect to the amount of energy consumed and the source of primary energy. The section begins with an overview of primary energy consumption across nonrenewable and renewable resources, followed by a closer examination of state-level consumption across the various types of nonrenewable and renewable energy sources.

In 2013, average per capita consumption of energy was 384 MBtu per person (see Table 5.7). Rhode Island had the lowest per capita consumption of energy while Wyoming had the largest among the fifty states.⁵¹ While a number of states rely upon renewable and nuclear energy for significant portions of total consumption, the states

---

⁵¹ Rhode Island also had the lowest per capita consumption of renewable energy, 5.43 MBtu per person.
that reported the highest per capita consumption of renewable (151.16 MBtu per capita, South Dakota) and nuclear energy (118.72 MBtu per capita, South Carolina) were still lower than the state that had the lowest per capita consumption of fossil fuels (135.90 MBtu per person, New York) which remains the predominant source of energy throughout the U.S.

With respect to the share of total energy provided by each of the primary energy sources, fossil fuels accounted for the largest share of per capita consumption, on average contributing 80.41 percent of total consumption, followed by energy produced from renewable sources (11.75 percent) and nuclear power (7.83 percent). Fossil fuels accounted for more than 90 percent of total energy consumption in fifteen states and more than 95 percent in five states.\textsuperscript{52} In all fifty states, fossil fuel consumption accounted for 50 percent or more of total energy consumption.

Meanwhile, renewable energy accounted for a much smaller share, on average, with the exception of states such as Washington and Oregon in which renewable energy accounted for 43.28 percent and 42.73 percent of total consumption, respectively.\textsuperscript{53} Among the three sources of primary energy, fossil fuels exhibited the greatest variation in both per capita and percent of total energy consumption. Variation among the states with respect to the share of total energy provided by each source was less pronounced than per capita consumption, indicating that while variation in total per

\textsuperscript{52} States that received more than 90 percent of energy consumption from fossil fuels include: Oklahoma (90.05 percent), Missouri (90.33 percent), Ohio (90.94 percent), Colorado (91.38 percent), Louisiana, (91.56 percent), Texas (92.59 percent), Wyoming (93.88 percent), New Mexico (94.37 percent), Indiana (94.62 percent), West Virginia (94.86 percent), Kentucky (95.06 percent), Delaware (96.61 percent), Alaska (96.64 percent), Rhode Island (96.68 percent), Utah (97.32 percent).

\textsuperscript{53} Vermont received 49 percent from fossil fuels.
capita consumption is rather significant, the portion of energy provided by each
source is more evenly distributed across the states.

**Table 5.7 Energy consumption by primary energy source, 2013.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per Capita (MBtu per person)</th>
<th>Percent of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fossil Fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>1,532.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>166.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>311.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>244.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EIA 2015c; Census Bureau 2016.

Nuclear energy ranked the lowest among the states in both per capita energy
consumption and the overall share of energy consumed. The relatively less significant
role of nuclear energy as a source of primary consumption among the states is
generally a function of suitability and feasibility. As opposed to fossil fuels and
various source of renewable energy, the energy production process for nuclear power
requires large-scale facilities. Therefore, consumption of nuclear energy is limited to
the electric power sector. In addition, as discussed above, the development of new
nuclear power plants is typically highly scrutinized by the general public, and projects
generally require significant upfront capital investments, thus limiting the economic
and political feasibility of nuclear energy as a source of primary energy consumption.
Among the 31 states with active nuclear reactors, per capita consumption of nuclear
energy was 39.37 MBtu per person and accounted for an average of 12.63 percent of
total energy consumption, and 29.29 percent of total consumption by the electric
power sector.\textsuperscript{54} South Carolina received the largest portion of energy consumption from nuclear power. The state operates five nuclear reactors and is home to three nuclear power plants, which accounted for nearly 60 percent of the state’s total electricity consumption. California had the lowest per capita consumption (nearly 5 MBtu per person) with 11 percent of the state’s total electricity provided by nuclear energy. California’s coastal location, which provides access to water for reactor cooling, contributed to the development of nuclear energy facilities within the state. However, the state’s emerging renewable energy market, coupled with the high costs associated with nuclear power plant maintenance and upgrades to protect against seismic risks have contributed to a steady decline in electricity provided from nuclear energy (Hiltzik 2016). In June 2013, one of California’s two remaining nuclear power plants, the San Onofre nuclear plant located south of Los Angeles, shut down due to equipment failure (Penn 2016). In June 2016, Pacific Gas and Electric, the owner of the state’s last operating nuclear power plant facility located in Diablo Canyon, near San Luis Obispo, announced that the plant will shut down in 2025, following the expiration of the facility’s operating license (EIA Hiltzik 2016).

In most states, fossil fuel consumption is predominantly distributed across the transportation and electric power sectors, which, on average, accounted for 35.10 percent and 31.40 percent of total fossil fuel consumption, respectively (see Table 5.8). The industrial sector accounted for an average of 18.96 percent of total fossil fuel consumption. However, the portion of total fossil fuel consumption by this sector

\textsuperscript{54} In 2013, 31 states had active nuclear power plants.
was generally much larger in states where economic activity is closely linked to the consumption and production of fossil fuels (discussed below). In Louisiana and Texas, for example, the industrial sector accounted for 62.77 percent and 45.45 percent of fossil fuel consumption, respectively, primarily as a result of the large concentration of petrochemical manufacturing facilities located in these regions (Louisiana Department of Natural Resources 2016). Additionally, states such as Alaska and North Dakota, with a high reliance upon extractive industries such as oil production and mining, as well as states in which a significant portion of the economy is reliant upon agricultural production, tend to rank above the national average with respect to the share of fossil fuel consumption allocated to the industrial sector.55

---

55 Alaska, 52.79 percent, North Dakota, 30.46 percent.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution of Consumption by Sector</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fossil Fuel</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td>31.40</td>
<td>65.47</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>33.45</td>
<td>13.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>35.10</td>
<td>56.21</td>
<td>13.60</td>
<td>32.28</td>
<td>10.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>18.96</td>
<td>62.77</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>17.51</td>
<td>11.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>14.79</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>8.69</td>
<td>21.98</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Renewable</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td>45.78</td>
<td>92.34</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>40.42</td>
<td>24.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>53.27</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>12.92</td>
<td>11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>23.80</td>
<td>73.93</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>16.03</td>
<td>21.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>11.27</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>13.05</td>
<td>36.45</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>10.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent of Consumption by Sector</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electric Power</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fossil Fuel</td>
<td>63.99</td>
<td>98.86</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>66.24</td>
<td>24.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable</td>
<td>16.46</td>
<td>81.14</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>7.58</td>
<td>20.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>18.16</td>
<td>59.71</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>13.56</td>
<td>18.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transportation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fossil Fuel</td>
<td>96.18</td>
<td>99.00</td>
<td>94.47</td>
<td>96.08</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>5.53</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Industrial</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fossil Fuel</td>
<td>84.98</td>
<td>99.94</td>
<td>39.15</td>
<td>90.96</td>
<td>14.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable</td>
<td>15.02</td>
<td>60.85</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td>14.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commercial</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fossil Fuel</td>
<td>95.43</td>
<td>99.21</td>
<td>64.11</td>
<td>96.65</td>
<td>5.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>35.89</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>5.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residential</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fossil Fuel</td>
<td>83.59</td>
<td>97.87</td>
<td>13.18</td>
<td>88.49</td>
<td>15.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable</td>
<td>16.41</td>
<td>86.82</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>11.51</td>
<td>15.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EIA 2015c; Census Bureau 2016.

With respect to renewable energy, the electric power sector accounted for the majority of consumption among the states, accounting for an average of 45.78 percent of total consumption followed by the industrial, transportation, residential, and commercial sectors. With the exception of the commercial sector, states generally exhibited greater variation with respect to the distribution of renewable energy.
consumption across economic sectors, relative to fossil fuels. Perhaps this is an indication that some states have been more successful than others with respect to the incorporation of renewable energy consumption across the various economic sectors as well as a reflection of regional differences in terms of the availability and suitability of renewable energy sources as well as the economic structure of particular states (discussed below).

**Fossil Fuels**

As discussed above, fossil fuel combustion is the primary driver of anthropogenic global climate change, however, not all fossil fuels are equivalent in terms of their relative warming effects. Among the states, fossil fuels continue to play a dominant role as a primary source of energy across economic sectors. However, the extent to which each fuel type is relied upon for various economic activities varies across regions. On average petroleum accounted for the largest per capita consumption in 2013 (127.43 MBtu per person) followed by natural gas (95.68 MBtu per person), and coal (94.18 MBtu per person). Similarly, in terms of the share of total fossil fuel consumption provided by each fuel, petroleum provided the largest portion, 45.59 percent on average, followed by natural gas (31.50 percent), and coal (22.91 percent) (see Table 5.9).
Table 5.9 Fossil fuel consumption by fuel type, 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coal (MBtu per person)</th>
<th>Natural Gas</th>
<th>Petroleum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>94.18</td>
<td>95.68</td>
<td>127.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>893.66</td>
<td>452.93</td>
<td>370.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>65.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>52.01</td>
<td>81.70</td>
<td>105.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>152.06</td>
<td>75.05</td>
<td>65.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percent of Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>22.91</td>
<td>31.50</td>
<td>45.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>69.25</td>
<td>56.40</td>
<td>92.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>17.90</td>
<td>11.47</td>
<td>14.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EIA 2015c; Census Bureau 2016.

Petroleum

Petroleum-based fuels play a critical role in the nation’s transportation sector. Among the states, 75.16 percent of petroleum consumption was allocated to the transportation sector, where the fossil fuel accounted for 96.32 percent of total consumption (see Table 5.10). Variation, in terms of the transportation sector’s fossil fuel portfolio is quite small, relative to the other economic sectors, an indication that the all states are generally reliant on petroleum products to provide energy for passenger, freight, and air transport. Per capita oil consumption from the transportation sector was the greatest in Alaska, primarily as a result of the state’s role as a major fueling stop for military aircraft as well as commercial, and passenger air travel between the U.S. and Asian countries (Bradner 2012). Meanwhile, New York (which had the lowest overall per capita consumption of petroleum in 2013, 36.08 MBtu), Rhode Island, Connecticut, and Delaware are among the four states with the lowest per capita consumption (50.2, 53.7, and 61.6 MBtu per person, respectively) and are within the top ten most densely populated states in the nation. Given the role of petroleum as a key input for transportation, variation in state-level oil consumption can be explained by a number of factors related to travel such as the
relative density of a population, the price of fuel, and the availability of transportation alternatives. For instance, states that have densely populated urban areas and relatively abundant public transportation networks are likely to have less demand for petroleum consumption relative to more diffusely populated states in which VMT are greater and passenger vehicles serve as the primary mode of transportation. For example, Alaska, North Dakota, and Wyoming are among the four least densely populated states in the nation, and had the highest per capita petroleum consumption from the transportation sector in 2013 (233.8, 168.9 MBtu, and 168.2 MBtu per person, respectively) (Census Bureau 2015; EIA 2015c).
**Table 5.10** Fossil fuel consumption by fuel type and sector, 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution of Consumption by Fuel</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td>87.24</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>94.40</td>
<td>20.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>11.36</td>
<td>98.95</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>18.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>60.32</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>8.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>26.93</td>
<td>84.36</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>25.39</td>
<td>20.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>21.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>4.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>31.97</td>
<td>78.13</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>30.02</td>
<td>17.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>16.64</td>
<td>65.87</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>16.09</td>
<td>10.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>20.69</td>
<td>42.82</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>20.47</td>
<td>10.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>29.63</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>75.16</td>
<td>91.18</td>
<td>36.08</td>
<td>77.83</td>
<td>11.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>16.88</td>
<td>60.77</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>15.32</td>
<td>11.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>21.15</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>5.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>57.46</td>
<td>99.81</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>68.01</td>
<td>34.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td>38.74</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>29.66</td>
<td>32.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>83.37</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>13.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>18.73</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>96.32</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>81.27</td>
<td>97.45</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>41.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>10.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>50.34</td>
<td>83.47</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>51.89</td>
<td>15.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>39.37</td>
<td>92.03</td>
<td>16.52</td>
<td>34.98</td>
<td>15.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>25.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>80.15</td>
<td>93.80</td>
<td>32.72</td>
<td>85.90</td>
<td>15.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>18.58</td>
<td>67.28</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>13.56</td>
<td>14.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>21.15</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>5.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>77.95</td>
<td>97.07</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>85.05</td>
<td>20.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>22.05</td>
<td>94.29</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>20.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EIA 2015c; Census Bureau 2016.

In addition to the consumption of petroleum to provide energy for the transportation sector, a number of states also rely upon petroleum to fuel industrial activity. The industrial sector accounted for the second largest portion of petroleum consumption, 16.88 percent, and states in which industrial activity remains an
important component of economic activity related to petroleum consumption generally reported the highest per capita consumption of the fossil fuel. Louisiana, Alaska, North Dakota, Wyoming, and Texas reported the highest overall per capita consumption of petroleum. The high level of per capita petroleum consumption in Louisiana and Texas is primarily a result of the large concentration of petrochemical manufacturing facilities located in these states, in addition to the historical role of oil production within these regions (Cahn et al. 2016; EIA 2016e, 2016d; Louisiana Department of Natural Resources 2016). North Dakota and Wyoming are states with extensive extractive industries such as oil production and mining, and, therefore, the fossil fuel provides an abundant and cost-effective source of energy. Alaska, in addition to its role as a fuel source for air travel, is widely known for oil production activity (Cahn et al. 2016; EIA 2016d). Petroleum consumption also tends to be above the national average in terms of per capita petroleum consumption from the industrial sector in states where a significant portion of the economy is reliant upon agricultural production.

While only a small portion of petroleum consumption was used to produce energy for the electric power, commercial, and residential sectors, in some regions, petroleum provides an important input for the generation of heat and electricity. Hawaii, for example, is the only state that depends upon petroleum as a primary source of energy for the electric power sector. In 2013, petroleum accounted for 70 percent of the state’s total electricity production and the electric power sector accounted for 30 percent of the state’s total petroleum consumption. As an island
state, Hawaii became reliant upon the importation of fossil fuel resources to support economic development, and due to its relative accessibility petroleum imports from Alaska and California, became the primary energy source for the state’s electric power sector. Similarly, the northeastern region of the U.S. accounts for nearly 80 percent of the households in the U.S. that rely upon petroleum as a source of residential and commercial energy consumption for heating (DOE 2016a). In Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and New York, combined consumption of petroleum by the residential and commercial sectors accounts for the second largest portion of total consumption behind transportation. In 2000, the Northeast Home Heating Oil Reserve (NEHHOR) was created under the direction of President Bill Clinton in order to protect homes in the northeast that are reliant on petroleum for home heating from supply disruptions, particularly during the winter months (DOE 2016a; Energy Policy and Conservation Act 2000). The NEHHOR is overseen by the U.S. Department of Energy. As directed by the Energy Policy and Conservation Act, it maintains a one million barrel supply of ultra-low sulfur distillate (diesel) in reserve, and it provides protection for homes and businesses in the northeastern U.S. should a disruption in supplies occur (DOE 2016a).

Natural Gas

Among the states, natural gas has provided more than 50 percent of total energy from fossil fuels in Alaska (56.40 percent) and Rhode Island (52.26 percent), and also plays a substantial role in New York and Nevada, which rely upon natural
gas for 49 percent of all energy consumed. Alaska has the highest per capita consumption of natural gas, 452.93 MBtu per person, followed by Louisiana (324.53 MBtu per person), and Wyoming (268.06 MBtu per person). Hawaii has the lowest per capita consumption (0.133 MBtu per person) followed by Vermont (15.5 MBtu per person) and Maryland (35.3 MBtu per person).

The physical properties of natural gas, coupled with the extensive transportation network of inter and intrastate pipelines, and the recent expansion of domestic supplies, have enabled the fossil fuel to become an important source of energy across the all end-use sectors. Demand for natural gas is perhaps the most diverse of the three fuel types and, unlike petroleum and coal, is relatively evenly distributed across the electric power, industrial, commercial, and residential sectors which, on average, accounted for 26.93 percent, 31.97 percent, 20.69 percent, and 16.64 percent of consumption, respectively. As indicated by the distribution of natural gas consumption across the economy, with the exception of the transportation sector, the fossil fuel generally provided a substantial portion of energy from fossil fuel consumption. Natural gas is particularly significant to the commercial and residential sectors where the fuel accounted for 80.15 percent and 77.95 percent of total consumption from fossil fuels, respectively. These sectors generally rely upon the fossil fuel as a source of energy for space heating and cooking, a function that can also be provided via the combustion of petroleum products generally excluding coal.

Natural gas also provides an important source of energy for the industrial and electric power sectors, accounting for 50.34 percent and 38.74 percent of total consumption.
consumption, respectively. Recent declines in the price of natural gas as a result of the increase in domestic supplies has contributed to the role of natural gas as a source of energy for the industrial sector, where the fossil fuel is used for a number of purposes that include firing boilers for steam needs, direct heating for melting, baking, or drying commodities, such as in steel, paper, glass, and food, and operating combined heat and power facilities, which provide both heat and local electricity to run a factory. In the electric power sector, the decline in natural gas prices has also contributed to an increase in the overall demand for the fossil fuel as a source of electricity. From 2004 to 2014, the number of power plants at which natural gas provides the primary energy source has increased by 4 percent (79 plants). In general, natural gas and coal are the two primary sources of fossil fuel energy for the electric power sector. States in which the portion of electric power provided from natural gas is high, there also tends to be a low portion provided from coal, and vice versa.

Coal

In 2013, the electric power sector accounted for 87.24 percent of total coal consumption, while the industrial and commercial sectors, accounted for an average of 11.36 percent and 1.39 percent of total consumption, respectively. Per capita coal consumption, and the portion of fossil fuel energy consumption from coal, was the greatest in West Virginia (415.89 MBtu per person, 69.25 percent), Wyoming (893.66 MBtu per person, 62.09 percent), North Dakota (543.54 MBtu per person, 55.89
percent), and Kentucky (209.13 MBtu per person, 52.58 percent). Only two states, Rhode Island and Vermont, reported no coal consumption in 2013, while California experienced the lowest per capita consumption among the states, 0.995 MBtu per person. (see Table 5.9). As with the consumption of coal by the electric power sector, the amount of fossil fuel energy provided from coal for the industrial sector tended to increase in regions where coal extraction activities are commonplace. As discussed above, the recent trends in the price of natural gas has contributed to an increase in consumption of natural gas overall. However, in regions where coal has historically played an important economic role, the price competitiveness of natural gas may be less pronounced, thus limiting the substitution of coal with natural gas. Nonetheless, overall, the economic competitiveness of coal consumption, particularly as a source of electricity, has waned in recent years, contributing to the recent downward trend in demand for the fossil fuel. As of 2014, there were 491 coal power plants located in 48 states throughout the U.S., a 21 percent decrease from ten years prior when there were more than 600 plants in operation.

**Renewable Energy**

Although fossil fuels remain an important source of energy across the states, in some regions, renewable resources account for a sizeable portion of total energy consumption. On average, the electric power sector accounts for the largest share of overall consumption from renewable resources among the states (see Table 5.11), however, there are seven general types of renewable energy and each has contributed

---

56 West Virginia, Wyoming, and Kentucky are the nation’s top three coal producing states (EIA 2016f).
to overall consumption from renewable resources across the five end-use sectors to varying degrees. In 2013, renewable energy consumption, on average, accounted for just over 10 percent of total energy consumption among the states. Among the various types of renewable energy, hydropower accounted for the largest per capita consumption across the states, with an average of 12.85 MBtu per person, followed by consumption of wood (9.45 MBtu per person), and wind (9.19 MBtu per person). Geothermal accounted for the lowest per capita consumption from renewable sources, accounting for 0.62 MBtu per person, preceded by solar energy, which accounted for an average of 0.75 MBtu per person (see Table 5.11).

Table 5.11 Renewable energy consumption by source, 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Per Capita (MBtu per person)</th>
<th>Percent of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>Average: 8.76, Max: 69.51, Min: 2.14, Median: 4.08, SD: 14.89</td>
<td>Average: 22.80, Max: 75.28, Min: 1.95, Median: 19.17, SD: 16.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal</td>
<td>Average: 0.62, Max: 9.68, Min: 0.01, Median: 0.19, SD: 1.45</td>
<td>Average: 2.36, Max: 35.73, Min: 0.01, Median: 0.73, SD: 5.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydropower</td>
<td>Average: 12.85, Max: 106.96, Min: 0.00, Median: 3.42, SD: 23.22</td>
<td>Average: 21.19, Max: 79.92, Min: 0.00, Median: 12.34, SD: 21.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>Average: 0.75, Max: 6.60, Min: 0.01, Median: 0.14, SD: 1.38</td>
<td>Average: 4.09, Max: 32.38, Min: 0.01, Median: 0.68, SD: 7.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>Average: 1.48, Max: 5.48, Min: 0.00, Median: 1.09, SD: 1.23</td>
<td>Average: 6.44, Max: 29.24, Min: 0.00, Median: 3.61, SD: 7.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>Average: 9.19, Max: 72.79, Min: 0.00, Median: 2.55, SD: 9.19</td>
<td>Average: 16.49, Max: 77.66, Min: 0.00, Median: 7.81, SD: 20.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>Average: 9.45, Max: 80.49, Min: 0.32, Median: 4.41, SD: 13.09</td>
<td>Average: 26.64, Max: 77.01, Min: 0.73, Median: 22.51, SD: 21.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EIA 2015c; Census Bureau 2016.

Hydropower

In 2013, hydropower accounted for 6.7 percent of total energy consumption by the electric power sector in the U.S., and 21.19 percent of total consumption from
all renewable energy sources. Electric utilities (the electric power sector) are the primary consumers of hydroelectric power accounting for 96.66 percent of total hydropower consumption. However, independent producers from the industrial and commercial sectors also exist, accounting for 3.27 percent and 0.06 percent of total hydropower consumption on average (see Table 5.12). For example, in Hawaii and West Virginia, the industrial sector accounts for more than 50 percent and 30 percent of hydroelectric energy consumption, respectively. Among the states, Washington had the highest per capita consumption (106.96 MBtu per person) in 2013, followed by Montana (90.59 MBtu per person) and Oregon (80.35 MBtu per person). Among renewable energy sources used to produce electricity, hydropower provided an average of 41.62 percent of total energy consumption by the electric power sector in 2013 and only two states, Mississippi and Delaware, received no energy from hydropower. More than half of total electric power consumption in Washington, Idaho, and Oregon was produced from hydropower, 71 percent, 61 percent, and 59 percent, respectively, while Washington (745,678 billion Btu), New York (315,785 billion Btu), and Oregon (238,270 billion Btu), had the highest total consumption of hydropower among the states and, together, accounted for more than half of total U.S. hydroelectric energy demand. Eighteen states received more than 50 percent of total renewable electricity from hydropower, six of which received more than 90 percent of their renewable electricity from hydropower.\footnote{Tennessee, 98.67; Alabama, 96.78; Kentucky, 96.21; Arkansas, 94.83; Washington, 90.92; Alaska, 90.81.}
### Table 5.12 Renewable energy consumption by source and sector, 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution of Consumption by Sector</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>78.24</td>
<td>99.10</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>96.25</td>
<td>29.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>21.55</td>
<td>94.70</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>29.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td>8.95</td>
<td>99.70</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>26.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>71.59</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>15.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>23.61</td>
<td>93.95</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>15.37</td>
<td>27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>61.16</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>66.33</td>
<td>36.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Power</td>
<td>96.66</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>43.51</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>10.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>56.49</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>10.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td>12.70</td>
<td>72.23</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>19.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>86.74</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>27.72</td>
<td>98.48</td>
<td>19.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydropower</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td>49.37</td>
<td>99.53</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>54.88</td>
<td>33.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>42.88</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>31.83</td>
<td>34.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>86.73</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>15.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td>97.16</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>16.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>16.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>61.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>34.59</td>
<td>96.73</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>21.99</td>
<td>33.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>11.27</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>6.88</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>52.37</td>
<td>89.23</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>54.72</td>
<td>31.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EIA 2015c; Census Bureau 2016.
Table 5.12 Continued. Renewable energy consumption by source and sector, 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percent of Consumption by Sector</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric Power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>42.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>8.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydropower</td>
<td>41.62</td>
<td>98.67</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>36.66</td>
<td>33.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>40.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>7.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>97.56</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>25.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>31.44</td>
<td>98.91</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>15.11</td>
<td>33.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>48.49</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>11.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal</td>
<td>32.12</td>
<td>99.63</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>15.11</td>
<td>35.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydropower</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>68.65</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>13.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>89.75</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>12.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>13.16</td>
<td>89.42</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>18.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>47.80</td>
<td>98.92</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>57.59</td>
<td>36.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>26.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal</td>
<td>19.93</td>
<td>86.24</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>9.47</td>
<td>25.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydropower</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>27.93</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste</td>
<td>16.59</td>
<td>98.23</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>24.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>19.37</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>58.04</td>
<td>99.85</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>58.07</td>
<td>28.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>49.67</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>8.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geothermal</td>
<td>15.64</td>
<td>95.85</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>22.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydropower</td>
<td>77.98</td>
<td>99.26</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>85.03</td>
<td>22.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EIA 2015c; Census Bureau 2016.

Solar

As of 2013, solar energy accounted for less than 1 percent of total per capita energy consumption and 4.09 percent of total consumption from renewable sources. Despite the small portion of total consumption provided from solar power, the source
of energy is the second fastest growing in the nation with a 392 percent increase in total consumption from 2003 to 2013. The majority of solar energy consumption, 86.74 percent, was produced by small-scale (less than 1 megawatt) residential systems where solar accounted for an average of 15.64 percent of total consumption from renewables; meanwhile utility-scale facilities accounted for 12.70 percent of total solar consumption, on average, among the states. Many states are laggards in terms of constructing utility-scale solar power plants for the generation of electricity. In 2013, every state reported consumption of solar energy from small-scale generation facilities, while only 27 states reported solar energy produced by the electric power sector. California and Florida are the nation’s top states with regard to total consumption and, together, accounted for 51 percent of the nation’s total consumption in 2013, Hawaii (6.60 MBtu per person), Arizona (5.33 MBtu per person), and Nevada (3.80 MBtu per person) lead the nation in terms of per capita consumption of solar energy.

Wind

Wind power accounted for 2.39 percent of total energy consumption in the U.S. and 16.49 percent of total consumption from renewable energy. In general, wind energy is primarily consumed by the electric power sector, which accounted for 97.16 percent of total wind energy consumption, where the renewable source accounted for an average of 31.44 percent among renewable consumption, with the remaining portion produced in the commercial and industrial sectors. Wind energy accounted for more than 10 percent of total energy consumed by the electric power sector in nine
states, with Iowa and South Dakota each consuming more than 25 percent of in-state electricity generation from wind power. Texas, Iowa, California, and Oklahoma were the nation’s top wind energy consumers, accounting for 45 percent of total U.S. consumption, while, North Dakota, Wyoming, and Iowa reported the highest per capita consumption, 72.79 MBtu per person, 72.59 MBtu per person, and 48.06 MBtu per person, respectively. With respect to regional distribution, four of the top five states in terms of per capita consumption were located in the Midwest, which accounted for 38 percent of total wind consumption. Southern states accounted for 29 percent of total consumption from wind, followed by states located in the west, 28 percent, and the northeast, 5 percent.

Geothermal

As of 2013, per capita consumption of geothermal energy accounted for less than 1 percent of total energy consumption in the U.S. Given the rapid increase in consumption from solar and wind, the proportion of renewable energy provided by geothermal energy has decreased from a high of 3 percent in 2001 to 2.36 percent in 2013. The residential sector accounts for 61.15 percent of total geothermal consumption followed by the commercial sector, 23.61 percent, the electric power sector, 8.95 percent, and the industrial sector, 6.28. While geothermal consumption from the electric power sector accounted for less than 1 percent of the national total, Nevada, California, and Hawaii received 9 percent, 7 percent and 3 percent of total electric power sector consumption from geothermal energy. All fifty states reported some amount of geothermal energy consumption, although only six states, California,
Hawaii, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, and Utah reported consumption from utility-scale facilities. California leads the nation in terms of total geothermal energy consumption (119,556 billion Btu) followed by Nevada (27,022 billion Btu), which consumes only 22 percent of California’s consumption, and Florida (10,056 billion Btu). Nevada led the nation in per capita consumption, 9.68 MBtu per person, followed by California (3.12 MBtu per person), South Dakota (2.21 MBtu per person), and Hawaii (1.87 MBtu per person). From 2007 to 2013 Nevada’s per capita consumption has increased by 84 percent, primarily as a result of the construction of the state’s 16 new geothermal facilities which now provide 42.11 percent of the state’s total renewable energy consumption from the electric power sector.

**Ethanol**

As of 2013, ethanol accounted for 2.28 percent of total per capita energy consumption and an average of 22.80 percent of consumption from renewable energy sources. From 2005 to 2013, total consumption of ethanol has increased by 225 percent. The transportation sector accounted for 78.24 percent of total ethanol consumption. In Rhode Island and Delaware, consumption of ethanol accounted for more than half of each state’s total renewable energy consumption, while in New Jersey, Utah, and Maryland, ethanol consumption accounted for more than 30 percent of total renewable consumption. California, Texas, and Florida each reported the highest consumption of fuel ethanol in 2013, 124,077 billion Btu, 95,589 billion Btu, and 65,448 billion Btu, respectively; North Dakota experienced the highest per capita consumption of fuel ethanol (5 MBtu per person) followed by Minnesota (4.7 MBtu...
per person), and Mississippi (4.6 MBtu per person). Hawaii (2.1 MBtu per person) reported the lowest per capita consumption of ethanol, followed by New York (2.2 MBtu per person), and Alaska (2.4 MBtu per person).

Wood and Waste

Prior to 1885, when coal became the king of U.S. energy, wood served as the primary source of fuel for the national economy. Despite the emergence of nonrenewable resources during the 19th century and, more recently, the expansion of renewable sources such as wind and solar, the combustion of wood has remained a steady and important source of energy for the U.S. economy. As of 2013, per capita consumption of wood accounted for 2.46 percent of total consumption and 26.64 percent of total consumption from renewable resources. Wood used for energy generation is obtained directly from forests (e.g., residues from timber harvesting operations, and forest-derived biomass from removal or thinning of trees), indirectly from primary and secondary wood product manufacturing (e.g., chips, briquettes, mill residues, pellets), or recovered post-consumption (e.g., urban residues from demolition, packaging materials) (Goerndt, Aguilar, Skog 2013b; Malmsheimer et al. 2008). As of 2011, indirect sources supplied 78.9 percent, direct sources 19.3 percent, and recovered sources 1.8 percent of all wood energy consumed in the U.S. (Aguilar 2015; Goerndt, Aguilar, Skog 2013b). Energy from woody biomass is generally produced through the process of direct firing or co-firing (e.g., burning wood with coal to generate electricity), transformation of the resource to liquid biofuels, or

---

58 Sources of wood energy include raw firewood, processed charcoals, pellets, briquettes, residual fibers and black pulping liquors.
gasification (Basu P. 2013; Goerndt, Aguilar, Skog 2013a, 2013b; Hamelinck, van Hooijdonk & Faaij 2005; Kumabe et al. 2007; Ran and Li 2012).\(^{59}\) Consumption of woody biomass via direct firing is common in the residential sector, where firewood and pellets are consumed via direct firing for home heating. In the industrial sector, forest- and wood-based producers (e.g., paper and pulp manufacturers) can take advantage of the availability of wood-waste and wood by-products by burning the material to generate electricity or heat, supporting internal production (Aguilar et al. 2012; Aguilar 2014).

The demand for wood as a source of energy is predominantly located in the residential and industrial sectors, which accounted for 52.37 percent and 34.59 percent of total consumption, respectively. Consumption of wood by the electric power and commercial sectors to generate electricity, via co-firing, or through combined heat and power, has also been an important end-use, particularly during periods of fossil fuel shortages and more recently as a low-cost alternative to meet renewable portfolio standards in various states (Aguilar et al. 2012; Goerndt, Aguilar, Skog 2013a). As of 2013, 89 coal-fired power plants in the U.S. had been modified to include the consumption of biomass via co-firing, an increase of 345 percent (69 power plants) from 2004 (EIA 2016a). Among the renewable resources, wood is generally the most ubiquitous source of energy. Wood consumption accounted for more than half of renewable energy consumption by the residential and commercial

\(^{59}\) In the U.S., the production of energy from wood via direct firing and co-firing requires relatively minor modifications to the resource, and therefore, is generally a more cost-effective source of fuel (EERE 2004).
sectors, 77.98 percent and 58.04 percent, respectively, and a significant portion of consumption by the industrial sector, 47.80 percent. While the wood consumption only accounted for 6.01 percent of renewable energy demand from the electric power sector, 25 states relied upon wood for some consumption from the electric power sector, with Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, and California receiving the highest portions of energy consumption from wood resources, 24 percent, 9 percent, 6 percent, and 3 percent, respectively. Among the states, Alabama had the highest total consumption (170,810 billion Btu), followed by Georgia (167,492 billion Btu), Florida (123,868 billion Btu), and California (121,297 billion Btu). Maine reported the highest per capita consumption of energy derived from the combustion of wood, 80.49 MBtu per person, where the renewable resource accounted for 26 percent of the state’s total energy consumption and 66.26 percent of consumption from renewable sources. In contrast, Arizona (0.8 MBtu per person), Utah (0.5 MBtu per person), Hawaii (0.3 MBtu per person) each reported the lowest per capita consumption of wood-based energy.

Various forms of waste have also provided a nontrivial source of renewable energy for each of the four economic end-use sectors. The first waste-to-energy facility in the U.S. was constructed in 1885 on Governors Island in New York. Prior to concern regarding the environmental impacts of municipal waste incineration, management of waste materials through combustion was a pragmatic method of

---

60 Energy recovery from waste generally includes the conversion of non-recyclable waste materials into heat, electricity, or fuel via combustion, gasification, pyrolysis, anaerobic digestion, or landfill gas recovery.
addressing the issue of waste disposal (USEPA 2016b). Hundreds of waste incinerators were made operational by mid-20th century. However, with the passage of the Clean Air Act of 1970, existing facilities were subjected to new standards regarding the type of waste that could be burned and the emissions of particulate matter that resulted from the incineration process and facilities that did not adopt the technological requirements to meet the new standards closed. An additional wave of regulation during the 1990s, this time to regulate the emissions of mercury and dioxin from waste burning required the adoption of Maximum achievable Control Technology, leading to the closure of more facilities that did not install the Maximum Achievable Control Technology required by the new regulations (USEPA 2016b).

While the magnitude of emissions produced from waste-to-energy facilities has decreased, relative to those that operated throughout the 20th century, the production of energy from waste material requires combustion. Therefore, the process is considered to be net-negative with respect to CO₂ emissions. However, waste-to-energy facilities can result in a reduction of total emissions by reducing the demand for energy produced from fossil fuels. As of 2014, there were more than 80 waste-to-energy plants distributed across 25 states (USEPA 2016c). Per capita consumption of waste accounts for less than 1 percent of total consumption and 6.44 percent of total consumption from renewables. Waste consumption is largely used by the electric power sector, which accounted for nearly 50 percent of consumption in 2013, followed by industrial and commercial sector consumption, 42.88 percent and 7.75 percent, respectively. Florida, Pennsylvania, and California reported the highest total
consumption with 64,945 billion Btu, 40,574 billion Btu, and 40406 billion Btu, respectively. The highest per capita consumption was reported by Hawaii (5.48 MBtu per person, followed by Iowa (3.92 MBtu per person) and New Hampshire (3.61 MBtu per person). Waste consumption accounted for more than 10 percent of total consumption from renewables in 10 states, with Connecticut and Hawaii receiving more than 25 percent of their total renewable consumption from waste, 27 percent and 29 percent, respectively. On average, waste accounted for 13 to 16 percent of total consumption from renewable sources across the industrial, commercial, and electric power sectors. Each state received a portion of energy consumption in the industrial sector, while the commercial sector in 25 states consumed waste energy, and 45 states consumed waste in the electric power sector. In Hawaii and New Hampshire, waste accounted for more than 5 percent of total energy consumption from industry, while the electric power sector in Massachusetts received more than 6 percent of its energy from waste, and Hawaii’s commercial sector received 8 percent of total consumption from waste.

Conclusion

Effectively addressing the issue of anthropogenic climate change will require a global effort to reduce GHG emissions. As one of the largest national producers of such emissions, the U.S. is among the greatest contributors to the proliferation of the human-enhanced greenhouse effect. At the national level, a number of GHGs are emitted as a result of various economic activities. However, CO₂ emissions have historically been the dominant source of anthropogenic climate forcing produced
within the U.S., and, thus represent a primary focus of government policies designed to address the climate change issue. The combustion of fossil fuels for the production of energy is the primary driver of CO$_2$ emissions. Consequently, a decrease in dependence on fossil fuel energy and CO$_2$ emissions via improvements in energy efficiency and the expansion of energy produced from renewable resources represents a second priority for climate change policymakers. The historical relationship between fossil fuel energy and economic development within the U.S. has contributed to a number of significant institutional and economic barriers to a national transition away from carbon-based energy. However, as with climate change policy, an analysis of state-level energy and CO$_2$ emissions profiles has revealed the presence of substantial diversity at the subnational level with respect to the two primary factors of anthropogenic climate change. Having established the two most important dimensions of climate change mitigation, CO$_2$ emissions and primary energy consumption, Chapter 6 provides a comparative assessment of climate change performance among the states.
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Chapter 6 - State Rankings in Climate Change Performance & Policy Adoption

While the record of state-level climate change policy action is significant, an important component of the policy process includes the evaluation of whether a policy has actually achieved the intended result following implementation. A major question is whether climate change action produces a discernable reduction in CO₂ emissions in the states. Perhaps an equally important question is whether states that have made little or no effort to address the climate change issue have shown divergent trends in terms of CO₂ emissions relative to states that have. The initial step towards climate change mitigation is acknowledging the issue as a policy problem; however, acknowledgement without deliberate and carefully designed action may diminish efforts to reduce emissions to mere political grandstanding. The next step in the study is to develop and apply a quantitative method for comparing state performance with respect to climate change mitigation in terms of climate change policy action and climate change performance.

The chapter begins with an overview of the methodology that is used to analyze state-level climate change performance and policy action, followed by the introduction of a conceptual framework for the evaluation of these two areas. The chapter continues with the development and application of two indices designed to assess climate change performance and climate change policy action across the states. The outcome of the following analysis serves two purposes that are germane to moving the study forward. First, designing a method to rank the states based on their relative climate change performance and policy action provides a logical policy
tool for determining how changes in climate change performance and policy have occurred across the states, while highlighting potential areas for improvement by individual polities. Second, the results of the analysis are used to select four case studies for further investigation regarding the role of collaboration and stakeholder engagement in the climate change policy process using the theoretical framework developed in Chapter 2.

**The Composite Index Methodology**

To produce a climate change performance and policy action score for each of the fifty states, quantitative and qualitative data related to the three dimensions of anthropogenic climate change are measured and integrated using a composite indicator (CI). A CI is essentially a standardized measure of performance with respect to a particular phenomenon that is derived from the aggregation of a series of unique indicators. Policy issues are often influenced by multiple factors and, therefore, an assessment of performance in a particular area frequently calls for the analysis of a range of indicators in order to establish a robust depiction of the existing state of affairs within a particular region (OECD 2008; Saisana and Tarantola 2002). Thus, the underlying motivation for designing a CI stems from the belief that certain concepts are independent and multidimensional in nature, and, therefore, an assessment of performance cannot be accurately captured through the observation of only a single indicator or variable.

The general structure of a CI can be divided into three levels, thematic groupings or dimensions, individual indicators, and the final CI. Typically, the
process of designing a CI begins with the development of a conceptual framework that adequately explains and organizes the various dimensions that contribute to the occurrence of a particular phenomenon. The development of a conceptual framework can occur via a process of logical deduction or through a comprehensive analysis of existing evidence and previous research to determine the primary components that affect the phenomenon of interest (OECD 2008). The Human Development Index (HDI), for example, is a CI developed from a conceptual framework of national development that is composed of three dimensions: length of life (longevity), knowledge, and standard of living (Haq, 1995; Jahan et al. 2015). Thus, the HDI, and each of its three dimensions, can be used as an informational tool for policymakers, and the general public, by first identifying the relative performance of a particular polity with respect to social wellbeing, and then highlighting specific areas in which improvements can be made through policy intervention.

Once the underlying model of the particular phenomenon has been vetted, and the dimensions have been explicated, the next step in the CI design process is the identification of individual indicators. The individual indicators represent the crux of the CI analytical design, bridging the gap between theory and application by operationalizing the key dimensions of the phenomenon under investigation and facilitating the empirical examination of the conceptual model. Each dimension of the phenomenon being studied represents the general category, and perhaps starting point, for indicator identification. For example, in the HDI, the average life expectancy within a particular region is a logical and practical way to measure the
health of individuals and, even more so, the longevity of life within a particular nation (Haq, 1995; Jahan et al. 2015). Individual indicators guide the data selection process, and, therefore, each indicator should be selected based upon their relevance to the phenomenon being assessed, measurability, coverage among the entities that are being compared, and relationship with other indicators chosen for inclusion in the CI (OECD 2008). In some cases, particularly in areas that may necessitate the inclusion of qualitative data, operationalization of a particular indicator may present measurement challenges. Additionally, measurement of a particular phenomenon may be a challenge if data to observe a particular dimension is unavailable in some or all of the regions being assessed and compared in the analysis. Thus, when choosing appropriate indicators for inclusion in a CI, the issue of measurability and coverage ought to be carefully considered ex ante.

The CI methodology is intended to measure a phenomenon that cannot be captured through the observation of a single variable. However, the final CI should also be parsimonious and minimize the number of individual indicators used without sacrificing the explanatory power of the index. For example, in the context of the HDI, it may be that access to health care in addition to life expectancy can be potential indicators of longevity, however, access to health care is likely to be highly correlated with life expectancy. Such a relationship can be revealed through a
correlational analysis of the variables, and, therefore, the access to health care variable can be omitted without sacrificing the accuracy of the final CI.\footnote{In general, when determining which indicators to retain for a CI, it is desirable for the included variables to contain a moderate level of correlation (Tabachnick and Fidell 2007).}

Once the final indicators have been chosen, construction of the CI requires an aggregation of the data collected for each individual indicator. Therefore, normalization of the data is an important step prior to completing the aggregation process (OECD 2008; Saisana and Tarantola 2002).\footnote{There is a range of methods for data normalization, see OECD 2008 for examples.} An additional consideration prior to the completion of the CI is the assignment of individual weights to each indicator or dimension. It may be that some factors are likely to have a greater influence on the outcome of a particular phenomenon, relative to all others, and, therefore, it may be desirable to assign a greater weight to associated values. Weight assignment can occur through logic, theory, or statistical analysis (OECD 2008). The assignment of weights is a nontrivial component of the CI design process, in addition to the observed data weighted indicators will affect the overall measurement outcome. In general, it is best to avoid weighting unless you have a very clear reason to do so theoretically and empirically.

**A Composite Index for Climate Change Performance**

While a number of studies have focused on the role of particular policies, such as climate action plans or renewable portfolio standards, in producing particular outcomes, no study to date has taken a large-n, comparative approach to analyzing American state-level trends with respect to climate change mitigation and policy
action (Asensio and Delmas 2015; Carley 2009; Delmas and Montes-Sancho 2011; Menz and Vachon 2006; Millard-Ball 2012, 2013; William, Morgenstern and Shih 2011). One exception is the Germanwatch/CAN Europe Climate Change Performance Index (CCPI) which, beginning in 2006, has been used to produce annual reports that evaluate and compare the performance of nations that are, collectively, responsible for more than 90 percent of global energy-related CO$_2$ emissions (Burck, Marten and Bals 2015). Each year, the CCPI is presented to the UNFCCC to provide an evaluation of national progress towards the prevention of dangerous climate change as outlined in the Framework Convention on Climate Change.

The most recent CCPI evaluated 58 nations and is composed of five thematic groups, Emissions Level, Development of Emissions, Renewable Energies, Energy Efficiency, and Climate Policy, in which seventeen indicators are utilized (see Table 6.1, Burck, Marten and Bals 2015).$^{63}$ The CI is formed by combining indicator results and assigning the following weights to each dimension or thematic grouping: emissions trends 60 percent, energy efficiency 10 percent, renewable energy 10 percent, and climate change policy 20 percent.$^{64}$

$^{63}$ The CCPI indicators are measured using quantitative energy and emissions data from the International Energy Agency and qualitative data on climate change policy.

$^{64}$ By providing an overall weight of 40 percent to climate change policy, energy efficiency, and renewable energy, Germanwatch/CAN Europe argue that “achievements in reducing emissions and promoting mitigation technologies are adequately included in the index” (Burck, Hermwille and Bals 2015, 5). Similarly, the CCPI sets a maximum weight of 30 percent for the level of current emissions to allow the indicator to be “responsive enough to adequately capture ambitious climate policy” (Burck, Hermwille and Bals 2015, 5).
The Emissions Level group is composed of three separate indicators: primary energy consumption per capita, CO₂ emissions per capita, and emissions reduction target-performance (target-performance comparison). The indicators provide a current profile for each nation in terms of energy consumption, CO₂ emissions, and performance with respect to each nation’s contribution to addressing the issue of anthropogenic global climate change in the context of international goals established by the Kyoto Protocol (Burck, Hermwille and Bals 2015).

The Development of Emissions group is used to describe the recent trend in CO₂ emissions within each nation. The group is disaggregated into five economic
activities, electricity and heat production, manufacturing and industry, transportation, residential and buildings (commercial), and aviation. Each country’s individual score is calculated from the percent change and overall change in emissions for each sector.\textsuperscript{65} Determining each region’s recent development of emissions across each of the four sectors provides a closer look at the institutional characteristics that may be contributing to a particular country’s performance in this category. The Renewable Energies thematic group includes two indicators to measure consumption of renewable energy for each country, share of renewable energy and development of renewable energy which are measured using the current share of energy supplied from renewable sources and the percent change and overall change in emissions for each sector, respectively.

One strategy to address the causes of anthropogenic climate change is to promote economic development that reduces the environmental impacts of energy generation and economic output in terms of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions via improvements in efficiency. The CCPI’s Efficiency group includes two indicators, Efficiency Level and Efficiency Trend, which measure two approaches to promote a low-carbon economy via improvements in both energy and CO\textsubscript{2} emissions efficiency. The Efficiency Level indicator is a measure of state emissions intensity in terms of metric tons of CO\textsubscript{2} (MT CO\textsubscript{2}) emissions per billion British thermal units (Btu) of energy consumption. The indicator reflects the structure and efficiency of the energy

\textsuperscript{65} The CCPI methodology determines these changes in percent of emissions and overall change in emissions using a three-year average of emissions (e.g., 2002-2004 and 2007-2009), where the first three-year average serves as the base period.
generation system and the chosen fuel mix for each nation. The Efficiency Trend indicator is a measure of each nation’s energy intensity and is determined by the total primary energy consumption (thousand Btu) per dollar of gross domestic product (GDP). This indicator provides a rough comparison regarding the structure of the general economic system and its efficiency with regards to energy required per unit of economic output.

The final thematic grouping of the CCPI is Climate Policy. Two separate indicators, National Climate Policy and International Climate Policy, operationalize this dimension of the CCPI. Data for the national and international climate policy indicators are collected via surveys disseminated to local climate change experts from nongovernmental organizations within each country (Burck, Hermwille and Bals 2015). Survey respondents identified by Germanwatch are asked to complete a questionnaire which includes queries regarding the presence or absence of climate change policies designed to reduce CO₂ emissions via the promotion of renewable energy development and energy efficiency. Respondents are asked to list up to three of the most important policy measures for each sector, and rank the nation’s current policy in each area using a 5-point Lykert scale ranging from “very good” to “very poor” (Burck, Marten and Bals 2015). The survey also addresses national policy related to the protection of peat land and forest ecosystem biodiversity using the same performance criteria. Respondents are also asked to rank their respective nation’s performance in International Climate Policy with respect to participation in UNFCCC
conferences as well as participation in other international conferences and multilateral climate policy agreements (Burck, Marten and Bals 2015).

The CCPI applies the Min-Max methodology to normalize the value of each individual indicator to facilitate the aggregation and ranking process (Burck, Hermwille and Bals 2015). The Min-Max normalization approach sets the country that is the best performer for a particular indicator as the highest possible score. Thus, any country’s individual score will indicate climate performance relative to that of all other countries. The CCPI’s final country ranking is calculated by aggregating the weighted indicator scores within each thematic grouping and then aggregating the thematic groupings for each country. The resulting CCPI places each individual country in a performance ranking relative to the performance indicators of all other countries. While the CCPI score places the highest performing nation(s) at the top of the performance “ladder,” the aggregate score does not necessarily indicate that a particular country performed better than all countries below it in all areas evaluated.

\[ X_{ic} = 100 \cdot \left( \frac{x_{ic} - \min(x_i)}{\max(x_i) - \min(x_i)} \right) \]

\( X = \) Normalized indicator score; \( x = \) Measured value; \( c = \) country, 1, …, 58; \( i = \) individual indicator, 1, …, 15

\[ I = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i X_{ic} \]

\( I = \) Climate Change Performance Index
\( X_{ic} = \) Normalized indicator for indicator, \( i \), in country, \( c \)
\( W_i = \) weighting of indicator \( i \), \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i = 1 \) and \( 0 \leq w_i \leq 1 \)
\( i = \) individual indicator, 1, …, 15
Thus, each thematic grouping, and individual indicator, can be separately analyzed to rank performance on specific climate change areas and individual sectors.

This study draws upon the methodological approach employed by Germanwatch/Can Europe to develop a systematic ranking of the fifty U.S. states by developing two CIs, a State-Level Climate Change Performance Index (SLCCPI) and State-Level Climate Change Policy Adoption and Implementation Index (SLCCPAII), to assess state-level performance with respect to climate change mitigation and climate change policy action. While the CCPI offers a novel application of the CI methodology in developing a structured and systematic method to assess national climate change performance, there are a number of potential shortcomings in the CI design which are likely to distort measures of performance and, at least in the context of U.S. state-level climate change performance, provide erroneous conclusions with respect to the relative climate change mitigation performance among the states. Thus, while the SLCCPI and SLCCPAII are produced from the same underlying question developed in the CCPI, the conceptual framework used for the following analysis is unique in a number of important areas.

The first digression from the CCPI begins with the general definition regarding the concept of climate change performance and a critical assessment regarding the inclusion of climate change policy as a dimension of performance. While the logical expectation of policies that are adopted to address the issue of anthropogenic climate change is a subsequent reduction in CO₂ emissions, an ex ante assessment of how such policies will produce actual change is difficult to measure.
The CCPI is not designed to identify the direct impacts to emissions and energy from climate change policy and, although the policy indicators do include some measurement of effectiveness as interpreted by third party climate change experts, such appraisals are based upon the explicit policy goals within the context of a particular region, are subject to various potential biases, and are not necessarily supported by quantitative evidence (Podsakoff et al. 2003). Related to the challenge of accurately measuring the effectiveness of climate change policy using this methodological approach is the issue of rewarding states that may have a suite of climate change policies in place, yet are underperforming in terms of emissions reductions. While government intervention to mitigate the primary drivers of anthropogenic climate change may be necessary to achieve a timely reduction in emissions, economic factors unrelated to such policy may also contribute to a reduction of emissions. For example, a recent decrease in the price of natural gas has contributed to an overall decline in the demand for coal as a source for energy across multiple economic sectors, which would produce a decline in overall emissions, ceteris paribus (EIA 2016a). Therefore, simply rewarding states for having policy in place while disregarding the potential effect of other policy or economic factors which may contribute to a state’s decline in emissions may distort the true relative performance of states in terms of actual environmental change and unfairly reward states that have enacted climate change policy without direct observation of the actual effectiveness of such policies.
Furthermore, in the absence of a more complex model to identify the relationship between climate change policy adoption and environmental change, the only true measure of climate change performance is the direct observation of temporal changes to the primary drivers of anthropogenic climate change (e.g., emissions, energy efficiency, and renewable energy consumption). Therefore, a measure of climate change performance ought to limit the scope of evaluation to the inclusion of observed changes in the physical factors that contribute to both the proliferation and mitigation of the anthropogenic climate change issue. Reducing climate change performance to the physical dimensions associated with the issue widens the scope of assessment, eliminates the measurement challenges associated with determining the effectiveness of policy outcomes ex ante, and allows for factors unrelated to government intervention to be accounted. Therefore, this study uses a conceptual framework for climate change performance that strictly relies upon observations associated with the physical dimensions of climate change, anthropogenic CO$_2$ emissions and energy consumption (see Chapter 5).

In spite of the limitations of operationalizing climate change policy adoption as a measure of climate change performance, from a policymaking perspective, there is value in understanding the level of policy-oriented action that states have taken to address climate change. As Chapter 4 has illuminated, the states have employed a range of policy tools to reduce CO$_2$ emissions that span each of the five primary energy end-use sectors. The actions range from voluntary goals and incentives to direct command-and-control regulation of energy consumption and emissions.
Applying the CI methodology to conduct an analysis of the various policies that have been implemented across the states provides a systematic approach that can improve our understanding of the various dimensions of climate change policy action and the relative trends among the states in terms of policy adoption. The CI tool is also useful for identifying areas of action that are commonplace among the states as well as areas in which policy action is lacking. Finally, the CI approach facilitates an opportunity to rank the states based upon their relative level of action across the various dimensions of climate change policy. Developing a state-level ranking in terms of policy action can be a useful tool for state-level policy actors who may be interested in identifying areas of potential improvement within their respective regions as well as a starting point for policy learning among the states. From an academic perspective, the large-n assessment of state-level policy action can serve as a starting point for a deeper investigation via case study analysis.

While the CCPI provides an important starting point for assessing regional climate change mitigation performance, it is worthwhile to take a critical look at how policymakers and scientists ought to define “climate change performance.” For the purposes of this study, an assessment of state-level climate change performance with respect to the mitigation of anthropogenic climate change can be limited to an evaluation of recent trends in the primary drivers that contribute to the climate change issue. Chapter 5 provided a general introduction to the primary drivers of climate change, CO$_2$ emissions and primary energy consumption, establishing a theoretical foundation for consideration of the most important factors of the climate change issue.
within the U.S. While an assessment of climate change policy adoption is relevant to discussions related to climate change performance, given the abundance of quantitative data related to emissions and energy, such a dimension is unnecessary for inclusion in a CI designed to assess overall performance with respect to climate change mitigation. Nonetheless, an understanding and evaluation of climate change policy adoption can provide opportunities for comparisons and produce valuable insight for both policymakers and policy researchers. An assessment of climate change policy performance and climate change policy action is germane to this study, and, therefore, the analysis proceeds with the development of two separate CIs to evaluate state-level climate change policy performance and policy action.

State-Level Climate Change Indices

Chapter 4 reviewed the diverse array of policies that have been designed to establish both direct and indirect constraints on emissions of CO₂ to date and provides an analysis of state-level efforts to address the issue of anthropogenic climate change. Chapter 5 established two critical dimensions of climate change, CO₂ emissions and primary energy consumption, and provided an analysis of the current state-of-play with respect to each among the states. While climate change policy, CO₂ emissions, and primary energy consumption are three important areas of the climate change mitigation conversation, there are a number of ways in which various aspects of these three dimensions contribute to a particular state’s relative progress towards addressing the issue of anthropogenic climate change. For example, with respect to energy consumption, one can focus on the amount of energy provided from fossil fuel
resources, or the amount of energy provided from renewable energy. Additionally, one must consider the interactions between dimensions, for example, the relationship between CO₂ emissions and fossil fuel consumption, and determine how a measure of performance can be simplified without sacrificing variation and explanatory power in an overall assessment of performance. The following section draws upon the information provided in previous chapters to develop two conceptual frameworks that can be used to operationalize the dimensions of climate change mitigation in order to solidify an approach for assessing state-level trends in climate change performance and policy action.

**A Conceptual Framework for Climate Change Performance**

In terms of climate change mitigation, the ultimate goal is to achieve a reduction in CO₂ emissions. Therefore, one might argue that the definitive measure of climate change performance is the observed change in a particular polity’s overall or per capita emissions. The observed change in emissions within a particular region can be indicative of an overall change in a number of important factors related to climate change mitigation. For example, a decline in per capita emissions may be the result of a transition from carbon intensive fossil fuels, such as coal, towards more carbon efficient sources of energy such as natural gas, or renewable energy. However, there is empirical evidence of a positive, causal relationship between economic growth and CO₂ emissions within the U.S. (Chen et al. 2016; Menyah and Wolde-Rufael 2010). Therefore, while changes in CO₂ emissions are undoubtedly a necessary component of measures related to climate change performance, an analysis that relies solely upon
observed changes in CO₂ emissions across a particular time period is likely to be affected by exogenous factors unrelated to deliberate, structural changes within a particular region that will result in long-term emissions reductions.

The Great Recession (2007-2009), for example, resulted in a decline in economic productivity throughout the U.S., which led to an overall reduction in CO₂ emissions, among other things (Grusky, Western and Wimer 2011). From 2007 to 2009, the per capita CO₂ emissions among the states decreased by 11 percent (0.114 MT CO₂ per person), yet in states where economic activity relies heavily upon the consumption of fossil fuels (e.g., petrochemical manufacturing) the change was generally much greater (EIA 2015b). For example, in 2007 Louisiana, Alaska, and Texas were ranked 1st, 2nd, and 5th in the U.S. in fossil fuel consumption per capita by the industrial and commercial economic sectors and experienced a decrease in MT of CO₂ emissions per capita of 15.42 percent, 16.82 percent, and 12.92 percent, respectively, from 2007 to 2009 (EIA 2015b). In the absence of structural changes in the type of energy consumed to support economic activity, it is reasonable to expect that following an economic recovery, emissions will once again increase in these states. Thus, an assessment of climate change performance that only relies upon observed changes in CO₂ emissions is likely to unfairly reward states that have experienced an abnormally large decrease in emissions as a result of a decrease in economic activity. In contrast, states that have perhaps worked to reduce economic dependence on fossil fuels via structural changes to the economy are less likely to experience dramatic declines in emissions. Consequently, these states will be ranked
lower in terms of the change in emissions from periods of economic decline. Thus, while CO$_2$ emissions are a necessary component of any measure related to climate change performance, the metric is insufficient on its own for capturing an overall understanding of how structural changes to a region’s energy economy have contributed to the mitigation of anthropogenic climate change.

Therefore, a conceptual framework for evaluating state-level climate change performance ought to include factors that contribute to emissions reduction, are indicative of structural and behavioral changes related to climate change mitigation, and are generally addressed by climate change mitigation policy efforts. Two important factors that meet these criteria are the development of energy provided from alternative resources and improvements in energy efficiency (Moomaw et al. 2011; Pacala and Socolow 2004; Sims et al. 2007).\textsuperscript{68} Alternative energy development and increases in energy efficiency offer a means for emissions reduction by addressing supply and demand side aspects of energy production and consumption through substitution and conservation, respectively. Additionally, each of these components provide a unique perspective for understanding state-level trends in energy consumption and, therefore, the inclusion of these components in an assessment of climate change performance contributes to a broader understanding of how changes have occurred among the states.

As discussed in Chapter 5, in terms of climate change mitigation, the most notable benefit of alternative energy development is a reduction in the economic

\textsuperscript{68} Alternative energy sources include renewable sources of energy as defined in Chapter 5 and nuclear energy.
reliance on fossil fuels as a source of energy, and a subsequent reduction in emissions from energy consumption. With the exception of the consumption of biomass in co-fired power plants, an increase in the amount of energy produced from alternative energy sources requires the construction of new energy production facilities and infrastructure that is often unique from the traditional energy grid (Jacobson et al. 2015a, 2015b). Thus, the substitution of carbon-based sources of energy with alternative sources is indicative of a change to the infrastructure of a region’s energy economy, and has direct implications with respect to the amount of emissions produced from energy consumption. Although the uneven distribution of some renewable energy resources within the U.S. contributes to some differentiation with respect to the relative economic and technical efficiency and feasibility of producing energy from certain renewable sources among the states, the levelized cost of producing energy from renewable as opposed to fossil fuel sources is generally greater across all forms of renewable energy technology (EIA 2016b; Lazard 2015). Therefore, in addition to the potential impacts to emissions from renewable energy development, an observed increase in the amount of energy consumption provided from renewable sources can generally be attributed to a deliberate policy effort to promote renewable energy development.

An important caveat with respect to the inclusion of alternative energy development in an assessment of climate change performance is the potential for an increase in alternative energy consumption to coincide with an overall increase in total energy consumption. For example, North Dakota experienced an average
increase in renewable energy consumption per capita of 3.55 million Btu (MBtu) from 1988 to 2013 (EIA 2015b). However, the state experienced an average annual increase in total energy consumption per capita of 11.65 MBtu (EIA 2015b). Thus, while alternative energy development plays an important role as a source of fossil fuel substitution, the overall effectiveness of alternative energy development, in the context of climate change mitigation, is contingent upon an associated decrease in consumption of energy produced from fossil fuels. The potential for growth in alternative energy consumption to be proportional to overall growth in energy consumption within a particular region is an important factor in the development of policies such as renewable portfolio standards. This type of policy generally mandates that a specific portion of total energy produced within a state be purveyed from renewable sources (see Chapter 4), therefore, limiting the likelihood that a positive change in renewable energy consumption would be offset by a proportional change in fossil fuel consumption in response to an overall increase in energy demand.

A third component of the conceptual framework for climate change performance, energy efficiency, can achieve a reduction in overall emissions through demand side management of energy consumption across multiple end-use sectors (Moomaw et al. 2011). In the residential and commercial sectors, improvements in energy efficiency can be achieved through an increase in the consumption of energy efficient appliances, building weatherization and lighting retrofits (Pew Center 2011). In the transportation sector, improvements in vehicle fuel efficiency and land use planning that reduces vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and improves access to public
transportation can contribute to emissions reduction via a decline in the demand for petroleum (U.S. Office of the President 2015). As discussed in Chapter 4, the co-benefit provided from improvements in energy efficiency in terms of a reduced demand for energy and a reduction in the relative price of consumption has facilitated the adoption of a number of policies across a diverse array of states within the U.S. The effect of energy efficiency improvements on CO$_2$ emissions will generally be stronger in states that are also transitioning towards less carbon intensive or alternative energy sources, although such efforts are not a necessity to achieve overall emissions reduction from energy conservation.

One possible pitfall of improvements in energy efficiency is the potential for a decrease in the price of energy in response to a change in the cost of the production of manufactured goods and a decrease in demand from consumers is an eventual increase in overall consumption. The so-called “boomerang effect” has been the subject of recent research in the literature that calls into question the long-term effectiveness of energy efficiency to mitigate CO$_2$ emissions (Ayres, Raseman and Shih 2013; Shen, Cui and Fu 2015; Schultz et al. 2007; Sælen and Westskog 2013). However, the results of empirical investigations on this topic have provided mixed conclusions regarding the effect of energy efficiency on total energy consumption (Greening, Greene and Difiglio 2000). One way to address the potential presence of such an effect is to measure energy efficiency improvements in terms of energy consumption per capita, rather than energy consumption per GDP, for example,
which may fail to identify a concurrent increase in overall consumption as a result of efficiency improvements.

Figure 6.1 presents a conceptual framework for evaluating climate change performance across the American states based upon three dimensions: Emissions Development, Energy Efficiency, and Alternative Energy Development. Aside from the direct relevance of each of the three components of the conceptual model of climate change performance to climate change mitigation, the inclusion of these three facets also account for undesirable aspects that cannot be identified from observations of any single component. As discussed above, for example, the level of emissions within a particular region is closely associated with overall economic activity, particularly in areas that are highly dependent upon industrial activity. Therefore, observed changes in emissions coupled with changes in alternative energy consumption and energy efficiency can control for exogenous factors that produce emissions reduction that may be caused by temporary changes in economic activity. Therefore, a state that experiences a decline in emissions in addition to an increase in alternative energy consumption and improvements in energy efficiency will receive a higher performance score than states in which changes in the former occur without experiencing any observable change in the latter. With respect to alternative energy development, a measure of changes in energy efficiency can control for inaccurate measures of performance from growth in alternative energy consumption that occur alongside growth in fossil fuel consumption. Lastly, there is the potential for states to achieve improvements in energy efficiency, while also experiencing an increase in the
consumption of a more carbon intensive fuel type (e.g., a transition from natural gas to coal consumption), which may offset the benefits of energy conservation in terms of achieving an overall decrease in emissions. Observed changes in emissions can control for this phenomenon, whereby states that experience improvements in energy efficiency while also experiencing a reduction in emissions receive a higher performance rating than states that experience an increase in emissions despite achieving improvements in energy efficiency.

**Figure 6.1** Conceptual framework for the SLCCPI.

With respect to the conceptual framework for state-level climate change performance, a second digression from the CCPI model is the exclusion of the current level of emissions and energy consumption as a facet of performance. Three thematic groupings (Emissions Level, Efficiency, and Renewable Energies) of the CCPI rely upon the most recent nation-level energy and emissions data as an indication of performance in these respective areas (see Table 6.1). A snapshot of current state- and sector-level emissions and energy portfolios, as provided in the CCPI and in the discussion of state-level emissions and energy trend in Chapter 5, is valuable for the provision of benchmarks for emissions reduction and renewable energy development moving forward. However, such a metric is not practical for evaluating how state-
level emissions and energy consumption has evolved since the issue of anthropogenic
cclimate change was introduced to the national political agenda.

In addition to issues related to human health and environmental quality, the
decision to consume one source of primary energy over another is dependent upon
multiple factors, including availability, suitability, and the related costs of
development (Brown et al. 2015; de Vries, van Vuuren and Hoogwijk 2007;
Many states have an established history of reliance upon various forms of renewable
energy that predates the issue of anthropogenic climate change, simply as a result of
regional location. Therefore, the current level of renewable or alternative energy
consumption is not necessarily indicative of efforts to mitigate anthropogenic climate
change. Hydropower and geothermal energy, for example, are among the oldest forms
of renewable energy in the U.S., however, the feasibility of harnessing these
resources for the generation of energy is generally constrained by geographic location
(Brown et al. 2015; Lopez et al. 2012; Williams et al. 2008). Therefore, consumption
of such resources tends to be limited to states in which supplies are abundant and
relatively accessible. In contrast, regions where access to hydropower and geothermal
energy is limited may be disproportionately reliant on sources such as wind and solar
power, which have only become widely available since the 1980s (see Chapter 5).
Consequently, when evaluating climate change performance based upon each state’s
current level of emissions and energy consumption, those that have an extensive
history of alternative energy consumption but perhaps a slow rate of alternative
energy development in recent years may tend to rank higher than states that have historically relied upon nonrenewable sources of energy but have experienced a fast rate of development of renewable sources in recent years. Therefore, to control for the potential advantage awarded to states with an extensive history of alternative energy consumption, and reward states that have recently increased efforts to expand renewable energy consumption, an analysis of state-level climate change performance with respect to emissions and energy consumption ought to measure the relative changes in CO$_2$ emissions and energy consumption that have occurred among the states following the 1988 testimony of Dr. James Hansen before Congress (Shabecoff 1988).

**A Conceptual Framework for Climate Change Policy Adoption and Implementation**

Perhaps the most effective strategy with respect to state-level mitigation of anthropogenic climate change would occur through a comprehensive pollution standard designed to reduce emissions across all sectors of an economy. However, to date, no such policy has been adopted within the U.S. While the CCPI divides climate change policy into two separate groupings, national and international policy, state-level climate change policy action has been characterized by the implementation of various sector- and source-specific policies designed to mitigate anthropogenic climate change through a combination of command-and-control and incentive-based regulations. The mechanisms for achieving reductions in CO$_2$ emissions include both direct emissions reduction mandates (e.g., emissions standards) and indirect, energy conservation- and substitution-based approaches, such as the adoption of Energy
Efficiency Resource Standards (EERS) and Renewable or Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards, respectively. The variety of policy strategies that have been designed to address the climate change issue suggest that climate change policy action is multidimensional, in that a measure of policy action based upon a specific approach (e.g., cap and trade, renewable energy development, vehicle emissions standards, etc.) cannot effectively capture the overall effort made by a particular state. Therefore, to develop a method for comparative analysis of state-level climate change policy action, and to guide the assessment process, a conceptual framework that considers the various aspects of climate change policy must be developed. An approach that includes multiple dimensions of state-level climate change policy action not only provides a more comprehensive depiction of how state-level mitigation efforts have occurred in the U.S., but also accommodates the opportunity to evaluate how states have performed within particular policy areas.

The suite of climate change policies that have been adopted at the state level can generally be placed into five broad thematic groupings: Emissions, Energy Efficiency, Renewable Energy, Multistate Agreements, and Climate Change Policy Planning. Table 6.2 shows how each of the climate change policies introduced in Chapter 4 can be distributed across the five types of climate change policy action. The climate change policies within each of these five groupings can be further disaggregated based upon the economic sector for which the policy has a direct impact. For example, an LCFS directly effects the level of emissions produced from
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69 See Chapter 4 for a detailed description of each climate change policies.
the transportation sector, and would fall within the Emissions grouping. Similarly, with respect to Energy Efficiency, a number of states have enacted state-level policies that exceed the minimum federal appliance energy efficiency standards, which generally affects energy consumption from the residential and commercial sectors, as well as requirements for improvements in energy efficiency from the electric power sector via EERS. The SLCCPAII is intended to provide an overall assessment and ranking of the states based upon efforts to address the general challenges presented by the issue which include the implementation of policies designed to address the physical drivers of the climate change issue, CO\textsubscript{2} emissions produced from fossil fuel combustion, as well as the ability to overcome the institutional, social, and political challenges of the issue, which generally requires deliberate planning and collaboration among relevant stakeholder groups to achieve an effective policy outcome. The five thematic groupings presented in Table 6.2 account for each of these dimensions of climate change policy and, therefore, provide a reasonable starting point for a state-level assessment of climate change policy action. The remainder of the section provides a discussion of how each thematic grouping contributes to an understanding of climate change action at the state level.
The primary purpose of climate change policy is to achieve a reduction in emissions within a particular region, although effective climate change mitigation is not limited to mandates that require a direct reduction of CO$_2$ emissions. The conceptual framework for climate change performance, discussed above, highlighted two areas, energy conservation and fossil fuel substitution, that can also be an effective approach to achieve emissions reductions. While a number of states have implemented policies designed to achieve direct reductions in CO$_2$ emissions, the adoption of policies that focus on energy conservation and substitution as a means to reduce emissions have generally been more popular among the states (see Chapter 4). Policies that can mandate or incentivize a direct reduction in emissions are placed
within the Emissions dimension of the conceptual framework, while policies that achieve emissions reductions indirectly, via energy conservation and substitution, are placed within the Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy dimensions. All three types of climate change policies, emissions, efficiency, and renewable energy standards, can be implemented to accomplish an overall reduction in emissions and each addresses a unique aspect of climate change mitigation (i.e., direct or indirect emissions reduction). Therefore, each of these three policy types represent a unique dimension of the SLCCPAII as an evaluation of state-level climate change policy action ought to account for the implementation of policies that can produce a direct reduction in emissions as well as those that reduce emissions indirectly via improvements in energy conservation and the substitution of fossil fuels with alternative energy sources.

A fourth dimension of climate change policy action, Multistate Agreements, represents state-level efforts to form regional coalitions intended to address the various drivers of anthropogenic climate change. Analogous to the International Policy dimension of the CCPI, the Multistate Agreements dimension of the SLCCPAII signifies the ability for some states to overcome the political and economic barriers to multilateral agreements and establish a collaborative and cooperative policy networks to reduce CO₂ emissions. A number of states have entered into cross-state partnerships through regional agreements intended to reduce emissions produced from various economic activities (see Table 6.3). Although the collection of multistate climate change agreements that have been established in
recent years include various types of policies that fall within the first three dimensions of climate change policy action, multistate climate change policy agreements represent a distinct dimension of policy action. The formation of policy partnerships and cross-state policy coordination faces a unique set of challenges. Therefore, the survival of such initiatives is indicative of participant states’ abilities to overcome the various challenges associated with the provision of a public good (climate change mitigation) through interstate collaboration, such as the associated transaction costs of organizing regional policies and the potential for free riding (Coase 1974; Olson 1965).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regional Agreement</th>
<th>Year Initiated</th>
<th>Participant States</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Coast Governor's Global Warming Initiative</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>California, Oregon, Washington</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Vermont</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Climate Change Initiative</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Arizona, New Mexico</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Climate Initiative</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Arizona, California, Montana, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Coast Collaborative</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Alaska, California, Oregon, Washington</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Climate Initiative</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Connecticut, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America 2050</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Arizona, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, New Mexico, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, Washington</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Zero-Emission Vehicle Programs</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>California, Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont</td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The fifth dimension of the SLCCPAII, Climate Change Policy Planning, represents the efforts initiated by states to plan for climate change mitigation policy efforts. This aspect of policy action includes the initial steps of the policy process that states have taken towards addressing the issue of anthropogenic climate change. In the context of state-level climate change mitigation, understanding the magnitude of the problem, both in terms of the predicted regional impacts associated with a change to the global climate and the distribution of emissions across the various sectors within an economy, is a necessary first step in determining whether policy action is warranted and how effective policy ought to be designed (Kingdon 1995). The distribution of emissions within a particular state not only influences the effectiveness of policy action, in terms of the relative impact of emissions reduction, but can also affect the political feasibility of emissions regulation. For example, policies designed to reduce emissions from the electric power sector will have the greatest effect in states where coal provides a primary source of energy for electricity production. However, the significant role that coal production may play within a state’s economy may contribute to political challenges with respect to the adoption of standards to regulate emissions from coal combustion. A second component of the Climate Change Policy Planning dimension includes the formulation of potential policy solutions. This aspect of the policy process may include consultation with relevant public, private, and government stakeholders as well as scientific experts in an effort to identify and develop appropriate policy tools that are politically feasible and provide meaningful environmental outcomes. Following an evaluation of the potential
magnitude of the climate change problem, and the relative role that each economic sector plays in the promulgation of CO₂ emissions, policymakers are provided with a more organized understanding of the issue and can prioritize opportunities for government intervention to achieve mitigation.

Figure 6.2 presents a conceptual framework for evaluating climate change policy action among the states based upon five dimensions: Emissions, Energy Efficiency, Renewable Energy, Multistate Agreements, and Climate Change Policy Planning. As with climate change performance, an assessment of climate change policy action cannot be effectively captured via the observation of a single variable. A number of unique state-level actions can signify both a deliberate effort to address anthropogenic climate change as well as the ability to overcome and address some of the complex economic and political challenges that may be associated with effective mitigation. Each dimension of the SLCCPAII represents a unique aspect of state-level climate change policy that can contribute to an understanding and assessment of how each state has sought to address the climate change issue. The next section of the chapter takes a closer look at the conceptual frameworks presented above by introducing potential indicators for the SLCCPI and the SLCCPAII and performing an empirical analysis to determine which variables and dimensions are suitable for inclusion in each respective CI.
Indicators of Climate Change Performance

The next step stage in the CI process is to establish the final dimensions and individual indicators that will be used to operationalize the SLCCPI and SLCCPAII. The selection of individual indicators is a critical component in the CI design process. Potential variables are generally assessed based on three criteria: relevance to the phenomenon being assessed, measurability, coverage among the entities that are being compared, and relationship with other indicators chosen for inclusion in the CI (OECD 2008). The CCPI developed by Germanwatch/Can Europe includes fifteen individual indicators to measure performance across the five dimension of climate change performance: Climate Policy, Development of Emissions, Emissions Level, Renewable Energies, and Efficiency, identified in the study’s conceptual model (see Table 6.1). As discussed above, two dimensions of the CCPI (Climate Change Policy and Emissions Level) offer insightful information regarding important aspects of the climate change issue. However, these dimensions are less suited for a temporal assessment of actual climate change mitigation in the American states. Therefore, the SLCCPI is composed of three dimensions (Emissions Development, Energy Efficiency, and Alternative Energy Development) that represent temporal trends in state-level CO$_2$ emissions and energy consumption.
Six separate indicators are included in the SLCCPI: CO₂ emissions per capita, emissions-GDP intensity, total energy consumption per capita, emissions-energy intensity, energy-GDP intensity, and alternative energy consumption per capita. In order to determine how the level of each prospective indicator has changed over time, the average annual change for each variable from 1988 to 2013 was estimated for each of the fifty states using six linear regression models in which the dependent variable was represented by one of the indicators described above and the independent variable was represented by the year of each observation. Table 6.4 provides a description of each of the six indicators, including units of measurement and the dimension for which they were chosen to represent.
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70 Prior to the regression analysis, data for each of the states were assessed for linearity. While a subset of states exhibited potential nonlinearity for some indicators, trends predominantly exhibited a linear relationship. The issue of anthropogenic climate change was first presented before national policymakers in 1988; therefore this year was selected as the initial year of observation.
### Table 6.4 Potential indicators of state-level climate change performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emissions Development</td>
<td>CO₂ Emissions Per Capita</td>
<td>MT CO₂ Per Person</td>
<td>EIA 2015a; Census Bureau 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emissions-GDP Intensity</td>
<td>MT CO₂ Per U.S. Dollar</td>
<td>EIA 2015a; BEA 2015a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Energy Consumption Per Capita</td>
<td>MBtu Per Person</td>
<td>EIA 2015b; Census Bureau 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency</td>
<td>Energy-GDP</td>
<td>Thousand Btu (MMBtu) Per U.S. Dollar</td>
<td>EIA 2015b; BEA 2015a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emissions-Energy Intensity</td>
<td>MT CO₂ Per MBtu</td>
<td>EIA 2015a, 2015b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Energy Development</td>
<td>Alternative Energy Consumption Per Capita</td>
<td>MBtu Per Person</td>
<td>EIA 2015b; Census Bureau 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Emissions Development dimension of the SLCCPI is intended to characterize a particular region’s role in contributing to the issue of climate change via CO₂ emissions. While the inclusion of CO₂ emissions per capita is a practical indicator of emissions performance, an assessment of state-level performance with respect to the amount of emissions produced from economic activity (emissions-GDP intensity) may also provide a relevant measure of Emissions Development.⁷¹

Observed changes in a state’s emissions-GDP intensity can provide insight into how

⁷¹ The Development of Emissions group from the CCPI is operationalized by the observed change in emissions across five end-use sectors: electric power, industry, road transportation, aviation, and residential and commercial. While determining each state’s recent development of emissions across each of these primary economic sectors provides a closer look at the institutional characteristics that may be contributing to a particular state’s performance in this category, this study is not concerned with distinguishing the development of emissions at such a scale. Therefore, the SLCCPI includes total per capita emissions of CO₂, across end-use sectors, to determine each state’s emissions.
closely economic activity is linked to the combustion of fossil fuels, and, consequently, the proliferation of climate change. As discussed in Chapter 5, the consumption of fossil fuels has historically provided an important source of energy for economic activity across end-use sectors throughout the U.S. Therefore, trends in the relationship between emissions and economic activity may serve as an indication of overall emissions performance, where a decoupling of economic activity and energy consumption from CO₂ emissions would be considered desirable in terms of climate change mitigation. However, while a decoupling of economic activity from emissions is desirable, particularly within the context of sustainable development, it is possible for the rate of economic growth to exceed the rate of change in emissions while per capita emissions increase concurrently (Gupta 2015; OECD 2002; Van Canegham 2010; Van der Voet et al. 2014). While economic growth in spite of climate change mitigation is socially and politically desirable, the result is not a necessary condition for mitigation to be achieved, given the definition of climate change provided above. However, the inclusion of a measure of CO₂ emissions per capita, together with a measure of emissions-GDP intensity in the Emissions Development thematic grouping will reward states that have performed well in both areas more than states that have only achieved desirable trends in one indicator.

The Energy Efficiency dimension of climate change performance is intended to exemplify state-level changes in the demand for energy. Three indicators, total energy consumption per capita, and two measures of energy intensity, emissions produced from energy consumption (emissions-energy intensity) and energy
consumption in relation to GDP (energy-GDP intensity), were considered as representative measures of this dimension of climate change performance. As with CO$_2$ emissions per capita, observed changes in energy consumption per capita is a practical approach for operationalizing energy efficiency trends within a particular region, where an observed decrease in individual energy consumption over time signifies a reduction in the overall demand for energy within an economy, and subsequently the amount of emissions produced per person. The energy-GDP intensity indicator also represents a unique measure that can be used to assess energy efficiency trends within a particular region by directly linking energy consumption to economic activity. The consumption of energy is integral to all economic end-use sectors. Therefore, a decrease in the amount of energy consumed relative to economic output is indicative of an overall change in the demand for energy within a state’s economy and an improvement in energy efficiency. Relatedly, given that fossil fuels are a primary source of energy throughout the U.S., a decrease in the amount of CO$_2$ emissions produced from the consumption of energy (emissions-energy intensity) may signify changes in the demand for energy over time.

As with the emissions-GDP intensity indicator, while the decoupling of energy consumption and economic growth may be desirable in terms of sustainability, such a metric does not necessarily indicate overall improvements in actual energy consumption as economic growth may exceed the growth of energy consumption, while overall energy consumption continues to increase (Iddrisu and Bhattacharyya 2015; Patlitzianas et al. 2008; Vera and Langlois 2007). Similarly, while emissions-
energy intensity couples the relationship between energy sources and associated emissions and a decrease in emissions per unit of energy consumption contributes to climate change mitigation, in the absence of a measure of changes in per capita energy consumption, a downward trend in emissions-energy intensity can potentially be offset by an increase in overall energy consumption (Iddrisu and Bhattacharyya 2015). Therefore, all three indicators are included in the Energy Efficiency thematic group of the SLCCPI as each measure captures a unique aspect of energy efficiency and, taken together, can control for undesirable performance related to climate change mitigation.

The Alternative Energy Development dimension of climate change performance represents supply side changes to a region’s energy portfolio. In terms of climate change mitigation, a reduction in CO$_2$ emissions will require a transition away from carbon-based sources of energy (Moomaw et al. 2011). As such, a measure of alternative energy consumption per capita was selected as an indicator of state-level performance with respect to the development of alternative energy sources.\textsuperscript{72} It is worth noting that while some sources of alternative energy such as hydro and nuclear power may be considered less desirable relative to others based upon environmental and social factors unrelated to the issue of climate change, each offers an opportunity to reduce CO$_2$ emissions via the substitution of fossil fuels (see Chapter 5). Therefore, all sources of alternative energy were included in the indicator.

\textsuperscript{72} The measure of alternative energy development includes an aggregate measure of consumption for each state as the various sources of alternative energy offer opportunities for fossil fuel substitution across economic sectors.
Another prospective measure of alternative energy development is the share of total energy consumption provided from alternative sources. The decision to exclude this variable was based on the inclusion of energy consumption per capita in the Energy Efficiency group. Together, a measure of the change in total alternative energy consumption and energy consumption, per capita, provide an indirect measure of changes in the share of alternative energy consumption within a particular state.73

**Indicators of Climate Change Policy Adoption and Implementation**

Twenty-one indicators were chosen for inclusion in the SLCCPAII (see Table 6.5). Primary and secondary qualitative data for each policy were collected from various databases and state legislative records (e.g., C2ES 2014, DSIRE 2016, ACEEE 2016). Indicators for the Emissions, Energy Efficiency, and Renewable Energy dimensions of state-level policy action, which address the primary drivers of climate change and climate change mitigation, were determined based upon the general focus and design of each type of climate change policy. For example, Renewable Portfolio and Alternative Energy Standards and Renewable Fuel Standards and Mandates, each provide explicit targets regarding the amount of renewable energy that should be consumed by the electric power and transportation sectors, respectively. These types of policies are designed to increase the substitution of fossil fuels with less carbon intensive fuel types and are therefore considered

---

73 Final indicators for the SLCCPI were examined empirically using correlation analysis. The indicators selected for inclusion in each dimension of the SLCCPI generally exhibited a moderate to high level of correlation amongst each other. The “share of total energy from alternative energy sources” indicator was highly correlated with per capita energy consumption, and, therefore, alternative energy per capita was selected for inclusion in the SLCCPI as the indicator takes into account population size (see Appendix 1).
representative of the Renewable Energy dimension of the SLCCPAII. While many climate change mitigation policies establish specific, quantitative goals for achieving emissions reductions, energy efficiency improvements, and renewable energy development, a number of policies do not establish specific targets for these areas.\footnote{These policies include: zero emissions vehicle (ZEV) mandates, Smart Growth and VMT policies, building standards (state, residential, and commercial), net metering policies, and GHG reporting policies.}

For example, zero emissions vehicle (ZEV) mandates and Smart Growth and VMT policies are designed to address transportation sector emissions and energy efficiency via an increase in electric vehicle purchases and a reduction in vehicle miles travelled, respectively. Although neither policy type establishes a specific target for achieving emissions reductions or energy efficiency improvements, the ultimate goal of these policies is to achieve advancements in these areas, and therefore contribute to climate change mitigation. Greenhouse emissions reporting policies are also included as an indicator for the Emissions dimension of the SLCCPAII. Although reporting policies do not mandate a direct reduction in emissions, reporting requirements can be used to reveal excessive polluters, which can incentivize mitigation to avoid criticism from policymakers and the general public (Bui 2005; Kraft, Stephan and Abel 2011’ Niles and Lubell 2012). In 2009 the U.S. EPA published a rule (40 CFR Part 98) that established the Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program, which requires mandatory reporting of GHG emissions from sources that emit 25,000 metric tons or more of CO$_2$ equivalent per year. Therefore, state-level GHG reporting requirements that occurred prior to 2009 are considered in this study. Overall, 21 indicators were
identified across the five dimensions of SLCCPAII related to the physical drivers of climate change and climate change mitigation. Table 6.5 provides a summary of each of the policies identified as potential indicators for each of the three dimensions, as well as a brief description of the general policy design.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6.5 State climate change policies included in the SLCCPAI.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Appliance Efficiency Standards</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>California Vehicle Emissions Standards</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cap and Trade</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Climate Action Plan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Climate Change Adaptation Plan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Climate Legislative Commissions And Executive Branch Advisory Groups</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commercial Building Codes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emissions Standards for the Electric Power Sector</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy Efficiency Resource Standards</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Greenhouse Gas Emissions Targets</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Greenhouse Gas Inventory</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Greenhouse Gas Reporting Requirements</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low Carbon Fuel Standard</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Metering Policy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regional Agreements</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Renewable or Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Renewable or Alternative Fuels Mandates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residential Building Codes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smart Growth/Vehicle Miles Traveled Policies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State Building Standards</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Zero Emissions Vehicle Program</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Climate change is a trans-boundary issue. Thus, an effective and efficient strategy for mitigation efforts is through the development of coordinated policy adoption via regional agreements, which expand the geographic range of climate change policies. However, interstate policy efforts are perhaps more challenging to implement due to the increased transaction costs associated with an expansion of the population base regulated by such policies and the effected stakeholders (Lubell et al. 2002; Ostrom 2007; Sabatier et al. 2005). The Multistate Agreements dimension of the SLCCPAII signifies the ability for states to overcome the various political, institutional, and economic challenges that may impede interstate collaboration with respect to climate change policy.

An appropriate indicator of a state’s ability to overcome the challenges to addressing the trans-boundary issue of climate change is the level of participation in regional agreements. Chapter 4 provided a description of eleven regional agreements that have been formed between states that apply a number of policy tools to address various aspects of the climate change issue. Some of these agreements have been unsuccessful with respect to producing long-term policy commitments that translate into effective change within the particular region of focus while others have dissolved or transitioned into new partnerships (Klinsky 2013; WCI 2011). The fluidity of such regional agreements and the perceived challenges of producing discernible policy outcomes as a result of cross-state collaborations imply that an assessment of a state’s overall participation in a regional climate change policy partnership would provide a measure of how successful it has been in overcoming various challenges related to
trans-boundary policy agreements. Therefore, the total number of agreements in which each state is actively participated, past and present, were used to measure state-level participation in regional climate change policy agreements.

The final dimension of the SLCCPAII, Climate Change Policy Planning, represents state-level initiatives that can be used to inform the development of climate change mitigation policy. Designing effective climate change mitigation efforts requires policymakers to consider the overall magnitude of emissions produced within a particular region, the distribution of emissions across the regional economy, and the potential socioeconomic effects of targeted emissions reduction efforts. An important political challenge to the successful implementation and survival of state-level climate change policy has been a general concern regarding the economic impacts of emissions reduction mandates (Layzer 2007; McCright 2011; McCright and Dunlap 2000, 2003). Consequently, effective policymaking may necessitate the prioritization of climate change mitigation efforts based upon the potential to achieve emissions reductions, the relative cost-effectiveness of each policy option, and the distribution of economic impacts that may result from mandates to reduce emissions. Therefore, potential indicators of the Climate Change Policy Planning dimension of the SLCCPAII ought to account for both the physical and socioeconomic aspects associated with the policy design process.

One way to evaluate systematically how a particular state contributes to anthropogenic climate change is to commission a GHG inventory. Generally, a GHG inventory tracks the total annual emissions that occur as a result of economic activity.
Emissions data are typically reported by the source of emissions and the economic sector in which they occur, which can provide a better understanding of the sources of emissions within a particular policy and guide the development of emissions reduction policies and programs (USEPA 2016). A second component of climate change policy planning includes the deliberate effort by states to establish a comprehensive strategy for the implementation of policies to achieve emissions reductions. While a GHG inventory provides an important starting point for evaluating and prioritizing efforts to reduce CO\textsubscript{2} emissions, state-led initiatives to push reduction efforts farther along in the policy process should be included in an assessment of climate change policy action. Two indicators of state-level efforts to develop a strategic plan for climate change mitigation policy is the completion of climate action and climate change adaptation plans. A climate action plan builds upon the information gathered from the completion of a GHG inventory by outlining specific activities and policies that can be undertaken to reduce emissions, while an adaptation plan considers the region-specific impacts of anthropogenic climate change and recommends policies to plan for the expected environmental changes associated with a change in average global temperatures, which may also include recommended strategies for mitigation (C2ES 2011). Climate action and adaptation plans can merge the relationship between emissions and economic activity by providing a structured plan for climate change policy action that prioritizes emissions reduction efforts based upon overall mitigation and cost effectiveness. Thus, the completion of such reports can benefit the policy planning process by providing
policymakers with an overview of potential emissions reduction policies that consider both environmental and socioeconomic impacts of implementation as well as the consequences of inaction.

A third indicator of state-level efforts to initiate climate change policy planning is the formation of advisory committees to vet opportunities for climate change mitigation. Many states have established formal legislative commissions and executive branch advisory groups charged with investigating opportunities for state-level climate change mitigation. Often these committees are composed of representatives from various stakeholder groups, including scientists, street-level bureaucrats, private sector companies, nongovernmental organizations, and the general public. The input provided from a panel of relevant stakeholders can be used to inform the prioritization of policy efforts based upon the consideration of stakeholder preferences (Ansell and Gash 2008). Understanding the socioeconomic impacts of climate change policy may provide important information regarding the political feasibility, bureaucratic challenges, and economic impacts of various policy options, each of which can be used to inform the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of emissions reduction policy options.

For the SLCCPAII, indicators were measured using primary and secondary qualitative data related to each state’s participation in the twenty-one policies discussed above. With the exception of Regional Agreements and Residential and Commercial Building Codes, each indicator was assigned a score of -1, 0, 1, 2, or 3, depending upon the current status of each policy within a particular state. For the
analysis, it is assumed a state that has repealed a climate change policy has taken a step backwards in terms of policy action, and is therefore assigned a negative score (-1). States that have not adopted or implemented a particular policy are assigned a score of 0 for each respective indicator, a score of 1 for a particular policy is assigned to states where a particular policy has been recommended by a legislative or executive body, was adopted and implemented but is currently inactive, or where a policy is currently under development but has not been implemented. In the case of policy actions that are fulfilled with the completion of a formal document such as a Climate Action Plan or GHG Inventory, states are assigned a score of 0 for the absence of such a report or 1, indicating the completion of a report. For some policies, a score of 2 represents the formal adoption and implementation of a particular policy within a state, while for others the score represents the adoption and implementation of voluntary goals (e.g., voluntary renewable or alternative portfolio standards) or less comprehensive policy approaches (e.g., cap and trade for the electric power sector vs. a statewide cap and trade program). When applicable, a score of 3 represents the adoption and implementation of mandatory or comprehensive policies, such as mandatory Renewable or Alternative Energy Standards and a statewide cap and trade program.

The Multistate Agreements score for each state is based upon an aggregation of a state’s level of participation in each of the eleven multistate climate change policy initiatives that have been undertaken in the U.S. to date. The range of possible scores for each regional agreement range from 0 to 2, where a score of 0 indicates the
absence of state-level involvement, a score of 1 indicates that a state had previously been involved in a particular initiative, but is no longer active, and a score of 2 indicates active involvement in a particular regional agreement. Residential and Commercial Building Code scores were based upon the status of state-level energy codes related to each economic sector. In the U.S., the IECC and the ASHRAE guidelines are a commonly applied approach for establishing building construction requirements with respect to energy efficiency for residential and commercial buildings, respectively (see Chapter 4). The IECC and ASHRAE regularly publish updated codes that provide new opportunities for improving energy efficiency via building design (IECC 2016). The most recent IECC and ASHRAE standards were established in 2015 and 2013, respectively, however, state-level adoption of the IECC and ASHRAE codes generally ranges from the 2006 to 2015 and 2007 to 2013, respectively. Therefore, state-level Residential and Commercial building Code scores range from 0 to 5, where a score of 0 indicates the absence of IECC or ASHRAE standards at the state level and a score of 5 indicates the adoption of building energy efficiency standards that are more efficient than either the 2015 IECC or 2013 ASHRAE guidelines, with scores of 1 to 4 indicating state adoption of an earlier IECC or ASHRAE building energy code guidelines. Table 6.6 provides a summary of the policies included in the SLCCPAII and a description of the scores that were applied to each state based upon the level of policy action.
Table 6.6 Scoring criteria for the indicators included in the SLCCPAII.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Score Category</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appliance Efficiency Standards</td>
<td>Active or Implemented</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Vehicle Emissions Standards</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions Standards for the Electric Power Sector</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Emissions Targets</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Carbon Fuel Standard</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Metering</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Agreements¹</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Building Standards</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Emissions Vehicle Program</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency Resource Standards</td>
<td>Voluntary Goal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Reporting Requirements</td>
<td>Mandatory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable or Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards</td>
<td>Voluntary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable or Alternative Fuels Mandates</td>
<td>Mandatory Standard</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Growth/Vehicle Miles Travelled Policies</td>
<td>Sector-Specific</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Cap and Trade</td>
<td>Statewide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Action Plan</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Change Adaptation Plan</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Legislative Commissions And Executive Branch Advisory Groups</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Inventory</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Building Codes</td>
<td>Utility Sector Only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Building Codes</td>
<td>Statewide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scores for the Residential and Commercial Building Codes indicators</td>
<td>were based upon the current state-level requirements for energy efficiency as defined by the IECC and ASHRAE guidelines, respectively. Potential scores ranged from 0 to 5 and were based upon the currently implemented IECC and ASHRAE guidelines.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Regional Agreements scores were based on the aggregate scores for state-level participation in each of the eleven multistate agreements that have been established within the U.S. to date.
The ordinal scoring approach applied for each indicator included in the SLCCPAII provides a simple process for ranking state-level adoption and implementation for each state with respect to the 21 climate change policies identified above. A more detailed ranking of state-level policy indicators may include a measure of the stringency of a particular policy relative to all other states. However, given the variation among state-level emissions and energy characteristics, a comparison of policy stringency is not applied for this analysis. The ordinal measurement approach assumes that certain levels of policy adoption and implementation are more likely to produce climate change mitigation progress than others and, therefore, states should be rewarded for achieving higher levels of policy action. For example, while the adoption of voluntary goals for improvements in energy efficiency from the electric power sector signifies political acknowledgement regarding the importance of promoting energy conservation, mandates for efficiency improvements via an EERS establish a firm requirement for achieving energy conservation and often include a specific timeframe for action (Steinberg and Zinaman 2014). Therefore, while state-level action within a particular policy area ought to be rewarded, those states that have taken the most significant steps towards achieving climate change mitigation via policy adoption ought to be recognized and rewarded accordingly.

This method differs from the CCPI climate change policy evaluation method, which operationalizes climate change policy variables by collecting survey data from climate change experts within nongovernmental organizations in each respective
country (Burck, Hermwille and Bals 2015).\textsuperscript{75} The use of survey data to determine climate change policy performance may introduce measurement biases into the results where survey respondents may be incentivized to over- or underestimate country performance. The method employed in the SLCCPAII avoids the potential for such biases by simply relying upon a determination of the current status of policy action within each state for each policy type.

Final indicators for the SLCCPI and the SLCCPAII were chosen based upon the theoretical and logical relationship that each indicator has with the respective dimensions of each index. Each indicator selected for the SLCCPI and SLCCPAII provides a unique measure of climate change performance and policy adoption and implementation, respectively. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 present the conceptual framework for evaluating climate change policy performance and policy action among the states and include the respective indicators for each index. The next section provides a summary of the scores for indicators for both the SLCCPI and the SLCCPAII, followed by the construction of the final CIs.

\textsuperscript{75} The surveys ask respondents to, “give a judgment and ‘rating’,” on the most important climate change policy measures of their governments (Burck, Hermwille and Bals 2015, 12).
Figure 6.3 Dimensions and indicators of the SLCCPI.
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Climate Change Performance Index

Figure 6.4 Dimensions and indicators of the SLCCPAII.
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**Analysis and Results**

The SLCCPI is composed of six indicators, average annual change in CO₂ emissions per capita, CO₂ emissions-GDP intensity, energy consumption per capita, energy-GDP intensity, emissions-energy intensity, and alternative energy consumption per capita. Each indicator is representative of the various aspects of climate change performance. Table 6.7 provides a summary of state-level
performance with respect to each indicator (see Appendix 2 for the complete table of indicator values for the SLCCPI for all states). Among the states, Nevada experienced the largest average annual decrease in emissions, -0.631 MT CO$_2$ per capita, from 1988 to 2013 while North Dakota experienced the largest average annual increase, 0.415 MT CO$_2$ per capita during the study period. There is relatively less variation among the states in terms of the average annual change in emissions from 1988 to 2013 while, on average, the states have experienced a decline in emissions (-0.103 MT CO$_2$ per capita) with only ten states experiencing an average increase.$^{76}$

In terms of emissions decoupling, all states experienced an average annual decrease in the amount of emissions produced from economic activity, -0.0000131 MT CO$_2$ per dollar of GDP, on average.$^{77}$ North Dakota had the largest rate of decrease with respect the amount of emissions produced relative to economic activity (-0.0000684 MT CO$_2$ per dollar of GDP) and Illinois had the smallest rate of decoupling (-0.00000344 MT CO$_2$ per dollar of GDP). Although all states experienced an average annual decrease in emissions-GDP intensity, as discussed above, such a trend does not necessarily imply a decrease in emissions overall. North Dakota exemplifies this phenomenon, where the state has the greatest decrease in emissions per dollar of GDP, however, the state has had the largest average annual

---

$^{76}$ States that experienced an annual increase in emissions on average include: Oklahoma, Arkansas, Kentucky, Illinois, South Dakota, Missouri Mississippi, Iowa, Nebraska, and North Dakota (see Appendix 2).

$^{77}$ GDP is reported in chained 2009 dollars. Observed state-level trends in Emissions-GDP intensity and Energy-GDP intensity trends are from 1997 to 2013, as the source of this data changed the calculation method for state-level GDP in 1997, therefore, observed GDP from 1988 to 1996 were excluded from the dataset (see BEA 2015b for more information).
increase in emissions.\textsuperscript{78} This occurrence can, in part, perhaps be explained by the recent boom in oil production in the state with the development of the Bakken shale, which has contributed to a dramatic increase in the state’s economic output (75 percent increase in GDP from 2003 to 2013, in chained 2009 dollars) (BEA 2015). Meanwhile, Illinois, which experienced the smallest rate of emissions decoupling, ranked seventh among the states in emissions per capita, with an average annual increase of 0.040 MT CO\textsubscript{2} per capita (see Appendix 2).

As with emissions, on average, the states experienced a decline in the amount of energy consumed per capita, -0.681 MBtu, although eleven states experienced an average annual increase in energy consumption per capita, and changes in energy efficiency had a relatively large amount of variation.\textsuperscript{79} Alaska experienced the largest annual decrease in energy consumption per capita, -6.545 MBtu per capita, while North Dakota had the largest increase in energy consumption, 11.647 MBtu per capita. Coincidentally, the two states are among the nation’s top oil producing states, and have experienced divergent trends in production in recent years. While Alaska’s oil production has generally been declining since the 1990s, North Dakota, which is currently ranked second in oil production among the states, experienced a recent boom in state oil production (EIA 2016c, 2016d). These divergent trends in each state’s economy are likely to have played a primary role in their respective trends in

\textsuperscript{78} Nine other states experienced an average annual increase in per capita emissions while experiencing a decrease in emissions-GDP intensity, on average. These states include: Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Oklahoma, and South Dakota.

\textsuperscript{79} Eleven states experienced an annual increase in energy consumption per capita on average. The states include: West Virginia, Wisconsin, Colorado, Missouri, Minnesota, Kentucky, Wyoming, Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota, and North Dakota.
energy consumption per capita. All of the states, with the exception of South Carolina, experienced an average annual decrease in the amount of energy consumed relative to GDP, with an average decrease of -0.144 thousand Btu (MMBtu) per dollar of GDP. While South Carolina also experienced an increase in energy consumption per capita each year (7.033 MBtu per capita), nine states experienced an average annual increase in energy consumption per capita and a decrease in energy-GDP intensity. Alaska, experienced the most significant energy consumption decoupling among the states (-0.5512 MMBtu per dollar of GDP), which coincides with the state’s relative large decrease in energy consumption per capita, and implies that economic activity has not decreased at a rate greater than the rate of decrease in energy consumed within the state. With respect to emissions-energy intensity, most states experienced an average annual decrease in the amount of emissions produced per unit of energy consumed (-0.000181 MT CO₂ per MBtu). Nevada experienced the largest average annual decrease in emissions-energy intensity, -0.00065 MT CO₂ per MBtu, while Oregon experienced the greatest average annual increase, 0.00018 MT CO₂ per MBtu.

On average, per capita consumption of alternative energy among the states experienced an average annual increase, 0.307 MBtu per person. Iowa experienced the largest rate of increase, 3.639 MBtu per capita, while Oregon was the lowest performing state in terms of alternative energy consumption, experiencing an average

---

80 These states include: Colorado, Iowa, Kentucky, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
81 Eleven states experienced an average annual increase in emissions-energy intensity. These states include: Alaska, Arkansas, Hawaii, Idaho, Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Oregon, and South Carolina.
decrease in consumption per capita of 2.934 MBtu per person. Overall, the average annual change in alternative energy consumption among the states had a moderate level of variation, relative to emissions and energy efficiency trends. Notably, Washington which, with Oregon, is among the top states in terms of the amount and portion of energy consumption supplied from renewable sources ranked third in alternative energy development, experiencing an average annual decrease of 2.3060 MBtu per person (see Appendix 2). The results imply that the relatively large portion of renewable energy consumed in these states is primarily the result of historical development, while recent development of alternative energy sources has not kept pace with the rest of the U.S.

Table 6.7 SLCCPI value summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Emissions Development</th>
<th>Energy Efficiency</th>
<th>Alternative Energy Development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emissions Per Capita</td>
<td>Energy Per Capita</td>
<td>Emissions Per Capita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emissions-GDP</td>
<td>Energy-GDP</td>
<td>Energy-GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. (NV)</td>
<td>-0.631</td>
<td>-0.551</td>
<td>-0.000655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (ME/AZ)</td>
<td>-0.106 (DE/WI)</td>
<td>-0.114 (IN/RI)</td>
<td>-0.000161 (OH/TX)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>-0.103 (SD)</td>
<td>-0.144 (OR)</td>
<td>-0.000183 (IA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. (ND)</td>
<td>0.415 (ND)</td>
<td>11.647 (OH/TX)</td>
<td>0.000183 (IA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.180 (IL)</td>
<td>3.236 (SD)</td>
<td>0.105 (OR)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SLCCPAII is composed of twenty-one individual indicators distributed across five policy dimensions: Emissions, Energy Efficiency, Renewable Energy, Multistate Agreements, and Climate Change Policy Planning. Tables 6.8 through 6.12
provide a summary of the number of states that received a particular score for each policy indicator included in the Emissions, Energy Efficiency, and Renewable Energy dimensions of the SLCCPAII. (Appendix 3 for the complete table of indicator values for the SLCCPAII for all states.) While all fifty states have implemented at least one of the policies included across the three dimensions, in terms of the relative level of climate change policy adoption and implementation, California is the only state to have received the highest possible score for each of these dimensions. In general, policies designed to improve energy efficiency and promote renewable energy development have been more commonly adopted among the states than policies designed to produce a direct reduction in emissions. Overall, policies intended to promote energy efficiency through the implementation of building standards and net metering policies, which allow decentralized producers of renewable energy to sell energy back to the grid, and consequently promote renewable energy development, were the most popular types of policies among the states. Additionally, policies designed to reduce emissions experienced the largest number of repeals, eleven overall, whereas energy efficiency and renewable energy policies have only experienced one and four policy repeals, respectively. Arizona, Florida Hawaii, New Jersey, New Mexico, Washington, and West Virginia, have each repealed at least one climate change policy. Florida has reversed six policies to date, accounting for the largest number of rollbacks among the states. The least popular policies among the states were emissions performance standards, which are designed to reduce emissions from the electric power sector.
With respect to the indicators included in the Emissions dimension of the SLCCPAII, the most popular policy type among the states is the implementation of GHG reporting programs. GHG reporting requirements are among the most commonly implemented climate change policies with 40 state-level policies throughout the U.S., although only 16 states had implemented mandatory emissions reporting policies prior to the establishment of the U.S. EPA’s mandatory emissions reporting rule in 2009. Nineteen states have also implemented GHG emissions targets. Neither of these policy approaches requires emissions to be reduced, which may contribute to the popularity among the states. With respect to policies designed to reduce emissions in the transportation sector, 13 states have adopted California’s vehicle emissions standards and 10 states have established mandates to increase the amount of zero emissions vehicles sold within state boundaries. The LCFS, which establishes requirements for a reduction in the carbon intensity of transportation fuels, is the only climate change policy that is currently active in one state, although a number of policies are currently in development in a number of states. With the exception of the LCFS, polices designed to reduce emissions from the electric power sector are the least common approaches among the states. Eleven states have also enacted a cap and trade program to regulate emissions, although California and Washington are the only states to have adopted a statewide cap and trade program for large, stationary emitters of CO$_2$ emissions, while nine states have adopted cap and
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82 The first LCFS mandate in the world was enacted by California in 2007, and currently remains the only state in the U.S. with an LCFS.
trade programs for emissions from the electric power sector only. Only six states have implemented emissions performance standards for the electric power sector.\textsuperscript{83}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Emissions Targets</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Reporting Requirements</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions Standards for the Electric Power Sector</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap and Trade</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Vehicle Emissions Standards</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Carbon Fuel Standard</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Emissions Vehicle Program</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textbf{Table 6.8} SLCCPAII emissions policy indicator value summary.

Energy efficiency policies have a higher level of participation among the states relative to policies that focus on direct reduction of emissions. The most commonly implemented energy efficiency policies are those that establish efficiency requirements for new residential, commercial, and state-owned buildings. Although, with respect to commercial and residential building codes, some states have higher standards than others, nearly every state has adopted policies that require new buildings to comply with codes designed to improve energy efficiency. Nearly half of the states have adopted mandatory energy efficiency standards for the electric power sector, while one fifth have implemented voluntary standards to improve energy conservation efforts from electric utilities. Half of the states have adopted Smart Growth/ VMT policies, which encourage improvements in the efficiency of transportation networks through urban planning and development mandates that

\textsuperscript{83} California, New York, Oregon, Washington, Illinois, and Montana are the only states to have enacted emissions performance standards for the electric power sector.
reduce urban sprawl, among other things. State-level Appliance Efficiency Standards are the least most active energy efficiency policy type, 14 states currently have at least one appliance efficiency standard that exceed federal requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency Resource Standards</td>
<td>1 12  5 11 21 - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Growth/Vehicle Miles Travelled Policies</td>
<td>0 25  0 19 6 - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appliance Efficiency Standards</td>
<td>0 36  0 14 - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Building Standards</td>
<td>0 3  0 47 - - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Building Codes</td>
<td>0 8  1 13 16 9 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Building Codes</td>
<td>0 9  2 16 12 8 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The adoption of state-level policies designed to promote the development of renewable energy are relatively common among the states. Renewable and Alternative Portfolio Standards are the most popular policy approaches that have been implemented to address emissions produced from the electric power sector. Twenty-nine states have adopted mandatory Renewable or Alternative Portfolio Standards, while nine have implemented voluntary standards. Net metering policies are the second most commonly adopted policies that have been implemented among the states with 47 active policies. More than half the states have also implemented renewable fuel mandates, although a majority of the policies that have been adopted only apply to a subset of the transportations sector (i.e. state/municipal owned vehicles), and only eight states have implemented a statewide Renewable Fuel Standard.
Table 6.10 SLCCPAII renewable energy policy indicator value summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Renewable or Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards</td>
<td>-1 10 0 9 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable or Alternative Fuels Mandates</td>
<td>2 13 0 27 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Metering Policy</td>
<td>0 3 0 47 -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The indicator chosen to operationalize the Multistate Agreement dimension of the SLCCPAII, regional agreements, is composed of an aggregate score for each state based upon participation in interstate policies to address various aspects of the climate change issue. Table 6.11 provides a summary of state-level involvement in regional agreements. Twenty-five states have not engaged in interstate climate change policy initiatives while 21 states have been involved in regional initiatives that are no longer active. New Jersey is the only state to have exited a regional agreement that is currently active. Fifteen states are actively involved in regional climate change initiatives, of which, thirteen states are involved in multiple regional agreements. Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Vermont received the highest score for regional agreement participation; each are currently involved in five regional initiatives.
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84 The twenty-five states that have not participated in regional agreements include: Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wyoming.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regional Agreement</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New England Governors/Eastern Canadian Premiers:</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Change Action Plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Coast Governor's Global Warming Initiative</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>CA, OR, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>CT, DE, MA, MD, ME, NH, NY, RI, VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest Climate Change Initiative</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>AZ, NM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Climate Initiative</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>AZ, CA, MT, NM, OR, UT, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Greenhouse Gas Reduction Accord</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>IA, IL, KS, MI, MN, WI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Coast Collaborative</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>AK, CA, OR, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast and Mid-Atlantic Low Carbon Fuel Standard</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>CT, DE, MD, ME, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation Climate Initiative</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>CT, MA, MD, ME, NH, NJ, NY, PA, RI, VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America 2050</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>AZ, CA, CT, DE, IL, MA, MD, ME, MN, MT, NJ, NM, OR, RI, VT, WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Zero-Emission Vehicle Programs</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>CA, CT, MA, MD, NY, OR, RI, VT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

State-level participation in Climate Change Policy Planning is among the most active dimensions of the SLCCPAII (see Table 6.12). To date, 44 states have completed at least one GHG inventory, while 37 have completed a climate change action plan, and nearly half of the states have carried out the completion of a climate adaptation plan. All but 15 states have created formal advisory committees to assist in the development of climate change mitigation efforts, although there are only 8 states
in which such committees are currently active. The level of state participation in
efforts related to policy planning is in some ways counterintuitive to the state-level
record with respect to mitigation policy adoption. Although a vast majority of the
states have taken steps to investigate opportunities to mitigate climate change,
relatively few have taken broad steps towards reducing emissions directly. In the
absence of a more in depth investigation, it is difficult to interpret the relationship
between climate change policy planning and policy adoption.

Table 6.12 SLCCPAII climate change policy planning indicator value summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Inventory</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Action Plan</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Change Adaptation Plan</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Legislative Commissions And</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executive Branch Advisory Groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To construct the final SLCCPI and SLCCPAII, each indicator is normalized
using the Min-Max methodology. The final index values for each state are determined
using the additive aggregation method.\(^85\) One potential pitfall of the CCPI is the
assignment of weights to each of the 15 indicators, which should be weighted
according to some underlying theoretical framework or for an empirical reason
(OECD 2008). Burck, Marten, and Bals (2014) do not explicitly state the theoretical
basis or method of calculation used to derive the weights employed in the CCPI. The
subjective nature of weight selection for the CCPI may affect the robustness of the
results, by over- or underestimating the importance of a particular indicator in

---

\(^85\) See footnote 7.
determining overall climate change performance. For the SLCCPI and the SLCCPAII, individual indicators are not weighted; as it is assumed that all variables hold equal value with respect to their contribution to climate change policy performance and climate change policy action, respectively, and, therefore, including a weight for each indicator does not contribute to the final CI score for each state. Tables 6.13 and 6.14 provide a summary of the thematic groupings and individual indicators assigned to each indicator for the SLCCPI and SLCCPAII.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thematic Group</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emissions Development</td>
<td>• CO₂ emissions per capita, Average Annual Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Emissions-GDP Intensity, Average Annual Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency</td>
<td>• Energy Consumption per capita, Average Annual Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Energy-GDP Intensity, Average Annual Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Emissions-Energy Intensity, Average Annual Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Energy</td>
<td>• Alternative Energy Consumption per capita, Average Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.13 Components of the SLCCPI.
Table 6.14 Components of the SLCCPAII.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thematic Group</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emissions</td>
<td>• California Vehicle Emissions Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cap and Trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Emissions Performance Standards for the Electric Power Sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• GHG Emissions Targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• GHG Reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Low Carbon Fuel Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ZEV Mandates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency</td>
<td>• Appliance Efficiency Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Commercial Building Codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Energy Efficiency Resource Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Residential Building Codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Smart Growth/ VMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• State Building Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable Energy</td>
<td>• Net Metering Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Renewable or Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Renewable or Alternative Fuels Mandates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multistate Agreements</td>
<td>• Regional Agreements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Change</td>
<td>• Climate Action Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Planning</td>
<td>• Climate Change Adaptation Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Climate Legislative Commissions And Executive Branch Advisory Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Greenhouse Gas Inventory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final state-level CIs produce a state-level performance “ladder” that ranks each individual state a based on an assessment of overall performance across indicators for all other states. Tables 6.15 and 6.16 show the state rankings for the
SLCCPI and the SLCCPAII based upon each state’s respective scores. (Appendices 2 and 3 provide a breakdown of the SLCCPI and SLCCPAII by individual indicator and state.) Although the highest performing states are placed at the top of the “performance ladder” for each index, the aggregate score does not necessarily indicate that a particular state performed better than all states below it in all areas. For example, the summary of the indicator values included in the SLCCPI show that Wyoming, the highest performing state with respect to overall climate change performance. While Wyoming ranked first in overall emissions development, the state ranked sixth with respect to emissions per capita and second with respect to emissions-GDP intensity (see Appendix 2). The state ranked 27th in overall energy efficiency (46th in energy consumption per capita, 7th in energy-GDP intensity, and 20th in emissions-energy intensity) and 4th with respect to alternative energy development (see Appendix 2). Similarly, although the lowest performing state was Missouri, the results do not indicate that the state was the lowest performer in all aspects of the SLCCPI. Missouri ranked 48th in Emissions Development (46th in emissions per capita and 48th in emissions-GDP intensity), 49th in Energy Efficiency (43rd in energy consumption per capita, 46th in energy-GDP intensity, and 47th in emissions-energy intensity), and 24th in Alternative Energy Development (see Appendix 2).
The results of the SLCCPAII show that California has experienced the greatest overall level of climate change policy action among the states, while Mississippi has experienced the lowest (see Table 6.16). As with the SLCCPI, although California received the highest possible score for 20 of the 21 indicators included in the SLCCPAII, the state is ranked 9\textsuperscript{th} with respect to participation in regional initiatives and, consequently, none of the states receive a score of 100 for the
SLCCPAII. The lowest ranking state in terms of policy adoption and implementation was Mississippi, which has only adopted three mitigation policies designed to produce improvements in energy efficiency and renewable energy, commercial and state-owned building codes and net metering, respectively. Although Arizona, Florida, Hawaii, New Jersey, New Mexico, Washington, and West Virginia each received at least one score of -1 for repealing various climate change policies, participation in other policy initiatives improved their overall scores. The remaining states have participated in each of the SLCCPAII indicators to varying degrees.
Table 6.16 SLCCPAII rankings and scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>CI Value</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>CI Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2,063.64</td>
<td>NV</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1,078.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,949.39</td>
<td>UT</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1,077.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,850.30</td>
<td>SC</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1,038.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,848.48</td>
<td>NM</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>990.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,828.79</td>
<td>TX</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>968.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,825.15</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>958.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1,803.33</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>953.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1,773.33</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>913.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1,768.33</td>
<td>KY</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>908.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,579.70</td>
<td>MO</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>908.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1,490.45</td>
<td>AK</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>876.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1,477.73</td>
<td>KS</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>850.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1,445.15</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>778.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1,403.18</td>
<td>AL</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>768.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1,349.70</td>
<td>LA</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>763.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1,312.42</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>755.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1,292.42</td>
<td>TN</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>755.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1,288.18</td>
<td>OK</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>743.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1,250.76</td>
<td>IN</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>663.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1,202.27</td>
<td>WV</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>638.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1,195.00</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>608.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1,176.67</td>
<td>WY</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>508.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1,175.00</td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>488.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1,146.52</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>475.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1,125.00</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>448.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 present a breakdown of each state’s position in the SLCCPI and SLCPAII, respectively, across thematic groupings and individual indicators. The figures illustrate the variation among states with respect to the distribution of indicator scores and the overall score across states. For the SLCCPI, energy efficiency accounted for the largest portion of climate change performance, 55 percent on average, followed by Emissions Development, 25 percent, and Alternative
Energy Development, 20 percent (see Figure 6.5). Generally, there is little differentiation between higher and lower-ranking states with respect to the distribution of their overall score across the three dimensions of the SLCCPI index. With respect to the individual indicators, energy consumption, emissions, and alternative energy consumption per capita account for the largest portion of the SLCCPI among the states (an average of 28 percent, 20 percent, and 20 percent of total scores, respectively). Emissions-energy intensity accounted for 17 percent of total SLCCPI scores among the states, followed by energy-GDP intensity and emissions-GDP intensity, which accounted for 10 percent and 5 percent of total scores on average, respectively. Lower ranking states tend to have a greater portion of their overall scores accounted for by performance in emissions, energy consumption, and alternative energy consumption per capita, whereas higher ranking states exhibit a more even distribution across the six indicators of the SLCCPI (see Figure 6.5). The results suggest that while most states have made improvements in each of the three dimensions of the SLCCPI, lower performing states, performance is disproportionately accounted for by changes in emissions and energy consumption per capita while improvements in emissions- and energy-intensity are generally lacking.
Figure 6.5 SLCCPI rankings and scores.
Figure 6.5 Continued.
The results of the SLCCPAII also exhibit some important characteristics with respect to state-level climate change policy activity. With respect to the five dimensions of the SLCCPAII, energy efficiency and emissions-based policies accounted for the largest portions of state-level scores, an average of 28 percent each. Renewable energy policies accounted for the next largest portion of SLCCPAII scores among the states, 22 percent on average, followed by policy planning and multistate agreements, 21 percent and 1 percent, respectively. While renewable energy policies and multistate agreements tend to account for a smaller portion of state-level SLCCPAII scores overall, states that ranked higher in terms of policy adoption and implementation tend to have a higher portion of their overall SLCCPAII scores accounted for by the policy planning dimension of the CI, relative to lower ranking states. The proportion of the overall scores accounted for by each dimension of the SLCCPAII indicates that policy planning may be an important component of policy action; states that have adopted and implemented a greater number of policies related to energy efficiency, emissions reduction, renewable energy development, and multistate initiatives tend to have also initiated policies related to climate change policy planning.

With respect to the individual indicators of the SLCCPAII Building Standards for State-owned buildings and Net Metering policies accounted for the largest share of the SLCCPAII across the states, on average, nine percent each. The high proportion of state-level climate change action accounted for by these indicators is
not surprising given that these are the most widely adopted policies among the states (see Tables 6.9 and 6.10). GHG Inventories and Renewable or Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards each accounted for the next highest percentage of the SLCCPAII scores, on average, eight percent and seven percent, respectively, followed by Climate Action Plans, EERS, Renewable Fuel Mandates, and GHG Reporting Requirements each accounted for six percent of total SLCCPAII scores on average. GHG emission targets accounted for five percent, while Climate Change Adaptation Plans, Residential and Commercial Building Codes, ZEV mandates, LCFS, and Vehicle Emissions Standards each accounted for four percent of the total SLCCPAII score on average while Climate Change Advisory Committees, Smart Growth/VMT, and Cap and Trade policies each accounted for three percent of the total SLCCPAII scores, on average. Appliance Efficiency Standards, Multistate Agreements, and Emissions Performance Standards for the Electric Power Sector accounted for the lowest portions of SLCCPAII scores, on average accounting for only two percent, one percent, and one percent of total scores among the states, respectively, on average.

One important observation from the results of the SLCCPAII is that, in some cases, relatively widespread state policies may account for a smaller portion of overall scores on average, compared to less widely implemented policies. Smart Growth/VMT policies and Multistate Agreements, for example, have been implemented in half of the states. However, these indicators only account for three percent and one percent, respectively, of the average portion of the SLCCPAII index scores across the states. In contrast, the LCFS and Vehicle Emissions Standards are
only currently active in one and thirteen states, respectively, although twelve states are currently developing an LCFS. On average, these policies accounted for four percent of the total SLCCPAII scores. This result is produced because a number of policy types have had at least one policy reversal. Arizona, Florida, and New Mexico have repealed previously adopted standards for vehicle emissions, while Washington repealed an LCFS policy. Consequently, the Min-Max normalization method assigns states that have repealed policies as the lowest score, “rewarding” states that have not taken action with a positive indicator score. The effect of this occurrence can be observed visually where, despite the fact that 13 states have adopted or taken steps towards implementing an LCFS and vehicle emissions standards, all states, with the exception of those that have repealed each respective policy, received a positive score for each of these indicators.
Figure 6.6 SLCCPAII rankings and scores.
Figure 6.6 Continued.
Discussion

The previous chapter introduced the CI methodology as a practical approach for analyzing state-level climate change performance and climate change policy action as an assessment of each concept cannot accurately be captured by one variable. Two conceptual frameworks were developed to guide the evaluation process and outline the primary dimensions of climate change performance and climate change policy action. The results of the SLCCPI suggest that, overall, energy efficiency improvements have occurred in states that are both ranked highly in terms of climate change performance, as well as for states that have not exhibited a high performance. States that have ranked highly with respect to climate change performance have experienced improvements in energy efficiency, as well as an average increase in alternative energy consumption, and an average annual reduction in CO₂ emissions. The results of the SLCCPI suggest, as indicated by the conceptual framework discussed in Chapter 6, that energy efficiency improvements are one way to reduce emissions. However, a more effective climate mitigation strategy would be to improve energy conservation while substituting fossil fuel consumption with alternative energy sources. Conversely, an increase in the alternative energy consumption does not necessarily imply an increase in climate change performance. Iowa and North Dakota, for example, were ranked first and second among the states with respect to the average annual increase in alternative energy consumption, however, the two states also experienced a relatively large increase in energy consumption per capita (a decrease in energy efficiency), with North Dakota ranking
last overall for energy efficiency. Both states also experienced an overall average annual increase in CO$_2$ emissions per capita, an indication that any potential climate change mitigation produced from an increase in alternative energy consumption was negated by a concurrent increase in fossil fuel consumption, as total energy consumption increased overall, contributing to an average annual increase in emissions.

With respect to the results of the SLCCPAII, policies designed to improve energy efficiency and promote renewable energy development were the most widespread among the states. In contrast, policies that mandate a direct reduction in emissions (e.g., cap and trade, emissions performance standards, vehicle emissions standards, and LCFS) have only been adopted by a relatively small number of states. Prior to 2009, many states had implemented policies designed to reveal information regarding CO$_2$ emissions through GHG reporting requirements. However, this policy approach does not have direct implications for emissions reductions and, therefore, may be considered to be a more politically feasible approach to incentivizing emissions reductions. Additionally, mandatory (e.g., mandatory GHG gas reporting, EERS, and renewable or alternative energy standards) and comprehensive (e.g., statewide cap and trade policies, smart growth and VMT policies, a statewide renewable fuel standards) policies to address the various drivers of anthropogenic climate change were ranked among the highest states in terms of policy action. Consequently, lower ranking states tend to have a higher portion of the overall SLCCPAII score accounted for by indicators related to energy efficiency and
renewable energy development, while states that are placed towards the top of the SLCCPAII generally have taken a comprehensive approach to climate change mitigation and, therefore, the total SLCCPAII score for these states is evenly distributed across each of the 21 indicators.

Participation in regional agreements was also a common policy approach among the states that ranked highly in terms of climate change policy action. While 25 states have been involved in a regional policy initiative at one time or another, currently, only 15 states are actively involved in regional policy initiatives, of which, 13 states are involved in more than one regional agreement. The implications of these findings suggest that regional initiatives are perhaps challenging to maintain and that states that can successfully participate in interstate policies are likely to participate in multiple agreements.

**Conclusion**

This chapter developed and applied a quantitative method for comparing state-level performance with respect to climate change policy action and climate change mitigation performance. The study drew from the analyses and data provided in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 to establish two conceptual models concerning the primary characteristics associated with climate change mitigation and policy adoption and implementation in the U.S. The conceptual models were then used to select a series of indicators to construct and operationalize two CIs, the SLCCPI and SLCCPAII, that can be applied to assess state-level climate change performance. Individually and collectively, the SLCCPI and SLCCPAII offer practical and meaningful tools for
conducting a comparative assessment of state-level experiences with respect to climate change mitigation and policy action. Each CI can be used to illuminate the various facets of climate change performance within individual states, as well as the shared and divergent trends amongst the states. Such an approach offers the opportunity for state-level policymakers to identify opportunities for improvement, and can facilitate policy learning across the states by highlighting unique state-level experiences.

An important limitation of the methodological approach that has been applied in this chapter is the inability to establish a clear relationship between policy adoption and climate change performance. As discussed above, a CI is most practical for providing a broad assessment of performance to facilitate opportunities for a deeper investigation into particular policy areas. Therefore, in the absence of a more complex investigation regarding the relationship between policy implementation and subsequent mitigation, a definitive conclusion regarding the effectiveness of state-level climate change policies cannot be divulged from the analysis. The next chapter applies the SLCCPI and the SLCCPAII to select four states that vary with respect to their climate change mitigation and policy adoption experiences. The framework for collaborative climate change policymaking, developed in Chapter 2, is then applied to investigate the role of stakeholder engagement and collaborative policymaking processes in state-level climate change policy development and implementation.
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Chapter 7 - Climate Change Policymaking in Four American States

In the context of climate change policymaking, and environmental policy more generally, a history of mistrust between environmental and industry interests exists as a result of conflict over previous policy issues (Weech-Maldonado and Merrill 2000). In such instances, establishing trust incrementally via collaborative policymaking processes may be essential prior to undertaking important policy negotiations (Ansell and Gash 2008). Where the issue of anthropogenic climate change has been plagued by deep disagreement over desired states and preferred outcomes, collaborative policymaking processes may offer an effective approach to the development of policies designed to reduce GHG emissions (Elgin 2015; Elgin and Weible 2013; Fiack and Kamieniecki 2017). While a number of studies have applied theories related to stakeholder engagement in the policy process to understand and evaluate policy and environmental outcomes (e.g., Cheng and Mattor 2006; Heikkila and Gerlak 2005; Layzer 2008; Leach, Pelkey and Sabatier 2002; Smith 2009; Weber, Lovrich and Gaffney 2005), the application of such theories to climate change policy has yet to be analyzed by researchers.

This chapter expands the literature on collaborative governance by examining the role of stakeholder engagement processes in the state-level climate change policymaking process. Specifically, the chapter analyzes the state-level climate change policy development and adoption experiences in four states. Chapter 2 introduced a potentially valuable framework for analyzing the role of stakeholder engagement in climate change policymaking at the state level (see Chapter 2; see
Figure 7.1). Chapter 2 also drew from a series of theoretical orientations, including the IAD Framework, the ACF, SCF, and ADR theory, to develop a series of hypotheses regarding the causal relationships between each of the variables included in Figure 7.1 (see Chapter 2, Table 2.5, Table 2.6, and Table 2.7). This chapter applies the framework to an analysis of four case studies that have achieved climate change policy adoption and climate change performance to varying degrees. The discussion begins by selecting four states, based upon their relative climate change mitigation and policy action performance, using the results from the SLCCPI and the SLCCPAII. The chapter continues with an analysis of the antecedent variables associated with each state, followed by an analysis of the institutions for collaborative climate change management that were identified during the case study investigation. The analysis continues with an examination of the factors that have contributed to the adoption of climate change policy in each state, followed by a cross-case comparison to draw conclusions regarding the hypotheses related to collaborative management institutions formation and climate change policy adoption.
State State-Level Climate Change Performance & State-Level Climate Change Policy Adoption and Implementation Characteristics

The four states that were chosen for case study analysis were selected based upon their relative ranking in the SLCCPI and SLCCPAII. One vanguard state was chosen for analysis by selecting the top ranking state from among those that scored above the 75th percentile in both the SLCCPI and SLCCPAII. One “laggard” state was chosen by selecting the lowest ranking state from those that scored below the 25th percentile in both climate change policy action and climate change performance. One state that has ranked relatively high with respect to climate change policy action and low in terms of climate change performance was selected by choosing a state that placed above the 75th percentile for climate change policy action and below the 25th percentile.
percentile for climate change performance and had the greatest difference between each score, relative to all other states with scores in these two quartiles. The final case study consists of one state that ranked below the 25th percentile for climate change policy action and above the 75th percentile for climate change performance and had the greatest difference between each score, relative to all other states with scores in these two quartiles.

Table 7.1 shows the states that are located within the 75th and 25th percentiles in the SLCCPI and SLCCPAII, as well as their respective index scores. The four states that were selected for case study investigations based upon the criteria described above are bolded. Delaware and New Hampshire are the only state that placed above the 75th percentile in both SLCCPI and the SLCCPAII and, therefore, both are considered to be leaders among the states with respect to climate change policy action and climate change performance. Based upon the conceptual framework for collaborative climate change policymaking the state is considered to be a “most-likely” case where collaboration and stakeholder engagement has contributed to successful climate change policy implementation and emissions mitigation. Between the two states, Delaware had the highest cumulative index scores and, therefore, was selected for case study analysis. In contrast, Nebraska and Mississippi each placed below the 25th percentile for both the SLCCPI and SLCCPAII. Although each of these states are considered “laggards” in terms of climate change mitigation and policy implementation, Mississippi had the lowest cumulative score among the four, and, therefore, was selected for case study analysis, as a “least-likely” case where,
based upon the conceptual framework, collaboration and stakeholder engagement regarding the climate change issue is not expected to have occurred.

### Table 7.1 States considered for case study analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States Placed Above the 75\textsuperscript{th} Percentile</th>
<th>SLCCPI CI Score</th>
<th>SLCCPAII CI Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>CI Score</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>379.26</td>
<td>CA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>370.49</td>
<td>NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>367.05</td>
<td>OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>357.58</td>
<td>MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>333.51</td>
<td>WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>316.47</td>
<td>MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>315.30</td>
<td>CT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>291.43</td>
<td>RI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>288.86</td>
<td>VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>287.23</td>
<td>NJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>286.76</td>
<td>DE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>280.30</td>
<td>NH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>275.10</td>
<td>ME</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States Placed Below the 25\textsuperscript{th} Percentile</th>
<th>SLCCPI CI Score</th>
<th>SLCCPAII CI Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>CI Score</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>218.41</td>
<td>ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>218.01</td>
<td>AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>211.77</td>
<td>LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>211.29</td>
<td>GA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>207.31</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>204.90</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>202.47</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>201.38</td>
<td>WV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>191.81</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>191.17</td>
<td>WY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>184.68</td>
<td>NE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>169.45</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>164.88</td>
<td>MS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oregon and Maine are the only two states to have placed above the 75\textsuperscript{th} percentile in the SLCCPAII and below the 25\textsuperscript{th} percentile in the SLCCPI. These states are considered candidates for analysis as a “deviant” case, in which the relatively high climate change policy action scores suggest that stakeholder engagement in the
policymaking process has contributed to the implementation of policy. However, the low performance in terms of climate change mitigation suggests that policy implementation has been unsuccessful. Between the two, Oregon’s index scores had the greatest range and, therefore, the state was selected as the third case study. A second “deviant” case is selected from among the states that were ranked highly (above the 75th percentile) with respect to climate change performance and low (below the 25th percentile) in terms of climate change policy action. Alabama, Louisiana, North Dakota, Tennessee, West Virginia, and Wyoming each met these criteria and were considered candidates for the fourth case study, where the relatively high climate change mitigation that has occurred within these states is considered unlikely based on their low scores with respect to climate change policy action. Among these states, Wyoming, had the greatest range between the state’s SLCCPI and SLCCPAII scores, and was therefore selected as the fourth and final case study. Table 7.2 provides a summary of the climate change policies, grouped by area of focus, that have been adopted in each of the four states.
### Table 7.2. Climate change policy adoption and implementation in the four cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planning</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>WY</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>DE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Inventory</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Change Advisory Group</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Change Adaptation Plan</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Action Plan</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy Efficiency</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Building Codes</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Building Standards</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Building Codes</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appliance Efficiency Standards</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Growth/ Vehicle Miles Travelled</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency Resource Standards</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Renewable Energy Development</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Metering</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable Fuels</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable or Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emissions Regulation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Target</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhouse Gas Reporting</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions Standards, Electric Power Sector</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap and Trade</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA Vehicle Emissions Standards</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Carbon Fuel Standard</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero Emissions Vehicle Mandates</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multistate Agreements</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Case Study Analysis Methodology

The intent of this research is to evaluate the contingency model for collaborative governance shown in Figure 7.1 to assess the role of stakeholder engagement in the climate change policymaking process in the American states. When viewed as a hierarchical model of policy and environmental outcomes, the collaborative governance framework depicted in Figure 7.1 identifies two dependent
variables of concern, institutions for collaborative climate change policy and climate change policy outcomes. The focus of the investigative process is to examine and explain the causal mechanisms that are hypothesized to contribute to collaborative governance institutions and subsequently lead to successful climate change policy outcomes.

As discussed in Chapter 3, states offer a useful unit of analysis for explaining the various characteristics of collaborative climate change processes and policy outcomes depicted in the conceptual framework because they offer a diverse and potentially large number of possible collaborators. Additionally, the fifty states do not differ significantly insofar as government institutions and legislative processes are structured. Thus, interstate diversity across social, economic, and environmental variables, and the interstate homogeneity of governing structures, facilitates the opportunity to undertake within-case and across-case comparisons that examine the framework for collaborative climate change policy institutions.

The most-likely case, Delaware, presents a vanguard state in which, given the successful achievement of climate change mitigation and policy action, one would expect to find the existence of collaborative stakeholder engagement processes. King, Keohane, and Verba argue that, “When observations are selected on the basis of a particular value of the dependent variable, nothing whatsoever can be learned about the causes without taking into account other values [of the dependent variable]” (King, Keohane and Verba 1994, 129). Thus, in addition to Delaware, the analysis includes three additional cases that vary with respect to climate change policy
outcomes. Mississippi represents a “laggard” state in which little climate change mitigation or policy action has occurred, and therefore it is unlikely that collaboration has transpired. While the deviant cases, Oregon and Wyoming, represent “grey area” cases in which, based upon the divergent trends with respect to climate change performance and policy action exhibited in these states, the in-depth analysis of the hypothesized relationship between collaborative governance institutions and policy outcomes may provide important insight into the validity of the proposed framework and the role of alternative hypotheses in explaining climate change policy outcomes.

To examine the intermediate steps in the policymaking process presented in the conceptual framework, and test hypotheses on how climate change policymaking takes place, the case study investigation relies on process tracing techniques. George and Bennett (2005) define process tracing as the use of “histories, archival documents, interview transcripts, and other sources to see whether the causal process a theory hypothesizes or implies in a case is in fact evident in the sequence and values of the intervening variables in that case.” In general, process tracing is conducted by examining the intermediate steps in a process to make inferences about hypotheses on how that process took place and whether and how it generated the outcome of interest. The process tracing research design is distinct from alternative single and small-n case study methods in that the approach enables the researcher to identify the intervening causal process and study the causal mechanisms that link a hypothesized causal condition (or set of conditions) that facilitate or constrain the occurrence of a particular outcome (George and Bennett 2005).
The process tracing method focuses on the mechanisms, processes and
dynamics that produce a particular event, rather than building arguments that are
structural in nature. The general goal of process tracing, as a qualitative analytical
tool, is to organize preexisting generalizations regarding a particular event or
phenomenon with specific observations from within a single case in order to then
make causal inferences about the case being studied. While both process tracing and
structural case study designs offer important contributions to the academic
community as well as individuals who work within the policy arena, case study
research conducted on the observable implications of mechanisms can provide
decisionmakers with new insight on a range of factors that contribute to producing
effective policy outputs. Thus, some have argued that process tracing techniques are
better suited for capturing the complex world within which policymakers interact
(Bennett and Checkel 2014).

Nesting each of the four case studies into a cross-case design for comparative
analysis provides the opportunity to investigate deviant cases and develop insight into
the policy and political processes that either drive or prevent climate change policy
via collaborative policy institutions and stakeholder engagement. Cross-case
comparisons of the four states that differ in terms of climate change performance and
climate change policy action provides the opportunity to determine whether the
presence or absence of the independent and intervening variables under investigation
are indeed related to the development of collaborative climate change policy
institutions and policy outcomes. Additionally, the cross-case comparison may
elucidate how alternative explanations might contribute to differences regarding the policy and environmental outcomes amongst the cases included in the investigation.

As most-similar cases rarely control for all but one potentially causal factor, process tracing can also establish that other differences between the cases do not account for the difference in their outcomes. Thus, the inclusion of least-likely and deviant cases in the investigation is also valuable for evaluating the proposed causal mechanisms and building a theoretical framework that explains the development of climate change policy. For example, most-similar case comparison, in which two cases differ on one independent variable and on the dependent variable, process tracing can help establish that the one independent variable that differs is related through a convincing hypothesized causal process to the difference in the outcomes of the cases. Similarly, process tracing can help affirm that the one independent variable that is the same between two least-similar cases accounts for the similarity in their outcomes, and that similarities in other potentially causal factors do not explain the common outcome of the cases. Each of these contributions is critical for developing a theory that explains climate change policymaking in American states.

To evaluate the proposed collaborative climate change policy framework inference must be made regarding the causal mechanisms within the policymaking process and the conditions in which they operate. This study employs a definition of causal mechanisms provided by George and Bennett (2005) where causal mechanisms are “social…processes through which agents with causal capacities operate, but only in specific contexts or conditions, to transfer… information… to
other entities. In doing so, the causal agent changes the affected entities’
characteristics, capacities, or propensities in ways that persist until subsequent causal
mechanisms act upon them” (George and Bennett 2005, 137). The “context” or scope
“conditions” allow a given mechanism to function and can be defined as the
“...relevant aspects of a setting (analytical, temporal, spatial, or institutional) in which
a set of initial conditions leads...to an outcome of a defined scope and meaning via a
specified causal mechanism or set of causal mechanisms” (Falletti, Tulia and Lynch,
2009, 1152). For example, the formation of collaborative climate change policy
processes (outcome) is affected by the context (causal mechanism) of the state in
which policy is being formulated, and the environmental, social, and institutional
conditions (scope conditions) of the state determine the effect of the context on the
collaborative process.

Identifying the presence of causal mechanisms and testing the effect that these
variables have on a particular outcome is facilitated by the analysis of the scope
conditions defined by the theoretical framework. The scope conditions are
operationalized using quantitative and qualitative data, which serve as observable
implications or causal process observations (CPOs) and represent the link between
the causal mechanism of interest and the outcome under investigation. The predicted
value or content of the CPO is dependent upon the hypothesis being tested and should
hold true if the causal relationship under investigation exists (Mahoney 2012).

The analysis process evaluates the significance of proposed causal
mechanisms by conducting a sequence of tests designed to investigate whether and
how an explanatory variable affects the dependent variable under investigation (Beach and Pedersen 2012, 2013; George and Bennett 2005; Gerring 2007). Hoop and smoking gun tests are two types of empirical checks that are used to evaluate hypotheses regarding causal mechanisms in process tracing (Van Evera 1997, 31-32; see also Bennett 2008a:706; Collier 2011). Hoop tests and smoking guns tests are defined by whether passing a test is necessary for confirming a given explanation (i.e., a hoop test) or whether passing a test is sufficient for confirming a given explanation (i.e., a smoking gun test). To the extent that the tests cannot draw on generalizations about necessary or sufficient conditions, but rather must use probabilistic generalizations, they become straw in the wind tests. Straw in the wind tests point in the direction of a hypothesis being supported or not, but can neither be confirmed nor eliminated (Bennett 2008a; Collier 2011).

An important goal of the current study is to conduct an initial assessment of the applicability of the conceptual framework depicted in Figure 7.1 to the analysis of collaborative management institutions within the context of the state-level climate change policymaking process. Therefore, the IRC, SCF, and ACF hypotheses regarding the formation of collaborative management institutions and climate change policy outputs presented in Chapter 3 are evaluated using hoop tests, where the CPOs associated with each causal mechanism must be observed to confirm relevancy. However, the presence of the CPO does not necessarily provide sufficient evidence for confirming the hypothesis. Additionally, throughout the investigation, evidence of alternative explanations for the development of climate change policy outputs, such
as the role of policy entrepreneurs and policy “mobilizers” (e.g., media outlets, interest groups, etc.) are considered. Alternative explanation related to the formation of collaborative management institutions, and their effect on climate change policy adoption, can offer valuable insight into the development of state-level climate change policy, and build upon the proposed conceptual framework.

**Antecedent Variables**

In the proposed framework, the initial societal, institutional, and environmental conditions represent the causal mechanisms that influence the formation of institutions for collaborative climate change policy processes within a particular polity. The scope conditions include the severity of the environmental problem, the social and economic structure of the community, and the presence of state-level resources to facilitate collaboration governmental institutions. According to IRC theory, these conditions are likely to influence or constrain the type of collaborative climate change management approach that will surface, as well as its likelihood of success. The causal mechanisms include the nature of the climate change problem, civic community attributes, and state-level institutions related to climate change mitigation. These mechanisms are operationalized using 22 CPOs.

The environmental condition CPOs are operationalized by the observed and predicted state-level environmental impacts associated with climate change, as well as public opinion regarding the severity, scientific basis, and the spatial and temporal impacts of the issue (see Table 7.3). Anthropogenic climate change is a unique environmental problem relative to other environmental quality or resource
management issues. Whereas environmental conditions related to water quality or resource depletion, for example, can be scientifically assessed with relative certainty, the scientific basis for climate change and associated impacts is stochastic in nature and, therefore, generally involves higher levels of uncertainty. Moreover, the immediate effects of a changing climate have in many places been relatively subtle, while the greatest impact to society are predicted to occur 50 to 100 years from the present (USGCRP 2014; IPCC 2013). Therefore, public opinion regarding the issue is a reasonable proxy for evaluating environmental conditions, where individual experiences and beliefs affect an individual’s perception regarding the urgency and magnitude of climate change impacts. Furthermore, given the integral role of epistemic communities in defining the climate change problem, individual interpretation of the scientific basis for climate change is likely to determine how communities relate to observed environmental change that may also be attributed to short-term weather anomalies (Akerlof 2013; Kaufmann et al. 2016; Kempton et al. 1995; Leiserowitz 2006).
### Table 7.3 Environmental Conditions

#### Observed Impacts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mississippi</th>
<th>Wyoming</th>
<th>Oregon</th>
<th>Delaware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Sea level rise (1 in. every 7 years)</td>
<td>1. Warmer climate (+1 to 3 °F)</td>
<td>1. Early snowpack melt</td>
<td>1. Sea level rise (1 in every 7 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Cooler climate (-1.0 °F)</td>
<td>2. Earlier snowpack melt</td>
<td>2. Reduced snowpack (20% since 1950)</td>
<td>2. Saltwater intrusion of coastal aquifers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Increase in rainfall (27% since 1958)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Predicted Impacts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mississippi</th>
<th>Wyoming</th>
<th>Oregon</th>
<th>Delaware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(20 in. to 4 ft. in next 100 yrs.)</td>
<td>2. Increased risk of wildfires</td>
<td>2. Less water availability</td>
<td>2. Shift in precipitation patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Increased hurricane, rainfall events, and droughts</td>
<td>3. Twice as many days above 100°F by 2050</td>
<td>3. More frequent forest fires</td>
<td>3. Impacts to estuarine habitat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Change in forest ecosystem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 2-3 times more days above 95°F in 70 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 2016,b,c,d,e

#### County-level Public Opinion Regarding Climate Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Mississippi (n=82)</th>
<th>Wyoming (n=23)</th>
<th>Oregon (n=36)</th>
<th>Delaware (n=3)</th>
<th>U.S. Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Believe climate change is happening (%)</td>
<td>57.09 (3.12)</td>
<td>55.26 (3.38)</td>
<td>64.64 (3.72)</td>
<td>63.67 (1.15)</td>
<td>59.10 (4.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Think global warming will harm them personally (%)</td>
<td>32.89 (3.13)</td>
<td>30.30 (1.84)</td>
<td>34.06 (3.03)</td>
<td>36.00 (1.00)</td>
<td>32.06 (3.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat/very worried about global warming (%)</td>
<td>46.81 (2.94)</td>
<td>44.39 (2.73)</td>
<td>54.72 (4.31)</td>
<td>56.67 (3.21)</td>
<td>48.85 (5.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Scientific Knowledge

| Believe most scientists think global warming is happening (%) | 32.09 (2.79) | 34.00 (3.54) | 43.53 (4.90) | 42.67 (2.31) | 36.42 (5.52) |

#### Spatial and Temporal Impacts

| Think global warming will harm people in the U.S. (%) | 46.62 (2.57) | 43.74 (1.79) | 51.72 (3.23) | 54.33 (1.53) | 47.81 (4.02) |
| Think global warming will harm future generations (%) | 54.38 (1.92) | 50.78 (2.00) | 64.47 (2.68) | 65.00 (1.73) | 58.12 (4.67) |

Source: Howe et al. 2015
The findings related to environmental conditions indicate that Delaware and Oregon have each experienced a more significant and uniform increase in temperatures relative to Mississippi, which has actually experienced a 1°F decrease in average temperatures, and Wyoming, which has experienced varying levels of temperature increase throughout the state (see Table 7.3). Additionally, Delaware and Oregon have already begun to experience direct impacts that pose potentially significant economic and environmental challenges for their population. In Oregon, earlier snowmelt and reduced snowpack has begun to affect various aspects of the state’s economy including businesses related to winter recreation, reliance on the hydroelectric power sector, and sensitive ecosystems for Chinook and sockeye salmon in the Columbia River Basin (GCCIG 2006; USEPA 2016d). In Delaware, which has the lowest average land elevation in the U.S. and a large portion of the population that lives along the state’s 381 miles of shoreline, rising seas have contributed to an increase in the rate of saltwater intrusion of coastal aquifers and alterations of the salinity of estuarine ecosystems, posing challenges for residential and agricultural water users that rely on groundwater. Likewise, sea level rise has begun to pose a serious threat to estuarine ecosystem resilience (USEPA 2016b).

With respect to public opinion regarding various aspects of the climate change issue, the findings indicate that Oregon and Delaware each have a higher level of concern regarding the existence and severity of climate change impacts, relative to Wyoming and Mississippi, and the U.S. more generally (see Table 7.3). Similarly, the two states tend to have a deeper understanding of the scientific consensus regarding
climate change as well as concern regarding the spatial and temporal effects of a changing climate.

Table 7.4 presents the antecedent indicators for the civic community and socioeconomic conditions in each state. Variables that are likely to influence social capital include the density of a population, education level, access to health care, and economic wellbeing (Helliwell and Putnam 1999; Knack and Keefer 1997; Kumlin and Rothstein 2005; Veenstra 2000). The table also includes the portion of each state’s economy supported by the service industry as well as the portion supported by industrial activity (e.g., farming, manufacturing, and extractive industries). Given that the economic costs of emissions reduction policies are generally perceived as disproportionately distributed to the electric power and industrial sectors, these economic conditions are likely to affect a state’s willingness to participate in collaborative policy processes focused on climate change mitigation, and climate change policy efforts more generally (Dunlap and McCright 2011). Political ideology has also been found to have a significant effect on an individual’s position regarding various aspects of the climate change issue. Therefore, trends in political ideology is also included and represents a measure of each state’s belief system that is likely to influence the formation of collaborative policy processes (McCright and Dunlap 2011a, 2011b; Leiserowitz 2006). It is expected that states that exhibit a relatively high level of social capital (i.e., high education, high proportion of health care services, high income, and low poverty), a high portion of the economy employed by the service industry, and more liberal political ideology are more likely to have
formed collaborative policy institutions related to climate change policy, and, subsequently, higher levels of policy adoption.

Table 7.4. Civic Community and socioeconomic conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State-Level Education</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>WY</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Four Years of High School (%), 2011-15</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>88.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change from 1989</td>
<td>+14.6</td>
<td>+6.7</td>
<td>+6</td>
<td>+7.7</td>
<td>+10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four Years of College or More (%), 2011-2015</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change from 1989</td>
<td>+5.1</td>
<td>+3.8</td>
<td>+10.6</td>
<td>+10.6</td>
<td>+8.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Population Density

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population Density (per sq. mi.), 2013</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>WY</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change (%), 1988-2013</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Healthcare Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covered by Health Insurance (%), 2013</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>WY</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change, 1988-2013</td>
<td>+4.4</td>
<td>+1.7</td>
<td>+1.9</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Income and Poverty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Median Household Income (2015 Dollars)</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>WY</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change, 1988-2015</td>
<td>-22</td>
<td>+35</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unemployment Rate (%), 2013</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>WY</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change from 1992 (%)</td>
<td>+0.5</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+0.2</td>
<td>+1.4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Poverty (%), 2013</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>WY</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change, 1988-2013</td>
<td>-8.1</td>
<td>+1.8</td>
<td>+3.6</td>
<td>+2.6</td>
<td>+1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Political Ideology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Republican Lean (%), 2014</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>WY</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change, 1993-2014</td>
<td>+1.3</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>-11.1</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Independent (%), 2014

| Change, 1993-2014 | +6.7 | +3.5 | +12.5 | +6.5 |

Democrat Lean (%), 2014

| Change, 1993-2014 | -8 | -8.5 | -1.4 | +2.5 |

Socioeconomic Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GDP from Private Services Industries (%)</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>WY</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change, 1997-2013</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GDP from Extractive Activity (%) | 2 | 29 | 0 | 1 | 12 |

| Change, 1997-2013 | +1 | +9 | 0 | -1 | -4 |

GDP from Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting (%) | 4 | 2 | 2 | 1 | 1 |

| Change, 1997-2013 | +1 | -1 | -1 | 0 | 0 |

GDP from Manufacturing (%) | 16 | 5 | 24 | 6 | 3 |

| Change, 1997-2013 | -4 | -1 | +5 | -6 | +2 |

The data in Table 7.4 show mixed results with respect to the expected relationship between community conditions and state policy adoption. Mississippi and Delaware each exhibit trends that support the hypotheses related to community conditions and the adoption of climate change policy. The former has below average education levels, healthcare services, household income, high levels of poverty, a large portion of the economy supported by the manufacturing industry, and an increasingly conservative political climate. Delaware exhibits opposite conditions in each of these areas. In contrast, Oregon and Wyoming show divergent trends, particularly with respect to conditions related to income and poverty. Wyoming has relatively high income levels and low poverty and unemployment rates, while Oregon has a below average median household income, high unemployment rate, and high level of poverty.

Two areas in which these states differ are the existing and recent trends in political ideology and economic activity. In Wyoming, a relatively low portion of the state’s economy is supported by service-based industries while extractive industries (e.g., fossil fuel production and uranium mining) account for nearly one-third of the state’s economic output. In contrast, Oregon’s economy is predominantly supported by service-based industries. Although nearly one quarter of the state’s economy is accounted for by the manufacturing industry, most of this income is produced from computer and electronic product manufacturing (Lehner 2016). Additionally, Wyoming is predominantly a politically conservative state, and it has grown more
conservative in recent years. Oregon, in contrast, is predominantly liberal, with most recent trends showing an increase in independent voters and a decrease in conservative voters. In terms of the study hypotheses, the conditions in Oregon and Wyoming indicate that economic activity and political ideology may have a stronger effect on a state’s decision to pursue policies related to climate change mitigation relative to factors associated with a state’s socioeconomic conditions.

A third aspect of the contextual conditions that are likely to affect the formation of collaborative policy processes include the existence of institutional structures that allow and support stakeholder engagement associated with climate change mitigation. Prior to 1988, very few states had taken action to address the physical drivers of anthropogenic climate change, and none of the four states included in this study had taken substantial policy action associated with emissions reduction. Additionally, each of the fifty states houses an office or department that is generally charged with addressing policy matters related to environmental quality, including the facilitation of rulemaking for newly adopted laws, the enforcement of existing rules, and the monitoring of environmental conditions. These organizations often work closely with policymakers and bureaucrats at various levels of government as well as scientific experts and nongovernment stakeholder groups. These types of institutions can serve as an important link between public interests and public policy on issues related to environmental quality and can provide a venue for a collaborative policy process by reducing the transaction costs associated with organization and information gathering. Therefore, each state has the potential to facilitate
collaborative climate change management institutions.

**Collaborative Policy Processes**

In their analysis of collaborative watershed management, Sabatier et al. (2005) note four general variants of the collaborative management process as they apply to watershed management. The four types of collaborative management institutions are distinguished by the duration of the collaboration (short-term versus long-term) and decision making power (informal advisory versus formal authority) and include: (1) collaborative engagement processes, (2) collaborative partnerships, (3) collaborative superagencies, and (4) collaborative panels (see Table 7.5). In the context of watershed management, collaborative policy processes associated with large-scale issues have often been characterized by superagencies, composed of stakeholders groups and local, state, and federal government representatives, that facilitate long-term planning and monitoring programs at the collective choice level and hold formal decision making power and legal authority to carryout policy implementation (Heikkila and Gerlak 2005). In contrast, small-scale collaborative management efforts often occur as short-term engagement processes in which policy planning and implementation occurs at the operational level through third party mediation and policy outputs that are carried out voluntarily (Lubell 2002).
Delaware and Oregon have each convened a number of collaborative management institutions that have contributed to the development of state-level climate change policy. As Tables 7.6 and 7.7 show, the majority of these collaborative policy processes are structured as collaborative engagement processes, established through executive order or legislative action, and charged with developing plans and providing policy recommendations to state lawmakers and administrative agencies. While most of the collaborative management institutions include a diverse and representative collection of stakeholders groups, a number of the collaborative policy processes in each state have undertaken a rather complex structure composed of specialized workgroups and outreach processes in order to expand the level of stakeholder engagement within the policy design process.

The Delaware Governor’s Energy Advisory Council (DGEAC), formed in 2007, consisted of a Chair, 15 voting members including environmental and public advocates, as well as members of the electric power sector (GEAC 2009). The DGEAC also surveyed more than 1,000 citizens to ascertain the energy priorities of Delawareans and obtain feedback on the energy issues identified by the Council. The survey results informed the formation of five workgroups that focused on various topics including energy efficiency, environmental impacts, transmission and distribution, and clean energy business. Each workgroup was composed of additional stakeholders and prepared a report with recommendations to the voting members of the DGEC who prepared, in a consensus-based process, the final policy recommendations for the Governor and state legislature (GEAC 2009).

The Oregon Global Warming Commission (OGWC), established in 2007 by the state legislature, represents the most comprehensive and diverse collaborative climate change policy process in the state. The Commission is composed of 11 voting members who represent various interests from the Oregon community, including climate change scientists, 14 members from the state legislature and administrative agencies, and six committees composed of stakeholders to inform policy recommendations regarding areas such as public health, transportation and land use, communication and outreach, and natural resources (OGWC 2009). In addition to preparing a biannual report, the OGWC has facilitated public outreach projects and conducted public surveys to engage the general public and improve the state’s
understanding of opinions regarding the climate change issue and policy approaches

**Table 7.6 Delaware, collaborative engagement processes.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborative Policy Institution</th>
<th>Year Established</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Charge</th>
<th>Membership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Climate Change Consortium</td>
<td>U.S. EPA 1998</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>Identify opportunities for reducing GHG emission, raise awareness of climate change, publish and disseminate an Action Plan.</td>
<td>2 Co-Chairs, 34 voting members; interest groups included: local, state, and federal agencies, private companies, scientists, energy companies, public advocate, environmental, waste management, transportation, labor unions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Task Force</td>
<td>Gov. Minner 2002</td>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>Develop a plan to meet current and future energy needs, focus on conservation, energy infrastructure, and clean energy technologies.</td>
<td>1 Chair, 17 voting members, 6 working groups; voting member interest groups included: local, state, and federal agencies, elected officials, business, scientists, agriculture, environmental, chemical manufacturing, energy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable Energy Utility Task Force</td>
<td>State Legislature 2006</td>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>Research and report on the feasibility of a establishing a state sustainable energy utility.</td>
<td>2 Co-Chairs, 12 voting members, 1 technical consultant, 8 research staff members; voting member interest groups included: elected officials, environmental, public advocacy, energy, technical advisors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Advisory Council</td>
<td>State Legislature 2007</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>Develop a short-term plan and long-term vision for the state's energy infrastructure. Focus on efficiency and conservation, environmental impact, transportation, clean energy development, reliability and security, reducing costs to citizens.</td>
<td>1 Chair, 15 voting members, 5 working groups, public surveys; voting member interest groups included: local, state, and federal agencies, business, scientists, environmental, energy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workgroup</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Members and Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGGI Workgroup</td>
<td>Dept. of Natural Resources and Environment Control 2008</td>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>Assist the Dept. of Natural Resources and Environmental Control with designing rules to comply with the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative program.</td>
<td>18 voting members; interest groups included: local government, state agencies, energy, legal, environmental, public advocate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency Standard Workgroup</td>
<td>State Legislature 2009</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>Assess feasibility, identify potential economic impacts, and other potential issues from implementation of Energy Efficiency Resource Standard.</td>
<td>1 Chair, 25 voting members; interest groups included: state agencies, environmental, scientists, low-income, and public advocates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee on Climate and Resiliency</td>
<td>Gov. Markell 2013</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>Called for state agencies to develop actionable recommendations related to GHG emissions reduction and climate change adaptation.</td>
<td>1 Chair, 11 voting members, 3 working groups; voting member interest groups included: state agencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency Advisory Council</td>
<td>State Legislature 2014</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>Assist the state’s electric and natural gas utilities with the development and deployment of energy efficiency programs and financing mechanisms.</td>
<td>1 Chair, 12 voting members; interest groups included: state agencies, energy, manufacturing, commercial, environmental, agricultural, low-income, residential.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborative Policy Institution</th>
<th>Year Established</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Charge</th>
<th>Membership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task Force on Global Warming</td>
<td>Gov. Goldschmidt 1988</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>Analyze impact of global warming in Oregon, provide recommendations for state agency response.</td>
<td>1 Chair, 29 voting members; interest groups included: state agencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Facility Siting Task Force</td>
<td>State Legislature 1996</td>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>Review the public interest in the siting of energy facilities and develop a climate change standard.</td>
<td>7 voting members; interest groups included: local government, state, federal government agencies, elected officials, business, scientists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advisory Group on Global Warming</td>
<td>Gov. Kulongoski 2003</td>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>Devise goals and policy recommendations to reduce Oregon’s GHG gas emissions.</td>
<td>2 Co-Chairs, 26 voting members; interest group representatives included: local government, state and federal agencies, environmental, scientists, agriculture, energy, religious.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable Energy Working Group</td>
<td>Gov. Kulongoski 2003</td>
<td>3 Years</td>
<td>Identify opportunities for improving energy efficiency and renewable energy development.</td>
<td>2 Co-chairs, 39 voting members; interest groups included: local, state and regional government, local and state elected officials, renewable and nonrenewable energy, environmental, agriculture, scientists, public advocates, labor unions, business.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Emissions Workgroup</td>
<td>Gov. Kulongoski 2005</td>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>Assess the costs, benefits, and impacts of implementing California’s vehicle emission requirements.</td>
<td>1 Chair, 12 voting members; interest groups included: state agencies, citizens, environmental, automotive business.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Allocation Task Force</td>
<td>Gov. Kulongoski 2005</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>Assess feasibility of, and develop a design for, a cap and trade standard.</td>
<td>21 members; interest groups included: local and state government agencies, electric power sector, industry, businesses, environmental.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Department</td>
<td>Start Year</td>
<td>End Year</td>
<td>Mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Change Integration Group</td>
<td>Gov. Kulongoski</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>Prepare mitigation and adaptation strategy for Oregon, implement and monitor recommendations from Advisory Group on Global Warming 2004 report, serve as a clearinghouse for Oregon climate change information, explore research possibilities for Oregon’s universities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon Global Warming Commission</td>
<td>State Legislature</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>Provide policy recommendations to meet GHG reduction targets, develop outreach strategy, track Oregon climate change impacts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG Reporting Advisory Committee</td>
<td>Dept. of Environmental Quality</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>Give recommendations for GHG reporting rules. Reconvened in 2009 to provide input on rule amendments, implement recent legislation, and update reporting program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Carbon Fuels Standard Advisory Committee</td>
<td>Dept. of Environmental Quality</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>Provide recommendations for various design elements of state’s low carbon fuel standards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean Fuels Program 2017 Rulemaking Advisory Committee</td>
<td>Dept. of Environmental Quality</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>Provide stakeholders an opportunity to comment on technical and policy issues, and the fiscal and economic impact of amendments to the state Clean Fuels Program.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Delaware and Oregon have also participated in long-term, regional and international partnerships, such as The Climate Registry and North America 2050. Table 7.8 shows each of the multistate partnerships in which each of the states has held membership. These voluntary partnerships are designed to provide opportunities for policy learning and offer technical assistance with GHG emissions accounting and climate change mitigation policy development (TCR 2015; NA2050). Both states also have a history of interstate partnerships associated with policy coordination and planning. In 2003, Oregon Governor Ted Kulongoski joined Washington and California to form the West Coast Governor’s Global Warming Initiative (WCGGWI) (WCGGWI 2004). The partnership eventually evolved into the Western Climate Initiative (WCI) in 2007, which, in addition to the WCGGWI partners, included four additional western states and four Canadian Provinces (WCI 2007). In 2008, the WCI was replaced by the Pacific Coast Collaborative (PCC), an ongoing consensus-based, voluntary partnership between the governors Alaska, California, Oregon, Washington and the Premier of British Columbia, to coordinate state-level policies and adopt resolutions related to climate change mitigation and sustainable development (Palin et al. 2008).

Delaware is a participant in what may be the most well-known climate change partnership to date, the RGGI. In 2003, at the request of New York Governor Georg Pataki (R), Delaware Governor Ruth Minner (D) along with the Governors of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Rhode Island, and
Vermont, began to discuss the development of a regional cap and trade program designed to address CO₂ emissions from electric power plant facilities (C2ES 2015; Fershee 2007). Following two years of negotiations the seven states signed a memorandum of understanding to stabilize emissions from 2009 to 2014 (based on 2000-2002 average annual emissions) followed by incremental, annual 2.5 percent reductions beginning in 2015 to achieve a 10 percent overall reduction in emissions by 2019 (Rell et al. 2005). Maryland, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island joined the partnership in 2007, and the program became active in 2009. New Jersey is the only state to have exited the RGGI since its initiation.

---

86 The program applies to any fossil fueled electric generating unit of greater than 25MW, if that unit sells more than 10 percent of the electricity it generates on the commercial market.
### Table 7.8. Delaware and Oregon, collaborative partnerships.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborative Policy Institution</th>
<th>Year Established</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Charge</th>
<th>Membership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delaware Collaborative Partnerships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>Regional effort to cap and reduce CO\textsubscript{2} emissions from the power sector.</td>
<td>Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey*, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America 2050</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>Facilitates state and provincial efforts to design, promote and implement cost-effective policies that reduce GHG emissions and create economic opportunities.</td>
<td>Arizona, British Columbia, California, Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Manitoba, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana, New Jersey, New Mexico, Ontario, Oregon, Quebec, Rhode Island, Vermont, Washington</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Oregon Collaborative Partnerships                                      |                  |                |                                                                        |                                                                             |
| West Coast Governor's Global Warming Initiative                         | Gov. Kulongoski 2003 | 2 Years        | Formed to develop joint policy recommendations for activities that require regional cooperation and action. | Washington, Oregon, and California |
| Western Climate Initiative                                               | Gov. Kulongoski 2007 | Inactive       | Formed to identify, evaluate, and implement emissions trading policies to tackle climate change at a regional level. | Arizona, California, New Mexico, Montana, Oregon, Utah, and Washington, British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario, and Quebec |
Table 7.8 Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>International Carbon Action Partnership</th>
<th>Gov. Kulongoski 2007</th>
<th>Ongoing</th>
<th>International forum for governments and public authorities that have implemented or are planning to implement emissions trading systems.</th>
<th>International forum for governments and public authorities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Coast Collaborative</td>
<td>Gov. Kulongoski 2008</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>Regional effort to align climate change policies.</td>
<td>Alaska, California, Oregon, Washington, British Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America 2050</td>
<td>Gov. Kulongoski 2009</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Facilitates state and provincial efforts to design, promote and implement cost-effective policies that reduce GHG emissions and create economic opportunities.</td>
<td>Arizona, British Columbia, California, Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Manitoba, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Montana, New Jersey, New Mexico, Ontario, Oregon, Quebec, Rhode Island, Vermont, Washington</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The analysis of collaborative climate change management institutions in Delaware and Oregon has shown that each state has established a number of formal processes to initiate stakeholder engagement in the climate change policy process. The states have also participated in regional partnerships related to climate change mitigation policy coordination. The analysis also reveals some important distinctions between collaborative efforts related to GHG emissions reduction and those associated with watershed remediation. As noted above, large-scale collaborative watershed management institutions tend to operate at the collective choice level, and are often granted legal authority to generate mandatory rules to improve
environmental quality, while small-scale watershed management efforts are generally characterized by short-term, informal collaborative processes that rely upon voluntary implementation at the operational level.

While the collaborative management institutions in Delaware and Oregon all occur at the collective choice level, many of the collaborative processes associated directly with policy development are short-term, and none have been granted formal decision-making authority. Thus, the location of the decision-action arena is most similar to those found in large-scale watershed management. However, the structure is more closely related to a collaborative management process that takes place within the context of small-scale watershed management efforts. This finding is also unique from the types of collaborative policy processes that have been identified at the municipal level, where previous analysis of urban collaborative processes to address the climate change issue has found that local policymakers have convened formal collaborative panels as well as informal, long-term partnerships and engagement processes (Fiack and Kamieniecki 2017).

The collective choice focus of the collaborative management institutions associated with climate change policy in Delaware and Oregon is appropriate given the structural nature of the climate change problem. In the context of watershed management, voluntary, operational-level changes by actors involved in small-scale improvement efforts may be sufficient to address water quality and supply issues. However, in the context of state-level climate change mitigation, the causes of GHG emissions, particularly CO₂ emissions, at the regional level are predominantly tied to
existing infrastructural networks that exist across economic sectors. Thus, voluntary
efforts to reduce emissions at the operational level may be limited and, therefore,
effective mitigation will require more intensive structural change facilitated by the
adoption of formal institutions. Similarly, the absence of state level collaborative
climate change policymaking processes, with formal decision making power, is likely
due to the existence of administrative agencies with formal regulatory oversight
related to emissions and energy management in Delaware and Oregon. The Delaware
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control, for example, is an
umbrella agency that oversees the Division of Energy and Climate and the Division
of Air Quality, which are charged with implementing and enforcing federal and state-
level policies in these areas (DNREC n.d.). Therefore, while stakeholder engagement
through collaborative policy processes may be valued, establishing a long-term
collaborative management institution with formal rulemaking authority may be
superfluous and could lead to political conflict regarding regulatory power and the
allocation of state-level resources.

**Collaborative Policy Processes and Policy Outputs**

Each of Delaware and Oregon’s collaborative policy processes can be linked
to the various climate change mitigation polices adopted by state-level policymakers.
The contribution of each collaborative management institution to the policymaking
process varies, from contributing to the establishment of additional stakeholder
groups to the development of direct policy recommendations for legislative action
and the evaluation and preparation of proposed rules for policy implementation. This
section provides an overview of collaborative management institutions in Delaware and Oregon that were found to provide a direct contribution to the adoption of state-level policies.

In Oregon, the WCGGWI and the Governor’s Advisory Group on Global Warming (GAGGW) have played a particularly important role in facilitating the policy design and implementation process as well as the development of additional collaborative management institutions that have contributed to the state’s climate change mitigation efforts. As discussed above, the Governors of California, Oregon, and Washington established the WCGGWI in September 2003. The goal of the collaborative partnership was to develop state and regional goals and strategies to address the climate change issue via cooperative GHG emissions reduction policies. To carry out the mission of the WCGGWI, the Governors agreed to establish state-level committees to develop cooperative policy recommendations that support regional action by September 2004 (WCGGWI 2004). To meet the goal of the WCGGWI, Oregon Governor Ted Kulongoski established the GAGGW to prepare a climate change strategy to achieve long-term sustainability within the state by compiling a set of policy recommendations to reduce GHG emissions while supporting economic growth (Grainey 2004; OGWC 2013). The group was comprised of nearly 30 members including local and state government agency representatives, environmental advocates, religious organizations, public advocates, members of the scientific community, and representatives from the agriculture and

The GAGGW report outlined 46 actions distributed across seven areas to help Oregon achieve cost-effective emissions reductions. The recommended actions were also prioritized based upon their relative cost-effectiveness and potential level of emission reductions. The report included 19 “Category I” actions that can achieve significant, cost-effective GHG emissions reductions and 27 “Category II” actions that are more cost-effective, relative to Category I actions, but would achieve less significant reductions (GAGGW 2004). The recommendations provided in the GAGGW report contributed to the formal adoption of state-level appliance efficiency standards as well as new energy efficiency codes for residential and commercial buildings by the state legislature in 2005 (GCCIG 2006). The GAGGW supported the adoption of a formal state-level emissions reduction goal, as well as the establishment of collaborative policy processes to explore the feasibility of establishing a statewide renewable portfolio standard (RPS), and assess the potential impacts of implementing California’s vehicle emissions and Zero Emissions Vehicle standards. The GAGGW also recommended the creation of a successor to the GAGGW to carry out the unfinished agenda of the proposed legislative actions included in the Oregon Strategy for Greenhouse Gas Reductions and track climate change mitigation policy progress (GAGGW 2004).

87 The seven areas include: policy planning, energy efficiency, electric power generation, transportation, carbon sequestration, waste management, and state government operations.
Following the adjournment of the GAGGW, Governor Kulongoski continued to pursue the policy goals established by the WCGGW by convening a series of collaborative processes to carry out the major policy recommendations included in the Oregon Strategy for Greenhouse Gas Reductions. In 2005, the Governor formed the Governor’s Vehicle Emissions Workgroup (GVEW) and the Renewable Energy Working Group (REWG) to explore issues surrounding the implementation of California vehicle standards and develop renewable energy policy goals, respectively (ODE 2005; OVEW 2005). A year later, the Governor also convened the Governor’s Climate Change Integration Group (GCCIG) to implement and monitor mitigation measures outlined in the Oregon Strategy for Greenhouse Gas Reductions, and expand the work of the GAGGW by exploring research opportunities concerning the regional effects of climate change with Oregon universities, and developing an adaptation strategy for the state (GCCIG 2008). While the GCCIG membership structure reflected the diverse and inclusive approach applied to the GAGGW, the GVEW and REWG were primarily composed of representatives from organizations with an interest in various aspects of the energy production and consumption process. The voting body of each group included members of conventional energy organizations (i.e., fossil fuel representatives and utility companies) and renewable energy advocates (ODE 2005; OVEW 2005). Therefore, in the context of energy policy, both collaborative panels included a reasonable level of stakeholder diversity in the policy process.
The second wave of collaborative policy processes established by Governor Kulongoski successfully carried forward the WCGGWI climate change policy agenda. The GVEW contributed to the successful adoption of California’s vehicle emissions and ZEV standards while the REWG laid the groundwork for the establishment of the state’s RPS and renewable fuel standards, as well as an update to the net metering program (OGWC 2009). In 2007, Oregon became a founding member of The Climate Registry and the members of the WCGGWI joined the Arizona, New Mexico, Montana, Utah, British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario, and Quebec to establish the WCI. In the same year, at the request of the GCCIG, the Oregon legislature passed House Bill 3543. The legislation established the state-level GHG emissions target that had previously been recommended by the GAGGW, and created the OGWC to continue to provide policy recommendations to coordinate state and local efforts to achieve the state’s emissions reduction goals and prepare for the effects of climate change (Keep Oregon Cool n.d.). The final recommendations also contributed to the adoption of a statewide LCFS (OGWC 2009).

While Oregon’s collaborative policy efforts have largely been framed within the context of climate change mitigation, collaborative management processes in Delaware have primarily been framed within the context of energy efficiency and renewable energy development (see Table 7.6 and 7.7). To date, only two collaborative processes that focus explicitly on policy efforts related to emissions reduction have formed within the state. The Delaware Climate Change Consortium (DCCC), formed in 1998, was a collaborative engagement process supported by the
University of Delaware’s Center for Energy and Environmental Policy (CEEP) and the U.S. EPA’s State and Local Outreach Program (CEEP 2000; USEPA 2001). In addition to representatives from the CEEP and EPA, the DCCC consisted of more than 30 participants, including representatives from local and state government, environmental advocacy groups, the business community, and the electric power sector (CEEP 2000). The results of the DCCC collaboration culminated with the completion of the Delaware Climate Action Plan (DCAP) in 2000, which included a voluntary GHG emissions reduction target of 7 percent below 1990 emissions levels by 2010 and a collection of strategies and proposed policies for reducing emissions across the primary sectors of the states (CEEP 2000). The Cabinet Committee on Climate and Resiliency (CCCR), established by Governor Jack Markell (D) in 2014, is Delaware’s most recent collaborative policy effort focused on the topic of climate change. The CCCR is a collaborative panel, chaired by the Secretary of the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control, and consists of 11 voting members from various state agencies charged with identifying cost-effective opportunities for state agencies to address the climate change issue in state government operations (see Table 7.6). The group also included three workgroups on the topics of climate change mitigation, adaptation, and flood avoidance. The CCCR met over the course of a year and submitted its final report to the Governor, Climate Framework for Delaware, in 2015.

Although the DCCC did not continue beyond the completion of the DCAP, the report has contributed to subsequent collaborative policy discussions held within
the state. The Delaware Energy Task Force (DETF) and Sustainable Energy Utility (SEU) Task Force, for example, each referenced the DCAP as a valuable starting point for understanding how improvements in energy efficiency and renewable energy development can contribute to improved environmental quality while supporting the state’s energy sustainability goals (DETF 2003a; SEUTF 2007). The DETF, created by Governor Ruth Minner (D) in 2002, was tasked with addressing the state’s short- and long-term energy challenges, and offering policy recommendations that provide a reliable, affordable, and efficient energy infrastructure for the state (DETF 2003a). The membership of the DETF consisted of 17 core members including representatives from the electric power sector, the fossil fuel industry, renewable energy companies, and environmental advocates and representatives from a number of state agencies. The task force also formed six working groups covering various topics including: energy conservation and efficiency, transmission and distribution, energy diversity, transportation fuels, economic development, and state procurement. The DETF completed a final report to the Governor, Bright Ideas for Delaware’s Energy Future, in 2003, which, among other policy actions, recommended that the state update the codes for commercial, residential, and state-owned buildings to improve energy efficiency and reduce the costs of energy consumption (DETF 2003a). The report also recommended the adoption of a voluntary RPS. New building codes were adopted via state legislation in 2004, while a state-level RPS, following a series of delays, was adopted by the state legislature in 2005 (CEEP 2005).
In 2006 the Delaware legislature created the SEU Task Force to develop a policy agenda for the creation of a non-profit, independent, utility to provide programs and technical assistance related to public and private end-use sectors concerning energy efficiency improvements and distributed renewable energy development. The SEU Task Force was chaired by Senator Harris McDowell (D) and Dr. John Byrne of the CEEP, and consisted of 12 voting members including representatives from the Delaware Senate and House of Representatives, as well as energy providers and environmental and public advocates (SEUTF 2007). In 2007, the task force completed its final report to the legislature, The Sustainable Energy Utility: A Delaware First, which, in addition to an outline for the creation of a Sustainable Energy Utility, provided a number of legislative proposals including a proposed increase to the state’s existing RPS and an update to the state’s net metering policy, both of which were adopted by the state legislature that year (O’Mara, Cherry and Hodas 2010; SEUTF 2007).

The Governor’s Energy Advisory Council (GEAC) formed in 2007 to begin preparing an update to the Delaware Energy Plan. As with the DETF, the council was composed of a broad group of representatives from the electric power sector, the fossil fuel industry, renewable energy companies, environmental advocates, and representatives from a number of state agencies. The council included five work groups that focused on energy conservation and efficiency, environmental impacts, transmission and distribution, transportation, and economic development. Although the primary charge of the council was to prepare a long-term energy plan for the state,
The council highlighted environmental quality and climate change as one of three major energy challenges that Delaware ought to address in its energy planning (GEAC 2009). The council’s final report, Delaware Energy Plan 2009-2014, was completed in 2009 and provided a number of recommendations including the adoption of a mandatory, state-level energy efficiency resource standard (EERS), an additional update to the existing RPS and building energy efficiency codes (O’Mara, Cherry and Hodas 2010).

The Delaware Energy Plan 2009-2014 also included recommended actions to reduce emissions from the transportation sector such as policies to increase the consumption of alternative fuels and the adoption of vehicle emissions standards (GEAC 2009). The state subsequently took action on each of these items, by adopting an EERS and increasing the RPS, creating two of the most aggressive clean energy targets in the country, as well as increasing the energy efficiency requirements for new commercial and residential buildings, and directing the DNREC to adopt California’s vehicle emissions standards (O’Mara, Cherry and Hodas 2010). In 2010, Governor Jack Markell issued Executive Order 18, which mandated state agencies to reduce energy consumption and emissions from state vehicles by only purchasing low emissions vehicles for state fleets and also requiring state buildings to increase energy efficiency standards (Executive Order 18).

**Climate Change Policy Experiences in Mississippi and Wyoming**

Although Mississippi and Wyoming each rank among the lowest states in the nation in terms of climate change policy adoption and implementation, the two states
have taken some action associated with climate change mitigation. In 2001, Wyoming adopted a net metering program and, in 2007, the state produced a GHG inventory and joined 31 other U.S. states in establishing The Climate Registry (CCS 2007; Wilson 2007). Mississippi’s policy efforts have occurred more recently, and include the adoption of federally recognized standards for commercial and state-owned buildings in 2013, and a net metering program in 2015 (Bishop 2013; MPSC 2015b). Given the contextual conditions within each state, it is unlikely that collaborative policy processes have contributed to the formulation and adoption of each state’s respective policies.

As the nation’s top producer of coal the fossil fuel industry is an important contributor to the Wyoming economy. Consequently, the state has a political interest in protecting both coal suppliers and coal users by limiting policies that would limit coal consumption (Cahn et al. 2016). The state has a history of conflict with federal lawmakers and the U.S. EPA regarding policies associated with the regulation of GHG emissions, most recently exemplified by the state’s participation in a lawsuit that calls into question the U.S. EPA’s authority to regulate CO₂ emissions under the Clean Air Act and President Barack Obama’s Clean Power Plan, which calls for states to reduce emissions from the electric power sector by 32 percent below 2005 levels by 2030 (Magill 2016). In 1999, Wyoming adopted the “anti-Kyoto Protocol” law (House Bill 0170), perhaps the state’s most powerful policy related to climate change mitigation to date. The law was developed as a response to the Kyoto Protocol, the world’s first international agreement that set binding GHG emissions
reduction targets for industrialized nations. It also modified the Wyoming Environmental Quality Act to restrict the proposal or promulgation of state regulations intended to reduce GHG emissions from any sector (Barron 2012; Fershee 2007).

Additionally, although Wyoming has implemented a statewide net metering program, the state has more recently taken an unconventional approach with respect to renewable energy development. In 2010, Wyoming became the first state to implement a tax on wind energy production, a policy that has yet to be enacted by any other U.S. state. In 2015, Governor Matthew H. Mead (R) signed into law House Bill 0009, which established a tax rate on alternative fuels such as ethanol equal to those charged for conventional fuels (Kotrba 2015).

Despite Wyoming’s outspoken opposition to emissions regulations and unique regulatory approach on renewable energy production and consumption, the state has participated in regional partnerships associated with climate change planning. The state is currently a member of the Western Regional Air Partnership (WRAP), a collaborative organization administered by the Western Governors Association and National Tribal Environmental Council, that was formed in 1997 to provide technical support and develop policy tools for local, state, tribal, and federal governments and agencies related to federal air quality standard compliance (WRAP 2009).

Wyoming’s participation in WRAP can primarily be linked to the state’s interest in preparing State Implementation Plans in order to address regional haze and air quality issues related to the state’s fossil fuel production and consumption activities and

---

88 The treaty was signed by President Bill Clinton (D) in 1997, however, the U.S. Senate could not acquire the two-thirds vote needed to ratify the treaty.
comply with Clean Air Act regulations (Davidson Jan Norbeck 2012). The WRAP also facilitated the completion of the state’s 2007 GHG inventory in collaboration with the Center for Climate Strategies, a nonprofit organization that provides technical expertise in climate change planning and analysis (CCS 2007). That same year, Wyoming became a founding member of The Climate Registry, an organization developed to provide a uniform GHG emissions repository for public and private entities interested in emissions reduction.

Wyoming’s participation in activities associated with climate change mitigation planning can primarily be attributed to the state’s interest in pursuing carbon sequestration, rather than emissions reduction, as a strategy to address the climate change issue. These efforts can be traced to 2001, when the state legislature created the Carbon Sequestration Advisory Committee to assess the carbon sequestration potential of the state’s agricultural and forest lands, identify research needs, and recommend policies or programs to support landowners to participate in carbon trading (Fershee 2007). The state’s interest in carbon sequestration developed amidst global and federal policy discussions regarding emissions regulation, most notably the Kyoto Protocol. It was viewed as an alternative to emissions reduction mandates that would protect the state’s fossil fuel-based economy by providing opportunities for emitters to offset, rather than reduce, emissions (Fershee 2007). However, federal pressure to pursue formal state policies concerning carbon sequestration subsided when, in 2001, President George W. Bush formally withdrew the U.S. from the Kyoto Protocol and, in 2003, the U.S. EPA denied a petition filed
by the International Center for Technology Assessment and 18 other organizations requesting that the agency regulate GHG emissions as a pollutant under the Clean Air Act (CAA) (Borger 2001; NACAA 2013; Saillan 2007).

The prospect of federal emissions regulations resurfaced in 2007 when the U.S. Supreme Court decided in Massachusetts v. EPA that the CAA indeed authorizes the U.S. EPA to regulate GHG emissions and, in 2008, began to review potential revisions under the CAA that may apply to the regulation of GHG emissions (NACAA 2013). In the same year, following the establishment of RGGI (2005) and California’s successful adoption of a state-level cap and trade program (2006), federal lawmakers began serious discussions regarding the adoption of a national cap and trade program. Wyoming Governor, Dave Freudenthal (D), who acknowledged the significance of addressing the climate change issue, while also balancing Wyoming’s resource-based economy, sought opportunity with federal lawmakers, as well as state officials and utility executives in the state of California, to advocate for carbon capture and storage as a mechanism to achieve emissions reduction while not constraining the market for fossil fuels (Fialka 2010; The Future of Coal Under Carbon Cap and Trade 2007; WGA 2007). To support this effort, in 2007, the Wyoming legislature established the Clean Coal Task Force, which consisted of the members of the University of Wyoming Energy Resources Council. The Task Force was allocated $2.5 million to solicit proposals for research in clean coal technologies. In the following year, Wyoming became the first state in the nation to enact a formal, comprehensive carbon sequestration policy when Governor Freudenthal signed into
In Mississippi, the issue of anthropogenic climate change has not played a substantial role in the development of policy development. Although the state has implemented three policies that support climate change mitigation through improvements in energy efficiency and renewable energy development, collaborative policy processes have not contributed to the policy process in the state. The development of the state’s efficiency requirements for new state- and commercial-owned buildings began in January 2013, when the Mississippi House of Representatives began deliberations on two bills, House Bill 1266 and House Bill 1281, that would require new state- and commercial-owned buildings to meet or exceed the 2010 building energy code standards designed by the American Society of Heating Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (Bryant 2014). The proposed laws advanced from the House and were approved by the Senate before being signed into law by Governor Phil Bryant (R) in April 2013.

The motivation behind the state’s adoption of efficiency standards for new buildings can primarily be attributed to federal incentives provided under Title III of the Energy Production and Conservation Act (EPCA) of 1975 (EPCA 1975). In May 2013, Governor Bryant received a letter from the Deputy Secretary of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) informing the Governor that the state’s current building energy codes were not compliant with the DOE’s recommended standards for
commercial and state-owned buildings and, if standards were not implemented by July 2013, the state would no longer be eligible for funding opportunities established under Title III of the EPCA (Hogan 2013). The role of federal incentives in driving the adoption of Mississippi’s new building codes is supported by the legal requirements of the new laws which became active July 1, 2013, at which time the Director of Energy and Natural Resources Division of the Mississippi Development Authority, Karen Bishop, submitted a letter to the DOE to inform the agency of the state’s compliance with Title III of the EPCA (Bishop 2013).

Mississippi’s most recent policy action occurred in 2015 when the Mississippi Public Service Commission (MPSC) adopted rules that established a statewide net metering program (PSC 2015). Mississippi became the 45th state to adopt a statewide net metering program, which is characterized by a billing mechanism that allows owners of renewable energy systems (e.g., rooftop solar photovoltaic) to distribute unused energy back into a grid, and credits the owner such that they are only charged for net energy consumption. Net metering is generally considered a critical component of renewable energy development by providing financial incentives for private investment in distributed energy systems. However, conventional electric utilities are often in opposition to the implementation of such programs, claiming that the loss of demand produced by customers who receive energy from distributed solar will reduce utility earnings, while operating costs remain (EIA 2013; Gunther 2013; Halper 2014; Sommer and Samuel 2016).
Mississippi’s net metering policy began with the establishment of a docket in December 2010 to investigate the possible establishment of a statewide net metering program (MPSC 2011). The MPSC’s net metering program was designed through a negotiated rulemaking process in which the MPSC facilitated multiple public comment periods and contracted a private consulting firm, Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., to conduct an independent cost-benefit analysis of various policy alternatives for establishing a net metering policy in the state (MPSC 2011, 2015a; Stanton et al. 2014). The study, which was submitted to the MPSC in 2014 and drew upon the experiences of other state net metering programs, found that a net metering program in Mississippi would provide a net benefit to the state. In April 2015 the MPSC released a draft of the proposed net metering rules for public comment and facilitated a series of public meetings (Docket 2015b; Stanton et al. 2014).

The proposed net metering rule drew public comments from various stakeholders including electric utility companies, solar and renewable energy advocates, the state’s Sierra Club chapter, and representatives of the agriculture community (Docket 2015b). The most notable dispute regarding the proposed rule, centered on the MPSC’s authority to establish rules requiring utilities to provide a credit to distributed energy producers, and the amount of the proposed credit that would be provided to solar energy purveyors (Weatherly 2015a). A number of the state’s utility companies also conveyed concerns related to the lost revenue associated with the proposed rule and the potential impacts to customers who do not install renewable energy infrastructure and low-income households who may experience an
increased cost for electricity due to cost shifts resulting from the program (Weatherly 2015a).

The program’s final rule was designed based upon the findings of Synapse Energy Economics, Inc.’s cost-benefit analysis, which recommended that the MPSC follow the net metering approach implemented by the state of Hawai‘i’s Public Utility Commission. Although the final credit rate for distributed energy to net metering customers was an even compromise between the rates requested by state utilities and solar energy advocates, the rule took a conservative approach to net metering, relative to other state policies, that included requested amendments from Entergy Mississippi Inc. and the South Mississippi Electric Power Association (SMEPA), a collection of 11 member-owned electric cooperatives (MPSC 2015b; AP 2015). The MPSC addressed concerns related to the potential impacts to low-income communities by ordering the state’s two investor-owned utility companies, Entergy Mississippi, Inc. and Mississippi Power Company, to offer an increased credit to the first 1,000 qualifying low-income customers who install net metered systems (Weatherly 2015a; MPSC 2015b).

The final rule resulted in dissatisfaction on the part of the SMEPA, which requested a rehearing on the matter in December 2015 (MPSC 2016; PV Magazine 2015; Pyper 2015; Trabish 2015; Weatherly 2015b, 2016). Among other things, SMEPA contested the MPSC’s ability to implement a net metering program given that the Commission does not have legal authority to impose rates on the self-regulated cooperatives. The MPSC concluded, however, that net metering is not a
form of rate making and denied the call for a rehearing (Walton 2016; Weatherly 2015a; 2016). The dispute regarding the MPSC’s regulatory oversight of utility cooperatives changed venues to the state legislature and, in March 2016, Mississippi lawmakers passed House Bill 1139, which eliminates MPSC oversight on a variety of activities including net metering (AP 2016; Stauffer 2016; Trabish 2016). In spite of Solar advocates concerns regarding the effect that the law may have on distributed renewable energy development in the state, the bill was signed into law by Governor Phil Bryant (R) in April 2016 (Kraften 2016).

**Civic Community, Legitimacy, and Climate Change Policy**

As Figure 7.1 demonstrates, the Sabatier et al. (2005) framework includes another causal process that leads from process and context to civic community, which includes human capital (e.g., knowledge about climate change conditions), social capital (e.g., networks of reciprocity), political efficacy, trust of others, and attitudes toward collective action. The study includes three CPOs that are likely to influence civic community, legitimacy, and policy outputs. These include the type of climate change policy institutions established (collaborative versus traditional-adversarial or negotiated rulemaking), stakeholder inclusiveness, and decision-making rules. The CPOs were analyzed by reviewing government and nongovernment reports that document the collaboration process, procedures, and ground rules for making policy decisions as well as media and stakeholder press releases.
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89 The bill was introduced by Mississippi House member, and Chair of the Public Utility Committee, Charles Beckett (R), who had received substantial campaign finance from many entities under MPSC oversight, including Entergy Mississippi Inc. (Stauffer 2016).
The collaborative policy processes implemented in both Delaware and Oregon were generally carried out using an Analysis and Deliberation Framework (Stern, Feinberg and the NRC Committee on Risk Characterization 1996). In each collaborative process, technical advisors and members of the scientific community were called upon to provide and present information related to climate change and energy dynamics within the context of each state. The policy recommendations were produced through a deliberative process in which stakeholders are provided the opportunity to exchange views and negotiate potential action areas and policy mechanisms. This decision making approach can facilitate the development of human capital and affect attitudes towards collective action by allowing collaborative learning to take place amongst participating stakeholder groups, and can ultimately reduce the barriers to collaboration and support the development of social capital across stakeholder groups (Daniels and Walker 2001).

To determine the contribution of stakeholder participation in collaborative watershed management, Sabatier et al. (2005) refer to the importance of procedural and structural legitimacy. For the purposes of this study, procedural legitimacy refers to the fundamental values of autonomy and self-rule and the notion that those who are bound by climate change policy must have direct influence on its formulation. Substantive legitimacy refers to the fundamental values of welfare and justice, the notion that climate change policy ought to improve the conditions of life for community stakeholders, and that the benefits and costs of these improved conditions are fairly distributed. The extent to which each of the state-level collaborative policy
institutions include effected stakeholder groups and integrate reflexivity into policy planning decisions would presumably have an effect on both forms of legitimacy.

With respect to procedural legitimacy, Tables 7.6 and 7.7 reveal that each of the collaborative policy institutions involved in the development of state-level climate change policy initiatives in Delaware and Oregon displayed a range of membership structures and incorporated community stakeholder engagement to varying degrees throughout the climate change policy planning and implementation stages. Each of the collaborative policy processes also led to final policy recommendations via a consensus-based process that required unanimous, or near unanimous, approval from the panel’s voting body. In addition to stakeholder groups, such as the energy and electric power sector, that would be directly impacted by new energy and emissions regulations, the voting body of each collaborative process generally included representatives from the scientific community, environmental organizations, local government entities, and business interests (e.g., agriculture, automotive, labor unions). Delaware also included public and low-income advocates as voting members to provide input related to social equity and the distribution of the benefits and costs of potential policy initiatives in nearly all of the state’s collaborative policy processes. The effectiveness, in terms of procedural legitimacy, of each state’s collaborative policy processes may best be reflected by the continued reliance on such processes to inform policy design and implementation, which may also be an indication of an adequate level of trust amongst the various stakeholder groups included in the policy planning processes. Each state has continued to invest resources to support and
convene these collaborative processes, many of which have transferred information to subsequent collaborative efforts and have ultimately led to the adoption of formal policies.

In the context of substantive legitimacy, a thorough assessment of the distributional effects of climate change policy outcomes is beyond the scope of the current study. However, one indication of how collaborative policy processes can facilitate the development of policies that are mutually agreeable amongst major stakeholder groups is the longevity of adopted policies. The divergent experiences of Delaware and Oregon, relative to Mississippi, offer an exemplary representation of the potential pitfalls of not employing policy planning and implementation processes that rely upon stakeholder engagement and consensus-based decision making practices. Each of the final policies adopted by the legislature and implemented by regulatory agencies in both Delaware and Oregon has remained in place.

In contrast, Mississippi’s experience with the formal adoption of the state’s net metering program was pursued via a negotiated rulemaking process. Although stakeholder participation was facilitated via public comment, the final design of the program was determined by the MPSC based on the recommendations provided by an outside technical consultant. Two key stakeholder groups, renewable energy advocates and electric utility companies, were dissatisfied with the final rules and the state quickly enacted legislation to reduce the regulatory power of the MPSC with respect to enforcement of the net metering program. Although collaboration may be difficult given the contextual setting of the Mississippi region, a collaborative
engagement process with a consensus-based decision making structure may have alleviated some of dissatisfaction among advocacy coalitions and produced a more secure policy outcome.

**Other Explanatory Variables**

While the results of the case study analyses suggest that collaborative management institutions have a positive effect on the development, adoption, and implementation of climate change mitigation policies, the investigation identified a number of other factors that also influenced the policy making process in all four cases. Policy learning via horizontal and vertical diffusion, for example, influenced policy design discussions in both collaborative and traditional decision-action arenas. The DCCC and the Oregon Task Force on Global Warming each referenced the Kyoto Protocol when establishing their initial voluntary goals for GHG emissions, using a baseline of 1990 emissions as the reference point for short- and long-term emissions reduction goals.

Horizontal diffusion also played a significant role in the design of state-level policies in Delaware, Oregon, and Mississippi. In Delaware, for example, the RPS policymaking process included a review of other state-level RPS polices. For example, the three percent solar carve-out, which was added to the Delaware RPS in 2007, was a direct transfer of the policy applied in New Jersey, and the state’s 2014 RPS update drew from policy designs that have been applied in Maryland (SEUTF 2005; Sol Systems 2014). In Mississippi, the consultant, Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., that completed the economic analysis for the MPSC’s proposed net metering
program reviewed how the policy had been applied in other states. The consultant found that a program design similar to Hawaii would be an effective policy approach for the state (Stanton et al. 2014). Both Delaware and Oregon adopted vehicle emissions standards based on California’s rule, and also examined how other states had implemented the policy (GVEW 2005).

Policy entrepreneurs were a second factor that was found to affect both the initial and latter stages of the process. In Wyoming, following California’s adoption of a state cap and trade program, and in anticipation of federal legislation regarding emissions regulation, Governor Freudenthal played an important role in advancing the state’s policy agenda on climate change policy by actively engaging federal and state policymakers in discussions regarding carbon sequestration as a path towards climate change mitigation. In the context of collaborative policy processes, policy entrepreneurs played a particularly significant role in initiating collaborative management institutions and supporting policy adoption. In Oregon, Governor Ted Kulongoski was a particularly influential figure in the state’s climate change policy experience. The Governor initiated a number of the state’s regional partnerships and convened multiple policy advisory groups to address the climate change issue. In Delaware, Governor Ruth Minner played a similar role by convening various task force committees to address energy issues that contribute to climate change mitigation, but perhaps more importantly, the Governor catalyzed the state’s participation in RGGI.
Delaware Senator Harris McDowell also played a notable role in advancing the state’s clean energy policies. The Senator served on the DCCC, DETF, SEU Task Force, and the Delaware Energy Efficiency Advisory Council, and he contributed to the adoption of Delaware’s EERS and RPS (CEEP 2005; O’Mara, Cherry and Hodas 2010). As the Chair of the state’s SEU Task Force, the Senator participated in the design process of the SEU and multiple clean energy policies and, following formal implementation of the SEU by the state legislature in 2007, became a founding member of the program. The Senator also played a key role in advancing the state’s first RPS, which was initially introduced and assigned to the Energy & Transit Committee in 2003 following the recommendation of the Delaware Energy Task Force. However, the bill did not leave the Committee before the end of the legislative Session (CEEP 2005). In 2004, the Senator introduced a revised RPS that required 10 percent of Delaware’s electricity to come from renewable sources by 2019. Senator McDowell worked with a coalition of legislators, environmental and community organizations, state utilities, and the CEEP to draft the legislation which reflected best practices found in other state RPS laws. The legislation also responded to specific concerns raised by Delaware stakeholders, and it was eventually signed into law with broad support in 2005 (CEEP 2005).

The analysis also identified a number of focusing events that contributed to placing the issue of climate change and energy policy on the political agenda and affected the policy design process. The signing of the Kyoto Protocol by President Bill Clinton (D) in 1997 signaled to the states that the climate change issue had
gained prominence on the U.S. political agenda, and, subsequently, contributed to Wyoming’s carbon sequestration policy agenda. In Delaware, the DETF formed during a period in which energy shortages were occurring in places around the country, and the SEU Task Force convened in the wake of increasing energy prices. Each of these events initiated an interest in designing new policies to secure a reliable, low cost energy supply for the citizens of Delaware (DETF 2003a; SEUTF 2007). Within this context, the issue of climate change was relevant to collaborators involved in the policy process. However, the topic was not the focus of planning discussions, where policy that contributed to emissions reductions provided a co-benefit of reducing energy demand and increasing the number of renewable energy purveyors within the state.

Conclusion

The IAD theoretical perspective posits that the formation of collaborative management institutions is conditional upon the environmental, socioeconomic, and institutional characteristics of a particular region. The results of the case study analysis revealed that Delaware and Oregon have each participated in a number of collaborative management institutions to facilitate the development and implementation of policies related to emissions reduction. Wyoming has also participated in collaborative policy processes, although these efforts have focused exclusively on advising the development of carbon sequestration policies, rather than policies to reduce dependence and consumption of fossil fuels. Collaborative policy processes related to climate change mitigation were not identified in Mississippi.
Delaware and Wyoming each have relatively high levels of human and social capital, which is posited to support cooperation among stakeholders. Oregon, however, exhibited high levels of human capital, but below average levels of social capital (i.e., low health care, low income, high unemployment). This finding does not support the hypothesized relationship between the state community conditions and the formation of collaborative management processes. However, the environmental, socioeconomic, and ideological conditions observed in Delaware and Oregon are distinctive from those observed in Wyoming. Delaware and Oregon have each experienced observable and relatively detrimental impacts associated with climate change. The two states also have a relatively high level of concern related to the effects of climate change, and a better understanding of the scientific basis for the issue. While there is some differentiation with respect to state-level community variables between these two states, the socioeconomic and ideological trends are more likely to support the formation of collaborative policy institutions to address the climate change issue through emissions reductions.

In Wyoming, the environmental conditions suggest that collective action to mitigate climate change would be less likely. Despite the fact that temperature change has occurred across the state, public opinion regarding the severity and the scientific consensus of the climate change issue is relatively low. Additionally, the state’s “anti-Kyoto Protocol” law, adopted in 1999, sets institutional constraints on the type of mitigation policies that can be pursued by policymakers. When taken together, the environmental and institutional context, and the state’s substantial economic
dependence on fossil fuel production and increasingly conservative political climate, suggests that collaborative policy efforts related to climate change mitigation are more likely to focus on rules that would not hinder the production and consumption of fossil fuels within the state.

The relationship between the contextual variables in each state and the formation of collaborative management institutions generally supports the conjectures from the IAD theoretical perspective. However, the findings in Oregon, where collaborative management processes have formed despite the relatively low levels of social capital, suggest that high levels of social capital are not necessary for the formation of collaborative management institutions. This result may be related to the fact that each of the collaborative management institutions in Oregon was formed via executive and legislative action, rather than collective action. Therefore, it may be that such processes would not have transpired in the absence of state-level efforts to reduce the transaction costs of collective action by supporting the establishment of institutions for collaboration policy processes.

The ACF, SCF, and ADR theoretical perspectives claim that, when addressing “wicked” problems, formal and inclusive collaborative policy processes that incorporate consensus-based decision making into policy decisions are more likely to produce policy outputs than a traditional adversarial policy approach (see Chapter 2). The analysis of state-level collaborative management institutions in Delaware and Oregon identified a number of consensus-based regional partnerships and collaborative engagement processes associated with both the formulation and
implementation of climate change mitigation policies. Each of the collaborative engagement processes were representative of the state’s major advocacy groups, including representatives from the scientific community, although there was some variation with respect to the level of public engagement applied in each process. While the formation of Oregon’s collaborative engagement processes occurred primarily within the context of climate change mitigation, Delaware’s engagement processes were focused on energy efficiency and renewable energy development. Each engagement process was generally charged with analyzing a particular policy issue and recommending policy solutions for formal adoption. Ultimately, each of these policy efforts supported the adoption of formal rules at the collective choice level in both states. The next chapter discusses the theoretical implications of the findings and proposes opportunities for future research related to collaborative climate change governance.
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Conclusions, Implications, and Future Research

The issue of global climate change poses a complex, collective action problem for policymakers at all levels of governance, the causes and environmental consequences of which are characteristic of contemporary environmental issues of the third environmental epoch (Mazmanian and Kraft 2009; Olson 1965). Such issues are characterized by a much greater combination of scientific and technical complexity, long-term time scales, involve large numbers of diverse stakeholder groups, and produce trans-jurisdictional impacts. The primary drivers of climate change, GHG emissions, are associated with virtually every social and economic activity within contemporary society (IPCC 2013; USGCRP 2014; USEPA 2016). Thus, effective mitigation requires policy coordination across a wide spectrum of diverse, and sometimes adversarial, policy actors. The climate change issue also has significant information and analysis requirements; therefore, epistemic communities play a crucial role as communicators in the policy process by defining and framing the issue within the context of policy debates (Haas 1992; Liftin 1994).

In the U.S., where federal policy efforts have consistently failed largely due to divergent political and economic ideologies among policymakers and stakeholders, climate change policy implementation has primarily occurred at the subnational level (Dunlap and McCright 2008; Layzer 2014; Lutzenhiser 2001; McCright and Dunlap 2003, 2011a, 2011b; McCright, Dunlap and Xiao 2014; Posner 2010a; Rabe 2004, 2008). Beginning with Rabe’s (2004) initial exploration of how some states have overcome the political challenges of regulating GHG emissions, policy scholars have
explored various aspects of the climate change policy process, including the role of horizontal (e.g., Bauer and Steurer 2014, Betsill and Rabe 2009) and vertical policy diffusion (e.g., Betsill and Rabe 2009; Fisher 2013; Posner 2010b) in producing policy outcomes, “issue framing” around climate change policy discussions (Aklin and Urpelainen 2013; Guber and Bosso 2012; Kamieniecki 2006; Kraft and Kamieniecki 2007; Nisbet 2009), cross-state comparisons of particular policy instruments (e.g., renewable portfolio standards), and the impact that such policies are likely to have in the context of the U.S. contribution to global GHG emissions.⁹⁰ The findings of this research has largely pointed to the importance of policy entrepreneurs and third party technocratic institutions in pushing policy forward, and the process of policy learning as a source of policy diffusion (e.g., Kraus 2012; Rabe 2004, 2007, 2011).

While inquiry on the policy and politics of state-level climate change policymaking has grown in recent years, the amount and scope of research has not kept pace with growth in the saliency and urgency of the climate change issue (Rabe 2010). In particular, little inquiry has been conducted on collaborative climate change governance and the role of stakeholder engagement in policy formulation and implementation (Bernauer 2013; Javeline 2014). In the context of climate change policymaking, and environmental policy more generally, a history of mistrust between environmental and industrial interests exists as a result of conflict over

---

⁹⁰ “Horizontal diffusion” refers to the diffusion of one state’s policy design or idea to other states. “Vertical diffusion” refers to the diffusion of policy design or ideas that occur at the federal or local level to the state level.
previous policy issues (Weech-Maldonado and Merrill 2000). In such instances, establishing trust incrementally via collaborative policymaking processes may be essential prior to undertaking important policy negotiations (Ansell and Gash 2008). Where the issue of anthropogenic climate change has been plagued by deep disagreement over desired states and preferred outcomes, collaborative management processes offer a potentially effective approach to developing cooperation among polarized interest groups and advancing mitigation and adaptation policy (Agranoff and McGuire 2004; Ansell and Gash 2008; Fiack and Kamieiecki 2017; McGuire and Agranoff 2011; Niles and Lubell 2012).

A major goal of this study was to present and evaluate a possible framework for understanding the nature of collaborative management institutions and stakeholder engagement involving climate change mitigation at the state level. While a number of studies have applied theories related to stakeholder engagement in the policy process to understand and evaluate policy and environmental outcomes (e.g. Cheng and Mattor 2006; Heikkila and Gerlak 2005; Layzer 2008; Leach, Pelkey and Sabatier 2002; Smith 2009; Weber, Lovrich and Gaffney 2005), the application of such theories to state-level climate change policymaking processes has yet to be extensively analyzed in the literature. As a “wicked” environmental problem of the 21st century, effectively addressing the climate change issue will require comprehensive emissions mitigation efforts to occur across economic sectors. Therefore, developing an effective stakeholder framework can help us to understand the multifaceted stakeholder dynamics around climate change communication and
can be a critical contribution to theory and, subsequently, to policymaking by helping decision makers become aware and knowledgeable about their constraints and opportunities concerning climate change mitigation.

This study contributes to scholarship related to collaborative environmental governance by establishing a foundation for understanding and evaluating the role of collaborative management policy actors and institutions in the development of subnational climate change policy. Although the climate change issue is a global commons problem that will necessitate international cooperation to be addressed effectively, emissions reductions will occur at the subnational level, through the modification of energy consumption characteristics associated with various end-use activities. In the U.S., where substantive federal policy action has been limited, a diverse array of policy mechanisms associated with climate change mitigation has been enacted at the subnational level. These efforts have occurred to varying degrees within politically and economically diverse polities across all regions of the nation. Furthermore, U.S. governance occurs within a democratic, federalist system, characterized by decentralized, complex networks of government agencies, private groups, and non-profit entities. Therefore, effective policy adoption and implementation will likely benefit from consultation with regionally significant public, private, and non-profit interests and coordination across multiple levels of governance (Betsill and Rabe 2009; Cole 2011; Ostrom 2010, 2012). As such a state-level examination of state-level climate change policymaking, with a focus on
collaborative policy processes, offers a valuable opportunity to understand how stakeholder engagement affects policy adoption and implementation dynamics.

**Summary of Findings**

The study began by making the case for a state-level focused investigation of climate change policy by analyzing the political barriers and policy challenges that have, thus far, successfully prevented the passage of federal legislation to regulate GHG emissions (see Chapter 1). The analysis applied policymaking process theories to provide a framework for understanding the motives, strategies, and access points that fossil fuel and conservative political interests have utilized to block successfully the climate change issue and prevent policy proposals from gaining traction on the federal policy agenda. The investigation drew upon data related to interest group lobbying expenditures and campaign finance, political party platforms, and Congressional voting records, as well as research related to public perception of climate science, to illustrate the past and present political obstacles to federal climate change policy and assess the likelihood of climate change policy adoption at the federal level in the coming years.

The extent of federal-level opposition to policy intervention in support of climate change mitigation is most recently exemplified by the political agenda of President Donald J. Trump. Less than six months following his inauguration, President Trump has sought to weaken executive-level actions to address the climate change issue that were established by President Barak Obama and reduce the federal regulatory power of the U.S. EPA to regulate GHG emissions from the electric power
sector. He has decided that the United States should withdraw from the Paris Climate Agreement, joining only two other nations, Nicaragua and Syria, as non-participants in the world’s most substantive international climate change agreement to date. Based on this and the analysis, the chapter concluded that, in the short to medium term, a federal policy to regulate emissions is unlikely to be achieved. Therefore, state and local-level climate change policy initiatives will serve as the primary pathway for guiding emissions reduction efforts within the U.S.

Chapter 2 introduced the topic of collaborative environmental governance, and the relevance of collaboration via stakeholder engagement to addressing the “wicked” environmental challenges of the third environmental epoch, particularly within the context of climate change mitigation. The chapter presented a theoretical framework developed by Sabatier et al. (2005) to analyze stakeholder involvement in collaborative watershed management that can potentially be useful for understanding the process of stakeholder engagement in the development of state-level climate change policy. The chapter included a discussion of the theoretical foundations that support the conceptual relationships provided in the framework, and the development of hypotheses regarding the causal mechanisms that drive the overall collaborative policymaking process. Chapter 3 introduced the methodological approaches that were employed to select and analyze the four case studies. Both Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 build upon the work of Sabatier et al. (2005) and outline a conceptual framework for understanding and evaluating the variables that may affect collaborative climate change policymaking in American states.
The study continued with an analysis of state-level trends related to climate change policy adoption, energy consumption, and CO₂ emissions (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). The state-level analyses were followed by the development of two composite indicators, the State-Level Climate Change Performance Index (SLCCPI) and State-Level Climate Change Policy Adoption and Implementation Index (SLCCPAII), designed to rank the fifty states based upon their relative experiences in climate change mitigation and policy action (Chapter 6). The results of the SLCCPI and SLCCPAII provided a large-n comparative analysis of state-level experiences with respect to climate change mitigation performance and policy implementation that can be used by academics and policy practitioners to evaluate state-level performance in a number of areas related to both the physical drivers of anthropogenic climate change and policy tools associated with climate change mitigation. The section concluded with the selection of four states for case study analysis, Delaware, Oregon, Wyoming, and Mississippi, using criteria developed from the hypothesized relationships between collaborative governance institutions and climate change mitigation and policy outcomes.

Chapter 7 applied the contingency model for collaborative governance, introduced in Chapter 2, to examine the climate change policymaking experiences in each of the four states. The case study investigation relied upon process tracing techniques and applied a mixed-methods approach to evaluate hypotheses regarding how climate change policymaking takes place across the American states, whether and how the process generates policy outcomes, and the role of stakeholder
engagement in producing policy outcomes. Delaware was selected as a “most-likely” case, or vanguard state, in which, given the successful achievement of policy adoption and mitigation, collaborative engagement processes were expected to exist. Mississippi was selected as a least-likely case, or “laggard” state, in which little or no action to address and mitigate climate change has occurred, and therefore it is unlikely that collaborative policy processes had taken place. Oregon and Wyoming were selected as deviant cases in which substantial climate change action has occurred with relatively low mitigation performance and little or no climate change action has occurred yet relatively high mitigation performance has been achieved, respectively.

The results of the case study analysis showed that the proposed conceptual framework, and the associated theoretical perspectives, for collaborative climate change policy offer an informative approach for analyzing how GHG mitigation efforts transpire in the American states. In particular, the study revealed how state-level conditions may influence the type of policy process applied in the decision-action arena (traditional versus collaborative), and the subsequent effect of the policy process on policy outcomes. The findings of the case study analyses also contribute to our understanding of how the climate change policymaking process takes place. Previous research on state-level climate change policy has found that policy learning via horizontal diffusion, policy entrepreneurs, and technocratic institutions are each important drivers of state-level climate change action. The analyses showed that all three of these variables contributed to stakeholder discussions in Delaware and
Oregon, where technocratic experts and policy approaches taken by other states facilitated collaborative learning across diverse stakeholder groups and reduced the potential barriers to cooperation between advocacy coalitions. Thus, collaborative policy processes may serve as incubators of climate change policy planning, in which technical experts and the analysis of previous state-level policy action contribute to the development of policy proposals.

The analysis also found that policy entrepreneurs have played a particularly visible role at critical points in the policy process. With respect to the formation of collaborative policy institutions, policy entrepreneurs played an important role by framing the climate change issue as an important environmental problem to be addressed, setting the policy agenda, and mobilizing resources to reduce the transaction costs associated with collective action. Policy leaders have also contributed to the survival of collaborative management institutions and the adoption of formal policy by continuing to support stakeholder discussions and carrying policy proposals through the legislative process.

**Implications of Findings**

In light of the political upheaval associated with efforts to ignore the climate change problem at the federal level, understanding the conditions and processes that facilitate successful climate change policy adoption at the subnational level continues to be a extremely critical area of research. Given the diffuse sources of anthropogenic GHG emissions, the scientific complexity of the climate change problem, and the role that fossil fuels play in all areas of economic activity, addressing the climate change
issue through policy intervention will benefit from the engagement of diverse stakeholder groups through collaborative planning and decision-making processes at the subnational level. The study presented and applied a possible framework for understanding the role of collaborative policy processes in the development of climate change policy to an investigation of the climate change policy experiences in four states, specifically, Delaware, Oregon, Wyoming, and Mississippi, which have exhibited divergent trends with respect to climate change policy adoption. The findings of the analysis provide important implications regarding the role of stakeholder engagement and collaborative governance in climate change policymaking, and the conditions under which such efforts may be more likely to occur and succeed.

The most critical implication of the case study investigation is the prevalent role that stakeholder engagement and collaborative policy processes have played in the planning, adoption, and implementation stages of state-level climate change initiatives. Delaware and Oregon are among the nation’s leading states with respect to climate change policy action (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 6) and, as the investigation revealed, each state has consistently relied upon collaborative governance processes for developing policy strategies related to climate change mitigation (see Chapter 7). In addition to the array of intrastate stakeholder advisory groups that have participated in various stages of the policy process, each state has also engaged in regional multistate partnerships designed to coordinate and expand the coverage of climate change mitigation efforts. The findings suggest that policymakers who are
interested in facilitating successful policy adoption and implementation ought to
directly engage diverse and regionally significant advocacy coalitions in the
policymaking process. Therefore, collaborative policy processes offer a constructive
venue for successful policy development and implementation.

While stakeholder engagement was found to be a consistent component of
each state’s climate change policy adoption efforts, policy entrepreneurs were
important contributors to the formation and survival of these unilateral and
multilateral initiatives (see Chapter 7). None of the collaborative policy processes
formed organically without executive- or legislative-level support (see Table 7.6 and
Table 7.7). This finding suggests that, in the case of state-level collaborative climate
governance, collective action may not occur without the presence of third
party actors that are willing to subsidize the transaction costs associated with
establishing formal collaborative processes composed of diverse stakeholder groups.
The finding suggests that policy entrepreneurs play a key role in catalyzing
collaborative policy processes to support climate change policy discussions and,
subsequently, produce policy outcomes.

Given the scientific complexity associated with understanding the climate
change issue, epistemic communities have been an integral component of climate
change policy discussions at both the national and international level (see
Introduction and Chapter 1). In the U.S., despite nearly unanimous agreement among
climate change scientists that human activity is affecting the global climate, the
scientific consensus regarding various aspects of anthropogenic climate change has
historically been an important point of contention amongst those who support and
those who oppose emissions reduction efforts. Consequently, public opinion
regarding the climate change issue, including the level of scientific consensus, the
severity of the problem, and the societal effects of a changing climate, are likely to be
important indicators of stakeholders’ willingness to engage in collective action related
to mitigation efforts within a particular region.

One way to support stakeholder awareness of the scientific evidence of the
climate change issue and its implications for society and the environment is to
facilitate collaborative learning via the inclusion of scientific experts in collaborative
policy processes (Daniels and Walker 2001). Delaware and Oregon each facilitated
collaborative learning by including scientific and technical experts as participants in
many of their advisory groups (see Table 7.6 and Table 7.7). In Oregon, where a
majority of the state’s collaborative policy processes were explicitly formed to
address the climate change issue, advisory groups such as the Oregon Global
Warming Commission and the Climate Change Integration Group also sought to
engage the general public with climate change science via deliberate outreach efforts.
Additionally, Delaware and Oregon have each experienced significant and observable
environmental impacts associated with a changing climate, relative to those
experienced in Wyoming and Mississippi (see Table 7.3). Each of these factors have
likely affected the general public’s perception of the climate change issue in these
states which, relative to Wyoming, Mississippi, and the national average, is more in
line with views that would generally support policy efforts related to climate change.
mitigation (see Table 7.4). The findings suggest that exposure to the negative environmental effects of climate change and the inclusion of the scientific community in stakeholder engagement processes may be important in influencing public perceptions concerning the issue and collective action efforts related to climate change policy action.

In addition to public opinion regarding the climate change issue and the role epistemic communities play in supporting policy action through collaborative learning, the analysis of policy experiences in the four states also revealed how human and social capital, socioeconomic conditions, and political factors may influence the type of decision-action arena that is formed, and the type of climate-related policies that are implemented. Mississippi, for example, was found to have relatively low social and human capital and an increasingly conservative political climate. As such, when developing its net metering program, the state relied upon a traditional, negotiated rulemaking process that was ultimately more sympathetic to conservative interests and facilitated adversarial relationships between environmental and utility-sector interests.

In contrast, while Wyoming exhibited similar political trends to those of Mississippi, the state was found to have relatively high levels of social and human capital and substantial economic reliance on extractive industries (primarily coal production). Consequently, the state has employed collaborative policy processes to support the development of policies related to climate change mitigation. However, the state has pursued carbon capture and sequestration, rather than direct emissions
regulation, as its primary approach to climate change mitigation. This policy approach would support climate change mitigation while protecting the region’s coal industry, which, as the nation’s top coal producer, serves as an economic staple of the region. The initial conditions and subsequent decision-action arenas that have been employed in Mississippi and Wyoming to develop climate change mitigation policies both provide support for the relationships identified in the conceptual framework regarding collaborative climate change policy processes. However, the experience in Wyoming reveals how economic and political interests can shape the policy agenda with respect to the focus and design of climate change mitigation policy efforts.

**Recommendations for Future Research**

While the climate change policy experiences in Delaware, Oregon, Mississippi, and Wyoming reflect positively on the proposed conceptual framework for collaborative climate change policy, the small sample size of the study constrains the ability to form hard and fast broad generalizations. Therefore, further examination of the collaborative management framework via additional state-level case studies is a logical path for future research in this area. Future inquiry should also focus on the micro-level interactions that take place between stakeholders who are engaged in collaborative climate change management institutions. One may conclude that, given the regularity regarding the formation of collaborative management processes in both Delaware and Oregon, such institutions contribute to the development of civic community amongst advocacy coalitions. However, a more focused empirical examination of policy network structure within these policy subsystems would
provide valuable insight into the effectiveness of such institutions with respect to fostering cooperation among policy actors. Therefore, conducting in-depth empirical analyses of large n-studies to test the internal dynamics of state-level collaborative climate change policy in the future is recommended.

Two additional aspects of the theoretical framework that warrant further examination include the level of stakeholder inclusiveness in collaborative policy institutions and the environmental and socioeconomic effects of policies that have been developed via collaborative policy processes. The collaborative institutions established in both Delaware and Oregon have generally been composed of a diverse collection of public, private, government representatives with divergent interests regarding prospective policy proposals related to climate change mitigation. However, it is unclear how the composition of these collaborative decision making bodies was designed, and how each representative was selected to serve on their respective committees. It may be that the stakeholders included in each collaborative policy process were chosen based upon their relative political power or existing policy networks, as opposed to the actual diversity of stakeholders within the region. Choosing collaborative policy process participants based upon political motives, rather than on more objective criteria, may diminish the benefits of such processes with respect to facilitating an inclusive, democratic, decision-making process, and ultimately, may reduce the substantive legitimacy of adopted policies. Thus, to understand how such collaborative policy process may be influenced by political power and how such dynamics can translate into policy outputs through these
processes, future research should also focus on understanding whether important stakeholders have been omitted from the decision-making process, how such omissions transpires, and the overall effect with respect to legitimacy among state-level stakeholders.

As discussed in Chapter 2, a common criticism of collaborative policy processes that rely on consensus-based decision-making processes is the potential for such processes to produce “lowest common denominator” policies. This phenomenon describes a policy outcome in which, in order to reach widespread agreement on policy decisions across all stakeholders, the final design of policy outputs become ineffective at actually improving environmental conditions, relative to those developed in a traditional, top-down, decision-making process. In contrast, a common criticism of traditional policymaking processes is the potential for negative economic impacts from regulatory action to be disproportionately distributed to certain stakeholder groups. In this case, collaborative policy processes offer a potential opportunity to mitigate the distributional impacts of policy implementation by including such interests in the decision-making process. Therefore, in order to assess the relative effectiveness of collaborative policy process to more traditional policymaking approaches, future research should focus on the environmental and economic outcomes of policies that have been developed via collaborative policy process, relative to those that have not.

Although climate change policy in the U.S. has primarily occurred at the state-level, the issue of anthropogenic global climate change will require the global
community to participate in emissions mitigation efforts. Given the recent trends with regard to the development of international climate change agreements, there is a growing opportunity to investigate how national climate change policy development takes place, and the role of stakeholder engagement within the policy process. Therefore, in the long-term, research related collaborative climate change policy processes should shift the level of focus to the international arena and conduct comparative, cross-national studies of climate change policy processes. In this context, it would be valuable for academics and policy practitioners alike to understand the dynamics of multilevel climate change governance and the extent to which national-level governments coordinate and vertically integrate regional policy efforts with subnational governing bodies and institutions.
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**Appendix 1** SLCCPI Indicator Correlation Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emissions Per Capita</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emissions-GDP Intensity</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>-0.102</td>
<td>-0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Per Capita</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy-GDP Intensity</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Energy Per Capita</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Energy Share</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

State

WY
TX
AK
NV
DE
ND
AL
TN
UT
WV
NH
PA
LA
MD
NM
MA
NY
NC
VT
SD
NJ
IN
OK
VA
MI
MN
FL
KS
GA
OH
WA
RI
CT
ID
CA
MT
WI
AR
IA
CO
HI
ME
IL
OR
AZ
SC
MS
KY
NE
MO

379.264
370.490
367.048
357.579
333.508
316.470
315.302
291.427
288.855
287.230
286.765
280.301
275.097
274.826
273.156
263.854
263.005
257.940
256.956
252.305
251.902
246.886
244.114
242.793
241.263
240.260
237.974
236.391
234.852
234.137
232.864
232.778
230.123
229.836
223.502
222.906
221.960
218.411
218.010
211.767
211.294
207.313
204.900
202.469
201.382
191.807
191.171
184.682
169.451
164.877

CI Value
66.766
79.969
69.357
100.000
94.105
0.000
44.202
61.913
72.923
54.552
43.615
51.859
43.469
55.194
65.768
56.385
51.393
56.669
43.235
35.373
50.200
53.957
39.613
50.523
53.154
44.144
51.382
48.908
61.963
50.113
59.156
45.481
51.009
45.540
49.490
45.174
42.909
38.970
14.873
44.365
55.337
49.613
35.772
45.070
49.952
40.932
27.884
36.375
14.128
29.540

Emissions

Emissions-GDP
Intensity
95.915
26.016
44.523
14.204
8.966
100.000
22.572
16.615
22.741
58.163
6.315
9.938
20.339
10.406
15.976
6.797
4.416
12.353
6.350
12.949
2.774
20.777
16.298
9.690
3.507
6.909
6.115
12.020
7.275
6.756
5.867
6.760
2.949
5.165
3.074
25.444
8.738
11.041
7.597
1.249
4.817
12.842
0.000
11.278
2.365
5.882
6.253
11.534
3.025
1.406

Indicator Scores
Energy-GDP Emissions-Energy Alternative
Intensity
Intensity
Energy
36.781
46.428
49.562
83.812
99.808
65.378
42.659
56.660
100.000
100.000
13.917
39.250
89.232
15.187
100.000
38.956
83.472
20.117
79.234
47.614
0.000
52.995
64.779
98.696
68.602
44.470
65.735
69.721
70.165
22.568
66.298
53.868
72.828
29.201
46.145
45.018
62.524
21.655
35.487
54.850
67.315
17.923
83.628
67.969
67.756
19.690
69.621
61.436
75.754
72.877
14.551
48.108
68.551
23.051
66.360
51.265
73.064
19.808
43.856
54.683
70.107
17.191
67.690
45.685
68.738
17.500
70.865
50.094
76.291
24.640
47.176
40.811
66.578
22.455
53.859
64.480
25.364
0.000
83.728
94.892
71.269
15.290
57.749
54.620
65.620
21.525
34.645
50.362
65.014
34.080
34.017
55.093
66.923
21.550
50.541
43.566
69.441
10.833
50.291
54.038
57.163
14.390
58.385
59.269
71.919
16.041
52.740
39.775
71.004
22.675
22.956
58.828
75.939
16.702
39.266
33.707
71.059
19.132
39.498
47.579
95.822
29.894
33.389
8.736
76.589
21.049
37.335
45.564
71.150
15.305
51.537
38.173
82.854
50.480
19.670
26.128
73.105
20.007
36.478
41.349
68.292
40.406
16.421
27.169
62.249
22.424
37.955
47.685
64.128
45.046
17.375
41.851
30.634
4.744
60.162
100.000
61.530
6.276
48.124
50.223
78.685
16.623
17.894
37.937
85.453
38.356
17.789
3.260
66.775
11.631
31.288
59.432
88.670
57.452
0.000
0.000
73.314
17.980
29.123
28.648
68.756
22.621
20.125
33.490
65.293
36.048
18.015
37.678
52.898
11.597
25.613
46.665
34.384
5.697
33.844
78.374
59.553
10.273
15.835
48.270
Energy
-0.284
-0.422
-0.311
-0.631
-0.570
0.415
-0.048
-0.233
-0.348
-0.156
-0.042
-0.128
-0.040
-0.163
-0.273
-0.175
-0.123
-0.178
-0.038
0.045
-0.111
-0.150
0.000
-0.114
-0.141
-0.047
-0.123
-0.097
-0.234
-0.110
-0.204
-0.061
-0.119
-0.062
-0.103
-0.058
-0.034
0.007
0.259
-0.049
-0.164
-0.104
0.040
-0.057
-0.108
-0.014
0.123
0.034
0.267
0.106

Emissions

Emissions-GDP
Intensity
-0.000066
-0.000020
-0.000032
-0.000013
-0.000009
-0.000068
-0.000018
-0.000014
-0.000018
-0.000041
-0.000008
-0.000010
-0.000017
-0.000010
-0.000014
-0.000008
-0.000006
-0.000011
-0.000008
-0.000012
-0.000005
-0.000017
-0.000014
-0.000010
-0.000006
-0.000008
-0.000007
-0.000011
-0.000008
-0.000008
-0.000007
-0.000008
-0.000005
-0.000007
-0.000005
-0.000020
-0.000009
-0.000011
-0.000008
-0.000004
-0.000007
-0.000012
-0.000003
-0.000011
-0.000005
-0.000007
-0.000007
-0.000011
-0.000005
-0.000004

Indicator Values
Energy-GDP Emissions-Energy
Intensity
Intensity
4.956
-0.254
-0.00023
-6.510
-0.359
-0.00017
-6.545
-0.551
0.00007
-4.586
-0.081
-0.00065
-3.538
-0.108
-0.00048
11.647
-0.290
-0.00036
-0.833
-0.243
-0.00037
-1.117
-0.122
-0.00037
-1.602
-0.158
-0.00020
0.273
-0.117
-0.00011
-0.599
-0.096
-0.00052
-0.679
-0.106
-0.00040
-2.134
-0.401
0.00006
-0.824
-0.124
-0.00037
-1.645
-0.106
-0.00018
-1.107
-0.092
-0.00038
-0.858
-0.093
-0.00041
-2.232
-0.133
-0.00021
-0.465
-0.121
-0.00027
7.033
0.004
-0.00052
-1.318
-0.081
-0.00030
-0.290
-0.116
-0.00011
-0.180
-0.185
-0.00010
-0.528
-0.116
-0.00024
-0.986
-0.056
-0.00024
1.248
-0.076
-0.00031
-1.436
-0.085
-0.00026
-1.270
-0.122
-0.00001
-2.168
-0.089
-0.00015
-1.280
-0.103
-0.00015
-5.785
-0.162
-0.00010
-2.286
-0.113
-0.00013
-1.297
-0.081
-0.00025
-3.426
-0.276
0.00002
-1.652
-0.107
-0.00012
-0.777
-0.221
0.00005
0.323
-0.121
-0.00013
-0.019
-0.246
0.00004
6.074
-0.023
-0.00032
0.454
-0.031
-0.00022
-2.667
-0.089
0.00003
-3.899
-0.209
0.00003
-0.501
-0.061
-0.00008
-4.484
-0.315
0.00018
-1.690
-0.096
-0.00006
-0.861
-0.122
0.00001
-0.231
-0.196
0.00003
2.024
-0.061
-0.00003
5.392
-0.028
-0.00010
0.813
-0.053
0.00005
Energy

Alternative
Energy
2.575
0.790
-0.354
-0.374
0.195
3.553
1.648
0.606
0.025
0.671
1.533
1.104
0.228
0.435
0.660
0.069
0.358
-0.252
1.304
3.303
0.656
0.376
0.687
-0.071
0.618
0.961
-0.320
0.932
-0.719
0.193
-2.360
0.061
-0.425
-1.217
-0.216
-1.148
0.200
-0.183
3.639
0.367
-0.441
-2.720
0.972
-2.934
-1.051
-0.733
-0.458
0.133
2.217
0.239

Appendix 2 Results of the SLCCPI
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>